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Preface

This book has been a slow 'alchemical' meditation on the topic of mindfulness.  Since its inception in 2003 I have kept
returning to the same ideas over and over, until they have mystreriously become clearer.  The main impetus behind the
book has been to improve on some of the less than convincing explanations in the buddhist texts on mindfulness
including the centrally important Satipatthana Sutta and its commentaries.  My teacher, Urgyen Sangharakshita, chose
in his lecture "Right Mindfulness" to talk about four 'Levels of Awareness' instead of the traditional four 'Foundations of
Mindfulness', perhaps to make things simpler for his disciples.  I have made a similar attempt: by looking at the
Satipatthana Sutta in the light of a range of buddhist teachings I hope to have come up with a more convincing
expl;anation of the path of mindfulness.  Traditions are kept alive by processes such as these.  

Over time I realised what I was creating: a coalescence of buddhist doctrine and method.  I think what is new about this
book is that it brings together the path of mindfulness as expressed in the teaching of the four foundations of
mindfulness (the four satipatthanas as extolled in the Satipatthana Sutta ) with the doctrine of Conditioned
Coproduction (praticcasamutpada ).  I am not aware of a buddhist commentator having made this connection before in
relation to teachings on mindfulness.  In hindsight it seems to me rather obvious that ones understanding of buddhism's
path of practice should be informed by the central insight acheived by that practice, namely conditionality.  The
conceptual understanding  of the relationships between the four satipatthanas is expressed by a model I have called
the Satipatthana model.  

I am aware that some scholars and practitioners within the buddhist tradition may be reluctant to 'interogate the text' as
much as I have done for fear of undermining their tradition.  Yet there will be others who have come recently to the field
of mindfulness who will appreciate more clarity.  I hope this book is useful to both.  In my defense I cite the words of the
Buddha spoken in the Kalama Sutta.   The Kalamas were bemused by a plethora of conflicting claims by different
teachers as to the truth.

"You are definitely right to be in doubt and uncertainty, it is perplexing.  But what you should do is not
solely go along with what you hear repeatedly 1, nor solely on what is handed down in a tradition or
lineage 2, nor on hearsay 3, nor on a scripture as authority 4, nor on sophistry or logical inference 5, nor on
prolonged consideration  6, nor on getting carried away with a view you identify with 7, nor [on someone
making a] plausible impression 8, nor on your respect for a spiritual teacher, or because you think, 'The
ascetic is our teacher' 9 ... When you know of yourselves, 'These teachings 10  are unskilful, blamable;
faulted by sensible people 11  ; that, followed through and practised, they lead on to harm and suffering 12,
then give them up" 13

1  Levels of Awareness.  Chapter in Vision and Transformation by Sangharakshita.  (from lecture 1972)
2 anussava
3 parampara, li. 'succession'
4 itikiri, gossip, rumour
5 pitakasampadi
6 takkahetu or nayahetu
7 ikiraparivitakka
8 ditthinijjhinakkhanti, alternatively, 'nor on indulgence in the pleasure of speculation'
9 bhavyar_pati, alternatively, 'nor on [something that] looks plausible'
10 sama_a no garu
11 dhammas
12 vinnugarahiti, the wise
13 dukkha
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In other words, it is reasonable to test any teaching, including a buddhist one, for how helpful it is.  One 'weighs' it in the
light of what one knows about the rest of the buddhist tradition and in the light of ones experience. The Kalama Sutta
indicates the question we need to keep asking is 'Does this teaching help me?, or 'to what degree is this helpful or to
what degree is its meaning obscure?'  The Buddha is saying we shouldn't just narrowly rely on criteria such as a person
being our teacher or a text being traditional.  He puts the onus instead on individual awareness and responsibility, which
is informed by practice.

If we are to take this advice we need to apply it to how we read texts, how we listen to teachers, but also to how we
communicate with others about mindfulness.  If we are in a 'teaching role' we need to know it is not enough to supply
good reasons to practice mindfulness.   We need to promote it through our own example.  This is essential.  In fact I
think that iit is largely through contact with experience that people's practice is helped to grow and develop.  There is a
phenomenon in spiritual movements where peopletend to rush into teaching what they have only just learned.  In the
1990s I designed a course in stress management based on buddhist ideas and put it on for groups of teachers in
Campden, North London.  One teacher then thought she could just go out and start teaching the material to others
immediately.  But then she started panicking when she realised she was out of her depth.  That she couldn't then deal
with the questions or difficulties that came back because she didn't have the experience.  It is the same thing with
health professionals enthusiastically making evaluations of what mindfulness is from a limited experience of it, or even
considering wanting to teach it without having a personal practice of it.   Luckily now this has changed, they have been
advised not to do that, and there are now guidelines that emphasise a need to teach from an experience of a personal
practice.  But it is instructive that the question of whether a health professional teaching mindfulness needed a personal
practice was even posed.  But in my own buddhist movement members have done similar things.

There is obviously a motivation that is positive and comes from a compassionate motivation, to share something that
person has found useful, which is laudable.  But it is not necessarily wise.   One does different things when one is
experienced, but there is no short cut to getting that.  Perhaps this exemplifies some kind of 'learning anxiety'.  In
discovering mindfulness as a practice with many exciting new possibilities, some of a person's anxiety about their own
progress has been allayed because the practice seems to be working for them.  Perhaps they then want  teach it in
order to pass on their allayed anxiety to others.  But this is not a good basis for teaching or learning because it is based
on anxiety not in experience.  With experience a person sees there is no magic 'catch-all' technique to solve their
problems outside of also applying their own judgement and  that grows with experience. It is always possible to apply
techniques unwisely.  Insufficiently experienced teachers of mindfulness or speculative explanations of mindfulness not
grounded in practice  may lead to clarity or to confusion.  Certain explanations may have usefulness up to a point in that
they encourage people to practice, but as deeper questions come out of peoples practice those explanations may  run
out of subtlety.  The Buddha warned against thinking his teachings were esay.  He said that Conditioned Coproduction
was in fact profound and difficult to understand, and his disciples shouldn't think otherwise.  So subtleties of
interpretation at refined stages of practice become more important.  This is why we need to keep exploring the
subtleties of what we mean, and try to resolve differences in interpretation of mindfulness. 

In the last decade interest in mindfulness has grown substantially in the worlds of medicine and psychology through the
development of mindfulness-based therapies.  Medicine and buddhism are separate contexts.  How something is
understood in one context is necessarily different from how it is understood in another. That is because the meaning is
informed by the context.  If we take mindfulness out of a buddhist context and put it in a psychological setting that is 
strongly informed by a scientific perspective, as behavioural psychotherapy is, then what we mean by mindfulness will
be limited by what concepts are allowed within that context.  In buddhism for instance mindfulness is seen in the
context of buddhist ethics.  But within a scientific context that can no longer apply because buddhist ethics are not
allowable within a scientific context.  It is more likely them that mindfulness is seen inside the scientific context as a 

14 This translation of Kalama Sutta is courtesy of Dharmachari Ratnaprabha, with a few alterations.  Traditional version at: Kalama Sutta  (AN III 65)  
Numerical Discourses of the Buddha: An Anthology of Suttas from the Anguttara Nikaya.  Thera, N. & Bodhi, B. (Altamira Press, 
Walnut Creek CA)  1999   64



technique, as a technical tool, and in fact in the mindfulness-based therapy Acceptance and Commitment Therapy this
seems to be the case.  Mindfulness is conceived of as an array of techniques and processes: cognitive defusion,
practicing awareness in the present moment, acceptance strategies.  There is nothing suggestive of ethical or
meditative practice.  In fact its founder Stephen Hayes suggests divorcing mindfulness from 'unnecessary attachments'
i.e. meditation practice.  He clearly wants to embed mindfulness firmly in the scientific context.  But though the same
word this mindfulness is a different thing from mindfulness as seen from within the buddhist context.  What complicates
things even further is that mindfulness exists within different contexts within buddhism.  The Insight Meditation Society
(IMS) is one context in which mindfulness is practiced.  The Friends of the Western Buddhist Order (FWBO), my own
context, is another.  These both exist within the larger context of buddhism, to the extent that they follow buddhism in its
aim of human enlightenment.  But similarly to before, though it is  the same word, mindfulness as understood in the IMS
may be slightly different from how mindfulness is understood in the FWBO.

So when we are talking about or applying minfulness we need to be aware of the context we are operating within.
There will be advantages and disadvantages to different contexts.  If say we are in the scientific context we can offer
mindfulness as a range of tools to be offered 'off-the-peg' by therapists to clients.  This has the advantage of being
widely accessible, of not requiring a culture of practice and experience, and of not requiring clients to explore buddhist
ethics or world views.  But it will have the disadvantage of sharing any limitations that the scientific context might have.
If we are in the buddhist context, that has the advantages of providing a context that emphasises practice and
experience, perhaps friendship as part of a 'spiritual community', and a conception of mindfulness that takes a person
much further in their development.  But the disadvantage of being unattractive to those with any aversion to religion,
hence denying mindfulness wider access.

In this book I have followed the Buddha's advice to the Kalamas in attempting to unravel, even decode, the
Satipatthana Sutta not from any single perspective: not solely from what the buddhist tradition says about it, not solely
from what other teachers including my own teacher has said about it, though I will take all that into account.  I have tried
to see what makes most sense to me in terms of 1) the broader buddhist tradition including teachings other than
mindfulness, 2) evidence from secular psychology, 3) what makes sense rationally, 4) what is helpful as a support to
practice.  I have tried, as the title of the book suggests, to put the teachings of mindfulness 'on safe ground'.
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What this book is about

This book seeks to clarify the various teachings and approaches to mindfulness.  It centres on a teaching called the four
foundations of mindfulness from a buddhist text called the Satipatthana Sutta.  It covers buddhist teachings as well as
theoretical developments around mindfulness in fields such as cognitive science which tackle the notion of embodiment
(as in the discipline of phenomenology), and in psychotherapy, within which there have been considerable
developments concerning mindfulness in recent years. 

What I have done is to follow Sangharakshita.  In my own exploration of mindfulness I have tried to draw not only on
what has been said in the buddhist tradition but also on what other explorations psychology or science have
undertaken, and bearing all that in mind I have tried to say what I think is most useful.  With the four foundations being
the most traditional exposition of mindfulness, I have tried to unearth a system that leaves them in place but makes
more  sense of them as a system.  I b elieve such an exploration has great potential to provide a basis for the
unification of the different schools of buddhism.   My research has covered Pali sources and Theravada commentaries
in particular on the Satipatthana Sutta, to try to draw out the essence of what the Buddha was getting at in that Sutta. 

I am going to cover the four foundations of mindfulness, what contemplation means in that context, and how the
foundations are 'working perspectives' to be maintained both individually, and as a harmonious whole.  I will say
something about cognitive therapy, and in a comparison of models, compare it to the dharmic perspective of the four
foundations. What I hope to show is that the full and continuous practice of the satipatthanas in fact constitutes 'the
bigger picture', and that all human activity and experience can be fit into that picture.  I hope to show that the
satipatthanas constitute a context from within which we can see limitations inherent in a range of fields, such as
philosophy, science, consumerism, and traditional religions, which by definition do not fully address the human
condition because on their own they are partial.  I am suggesting that problems arise for humans precisely when they
do anything less than practice the four satipatthanas. 

My background is in buddhism. I have many years experience of practicing mindfulness within the FWBO, and some
experiences of the Theravada buddhist context at a temple in London.  I also have practical experience of cognitive
therapy techniques. 
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The Four Foundations of Mindfulness

The main work of this book is an exploration of the teaching of the four foundations of mindfulness, the four
satipatthanas.  These are found in a buddhist scripture called the Satipatthana Sutta in which  the Buddha conceives of
the path to complete happiness - Enlightenment - in terms of mindfulness.  The practice of the four foundations of
mindfulness, he says, is the only way to overcome suffering, and to reach Nirvana.

In this way awareness in buddhism is key.  And it is instructive how it is key if we look at the foundations themselves: at
what we need to bring awareness to.  A satipatthana  is what we bring attention to.  It comes from a combination of sati
which means awareness or mindfulness, and upatthana which means 'to place near'.  A satipatthana then is something
we place our awareness near,  or more specifically, it becomes a foundation of mindfulness for us at the times when
we have our attention on that object  (at other times it is only potentially a foundation of mindfulness).  The four
foundations of mindfulness are body, feeling, heart-mind, and mental objects.

When my awareness is really with my bodily experience, my body is a satipatthana.  Effectively then I am seeing life
from the frame of reference (another translation of satipatthana ) of the body, each satipatthana  being a perspective on
or a perspective from  that particular place.  

To give a concrete example, let's take a feeling.  Suppose we are experiencing an unpleasant physical sensation that
we do not want to be happening.  The fact that we are aware of it as a feeling (Ouch, that's painful!) may not in itself
mean that the satipatthana of feeling is established.  That is because we aren't really being able to be with the
sensation in a calm and contented way.  There is some resistance in our mind to that part of our experience (our mind
cannot be mind -full of the feeling if within the mind is also something else - resistance, aversive thoughts and so on).
On the other hand though, we might be able at times to just accept the feeling, to not have any desire to push it away,
to let the mind be' full' of the feeling and only the feeling.  At those times we could say the satipatthana of feeling is
established.  Or, in the case of body, the satipatthana of body is established when I am conscious of mindfully being
present with my actual experience rather than just thinking that I am.
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The Four Foundations of Mindfulness

body satipatthana

aware of present moment experience

of phenomena as experienced 
of appearances
of the world when seen objectively

Pali: kaya  Sanskrit: kaya

feeling satipatthana

aware of feeling, as a product of ...

1) having a body and senses
- physical pleasure and pain 1

2) the state of ones heart or mind
a) in a skilful state
- 'spiritual' pleasure and pain 2

b) in an unskilful state
- 'worldly' pleasure and pain 3

3) objects in the mind
- pleasant or unpleasant mood 4

Pali: vedana  Sanskrit: vedana

heart-mind satipatthana

aware of the state of ones heart and mind

1) psychic tone 
- resilient, fragile, flexible, concentrated, scattered

2) emotional tone
- warm, confident, abundant, 

cold, doubtful, needy
3) consciousness or otherwise

- mindful, moving towards experience
or unmindful, avoiding experience

Pali: citta  Sanskrit: citta

mental objects satipatthana

aware of the objects within ones mind

1) words, concepts, ideas
2) perspectives, views, thoughts
3) images, symbols

Pali: dhamma  Sanskrit: dharma

1   Bodily feeling or sensation (Pali: kayika vedana)
2   Spiritual feeling (Pali: niramisa vedana).  An example: Sensitive to the plight of others, one feels pain when one sees them in difficulty.  Or regret 

when one realises one has caused harm.
3   Worldly feeling (Pali: samisa vedana.  An example:  Seeing an object one is attracted towhen in a greedy state of mind one experiences pleasure 

at the thought of acquiring it and pain at the thougfht of being denied it.
4   Pali: cetasika vedana.  An example:  One makes a judgement about how ones life is going and if the judgement is positive one experiences 

elation but if it is negative one experiences depression.  
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The Four Foundations and Conditionality

In the Satipatthana Sutta the four foundations of mindfulness are expounded in a linear sequence which implies one
develops the first satipatthana, the body, and then on the basis of that having been developed one moves to establish
the second satipatthana, feeling, and so on.  There is certainly an important value in taking this approach.  If one starts
with body awareness, one enters into firm relationship with ones present moment tangible experience and from that
place one can get a better grasp of the other foundations.  It is in this sequence that one sets up ones meditation
practice for instance (Fig. 1).  But I think it should also be emphasised that whatever satipatthana one develops then
acts as a foundation for each of the others (Fig.2).  For instance if ones perspective is clear (the dhamma satipatthana
is established) one will know why it is important to be aware of feeling (one is motivated to establish the vedana
satipatthana).  Each is a foundation in its own right.

Which brings us to the most central idea in buddhism, the idea of conditionality. Technically, this is called Conditioned
Coproduction or Praticcasamutpada.  The law of conditionality states that everything arises in dependence upon
conditions, and asserts that that is all one can say in describing the nature of reality.  Applying this law to the four
foundations of mindfulness, if one satipatthana is established, then that has a conditioning effect on the establishment
of the other satipatthanas (Fig.1).  If we apply this to the body satipatthana, by establishing our awareness on the
breath, the more steady our awareness is, i.e. the more concentrated we are in the present moment, the easier it is for
us to take on board what we are feeling, or thinking, and how we are responding.  Conversely the more scattered we
are, the less likely we can take these things in and therefore establish mindfulness of them.

awareness of mental objects

awareness of mental states

awareness of feeling

awareness of body

Fig.1  Supportive Conditions
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awareness of feeling

awareness of mental states

awareness of body

awareness of mental objects

Fig.2  Other Possible Supportive Conditions



Conditionality - The Twelve Links

Conditioned Coproduction
Pali: Praticca Samutpada, Sanskrit: Pratitya Samutpada.

Conditioned Coproduction is the basic conceptual
worldviewof buddhism, its bottom line conceptual system.  It
shows  how phenomena interelate, and is most briefly
summedup as:

This being, that becomes,
From the arising of this, that arises
This not being, that does not become
From the cessation of this, that ceases.

It states that everything arises in dependence on conditions.
The Buddha, before he became a Buddha, set out to solve
the problem of human suffering.  In his eventual insight into
that problem he noticed that one thing conditioned another.
For death to happen, first there needed to be birth.  And for
anything to be born into the world there first needed to be
some process of development, which he called becoming.
He eventually came up with twelve of these links, called
nidanas , in a causal chain that described how ignorance of
the way things really were led to attachment and on to the
suffering of old age and death. In an early group of
scriptures called the nidanavagga, the Buddha verbally
outlined this doctrine of Conditioned Coproduction (also
called Dependent Origination), but later in the Tibetan
tradition it was further developed into a symbolic image
called the Wheel of Life.

The Theravada tradition  developed a schema whereby the
links were said to take place over three lives: past, present

and future (Fig.1), but I think that shouldn't force us to take
too narrow a view on Conditioned Coproduction.  Nanavira
argues that we can see each of the twelve links in the present
life, and if we  look logically, this must be the case.   We have
all experienced feeling in the past, experience it now in the
present, and also will experience it in the future.  It is common
sense that each link is present in each time-zone.  What is
important is that there is a sequence.  

In the Theravada view of Conditioned Coproduction being
spread over three lives, there are two nidanas in the past life:
ignorance and karma formations (Fig.2a).  These are the
responses we had in the past to previous experience- how we
assessed that experience and the kind of life we constructed -
which have set up certain conditions for our present life -
certain dispositions that will tend to carry on.  Then in the
present  (Fig.2b) we experience the fruits (vipaka ).  We are
born with a certain type of consciousness in a particular body
that is in  contact in a particular way with a world of sense and
that generates a certain set of feelings.  In the present
moment we respond to that experience (Fig.2c) and through
that set up future conditions in the future (Fig.2d).

The Theravada view that Conditioned Coproduction is always
tied to the twelve links and spread over three lives works to
illustrate karma and rebirth, but taken too literally may in fact
get in the way of a more principial look at Conditioned
Coproduction.  The early formula only says "This being, that
becomes; this not being, that does not become" and applies
not just to the twelve links, but to any processes that exist,
including those within a system like the four foundations of
mindfulness.
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Fig.2a  The Twelve Links - Past Life

Past Life -Past Life -
1 Ignorance1 Ignorance
2 Karma Formations (volitions)2 Karma Formations (volitions)
are are causescauses in the past for what in the past for what 
we experience in the present lifewe experience in the present life

1 For detailed exploration of the Wheel of Life see  Kulananda, 
see also Subhuti - The Buddhist Vision p110

PPASTAST

PRESENTPRESENT

FUTUREFUTURE

Fig.1  Distribution over Three Lives

ripens in futureripens in future previous karma

ripens in presentnew karma
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We can also isolate two basic conditions from the twelve links.
Experiences, and responses to experience.  And within that
we can see two basic conditioning relationships, that where
response conditions experience (Fig.3a), and that where
experience conditions response (Fig.3b).
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Fig.2b  The Twelve Links - Present Life (vipaka)
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Fig.2c  The Twelve Links - Present Life (karma)
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Fig.2d  The Twelve Links - Future Life (vipaka)

Present Life -Present Life -
3 Consciousness3 Consciousness
4 Name and Form4 Name and Form
5 The Six Sense Spheres5 The Six Sense Spheres
6 Contact6 Contact
7 Feeling7 Feeling
are the are the resultant conditionsresultant conditions
(vipaka) we find ourselves in from(vipaka) we find ourselves in from
the actions and assessmentsthe actions and assessments
of our previous lifeof our previous life
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Fig.3a  Response conditioning experience
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Fig.3b  Experience conditioning response

EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE

RESPONSERESPONSE

RESPONSERESPONSEPresent Life -Present Life -
8 Craving8 Craving
9 Grasping9 Grasping
10 Becoming10 Becoming
are our are our actionsactions (karma) in the(karma) in the
present life that set up the onditionspresent life that set up the onditions
for future experiencefor future experience

Future Life -Future Life -
111 Birth1 Birth
12 Old Age and Death12 Old Age and Death
are the are the resultant resultant (vipaka) in the(vipaka) in the
future of the conditions we have setfuture of the conditions we have set
upby the responses we have had upby the responses we have had 
in the present momentin the present moment



The Two Basic Conditions

On the Wheel of Life the links are divided into karma -  action, and karma vipaka - fruit of action.  These are broadly
indicative of two basic conditions within conditionality: having experience, and responding to experience.

Having Experience
What we experience will tend to influence, though other factors may be present, how we respond.  In the diagram on
the previous page this happens twice:  

*  Experience in the present (links 3-7) influences response in the present (links 8-10)  
- for instance an experience of pleasure (7) from an object conditions our craving (8) and grasping (9) at it.

*  Experience in the future  (links 11-12) of birth (11) and death (12) influences further future responses.  
- in the absence of an insightful perspective on birth and death those experiences will tend to condition 
ignorance (1) rather than wisdom and karmic tendencies, ways of action (2) based on that ignorance.

Having a Response to Experience
How we respond will tend to influence experience.  In the diagram this also happens twice:  

*  Responses in the past (links 1-2) influence present experience (links 3-7).  
- we reap our previous karma in the kind of mind and body experience we have.

*  Responses in the present (links 8-10) influence our experience in the future (links 11-12).  
- we set up new karma for the future by our actions now.
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Conditionality Applied to the Four Foundations of Mindfulness

To apply the principle of Conditioned Coproduction to the Four Foundations of Mindfulness, first we need to divide up
the Foundations into two basic conditions: the condition of experience and the condition of response to experience.
Then we need to separate those which are experience and those response to experience.
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The Four Foundations of Mindfulness as Experience and Response

These tendencies demonstrate a conditionality at work where experience and response are perpetually conditioning
each other.  And this insight can, and I argue must necessarily, be applied to the four foundations of mindfulness.  I
think it makes sense that some of the foundations must be classed as experience - body and feeling - and some as
response - heart-mind and mental objects.  If we take that stance then it explains certain things.  For instance that  the
feelings we experience (vedana  being,...) tend to influence our emotional responses (...citta  becomes).  The full list of
conditional relationships between the four foundations of mindfulness that I think can be associated with certain well
observed processes, are seen in the table overleaf.

The responses we cannot but in one way or another have fall into two categories: karma  and dharma .  There is how
we respond in terms of action (karma ) and how we respond in terms of our perspective (dharma ), and both have a
conditioning effect on future experience.  

which are very like karma  and dharma 

also a mixture of psychic movement and perspective - grasping is partly associated with grasping particular views)
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Interactions of Four Foundations

Interaction between the Satipatthanas and Associated Processes

Contents

BODY

FEELING

MENTAL OBJECTS

HEART-MIND

BODY

BODY

FEELING

FEELING

HEART-MIND

HEART-MIND

MENTAL OBJECTS

MENTAL OBJECTS

FEELING

BODY

HEART-MIND

MENTAL OBJECTS

HEART-MIND

MENTAL OBJECTS

HEART-MIND

MENTAL OBJECTS

BODY

FEELING

BODY

FEELING

SENSATION

EXPRESSION

THOUGHT

REFLECTION

AWARENESS

IDENTITY / INSIGHT

EMOTION

ACCEPTANCE

MANIFESTATION

(UN) ETHICAL
SENSITIVITY

PRACTICAL WISDOM

MOOD

e.g.chronic pain

e.g. laughing and crying

mental content gives rise to
process of thinking

reflecting on states of mind
affects mental contents / views

body awareness aids aware,
calm, concentrated state of mind

views emerge from experience of
tangible in self and world

heart-mind is moulded by feeling

accepting experience forces
change in views about world

state of mind manifests in tension
or relaxation in body

ethical state of mind leads to pain
of regret when harm is done

e.g. guided relaxation or
Alexander Technique

identical to process in cognitive
therapy, thoughts affect mood

Primary Condition Secondary Condition Associated Process Comments / examples

Experience co-arising with experience

Responsee co-arising with response

Experience conditioning response

Response conditioning experience



alternate teachings
on mindfulness



Sangharakshita's Levels of Awareness

In 1967 Sangharakshita, my teacher, founded the Friends of the Western Buddhist Order.  In the early days of that
movement he gave a series of lectures on the Buddha's Noble Eightfold Path.  In his lecture on Perfect Mindfulness,  he
didn't explore mindfulness, as is usual in the buddhist tradition, in terms of the four foundations, but created what he
called the four levels of awareness, sometimes called the four dimensions of awareness: Awareness of Things,
Awareness of Self: namely Body, Feelings and Thoughts, Awareness of Others, and Awareness of Reality.  Later, in
1985, he chaired a seminar with some of his disciples on the same lecture series, and Anandajyoti asked him how he
thought the 'dimensions' fitted in with the four foundations.  Sangharakshita replied that the dimensions were more
comprehensive, and in fact that they included the satipatthanas.  He went on to say that the two new elements he had
included were awareness of other people and awareness of one's environment and nature.

'there are many passages in the Pali Canon which go to show that those forms of mindfulness , though not actually
enumerated in the formula, were certainly not to be neglected'  That 'monks were not allowed to travel in the rainy
season because they might tread on crops.  And that we can hardly  behave ethically towards other people unless
we are aware of them as sentient beings'.  'It is not that the four foundations are excluded, it's more that they are
incorporated into a more comprehensive, albeit not as a formulation, traditional formulation.'    -  NEP seminar 1985
p72

Ref:  Vision and Transformation

There may be complex and subtle reasons why Sangharakshita chose to give this particular teaching instead of the four
foundations.  Any teacher has to take seriously the welfare of his students and from that judge what it is best for them to
hear: what will help them the most.  I assume he made such a decision in this case.  

I can only speculate on the reasons.  The four levels of awareness contain the elements Self and Other and it may be
that he is extending the foundations in a way that emphasises the Mahayana school of buddhism.  In a similar way
Awareness of Reality emphases the Vajrayana.  Sangharakshita has always drawn his inspiration from the whole
buddhist tradition.  It is natural therefore that his teaching on mindfulness reflects this, and that his individual
pronouncements are able to cohere with each other.  

Taking up the four foundations 'straight' might have led westerners to take the foundation of feeling as a permission to
be subjective, and alternately, placing feeling under the umbrella of Awareness of Self an invitation to be more
objective. (Is this true?)

Sangharakshita's dimensions:Things, Self, Others, and Reality, are quite object-like, and that possibly makes their
meaning easier to grasp.  Conversely it is less obvious that the phrase in the Satipatthana Sutta associated with the
third foundation - 'the monk contemplates the mind in the mind', represents the ethical dimension as much as does its
equivalent - the third 'level', Awareness of Others.

Notes...
The FWBO is ecumenical, drawing on the whole buddhist tradition.  
The spirit of the 'dimensions' is closer to the Mahayana.  
We could see the 'dimensions' as the broad brush-strokes of awareness, and the satipatthanas as the details, that may
bear closer relevance to meditation for instance.  (???)
One person I asked  thought the 'dimensions' might be  'the satipatthanas for busy people'.  If so do they sanction that
oft-quoted complaint in the FWBO - busy-ness?  The three short Theravada retreats I have been on have met a need
for quietness more than various FWBO retreats I have been on.  I have appreciated a less discursive, more body-
based, with long hours of slow walking meditation alternating with sitting, but that's just my preference.  
Having said that we have things they don't have.
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Contemplation

The word contemplation is used in the 'satipatthana phrase', let's look at its meaning in the divctionary. It's latin root is
contemplari, which means 'to mark out carefully a temple or place for auguries'.  

Whoever builds a temple is creating a shrine to a view about what is real for them. So in contemplating the body one is
implying 'the body is important, I am going to create space for it'. Or 'feelings are important, I am going to listen to
them".  A temple is an extension of a principle - that what we value we adorn and give space to.  The buddha suggests
then we give space to these four things (four values) - the value of ones tangible experience (body), the value of ones
feelings, the value of the quality of ones state of mind  and the value of correct assessment of ones perceptions.  Four
'temples' to give space to and contemplate.  So contemplation in this sense is 'marking out a space where we can take
hold of what we think is relevant and important to us'.

Conditions for the Future
The other theme in the definition of contemplari is augury (the practice of telling the future, as was done in the classical
world by heeding the patterns of birds flight (there are many examples in the Odyssey).  A 'good' pattern is auspicious,
'augurs well'.  This is superstition.  But we can have 'rational' augury as well, by looking at patterns in our own
experience. When we look at what the future might be given our experience or given our mental states or views.

We contemplate the future in the context of what our belief system is (whether it is providence or experience).  Belief
systems are always about the future.  A belief system is about what provides our future. (eg. karma and rebirth)  And
being 'mindful' of it we believe will safeguard our future.  In buddhism we turn that mindfulness towards our experience.  

The difference between buddhist contemplation and superstition is - with superstition  (like when we cross our fingers)
we hope for the best, often out of fear.  With buddhism it is more that we (at times) courageously move our awareness
into  our experience and look  for the best.  We 'honour our experience with awareness to ensure the best outcome'.
The teaching of the buddha puts the future  firmly into our hands.  In a buddhist temple we don't wait for outside
intervention, we get on with meditating and reflecting on our experience.  We build up our future through that.   The
satipatthanas represent our future.

Body auspices
A good auspice when applied to the body might be a feeling of physical wellbeing (manifesting as chi).  On the other
hand, tension announces itself as a bad augur.  From viewpoint of the body, tension in the present moment is a bad
augur for its future experience of the body.  But only by contemplating the body (in accordance with the body) will we
see that as an augur, and then do something about it.  Hence contemplation of the body will tend to lead to a better
bodily experience in the future (assuming we act on it).  When one sits in meditation, sometimes the body can just
correct itself.  It straightens up of its own accord.  Sometimes, unconscious to the person, the posture naturally adjusts
itself to a 'better future', a more sustainable and balanced position.  The same process applies with each  satipatthana.
What is auspicious in a feeling is it motivates us.   What is auspicious in a mental state is it leads to happy
consequences.  And what is auspicious in a view is it turns out to be the truth.

By neglecting any of these we neglect one future.  And that future suffers.  But if we keep a balance going in the
development of the satipatthanas, we end up with supportive conditions across the board for ourselves.  Perhaps the
dhyanas are such harmonious development - an  example of 'non-violent cooperation' between the different aspects of
our being. 
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Having Our Awareness Where it is Really Needed

In order to contemplate our awareness needs to be in a particular place. Lke seeing an image through a coloured filter,
when we look at a multi-coloured image through a filter, say a red filter, the filter extracts the red light from the object
and we only see that.  The other colours are stopped.  So when we bring awareness to an object, to create a
satipatthana our awareness needs to be coming from or in a particular place.  To create the body satipatthana our
awareness needs to be with our actual bodily experience, and not with thoughts about the body.  If the body is 'red' and
thinking is 'green' when we look through a green filter at the body we don't see it as it is.  

What does this mean in practice?  We don't observe the satipatthanas from just one perspective, but as if from four
perspectives.  This is emphasised in the text of the Satipatthana Sutta.  To practice the four foundations of mindfulness
the Buddha says the monk -

The repetition ' the body in the body ' (other translations sometimes have 'the body in and of itself  ') emphasises this
idea that true mindfulness is always in line with what is being observed:

'lives contemplating the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending and mindful, having overcome, in this world, covetousness and

grief; he lives contemplating feelings in feelings, ardent, clearly comprehending and mindful, having overcome, in this world, covetousness

and grief; he lives contemplating consciousness in consciousness, ardent, clearly comprehending and mindful, having overcome, in this

world, covetousness and grief; he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects, ardent, clearly comprehending and mindful, having

overcome, in this world, covetousness and grief.'

The monk 

body

body

along with, 
in accordance with

seeing

lives or inhabits  
(dwelling place)

Bhikkhu

kåye

kåya

-ånu-

passi

viharati
(vihara)

The monk lives contemplating
the body in the body

Bhikkhu kåye
kåyånupassi viharati

contemplates
the body

kåyånupassi 

Likewise... vedana vedanånupassi, feelings in accordance with feelings, 

citta cittånupassi,  mental states in  accordance with mental states,  

dhammesua dhammånupassi mental objects in  accordance with mental objects.
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Kaya Citta DhammaVedana

Mindfulness
...is an important practice in buddhism, but
increasingly it is being applied in modern 
medicine to help people cope with suffering



Mindfulness in Buddhism and in Medicine

Mindfulness has been practiced in buddhism for 2500 years, as a direct path to enlightenment.  It has also been
incorporated into 'mindfulness-based therapies' over the last 30 years.  Mindfulness-based therapies have been called
the third wave of behavioural therapy.  These therapies differ from buddhism in that they are not aiming at the complete
ethical, emotional and insightful transformation of the individual culminating in enlightenment or buddhahood, but
instead use mindfulness as a tool to help people better cope with physical or psychological distress. It has been
suggested that these therapies fall into two 'camps', those that emphasize mindfulness as a technique and those that
emphasize it as a practice.1 The first takes a more scientific approach to mindfulness and the second takes a more
buddhist approach, while emphasizing the secular and de-emphasizing the religious aspects of mindfulness. This
secular approach has the advantage of encouraging participants who might otherwise be adverse to religion and has
been called 'stealth buddhism.'  

1  Rothwell



about
mindfulness



How to Approach Mindfulness

poetically /  rationally / scientifically... ?



The film 'Stalker' - a metaphor for mindfulness

"The Zone"           
I wanted to find a poetic metaphor to express the spirit of the practice of mindfulness, and I think I found one in the
1970s Russian film Stalker.  Directed by Andrei Tarkovski, it is a powerful and mysterious film, the meaning of which is
not that immediately accessible.  The story is set in an industrial decaying landscape, within which is a mysterious large
area of land called ‘The Zone’, a  place deserted of people yet protected by guards with machine guns.  Stalker is the
main character in the film.  He is like a guide.  He smuggles people into "The Zone".  At the centre of "The Zone" is a
derelict room.  People want to enter the room because they have heard that on entering it one's innermost wishes are
fulfilled.  But the path through "The Zone" is hazardous.  It looks innocuous enough, just a derelict industrial landscape
that is also part nature.  But Stalker warns the companions he is guiding to the room: a writer called Writer, and a
scientist called Scientist, it is not innocuous at all.   He pleads with them for caution.  He says -

'The Zone is a very complex maze of traps.  All of them are death traps.  I don't know what happens in the
absence of humans, but as soon as humans appear, everything begins to move.  Former traps disappear.  New
traps appear.  Safe ways become impassable, and the way becomes now easy, now confused beyond words.
This is the Zone.  It might seem capricious.  But at each moment it's just as we've made it by our state of mind.  I
won't hide the fact that some people had to turn back half way.  There were some who perished on the very
threshold of the room.  But everything that happens here depends not on the Zone but on us.'

So, mysteriously, "The Zone" is more that just a landscape, it is responsive to the attitude one brings to it.  This is the
first link with mindfulness in buddhism.  We need to be mindful of the ordinary world of objects we move about in, the
ordinary landscape.  But our happiness also depends on our attitude, our internal landscape.  Our state of mind.

Getting into 'The Zone' isn't easy.  The three men run the gauntlet of guards with machine guns. They are shot at, but
get through.   They then travel deep into "The Zone" on a motorised railway cart.  Getting off, they begin to make their
way through the landscape,.  It is almost constantly raining.  Rusted shapes jut out, and are reflected in muddy pools of
water.  There is water everywhere, but nobody else there.  Stalker has the experience of "The Zone" but as he says, it
is constantly changing.  So they need a way of testing if the way ahead is safe.  He gets the others to tie bandages to
metal nuts to be thrown ahead of them, to test the safety of their intended path.  Early on in this the Writer gets
impatient with all caution and not quite believing Stalker, pushes ahead on his own, but stopping, sensing something is
wrong, he then slowly comes back.  He was lucky Stalker said, the Zone had warned him.  The men do eventually
reach the room after an extremely roundabout journey. 

Tarkovski's metaphysical water-drenched and very beautiful cinema we could say is a film about the quest for
happiness.  The buddhist path is also about that.  Like getting through "The Zone", it isn't straightforward.  Progress in
life  is never straighforward.  The metaphor of Stalker constantly checking the way by throwing the nut we can take into
life and into buddhist practice.  Life and conditions are ever shifting and the best we can do about that is to keep
checking what the current situation is (both the externals - those beyond our control, and the internals - our state of
mind).  That is the best we can do, and that is the buddhist practice of mindfulness.  That is our best chance for
happiness.

Life is not Linear
The fact that the Zone is constantly changing is a very like life. Life isn’t linear.  It isn't that we do A and B, and it gives
us C.  Life is much  more complex and unpredictable than that.  Stalker throws a nut before each new move forward to
carefully test the response of the Zone to that move, as it is here, in the moment.  He doesn't assume things now are as
they were.  Each step brings a new situation, to be gauged, checked out.  The same care informs the practice of
mindfulness.  Stalker says the Zone is 'not a place for a stroll'.  Likewise buddhism says that samsara, conditioned

Poetic



existence, the world as we know it, is like being in a burning house that we need to get out of.  Yet the burning is caused
by attachment, and we can overcome that if we are mindful..  Unhooking our attachments is possible but it takes
consistent care and attention over a long period of time.  Mindfulness then is the path of great care, leading to the 'room
of nirvana', where our happiness will never be lost.  To be really safe in the world, and not as Stalker says, fall into death
traps, we need to be safe in our mindfulness.

Guides
We also have to judge for ourselves the right path to happiness.  What we want to be our guide.  In a way we are all
surrounded by potential guides, potential Stalkers.  Each philosophy or religion claiming to bring us happiness is one.
Every advertising hoarding, every religious guru is one. But which do we go with?  Some might offer a seductively easy
path, which then turns out to be a 'death trap'.  Buddhism isn't the easy path.  It is about looking directly at life, with
awareness.  So even though life is unpredictable, we can still get somewhere in it with care and attention.   Because we
are being careful within that unpredictability, we are safer, because we are in a way expecting it.  

The Basis for Action
When Stalker wants to test a particular way through the "Zone" is safe, he throws the nut.  Throwing the nut is a
metaphor for being careful.  Being careful to bring awareness to the situation.  Bringing mindfulness is like plumbing the
depths.  When we drop a line with a stone attached to it into water, we know how deep the water is by when the line
goes slack.  We have a firm basis for action then, when we want to wade into the water.  Mindfulness is like this. We
know better through mindfulness what we are stepping into.  We know the terrain and we have more information about
the future. The better information we have like this before setting off, the safer we are likely to be.  We cannot assume
the world is still the same as it was two minutes ago, and without mindfulness we cannot know what it has become.
Things will probably have changed in that time, we too will have changed.  Mindfulness gives us that information.  It
doesn't assume things have stayed the same, but helps us keep checking on the situation as it is before we move
forward.  



the four
foundations of
mindfulness



Mindfulness

Mindfulness
Life in The Zone is unpredictable.  Life is unpredictable.  And we are unpredictable.  In the buddhist view of the world
each and every 'thing' is at the centre of a complex web of conditions which impact on it, and condition it from moment
to moment.  That applies to anything we can think of, in what we call conditioned existence, the world outside of
enlightened consciousness,  the only thing not conditioned by anything else.  So, we have one 'thing' one moment, but
as its external conditions constantly change, a few moments later there is something else, either slightly or vastly
different.  The person we believed ourselves to be just one moment ago now no longer exists.  The world of a moment
ago also is no longer there.  In fact everything now is subtly changed from how it was a moment ago.  Whatever
information we have about ourselves and the world from a moment ago now is out of date.  

If we base our actions on old information, they will be based on unreliable premises and so possibly lead to suffering.
So to be mindful, we have to keep checking the new situation at each new moment, in order to be safe.  Just as Stalker
checks the safety of the way forward at each stage of progress through "the Zone" by throwing the nut ahead of him,we
need to check with mindfulness what is happening in our "Zone".  In fact we have four "Zones" to contend with, four
things to bring mindfulness to, the four satipatthanas.   They are where the Buddha suggests we place our mindfulness.  

For example let's take the first satipatthana, we can it that as a "Zone", the "Body Zone".  We might ask - what is the
state of my body now? Have I tensed up since a moment ago.  Do I need to relax?  Or the "Feeling Zone"  What am I
feeling now?  The "Heart Zone".  What is my state of mind?  Or the "Mental Objects Zone"  What are my views about
this?  We can ask - do they have a safe destination in that "Zone"?  Do they lead to a good future in it, or a death-trap?
If we keep bringing mindfulness to these four "Zones", we will have real up to date information to base our actions
upon.  If we know as much as we can, about what we can, and be as ready as we can be to deal with the
unpredictable.

Mindfulness and Taking Care
Mindfulness really is an intimate act.  It is bringing ourselves closer to our experience in a caring way.  When we care
about things we tend to treat them appropriately, so mindfulness is not really a distanced thing.  When we care about
something, we are interested in knowing about its nature, and that includes knowing what it can and cannot do, just like
in a craftsman's attitude to his materials.  This is true for material things, but it is also true for people.  When we see
people are sensitive to their experience, for example, we will be more careful about harming them.   

General



The Four Satipatthanas

The Satipatthanas
The Satipatthana Sutta is written in Pali, which is one of the ancient Indian languages of the Buddha's day that many of
the buddhist scriptures are written down in.  The four satipatthanas are Kaya, Vedana, Citta  and Dhamma.  In English,
satipatthana translates as foundation of mindfulness, but also sometimes as frame of reference.  The four foundations
of mindfulness are Body, Feeling, Heart / State of Mind, and Mental Objects (also sometimes called Mental
Concomitants).

Buddhist commentators interpret the satipatthanas in different ways.  One way to look at them is to divide them into
'externals' and 'internals'.  Body and Feeling we can look on as externals because as they arrive to us as experience, in
that sense they are not really under our control.  We just have to accept our experience.  Heart / State of Mind and
Mental Objects / Assessments though are under our control.  We have a choice over our states of mind and how we
view things.  We can think of them then as internals.  

Before we can do anything about our experience, we first need to honour it, as  our experience.  To know what it is.  We
have to do this in the present moment.  To be aware of our experience in the present moment.  That puts us on safe
ground because in responding we will be responding to our current situation, not an imaginary one or one that has
already passed.  

It is important also to know what our response to our experience is.  What we do, how we read the world, both have an
impact on ourselves and others.  What we do is Citta, it is the shape of our emotional response, sometimes rendered
Heart. How we read the world is summed up by Manas, the mind-sense.  It is this that grasps dhammas or mental
objects.   Mental objects are like what is read.  They are our take on the world.  Manas comes from a root meaning to
measure.  Through Manas we make assessments about the world around us, which includes ideas and the imagination
in the form of images. 

The body satipatthana we can say gives us with an accurate idea of material form, of the tangible both in our body and
of the world around us.  We know what our physical body is doing and where it is in space.  Through that  we can move
about safely in the world.  Awareness is a question of degree.  With more sati we can be more aware of the finer details
of our physical experience, including subtle tensions in the body.  We can relax them.

The feeling satipatthana allows us be alive to the feeling side of our experience.  Feelings are like messages, they tell
us about something.  Aches and pains tell us about the body, distress tells us about the mind, uneasiness tells us
about our conscience. By knowing what is going on we can have an informed response. 

The heart satipatthana brings awareness to our reactions and responses that propel us into action and so cause
consequences for ourselves and the world.  It protects us from the repercussions of getting it 'wrong'. 

The fourth satipatthana is awareness of mental objects, also called dhammas.  It is really about the reality of our
assessments.  How true they are.  Having an evaluation of the world that then turns out not to be true brings us
suffering.  In that sense it is safer to keep checking that our views conform to reality.  Our ordinary (meandering)
thinking don't seem very directed towards the truth, but thoughts are still assessments, even if they grasp reality
(dhamma) in rather an aimless way.  They are a perspective on phenomena, if a local rather than a global perspective.
We think by using concepts, we take from (concept -,  con -from plus capere -to take) the field of phenomena in a way
that usually enshrines our deeper views about reality.  And we just think we are thinking.  Safety here is bringing a
perspective of truth to our conceptions.  We have a firm foundation in the dhamma satipatthana when our views of the
world works match its reality, but we begin by knowing our mundane thoughts.  These satipatthanas are our four basic
"Zones".  If we are careful in them, we will have a guide through 'The Zone' that is our life.  We will be a Stalker, unto
ourselves, and will remain On Safe Ground.  
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Satipatthana

Satipatthana
Sati means awareness or mindfulness, and upatthana means 'to place near'.  A satipatthana then is something we
place our awareness near.  More specifically it is a satipatthana during the times we place our attention near whatever
that object is.  At all other times it is only satipatthana in potential. So when my awareness is with my body, body is a
satipatthana, I am seeing things from the  frame of reference of body.  A satipatthana is a perspective from a particular
place, but we have to be in that place.  So this is the first thing to consider.  Not that the satipatthanas are things we
observe 'from a distance' with some remote seeing eye.  In the sense of them being perspectives they are 'eyes'
themselves.  Four 'eyes' seeing very different things.  The bodily 'eye' sees only the bodily (kayika), the tangible.  As if it
has some sort of filter that extracts the bodily from whatever is there and just sees that, like a red filter lets through only
red light, it doesn't see anything else.   Observing the same thing, the feeling 'eye' only sees the feeling aspect of what
is there. With its a different coloured filter to the body 'eye' it sees the hedonic quality of the experience.  Underneath
the actual experience remains the same, it's just the satipatthanas are selecting different aspects of it.  The third
satipatthana sees the ethical dimension of things.  We could say, it sees with the perspective of their usefulness to life
and the quality of life, where things are leading.  It sees mental states.  The quality of ones awareness.  Or it has the
potential to see those depending on how much sati is there in the satipatthana.  The final satipatthana grasps the
nature of things, again moderated by how much sati is there.  
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Foundation

Foundations
The word foundation has associations with the static.  As something to practice mindfulness with it might seem a bit
boring and dry.  Yet the word foundation does convey well  a sense of safety.  The satipatthana itself comes alive
through practice and is then the opposite of boring.  To keep up with our ever-changing experiences, and responses,
we have to be alive and present.  Only when we have vaguely absented ourselves by not being present does it stop
being interesting.  The four foundations are actually life itself  when practiced.  'Frame of reference' as a translation of
satipatthana too seem a bit dry.  I remember it being used in physics.  But if 'foundation' and 'frame of reference' are
concepts, relaxation is happiness from the frame of reference of the body, which is not an idea but an experience.  The
satipatthanas are what puts happiness on a firm foundation.  They give us something safe to build our lives upon. They
are our best foundation for living.  A firm basis for our actions.

Lets take a simple example.  Suppose we haven't been giving much attention to our body for a while so we don't really
know much about what is going on with it.  We've been thinking and planning a lot.  Then a car backfires, and we get a
minor shock.  Our body tenses, but we carry on with what we are doing.  Then as we go through the day, more things
happen that jar us slightly, and tension builds up in our body, yet the growth is so imperceptible that we hardly notice it
because we gradually acclimatise to it.  It becomes the given.  But at the same time we feel sorry for ourselves, 'I wish I
could have a shoulder massage!.'  With bodily tension growing our mood gradually deteriorates.  We feel less like
working and may eventually grind to a halt.  But if our awareness had stayed with the body satipatthana, or at least
returned regularly to it, through the day, we would have seen what was happening from the body perspective.  From the
perspective of safety, our body was getting less and less 'safe' as it tensed up.  It was less and less on a good
foundation.  We were ignoring the conditions it needed to stay healthy, conditions that were on its own terms, the
physical.  But remembering past remedies, we take ourselves off to the gym for a workout, which puts the body on a
better foundation, bodily health supports a good nights sleep and refreshed energy for work the next day.  This shows
that if we ignore one satipatthana, that also affects the (safety of the) others.  Ignoring our body eventually affects our
mind and our capacity to act.  Each satipatthana is independent in we have to give attention to it on its own terms, but
each is also a conditioning factor for the others.  The safety in one affects the safety of all.  Until we know that we are
tense and take that seriously, there is no basis in awareness to get rid of it.  Our planning, given preference, might have
had a good future (we were likely to come to a useful conclusion) but, being ignored, our bodies future was getting
bleaker by the minute, and that eventually affected our planning as we ground to a halt.

Awareness
It is so easy for our awareness to gradually slide away from its object.  The body may be a satipatthana one minute, but
two minutes later we aren't even aware that we have left it altogether. The satipatthanas may be basic, but keeping our
eye on the terrain is the hardest thing to keep to moment to moment.  We have to constantly keep coming back, to the
right place.  That's why meditation is so useful.  We can build up a momentum to our awareness which we can apply in
waking life.  We stop and get clearer where our attention is, then redirect it to the foundations that need our attention,
first inside meditation, and then outside meditation.  But how do we check on four foundations at the same time?  Is it
like spinning plates?  Spinning plates doesn't give us a very relaxed image, but that also depends on how many plates
we have. Even when we are spinning plates we can still  be relaxed if there are not too many of them.  We just have to
pay attention to them intermittently.  With mindfulness it helps if our life isn't too cluttered as that gives us extra plates to
deal with.  Or we might subsume several concerns under one of the foundations. Keeping down the number of things
we are dealing with is good, and it is said to be best to just do one thing at a time, so as to not crowd ourselves with too
much input.
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But why did the Buddha teach these four foundations ?

-----



The Limitations of the Secular Approach to Mindfulness

Jon Kabat-Zinn's Mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) we could argue focusses mostly on developing the first
two satipatthanas, body and feeling, and not so much on the last two.  His definition of mindfulness - 'awareness in the
present moment, with acceptance and non-judgementally' - is mostly about staying present to experience and when
being present to difficult feelings, accepting them.  Though being present cultivates mindfulness and acceptance
changes a persons views of the world, these are more indirect consequences of developing the first two satipatthanas
than the conscious cultivation of mind and mental objects.  There is no consideration of karmic consequences for
instance, that would come with the conscious contemplation of mind.  Neither is there an examination of views, except
for 'non-judgemental tendencies'.  In effect the MBSR approach brings mindfulness to experience but not so much to
the responses to experience and the consequences of those responses. 



Faculties

Faculties
But why did the Buddha choose the particular satipatthanas he did?  His enlightened experience involved a complete
transformation of his whole person.  The link between the transformation of the whole person and the objects of
mindfulness (the four satipatthanas) is expressed by Nyanaponika Thera in The Heart of Buddhist Meditation (p57) -

The objects of Right Mindfulness comprise the entire man and his whole field of experience.....this method's
fundamental principle of thoroughness, together with its character as the Middle Way, which, avoiding
onesidedness or exclusiveness, aspires to completeness and harmony. The work of spiritual practice receives
here a broad and secure foundation, being based upon the entire personality.  Without such a foundation it may
happen that from what is overlooked, underrated, neglected or ignored, strong anagonistic forces may grow,
which may seriously damage, or even destroy, the results of long spiritual effort.  Thoroughness of procedure will
make the road of inner progress as safe as one may reasonably expect in a venture that aspires to such heights. 

We need to include the whole person on the path to enlightenment. If one path is that of the four satipatthanas that
implies they must cover an awareness of the whole person.  If we adopt the notion of the human being divided into a
number of faculties: emotional faculty, thinking faculty, and so on, it might be the case that these correspond one each
to the four satipatthanas.   A faculty is 'any particular ability or aptitude;  or, any physical capability or function'. The
word comes from the latin facultatem meaning easy.  So a faculty we might interpret one of the ways in which our
energy most easily flows.  If it is the case that the satipatthanas coincide with our main faculties perhaps that is
because those are the energies we need to transorm, in the direction towards Buddhahood:  to transform our physical
faculty, our capacity for feeling, our capacity to act and express ourselves, and our capacity for reflection.  Nyanaponika
says elsewhere - 'What is to be mastered, transformed of transcended, has first to be known and understood.'
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Body
Sensation

● Kaya we could say is the tangible. Namely that which
we can touch in our experience.  As body it is not matter,
which is an abstract notion about what appears in
experience, but it is that concrete experience itself.  

● Body can only be experienced in the present moment.  
If we are aware in detail right now of what our tangible
experience is, then Kaya is a Satipatthana.  But when we
drift off into a vague idea of what our tangible experience
is, then Kaya ceases to be a Satipatthana.  Paying attention
to a tangible object (like the breath or sensation in the
body) helps develop this satipatthana.

About Kaya Kaya



Body Satipatthana

The tangible in our experience.  Kaya  is like the tangible (that which we can touch) aspect of rupa - 'the objective
constituent of the perceptual situation'.   Tangible form only exists in the present moment.  In this satipatthana we stay
objectively with what is tangible in our experience in the present moment (the only place the tangible can be
experienced), which puts us 'on safe ground' because we are responding to the actual not the imagined situation.  

When a Zen monk in black robes walks slowly down a gravel path practicing walking meditation, he is practicing being
in touch with his experience. He feels the tangible experience of his body: the rocks pressing up through his sandals,
his robes fluttering around him in the breeze. He is deliberately sensing whatever is tangible to him. He moves slowly.
Moving slowly helps him sense the tangible because it cuts down the ammount of input coming in.  He can sink into the
experience of his body, and come into a closer relationship with the world around him.

There are other ways we can contact the tangible.  Anything tangible can centre or ground us. A frail elderly person
may experience groundedness when around a family they have created: tangible evidence of the effect their life has
had.  For a buddhist the sangha are grounding, being ethical is grounding. Seeing tangible positive results of our
actions helps us feel safer.  We feel safe when we know we can rely on the three jewels.  These bring samattha  - calm,
stability, reassurance, a firm foundation to build our lives upon. The words touch  and body  have other meanings: body
of knowledge, we feel touched  when given kind attention, perhaps because we know someone is sensitive to the
reality of how we are, are in touch  with how we are feeling. 

By setting up an object of mindfulness in front of us (eg. the breath) we are able to stay in the present moment, and
because we are focussed on the detail in the object, our awareness has to be broad and relaxed towards whatever else
is in our experience (the other satipatthanas).  It stops us honing into them in too narrow a way.

Associated Spiritual Faculty: Concentration



What is the First Satipatthana?

Among buddhist commentators there Let's look at relatively full survey (Fig. 1) of the different interpretations.

Fig.1  Interpretations of Kaya  and Associated Commentaries

Mindfulness with
Breathing: a manual for
serious beginners
by Buddhadasa Bhikkhu

Trans. from the Thai by Santikaro

Bhikkhu 8
p31

p150

Mind The word kaya literally means "group" and can be applied to any collection of things. In
this case, kaya specifically means the groups of elements that are compounded together
into the physical flesh-and-blood body. The English word body can also mean group; we
must simply be careful about which group we mean.  Let's observe for ourselves what
makes up our bodies. What are the organs? How many are there? What kinds of
elements are present?  What parts and components come together to form a body? We
should note that there is one very important component which nourishes the rest of this
body, namely, the breath. The breath too is called kaya in that it is a collection of various
elements. We will study the establishment of the flesh-body and its relationship to the
breath-body.

Kaya Body, group, collection, heap, squad: something composed of various elements,
organs, or parts. Generally used for the physical body; refers to either the whole body or
its parts ("breath-body" and "flesh-body").

Philosophy and
Psychology in the
Abhidharma
by Herbert V. Guentther 1
p54

p84

Integrated
Organisation and
Function pattern

Source Translation of Kaya Comments

The buddhist term kaya and the adjective kayika do not so much denote the physical
body but an integrated organisation and function pattern. Kaya comprises the function
patterns of feeling, sensation and motivation which in the ordinary human being who is
torn by affects, are in a turmoil rather than in a state of being conducive to the realisation
of blissful peace and illuminating wisdom. The texts are quite explicit on the point that
kaya does not mean the physical body as contrasted with some mental or spiritual
substance. We are informed that "kaya here means the three skandhas beginning with
feeling i.e.,feeling (vedana), sensation (sanna), motivation (samskara).

Atthasalini III 207 248

A particular feature of a healthy attitude is functional ease. This the author of the
Atthasalini discusses from various points of view. This ease is found in what is termed
kaya and citta. The term kaya admits of various interpretations and accordingly has been
interpreted in various ways by those schools who acknowledge the Abhidharma. The
author of the Atthasalini subsumes under this term the function complexes of feeling,
sensation and motivation (Atthasalini III 248, 295), while Vasubandhu and Sthiramati
understand by it some particular tactile element (Abhidharmakosa II 25 and Bhasya, Vrtti
on Trimsika II, p27).

The term Citta refers to perception and apperception (Atthasalini III 295). This ease is
first of all a relaxation of tension, the absence of strain (passaddhi), it overcomes distress
and the tendency to make light of everything (uddhacca) which are dangerous for
meditation, which is, as has been pointed out before, the prerequisite for a healthy
attitude.

Mind
SATIPATTHANA
by Analyo 4



Source Translation of Citta Comments

?
ed. by Bhikkhu Bodhi 10

Mind

Discourses on 
Satipatthana Sutta
by S.N. Goenka 7

Mind

Philosophy and Psychology
in the Abhidharma
by Herbert V. Guentther 6

Attitude

Buddhist Psychology
by Mrs. C.A.F. Rhys-Davids 5

Mind

Mindfulness with
Breathing: a manual for
serious beginners
by Buddhadasa Bhikkhu

Trans. from the Thai by Santikaro

Bhikkhu 8

Mind, Heart,
Consciousness

Fig.1  Translations of Kaya  and Associated Commentaries cont:



Source Translation of Rupa

PATH OF PURIFICATION
Bhadantacariya Buddhaghosa

trans. from Pali by

Bhikkhu Nyanamoli 2

Materiality According to Buddhaghosa (p489 - 502 with chart on p878) rupa  is divided into

primary materiality and derived materiality.  Primary materiality is of four kinds

and consists of the four primary elements / great entities, the mahabhutas

(sometimes called the great ghosts) - Earth, water, fire and air.  Earth, fire and air

taken together make up tangible data and are sensed (muta ), whereas water is

cognized (vinnata ).  There are 24 kinds of derived materiality (upada-rupa ).

These range from the sensitivity to 'matter' of the eye,nose and so on, to such as

masculinity, femininity, life, malleability of matter and so on.  A full list is given

below.

Material Form 'The first of the aggregates, material form (rupa ), is usually defined in the

discourses in terms of the four elementary qualities of matter.  A discourse in the

Khandha Samyutta explains that material form refers to whatever is affected

(ruppati ) by external conditions such as cold and heat, hunger and thirst,

mosquitoes and snakes, emphasizing the subjective experience of rupa  as a

central aspect of this aggregate.'

SATIPATTHANA
by Analyo 1

p203

FigFig.2  .2  Commentaries on Rupa
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The Body Zone

Contacting the Tangible 
When a Zen monk in black robes walks slowly down a gravel path practicing walking meditation, he is practicing being
in touch with his experience.  Because of his mindfulness he is more in touch with his experience than the Tokyo
businessman rushing to his meeting. He feels the tangible experience of his body: the rocks pressing up through his
sandals, his robes fluttering around him in the breeze.  He is deliberately sensing whatever is tangible to him. He moves
slowly.  Moving slowly helps this sensing of the tangible because it cuts down the ammount of input coming in .  He can
then sink into the experience of his body, and through that come into closer relationship with the world around him.  

If you were to ask anyone who has practiced walking meditation in this way, they will likely say how pleasureable they
found it.  When we feel more solid within ourselves, more present, more tangibly there, it is pleasant.  We are used to
being pulled this way and that by life.  We get so used to it we forget how pleasant is the experience of being centred,
and this centredness often comes from contact with the tangible.  The monk walking along the path is centred in his
physical experience.  But anything that is tangible can centre or ground us.  An elderly person, despite physical frailty,
may experience a groundedness when they are visited by a large family they have created, especially when everyone
is doing well.  When they see tangible evidence of the effect their life has had.  Being ethical can be grounding too,
reassurance can come from seeing the tangible results of our actions.  It somehow makes us feel safer.  The monk, self
possessed, is bringing peace and grace to the world.  In control of himself, he can have confidence.   We feel safe too
when we know the people around us are reliable. 

All these are examples of tangibility.  Tangible means that which can be touched. So the body frame of reference is
about tangible contact with our physical body in the present moment but we might also see it as having a wider range
including anything tangible, anything that can bring a sense of safety because it can be touched.  Anything reliable.

We need this as human beings.  We need samattha.  Calm.  Stability.  Reassurance.  We need foundations to build our
lives on that are strong.  It is interesting in this regard that the words touch and body have a range of meanings that go
beyond the purely physical.  For instance there is a body of knowledge, which is the knowledge accepted as truth at
any particular time.  As knowledge is added, the body of knowledge changes, but at any particular moment it is a
particular concrete thing.  We are touched when we are given a gift, or someone is nice to us.  We could say we are
touched  because someone is being sensitive to the concrete reality of how we are, here and now.   They have taken
the trouble to be in touch with how we are really feeling. We can also be in touch with reality, in the sense of being
sane.  

So there is something in the Buddha's instructions relating to body which is about coming into contact with the actual in
the present moment.  With what we can concretely say is true.  That is, we have a particular experience - our foot is
touching the ground.  If we say - my foot is touching the ground when it is in fact touching the ground, then we are in
touch with the body foundation.  This has nothing to do with any metaphysical examination of the foot, that it is not in
fact a foot but an impermanent entity arising on conditions - that is the fourth satipatthana perspective.  Here we are just
looking at the fact that we have a concrete experience of a foot.  In fact in the way that we look at the foot we need
samattha and vipassana, calm and insight, but here we are solely looking at the side that brings the calm. 

Slowing Down
To come into the present moment we often need to slow down, as with the monk in the walking meditation.  We are
then able to weigh our experience.  For a monk interested in assessing the 'safety' of his mental states, that weighing is
aided by seeing tangible evidence in his body.  In the film 'Stalker', the slow progress through "the Zone" is due to
weighing the safety of each move.  Stalker is making sure he is into contact with the tangible, and not the imagined, and
that comes from awareness in the present moment.  Is this way safe to go, now? "The Zone" being a landscape
saturated with water where our heroes become soaked.  In the same way we cannot get away from oury physical
experience, it soaks into us.  It is unavoidable.  The men can't avoid getting wet in "the Zone", and we can't avoid  the
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"Body Zone".  

The treatise in the Satipatthana Sutta begins with the Buddha pointing out how the monk has to stay in touch with his
body (and we could say more broadly, the tangible) - bhikku kaye  kayanupassi viharati the monk dwells contemplating
the body in the body. Kaya is  body.  When one practices kayanupassana,  contemplation of the body, one enters the
"Body Zone".  This is first satipatthana or foundation of mindfulness, or frame of reference, looking at the world from the
reference point of tangible experience.  One dwells in the tangible perspective.  The Buddha is saying inhabit your body,
inhabit the tangible, know what is affecting you.  Know the concrete.  Our physical body is concrete experience.  To dwell
in it is to come at the world through the sense of touch.  A perspective (to see through.) helps us see how different things
relate but this isn't so much a seeing perspective as a 'touching' one.  As far as the body is concerned we are primarily
concerned with making our way through the world of touch, with navigating through the world of objects in the present
moment.  Touch can contribute to a changing perspective.  The soft touch of our friends hand  probably gives us a
comforting perspective one minute, but later in life we  may feel things are 'slipping through our fingers'.



Kaya, Rupa and Matter

Kaya is usually translated as body.  Buddhadasa Bhikkhu 1 has it meaning 'group' that can be applied to any collection
of things.  He says in this case kaya specifically means the groups of elements that are compounded together into a
physical flesh-and-blood body.  Perhaps compound is a good term for kaya, the body being compounded (made of
separate elements). Kaya he says,  can also mean a different group, like the elements that go to make up the breath
(the 'breath-body).  So the physical body is one group of tangible elements, and the breath is comprised of another.
Both the breath and the body are concrete experiences.

As buddhism is not a philosophy dealing in abstractions it cannot really talk about 'matter' because matter is an abstract
representation in the mind of what is presented to the senses.  What is presented to the senses is form or Rupa. Rupa
is defined by Herbert Guentther as the objective constituent of the perceptual situation. As we cannot say for certain
there are objects beyond our perception of them, we cannot justifiably assert that  rupa is matter.  We can say we
perceive something, but of course we don't always perceive things as they are. We often see what we want to see, as
it were through a 'subjective filter.'  But if we are interested in the reality of what is there, and are able to see only that,
then that would be Rupa. It is the 'objective  constituent of the perceptual situation'  because it is what would be left if
we were able to purge from our perceptions the 'subjective constituent of the perceptual situation .'  

Rupa is like the 'shape' that appears within each of our senses.  Kaya in the same way isn't our physical body, but the
objective constituent  of what appears to be our body through our touch sense. Form we experience through our
senses; sights, sounds, smells, also in our mind: Ideas, thoughts, mental constructions (forms appearing in the mind
sense). So the objective constituent of the perceptual situation. is what is there in our experience should we be able to
see it clearly enough, but those constituents may be intangibles like ideas (and emotions and feelings) rather than
tangibles like the body.  SoKaya is the tangible component ofRupa.

1 Mindfulness with Breathing p31



Commentary on Theravada Interpretation of Rupa

Conceptual understanding of the dharma can be taken too far.  Mindfulness of any satipatthana should only be
established 'to the extent necessary for further knowledge and mindfulness.' 1  which indicates that an obsession with
conceptual understanding can serve to 'cover over' rather than reveal and in fact get in the way of practice rather than
support it.  The Theravada project of the Abhidharma is a case in point.  Its analysis of the dharma  

According to Buddhaghosa (p489 - 502 with chart on p878) rupa  is divided into primary materiality and derived
materiality.  Primary materiality is of four kinds and consists of the four primary elements / great entities, the
mahabhutas (sometimes called the great ghosts) - Earth, water, fire and air.  Earth, fire and air taken together make up
tangible data and are sensed (muta ), whereas water is cognized (vinnata ).  There are 24 kinds of derived materiality
(upada-rupa ).  These range from the sensitivity to 'matter' of the eye,nose and so on, to such as masculinity, femininity,
life, malleability of matter and so on.  A full list is given below.

1  Satripatthana Sutta
1  Sangharakshita  What is the Dharma?  p239 'The Abhidharma (the word simply means 'about Dharma'), though its adherents came to think of it as 'the
higher Dharma') began as an attempt to systematize the Buddha's tachings, and became a scholastic exercise which lasted several hundred years and
involved an exhaustive analysis of mind and mental events.'



Why Practice Mindfulness of the Body ?

What is the point of bringing mindfulness to the body?  There is one point to do with the body itself, and another to do
with the rest of our experience (that is the effect of mindfulness of the body on the rest of our experience).   Mindfulness
of the body benefits the body itself because with mindfulness we pay attention to the body itself, we notice the state it is
in, and are better able to take care of it to the extent that that is possible.  This effect is acheived when we do a body
relaxation, or a body scan,  or when we pay attention to our meditation posture, or apply awareness to the body through
a discipline like the Alexander technique.  All of these put the body in a better, often more relaxed, state.  But therre is a
second effect linked to but distinct from this effect.  What is happening in our body has a knock on effect on the other
satipatthanas including the heart-mind.  If the body is in a relaxed state and in a balanced posture, the mind will be less
distracted by aches and pains, tension, or holding the body up, and it will be easier for it to bring undistracted attention
to an object.  So reflecting on views or tuning into feelings will be easier in that there will be less demands for attention
from the body.  It may be difficult to believe this short of experiencing it, and we may in fact not want to believe it if we
are invested in certain mental states, views or ideologies that denigrate the body (as happened with the Buddha-to-be
during his ascetic phase). 



Body Satipatthana Development 

We bring our awareness to our body.  We 'contemplate the body in the body'.  We have to try to stay with sensation, which is our
(tangible) experience in the present moment.  We try not to listen to any other satipatthana that will take our attention away from that
(like feelings arising because of our experience [vedana], or ideas about what we should be experiencing [dhammas], or states of mind
like distraction arising because of that experience [citta]; we just stay with sensation undistractedly, until we become concentrated.

We basically give the body perspective space, and don't let it be crowded out by the other perspectives [like how we feel, or what we
have to do, or by valuations about what we are doing].  The activity is valuable in itself, as a way of grounding us.

General



Feeling

● Vedana is the hedonic tone of our experience, how
pleasureable or painful it is.  It is a resultant, something
that happens to us (a vipaka) rather than is something we
do.

● However, in being aware of feeling, we can be more or
less sensitive to it.  Feeling can arise conditioned by body
(kaya), mind states (citta) or mental objects (dhammas),
and so that sensitivity can manifest in three independent
ways: 

● Physical sensitivity  
● Emotional sensitivity (as in a mood) or 
● Ethical sensitivity (as in ones conscience)

About Vedana Vedana



Feeling Satipatthana

Sensitivity / sensibility.  Living beings are sensible to feeling.  They are capable of being affected.  They are sentient.
We feel because we have sensitivity, and no doubt we have that for a reason. Without it we wouldn't feel anything.  The
word sensible  is interesting because it has two meanings that are closely linked.  It means capable of being affected.  It
also means capable of being perceived by the senses or mind, also delicate, intelligent, marked by sense, cognisant,
aware, appreciable, and sensitive.  We use it as in sensibility,  which  is capacity of feeling, actual feeling, or
susceptibility.  The visual artist's sensibility manifests in their being sensitive to combinations of shape, colour and
texture, and emotions arising on the back of those.  They are sens-ible to feelings arising via the visual sense.  The
other use of sensible  is more about intelligence (but still related to feeling).   For a child, riding their bike on the
pavement might not be the most sensible thing to do, because there is a chance someone might get hurt (which they
will feel through their senses ).  Sensible  in both cases relates to pleasure and pain, to sensitivity in receiving it, or to
causing it.  

If sensibility  is the capacity to be sensitive to pleasure and pain, it is the sentient  that feel it (they 'have the faculty of
perception and sensation').  As a sentient being we can be sensitive to three types of feeling.  All sentient beings are
sensitive to physical pleasure and pain (kayika vedana ).  If we are sensitive to that in them (which is an ethical
sensitivity - 'spiritual' feeling or niramisa vedana ) we would not want to cause them suffering.  If we are not sensitive
and instead motivated by greed, hatred or delusion, we act on the 'worldly' feelings (samisa vedana ) that come up - like
the pain of unmet desires, or the pleasure of inflicting pain (on your enemy).  We are in that case sensitive to and act on
those.  The third set of feelings are those we experience as mood (mental feelings - cetasika vedana).  They come
because we are sensitive to 'how things are going', and we experience them to the extent we are not enlightened.  The
enlightened don't have a preference as to how things should go (their views are conditioned by the apranihita samadhi
- the 'unbiased') so they don't have moods as such.  But we do, because our experiences are out of line with our
expectations.

So we need to try to minimise kayika vedana in sentient beings, if we can.  We need to be sensitive to niramisa
vedana because it guides us into skilful action, we need to acknowledge samisa vedana but not act on it, and we need
to loosen up our expectations (ie. gain insight) to gradually eliminate cetasika vedana .  For sentient beings, feeling is a
given they cannot escape.  It is the capacity to feel that disinguishes living beings from inert matter, so we have to deal
with it. 

Niramisa vedana is probably the 'fuel' behind viria,  as feeling is the great motivator and viria  the great motivation.  

Associated Spiritual Faculty: Energy in Pursuit of the Good



What is the Second Satipatthana?

Among buddhist commentators there Let's look at relatively full survey (Fig. 1) of the different interpretations.

Fig.1  Interpretations of Vedana  and Associated Commentaries
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Essay on Feeling

Feeling is the second of the satipatthanas.  What the buddha says about it in the Satipatthana Sutta is the practitioner
should be aware, when they are experiencing a feeling, the type of feeling it is (namely its tone - pleasureable, painful
or neutral).  He also adds, whatever the tone is, to also know a worldly feeling (samisam vedana)as a worldly feeling
and a spiritual feeling (niramisam vedana)as a spiritual feeling.  That is all he says about it.

The vedana entry in the PTS Pali-English dictionary classes three modes of feeling: pleasureable, painful or neutral.  It
also mentions it as kusala, akusala, avyakata (skilful, unskilful, neither skilful or unskilful).  It mentions the five vedanas
- sukham, dukkham, somanassam, domanassam and upekkha.  The 108 modes of vedana.  It mentions that it is one of
the five skandhas. It also mentions bodily (kayika) feeling and mental (cetasika) feeling.  Surprisingly the dictionary
entry doesn't mention anything about spiritual (niramisa) or worldly (samisa) feeling, despite those being clerarly
mentioned in one of the most important suttas, the Satipatthana Sutta.  So what are we to make of all these lists?  One
tendency we might have is to think its all too complicated, and go back to what is most obvious in our experience, that
feeling is simply just pleasureable, painful or neutral!

One thing I learned in physics though was that if something is there in an equation it is there for a reason, it needs to be
included in ones calculations, and I think that the buddha pointed to these categories of vedana for a reason, and in
considering what vedana really is, we need to include them in our calculations.  So let's look at these lists, put them in
the context of what we know of the dharma, and what we know in our experience, and see what we come up with.

Feeling as a resultant
The first thing about feeling is that it is vipaka - a resultant.  Bhante (Mind in Buddhist Psychology seminar p193)
compares it with Schoppenhauer's Vorstellung - the classification of things in life that just happen to us, rather than
Wille, things we do. As the Mind in Buddhist Psychology text says "The absolute specific characteristic of feeling is to
experience".  I think this point is absolutely axiomatic to everything else we might consider.  Feeling cannot for instance
be 'good' in itself, because it would have to be something we were doing.  Karma rather than vipaka.  It can though be
the result of goodness.  Spiritual feeling (niramisam vedana) is not 'feeling spiritual' - as in, "I feel so spiritual today,
that's good isn't it?".  That kind of 'spiritual feeling' may just be the ego having a view of itself (as spiritual), and then that
view conditioning a pleasant feeling.  Real spiritual feeling is feeling resulting from (actual) ethical behaviour or an
ethical state of mind, for example, as in when we have a good conscience, or when an experience of pleasure arises in
the dhyanas.  

If we take this point about feeling as always being a vipaka and apply that to our list, every reference then has to apply
either to a) the tone of the experience (pleasant, painful or neutral) or b) the source.  Sukha is tone (pleasant);
somanassam is both tone (pleasant) and source (manas - mind sense).  Kayika is source (kaya - body);  cetasika is
source (mental);  kusala is source (ethical behaviour).  Samisam and niramisam are sources (worldly source and
spiritual or ethically positive source - the sources including both  behaviours and mental activities [actions of body
speech and mind]).

Body
Body is something like the tangible aspect to rupa, rupa being the objective constituent of the perceptual situation.  It is
our experience of the tangible (perhaps, to be more specific, like rupa when objectively experienced).  

Citta
Citta is translated by Guenther as attitude, which points to activity and ethics.  I think I prefer to see it as attitude and
awareness (level of ethical awareness plus expansiveness/concentratedness of mind)  The PTS Pali-English dictionary
entry for citta gives its meaning as the heart (psychologically) and states - 

Difficulty 
Level



"The meaning of citta is best understood when explaining it with expressions familiar to us, as: with all my heart; heart
and soul; I have no heart to do it..   all of which emphasize the emotional and conative side of "thought" more than its
mental and rational side (for which see manas and vinnana). It may therefore be rendered by intention, impulse, mood,
disposition, state of mind, reaction to impressions" 

I think the use of the word citta in the plural (the 89 cittas, the 52 cittas - the 52 mental events) by the Abhidharma
confuses the issue of the meaning of the word citta.  A mental state is not like a separate element within ones heart and
mind.  One's citta (heart) as a whole is coloured by a mental state like distraction.  Mrs Rhys Davids in this regard
remarks (Buddhist Psychology p18) that the two alternative terms for mind or consciousness, mano and vinnana, are
sometimes classified under the category dhatu (element), but citta never is, implying its singular nature.  She compares
citta as heart as a 'psychically innervating force' (Buddhist Psychology p17) which I take to be that which motivates the
whole person rather than being associated with individual conscious elements within that person.  

This ethical dimension is apparent from the Buddha's words in the Satipatthana Sutta in the section on Citta .  He
advises the practitioner to know when their mind contains lust, hate or ignorance.  Further, to know when their
consciousness is in a shrunken, or expanded state, a distracted state, a state 'become great', unsurpassed, a
concentrated state, a liberated state, etc. That is to know the degree, and in what way their heart/mind is perfumed by
awareness, expansiveness, calm, love and insight. 

Manas and Dhammas
The fourth satipatthana, dhammas (mental objects) is connected with mind in the sense of Manas (or Mano).  Manas is
the mind-sense and as such it is what grasps mental objects, just as the eye grasps visual objects.  The PTS dictionary
entry for Mano /Mana(s) states -

"Meaning: mind, thought...    1. Mano represents the intellectual functioning of consciousness, while vinnana represents
the field of sense and sense reaction ("perception") and citta the subjective aspect of consciousness....   As "mind" it
embodies the rational faculty of man, which, as the subjective side in our relation to the objective world, may be
regarded as a special sense, acting on the world, a sense adapted to the rationality (reasonableness, dhamma) of the
phenomena, as our eye is adapted to the visibility of the latter.  Thus it ranges as the 6th sense in the classification of
the senses and their respective spheres....     the mind fits the world as the eye fits the light, or in other words mano is
the counterpart of dhamma...   Dhamma as counterpart of mano is rather an abstract (pluralistic) representation of the
world, i.e. the phenomena as such with a certain inherent rationality;  manas is the receiver of these phenomena in their
abstract meaning, it is the abstract sense, so to speak...   As regards the relation of manas to citta, it may be stated ,
that citta is more substantial (as indicated by translation "heart"), more elemental as the seat of emotion, whereas
manas is the finer element, a subtler feeling or thinking as such"

Mrs Rhys Davids remarks (Buddhist Psychology p19) -

'The Commentators connect mano with minati (ma), to measure.  

It seems then that Manas measures, assesses.  It takes whatever phenomena appear to it as mental objects. and
makes an abstract assessment of them.  It basically forms a view about them.  The more accurate the view, the wiser
the assessment.  (Manas has the potential for wisdom as citta has the potential for compassion(bodhicitta)).

In the final section of the Satipatthana Sutta the monk contemplates mental objects (in the mental objects).  

'bhikkhu dhammesu dhammanupassin viharati'

Dhammas in the dhammas.  I think Manas is essentially about views.  Just as the eye grasps the visual object, the mind
as mano grasps the mental object.  That is any object in the mind.  And what kind of objects appear in the mind.
Thoughts, ideas, mental images, opinions, views and so on.  Mental objects that are mundane 'Shall I have cornflakes
or museli this morning?' and ones that are of deeper importance.  It is interesting to think what constitutes a view.  A



view doesn't necessarily have to be active.  Never thinking about something is a view about that thing (It means you think
it has no importance).  And a view doesn't have to be conceptual, it can be  to be thinking either.  It can be any type of
mental object - images can be views (symbolic of a view).  Ordinary thinking can be just a 'low-level assessment'  We
label mental objects 'Chair', 'Table',  'Self', and then have thoughts about them.  'I am a (particular type of person)', 'The
world is a (particular type of place)'.

If we are reading dhamma in this way (as view) the Satipatthana phrase becomes closer to Bhante's interpretation of the
fourth satipatthana (Mindfulness of Reality as the fourth dimension of awareness) , namely -

the monk dwells contemplating the truth [the dhamma] in his view about mental objects [dhammas] 

The fourth satipatthana becomes a reflection on the nature of reality (as the mind is experiencing it through its mental
objects)

Dependently arisen
Feeling is Praticca Samutpada, dependently arisen ("This being that becomes").  If the source of kayika vedana is kaya,
applying the Praticca Samutpada formula to that we get "Kaya being, kayika vedana becomes" - with the arising of a
particular state of kaya (like injury), kayika vedana becomes (pain arises).   The Praticca Samutpada formula works in a
similar way with the other sources.  Citta (heart) being, ethical/unethical feeling becomes.  Dhammas (mental objects)
being, mental feeling (cetasika vedana) becomes.

Feeling conditioned by Body - Bodily Feeling
Bodily feeling happens to everybody with a body.  As Nagasena replies to King Milinda when asked if the arahant feels
any painful feeling (Questions of King Milinda 44) - "He feels bodily (kayika) feelings, sire, he does not feel mental
(cetasika) feelings".  We all know that the Buddha suffered physically when poisoned with his last meal.

In a later question (253) called "Is an arahant lacking in the exercise of mastery", the king asks "Is it that an arahant's
mind proceeds in dependence on the body, but that the arahant is without authority, powerless and not able to exercise
mastery as to that body?" to which Nagasena replies "Yes".  (As an analogy he points to how being dependent on the
earth have no command over it).  What is this saying?  I think it is saying Body, like feeling is a resultant (it is experience).
We cannot will a change in our experience, we can only will a change in our response to our experience.  Ultimately our
(physical) experience is out of our control.  

Feeling conditioned by Heart - Ethical Feeling
In the Satipatthana Sutta the buddha makes the distinction between two kinds of feeling - worldly (carnal) feeling
(samisam vedana) and spiritual (non-carnal) feeling (niramisam vedana).  In a different sutta, the Niramisa Sutta
(Samyutta Nikaya XXXVI 31), he adds a third kind, which Bhikkhu Bodhi translates as 'more spiritual than the spiritual'
(niramisa niramisatara).  Another translation of this (and refering to niramisa as non-carnal) is 'still less carnal than the
other'.

Samisam is thoroughly (sam-) of the flesh (amisa).  It comes from the word ama, originally meaning raw meat, hence the
connotation raw, carnal, uncultivated.  Carnal rapture (in the Niramisa Sutta) is rapture arising in dependence on the five
'cords' of sensual pleasure - it is linked to sense desire.  Niramisam is spiritual because it is without (ni-) amisa.  It is 'not
of the flesh', not carnal, feeling  resulting from freedom from sensual desires.  Non-carnal rapture (in the Niramisa Sutta)
is the experience of rapture in the second dhyana.  Buddhaghosa, in his commentary on the Satipatthana Sutta (Way of
Mindfulness), comments -

'Pleasant worldly feeling refers to the six joyful feelings connected with the six sense-doors, and dependent on that which
is tainted by defilements.  Pleasant spiritual feeling refers to the six joyful feelings connected with the six sense-doors,
and not dependent on sense-desire.'

Niramisa niramisatara crosses (tara) over, transcends, the ordinarily spiritual (niramisa), in the same way that insight
transcends our 'ordinary' practice of ethics and meditation.  Rapture 'more spiritual than the spiritual' (in the Niramisa



Sutta) is the rapture felt by 'a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed when he reviews how his mind is liberated from greed
hatred and delusion'. 

These three types of feeling are conditioned by heart (citta).  They represent levels of ethics (but including insight),
carnal feeling being the lowest and niramisa niramisatara the highest.  As I said Guenther translates citta as attitude.  An
attitude of friendliness towards living beings will condition certain feelings  We will experience pain when we see them
suffering.  Consciousness of the effects our actions are having on the world will cause us pain (regret) when we cause
harm, and delight (pramodya) when we cause benefit, examples of niramisam vedana.

Subhuti in his series of talks on the 51 Mental Events at the Convention in 2001 mentioned two other dimensions to
vedana- contaminated / uncontaminated and subjectivistic/transpersonal. That is, vedana contaminated by clinging or
hatred, or uncontaminated by them.  Uncontaminated being related to dhyanic (or aesthetic) experience.  Contaminated /
uncontaminated look similar to samisam and niramisam vedana, in any case they are ethical feeling.  The other pairing -
subjectivistic (self cherishing / atman influenced) and transpersonal (non-self cherishing / uninfluenced by self view, as in
the arising of the bodhicitta in the bodhisattva)  The difference here seems to be whether insight is present or not.
Subjectivistic at best would be niramisam because even if we develop the dhyanas they take us beyond clinging (in the
sense of the hindrances) but not beyond fixed self view.  Transpersonal is similar to niramisa niramisatara in that it arises
when insight is present.  (Geshe Rabten has contaminated feeling linked with consciousness affected by the afflictions,
and uncontaminated linked with that in the minds of Aryas no longer affected by the afflictions.)

Feeling conditioned by Manas - Mental Feeling
Manas grasps phenomena (dhammas) in a particular way (which is to form a view about them).  That view then
conditions a feeling that Guenther in Philosophy and Psychology in the Abhidharma calls abstract feeling or mood
(cetasika vedana), as opposed to kayika vedana 'concrete feeling'.  He says -

'(Feeling) imparts to every conscious content a definite value in the sense of acceptance ("like") or rejection ("dislike") or
indifference.  Mood, too, signifies a valuation, though not of a definite content but of the whole conscious situation at the
moment.  The fact that feeling in the form of 'mood' may appear quite independently of the momentary sensations,
although by some exiguous [slender] reasoning it may be causally related to some previous conscious content, is
brought about in the buddhist texts by terming this kind of feeling cetasika vedana, which may be translated as 'abstract
feeling', inasmuch as it is raised above the different individual feeling values of concrete feeling.  It is clearly
distinguished from kayika vedana or 'concrete feeling' which denotes that kind of feeling which is mixed up with and joins
in with sensation.'

Cetasika vedana then comes on the back of a valuation (an assessment) of the whole conscious situation at the
moment. rather than kayika vedana which 'joins in with sensation (the concrete).   Perhaps we arrive in a mood having
'taken stock of' (measured) our whole conscious situation. Our evaluation is not necessarily true, but a mood is what
arises on the back of it, and this is what we have to deal with in terms of abstract feeling.  It is interesting that we talk of
being in a mood, as if it is a place/ state we have arrived in - again a resultant rather than an action.  Cetasika vedana is
conditioned by thoughts, opinions and views.  Thinking 'I am the greatest' or 'I am useless' are cognitions upon which
arise pleasant and unpleasant vedana.  When the eye sees a visual form, pleasant or painful vedana arises; when the
mind 'sees' a mental object, an idea or an opinion, pleasant or painful cetasika vedana arises. 

Mood
That moods are conditioned by thoughts is recognised in Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, which uses the fact to help
people cope with difficult moods.  What can happen is a person feels something, say they feel depressed.  Feeling
depressed doesn't arise directly as a result of sensations in the body, or as a result of ethics, it arises on the basis of a
judgement such as  'I am a failure' or 'Nobody loves me'.  If we were a total failure in everything and nobody in the whole
world did love us, we would probably be justified in feeling depressed, but thoughts like those are mostly just not true, or
they aren't very balanced.  By working at the thinking end of things (by looking for the evidence for and against that
thought, that 'Nobody loves me') we can come up with a better thought (a more accurate assessment of the whole
situation, a more accurate view).  On contemplating our new balanced thought, we then assess our mood which mostly



will have improved with the change of thinking.  

I am not an expert on this, but if we are prone to depression it may be that we have picked up a habit through our lives
of having certain thoughts (in CBT called core beliefs - things we absolutely believe about ourselves, like 'I am
unlovable') which then appear as 'Nobody loves me' when things don't go our way and then trigger our depression.  

The good news though is because mood is a vipaka we don't have to act on it.  CBT is Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
and not just Cognitive Therapy (our mood is not only affected by our thinking but also by our behaviour).  Our heart
conditions feeling as does our physical activity (kaya).  Not totally going along with our mood may feel counterintuitive
(after all, it's true that thought isn't it!..  and it is important to honour the truth!) but if we treat our intuition as sole arbiter
consider the consequences - we become depressed.  We act out our mood, and so our mood turns into our (moody)
karma.  It is good to be sensitive to how life is going, or to what people think about us, and sometimes we might find
ourselves a bit depressed (that is arriving in an unpleasant heavy state of mind), but at the same time (as Sona often
says) it is good to be robust.   We need also to get on with life and what needs doing (i.e. helping beings).  That is the
aspect of citta, of ethics.  

In terms of the different types of feeling - we can counterbalance unpleasant cetasika vedana (bad mood) with pleasant
niramisa vedana (good conscience)or pleasant kayika vedana (developing a pleasant glow of the 'wholesome' type -
through massage / going for run).  We can't in the long term counterbalance it with pleasant samisam vedana (sensory
overload), that is just distraction and doesn't last long. Pride too is connected to cetasika vedana, or more specifically
arrogance (mana) is.  Seeing ourself as better than, equal to, or worse than others undermines the reality that we are
not fixed and can change at any time.  Pride comes before a fall (or a rise!)  When we have done an action we are
pleased with and appropriate that to our ego, we may experience the pleasant cetasika vedana (of inflation) but we can
counterbalance this with unpleasant niramisa vedana (conditioned by self respect/fear of blame from the wise).

The ultimate counterbalance to unpleasant cetasika vedana is when we get rid of it altogether.  The arahant who
experiences pleasant niramisa niramisatara vedana has no view upon which cetasika vedana can arise.  They have
gone beyond mood altogether.  There is no more agonising over anything.  The question of the arahant not experiencing
cetasika vedana is repeated in the sutta of the Dart.  When the ordinary unenlightened person experiences physical
suffering (the first dart - kayika vedana) what immediately follows is agonising about that (the second dart - cetasika
vedana).  Therefore they experience two darts.  But the enlightened person experiences only the first dart.



The Feeling Zone

Sensibility
We feel only when we have sensitivity.  The word sensible is interesting because of its two meanings that are closely
linked.  It means capable of being affected.  It also means capable of being perceived by the senses or mind Also
delicate, intelligent, marked by sense, cognisant, aware, appreciable, and sensitive.  Lets look at the two ways we use
the word sensible.  The is as in sensibility, which  is capacity of feeling, actual feeling, or susceptibility.  Sensibility is
always in relation to a sense.  The visual artist's sensibility manifests in their being sensitive to combinations of shape,
colour and texture, and to the emotions that can arise on the back of those.  They are sens-ible to feelings arising via
that sense.  The second use of sensible is more about intelligence.  We might think an action isn't sensible, like a child
riding their bike on the pavement.  When we aren't sensible, there is a chance people might get hurt.  B ut hurt in comes
in through the senses.  Sensible in both cases is sensitivity in relation to pleasure and pain, either in one's sensitivity in
receiving it, or in one's sensitivity to causing it.  

Sentience
If sensibility is the capacity to be sensitive to pleasure and pain, it is the sentient that feel it. They have the faculty of
perception and sensation.  Buddhism talks a lot about sentient beings.  It is geared up to helping them escape the
round of conditioned existence.  It is the capacity to feel that disinguishes living beings from inert matter.  In buddhism
we are trying to deal with the full implications of being alive, so we need to take feeling on board, both in terms of
sensibility and being sensible in the way we act. 

The Feeling Faculty
We could say a faculty a channel through which our energy flows, as in the imaginative or the thinking faculty.  The
word faculty comes from the root easy.  Our faculties are the main conduits through which our energy most easily
expresses itself.  In terms of feeling, it is more like a conduit 'coming in' than 'going out'.  It is what we are subject to.
By virtue of our nerve endings we feel physical pleasure and pain.  And, by virtue of being sensitive to how our life is
going we feel fulfilment or joy or anguish or despondency.  We are on the receiving end of feeling through our feeling
faculty.

Mindfulness of Feeling
But what was the Buddha's angle on feeling?  Being 'the one who is awake' he would be awake to what is going down
that conduit as well as down all the other conduits, like thinking, the physical faculty.  In fact he would be awake to what
was going on across his whole being.  Each faculty being an easy route our energy can take he would know how to
include and balance all of them so that the energy flowed freely, but not too freely.  That towards  each he would have a
sensitivity, to feeling, thinking, or the body, but without allowing his attention to become overindulgent with any of them.
He would be sensible in his actions but not rigid. 

Faculties are things we develop, or have developed, and then use.  At some point in our evolution there first arose the
faculty of perception and sensation.  There was a shift towards sentience, in the first experience of pleasure or pain.
That then developed as a faculty.  Later a thinking and imaginative faculty developed and with it language science and
the arts.  It is interesting the we call university departments faculties, as in faculty of the arts. It is there to develop what
falls out as a natural category, like history or geography.  In buddhism too we have the five spiritual faculties:
mindfulness, faith, wisdom, energy (in pursuit of the good), and concentration.  These are spiritual 'channels' we can
initiate and develop.

The buddhist term for feeling is vedana (in Pali, the ancient language the buddhist scriptures were written down in). In
the important text on mindfulness called the Satipatthana Sutta, the Buddha tells how to bring mindfulness, or
awareness, to four 'foundations' and so reach nirvana.  The second  of the four is vedana.  Satipatthana means
foundation of mindfulness, or frame of reference.  Sati is awareness or mindfulness, andupatthana means 'to place
near'.  A satipatthana is something we to place our awareness near.  The four foundations are Kaya, Vedana, Citta and

General



Dhamma, in english, Body, Feeling, Mind, and Mental Objects (sometimes Mental Concomitants).  Buddhist
commentators frame these slightly differently, but with vedana there is no variation of interpretation.  We place our
attention on what we are feeling.  That means on whether what we are experiencing is a pleasant, painful or a neutral
sensation.  We place our attention near.  Perhaps we have a first clue here as to how we don't become
overindulgedwhen becoming aware of our feelings.  We place our attention  as close as we can, but not so close that we
begin to lose awareness.  We don't want to be swamped by our feelings, but we do want to be aware of them so we can
take them into account.



Feeling Satipatthana Development 

We bring our awareness to how we feel.  We 'contemplate the feelings in the feelings'.  We stay with the feeling satipatthana, not
listening to any other satipatthanas (like assessments about how we should  feel [dhammas], or states of mind like anxiety arising on
how we do feel [citta], or effects on our body like crying because of how we do feel [kaya]; we just stay with feeling undistractedly, usually
until it resolves itself.

Acceptance plays a role; in allowing feeling to affect our views.  We basically give the feeling perspective space, and don't let it be
crowded out by the other perspectives [like it is wrong, or doesn't lead anywhere, or doesn't create anything].  It is valuable in itself.

being aware of and listening to feeling now  has future advantages

mental feeling - we will suffer in future (from our views) if we don't take into account the message cetasika vedana is giving us now about
them

ethical feeling - if we are not ethically sensitive now we will probably feel the pangs of a guilty conscience later

physical feeling - again a learning process is involved.  through experiencing physical pain we learn to take better care of ourselves. of
course pain is unavoidable, but in this way we minimise the ammount it is necessary to experience

General



Heart / Mind
Attitude

● Citta has two senses.  It represents heart (in the sense
of emotional response), and mind (in the sense of
consciousness).  Citta is sometimes translated as attitude.
Heart and mind are not abstract but the actual states we
find ourselves in. They represent the overall 'shape' that
our response to our experience takes and which we cannot
but have: a response that may be conscious or
unconscious, warm or cold, robust or fragile.

● Citta is the seat of our mental states but we would be
better calling them mental responses (for instance apathy
is a response and not an accidental state we might find
ourselves in).  These responses represent the world of
ethics as they manifest in behaviours (mental, verbal and
bodily) that produce karmic consequences. 

About Citta Citta



Heart Satipatthana

Citta has certain basic dimensions.  Guenther translates citta  as attitude, which is helpful in pointing to the inevitable
responses we have in all situations.  These might be a helpful positive attitude, or at other times an attitude of boredom.
The word attitude  can mean the position of the body as when as person strikes a theatrical attitude in order to express
an inner state.  Coming from the Latin aptus, fit, the attitude one adopts 'fits' ones inner experience.  Similar bodily
words are stance, disposition  and posture.  A person's attitude can be seen as the general shape of their psyche
adopted in response to their situation. Citta  also has an emotional dimension.  The PTS dictionary says: "The meaning
of citta is best understood when explaining it with expressions familiar to us, as: with all my heart; heart and soul...  all
which emphasize the emotional and conative side of "thought" more than its mental and rational side (for which see
manas  and vinnana )"  Citta  also has  a 'consciousness'  dimension.  A person may have a friendly attitude but the
scope of their concern can be greater or lesser: they can be friendly to their neighbour or cultivate awareness of the
whole world (greater).  At a further level there is the dimension of insight, of bodhicitta.  There is whether a person's
mind is aware or unaware, concentrated or unconcentrated. Citta  then is the ethical, emotional and 'psychic' response
to experience that because it is open to choice is karmic.  



What is the Third Satipatthana?

Among buddhist commentators there has been certain divergence of opinion about exactly what Citta is  and maybe a
certain reticence to 'unpack' it as a concept.  Chapters in books on satipatthana covering it can be quite short compared
with ones on the other satipatthanas.  In both Analyo's Satipatthana and Sangharakshita's Living with Awareness the
sections on citta  are only eight pages long.  Let's look at relatively full survey (Fig. 1) of the different interpretations and
see if  the concept might be unpacked a bit more.

Fig.1  Translations of Citta  and Associated Commentaries

MAJJHIMA NIKAYA
trans. Bhikkhu Nanamoli 

and Bhikkhu Bodhi 3

Mind Footnote 154: Mind (citta) as an object of contemplation refers to the general

state and level of consciousness.  Since consciousness itself, in its own nature, is

the bare knowing or cognizing of an object, the quality of any state of mind is

determined by its associated mental factors, such as lust, hate and delusion or

their opposites, as mentioned in the sutta.

PALI-ENGLISH
DICTIONARY
Pali Text Society 1

The Heart
(psychologically)

Source Translation of Citta Comments

DIGHA NIKAYA
Mahasatipatthana Sutta

trans. Maurice Walshe 2

Mind Footnote 661: Citta: also rendered 'thought' or 'consciousness'.  From what

follows it is clear that various states of mind are meant.  As with feelings, one is at

this stage simply aware that certain states of mind are, or are not, present.

The Pali-English Dictionary suggests the meaning of citta is the heart

(psychologically),  i.e. 'the centre and focus of man's emotional nature as well as

that intellectual element which inheres in and accompanies its manifestations; i.e.

thought.  In this wise citta denotes both the agent and that which is enacted (see

kamma II. introd.) for in Indian Psychology citta is the seat and organ of thought

(cetasa cinteti; cp. Gr. frh/n, although on the whole it corresponds more to the

Homeric qumo/s)'

'The meaning of citta is best understood when explaining it with expressions

familiar to us, as: with all my heart; heart and soul; I have no heart to do it;..  all

which emphasize the emotional and conative side of "thought" more than its

mental and rational side (for which see manas and vinnana ).  It may therefore be

rendered by intention, impulse, design, mood, disposition, state of mind, reaction

to impressions.'   ....'It is only in later scholastic language that we are justified in

applying the term"thought" in its technical sense.'    ....'The substantiality of citta

(cetas) is also evident from its connection with kamma (heart as source of action),

kama and the senses in general.'

It emphasises more the emotive side of mind, as opposed to manas  as the

intellect or mind-sense, in the sense of what grasps mental objects (dhammas ). 

Analyo follows the PED: "Citta...usually refers to "mind" in the conative and

emotional sense, in the sense of one's mood or state of mind"  [conation - The

exertion of willing that desire or aversion shall issue in action. From L. conari to

try - Concise OED]

In Analyo's chapter on 'Mind' (citta ): "the task of mindfulness is to remain

receptively aware by clearly recognizing the state of mind that underlies a

particular train of thoughts or reactions", ..... he further refers to the "....honest

acknowledgement of the existence of hidden emotions, motives, and tendencies

in the mind..."  

MindSATIPATTHANA
by Analyo 4



Source Translation of Citta Comments

?
ed. by Bhikkhu Bodhi 10

Mind Bhikkhu Bodhi: "Citta signifies mind as the centre of personal experience,  as the

subject of thought, volition and emotion"  [Note: subject of ...]

'Because meditation elevates the mind beyond its normal level, this phase of

practice is called the training in the higher mind (adhicittasikkha )' - From...In the

Buddha's Words: an anthology of discourses from the Pali Canon.

Discourses on 
Satipatthana Sutta
by S.N. Goenka 7

Mind Bhikkhu citte cittanupassi viharati - the meditator witnesses the reality of mind

within mind.

Philosophy and Psychology
in the Abhidharma
by Herbert V. Guentther 6

Attitude 'The importance of citta  - attitude - whether it tends to become involved in

Samsara or whether it tends to find its fulfilment in Nirvana is the key to Buddhist

philosophy and psychology.  Although the various schools of thought in Buddhism

wrangled about the logical nature of the substantive citta , whether it is existent or

subsistence, none of them ever challenged the primacy of citta .  This fact may be

taken as an indication, that citta as something that can and must be experienced

is of primary importance, and of secondary importance with respect to its

formulation. (p15)

A healthy attitude (skilful citta) is important but also analytical appreciative

understanding (i.e. prajna -wisdom) (p14-15)

Since the various terms for what we call mind or specifically an attitude .....

(p47)

see conclusion on p95 - phenomenology

see p184   p219   

Buddhist Psychology
by Mrs. C.A.F. Rhys-Davids 5

Mind Mrs. Rhys-Davids compares the ancient greek and buddhist views of Mind.  She

says the greek view 'parcels off the flow and continuum of experience (into whole

and parts, genus and species), dividing the knowable into bundles, and ranging

the individual everywhere under the more general',..... (but) the buddhist thinker,

especially in the philosophy of mind, saw everywhere confluences, conjunctures

of conditions and tendencies, from which at a given locus something individual

came to pass.  The buddhist  'stood for the emergence of the Particular', the

Greek 'for the revelation of the Universal' (p8)

She says that  for the Buddhist: ' the ethical goodness or badness of a state of

consciousness was a primary quality of that consciousness no less than, for us

(in the West), extension and solidity are reckoned as primary qualities of external

things, accessible to touch ... (ethical qualities that) are integral parts of the

content of our mental activity, wrought up in its texture. [my italics]' (p10)

Mindfulness with
Breathing: a manual for
serious beginners
by Buddhadasa Bhikkhu

Trans. from the Thai by Santikaro

Bhikkhu 8

Mind, Heart,
Consciousness

'All aspects, qualities, and functions of the living being that are not material-

physical.  In a more limited sense, citta  is the consciousness-potential when it

"thinks."  Citta  is also used to name that which is defiled by kilesa  and realizes

nibbana.  Further, citta  is the maker of kamma  or doer of actions and receives

the fruits of those actions; that is, citta  is the creator of all that we do and

experience.  Citta  requires a physical structure, the body, and functions together

with it.  (Compare with mano  and vinnata.)'  (p148)

Breath by Breath: the liberating practice of Insight Meditation
by Larry Rosenberg 9

Rosenberg gives a similar definition and commentary (p209)

Fig.1  Translations of Citta  and Associated Commentaries cont:



And also it might be useful to look at a relatively full survey of the different translations of the Citta section of the Sutta
itself (Fig. 2) 

Source Translation of Citta Examples of Citta

Access to Insight
Satipatthana Sutta

translation by:

Nyanasatta Thera 13

Soma Thera

Thanissaro Bhikkhu
(also Mahasatipatthana Sutta )

Consciousness

Consciousness

Mind

Consciousness with lust, consciousness without lust, consciousness with hate,

consciousness without hate, consciousness with ignorance, consciousness

without ignorance, the shrunken state of consciousness, the distracted state of

consciousness, the developed state of consciousness, the undeveloped state of

consciousness,  the state of consciousness with some other mental state

superior to it, the state of consciousness with no other mental state superior to it,

the concentrated state of consciousness, the unconcentrated state of

consciousness, the freed state of consciousness, and the unfreed state of

consciousness.

Examples of citta from Soma Thera's translation: consciousness with lust,

consciousness without lust, consciousness with hate, consciousness without

hate, consciousness with ignorance, consciousness without ignorance, the

shrunken state of consciousness, the distracted state of consciousness, the state

of consciousness become great, the state of consciousness not become great,

the state of consciousness with some other mental state superior to it, the state

of consciousness with no other mental state superior to it, the quieted state of

consciousness, the state of consciousness not quieted, the freed state of

consciousness, and the unfreed state of consciousness.

Examples of citta from Thanissaro's translation of Satipatthana Sutta (and

Mahsatipatthana Sutta): when the mind... has passion, is without passion, has

aversion, is without aversion, has delusion, is without delusion, is constricted (in

his translation of  the Mahsatipatthana Sutta he uses restricted instead of

constricted), is scattered, is enlarged, is not enlarged, is surpassed, is

unsurpassed, is concentrated, is not concentrated, is released, and is not

released.

MAJJHIMA NIKAYA
trans. Bhikkhu Nanamoli 

and Bhikkhu Bodhi 12

Mind Examples of citta from Bhikkhu Bodhi's translation: affected by lust, unaffected by

lust, affected by hate, unaffected by hate, affected by delusion, unaffected by

delusion, contracted, distracted, exalted, unexalted, surpassed, unsurpassed,

concentrated, unconcentrated, liberated, and unliberated.

DIGHA NIKAYA
Mahasatipatthana Sutta

trans. Maurice Walshe 11

Mind Examples of citta from Walshe's translation: lustful, free from lust, hating, free

from hate, deluded, undeluded, contracted, distracted, developed, undeveloped,

surpassed, unsurpassed, concentrated, unconcentrated, liberated, unliberated.

FigFig.2  .2  A Comparison of Translations of Citta  in the Satipatthana Sutta.
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Heart-mind, Citta

The Manchester scholar Mrs Caroline Rhys-Davids was one of the early western commentators writing on buddhism.  I
always liked her fresh if slightly eccentric approach.  I sensed where  others might settle on a superficial gloss or a
common understanding of a term, she would always doggedly pursue the deeper meaning, always convinced there was
one.  In one of the very earliest books on buddhism, Buddhist Psychology,  Mrs Rhys-Davids contrasts the conception of
mind in the western world with that in buddhism, and  provides a good starting point for our discussion of citta -  the third
foundation of mindfulness.  The ancient greek conception of mind is what we have largely inherited, and it was what the
intellectual audience interested in buddhism in the early twentieth century would be familiar with.  She comments that the
Greek view:  'parcels off the flow and continuum of experience (into whole and parts, genus and species), dividing the
knowable into bundles, and ranging the individual everywhere under the more general', that is, it is a mind that is
intellectual and analytical.  But, ' the buddhist thinker, especially in the philosophy of mind, saw everywhere confluences,
conjunctures of conditions and tendencies, from which at a given locus something individual came to pass.  The
buddhist  'stood for the emergence of the Particular', the Greek 'for the revelation of the Universal'. 16 By 'confluences,
conjunctures of conditions and tendencies', I am supposing that Mrs Rhys-Davids is refering to Conditioned
Coproduction; and the fact that because it is involved in that law, the mind does not sit apart from the world as an
observer but is instead caught up in those conditions itself.  It is basically involved!   And out of that involvement there is
always something (particular) emerging.  In any case, we need to be aware that the buddhist view of mind is different
from the greek view.

In fact in buddhism there are three terms associated with mind: citta  , manas , and vinnana. The greek view is
represented by manas, 17 which is  the more philosophical side of the mind.  Vinnana is consciousness and is more
associated with the act of sensing.  The mind also has a shape or pattern of its own, that is emotional, that is aware or
unaware, but which also engages in thought, and I think this is what is meant in buddhism by the term citta.   For Mrs
Rhys Davids that the buddhist 'stood for the emergence of the particular'  reflects the buddhists concern with ethics and
with examining their own minds.  She says, for the Buddhist: ' the ethical goodness or badness of a state of
consciousness was a primary quality of that consciousness no less than, for us [i.e. in the West], extension and solidity
are reckoned as primary qualities of external things, accessible to touch.  Ethical qualities that are 'integral parts of the
content of our mental activity, wrought up in its texture. [my italics]'   18

For the buddhist, the mind has a texture which we access through sensibility., and in particular through meditation.  Mrs
Rhys Davids uses the phrase wrought up in its texture. I think we are best seeing Citta  in terms of  texture - that the
heart-mind itself has a texture, or a shape - it has for instance a texture of being distracted, or concentrated,  friendly,
liberated: any of the descriptions from the text of the Sutta, and so on.  A texture that is distinct from but interwoven with
its mental contents.  And we know this in our experience.  We know people with keen intellects: whose intellectual
contents are quite well developed, but who can also be quite peppery with that.  Their peppery-ness being the textural
component of their minds.  What they say is often useful, but they don't always say it in the most useful way.  The
contents of the mind and its texture or shape are both potentially under our control.   Guentther describes skilful citta  as
having  a healthy attitude. 



The Conditioning of Heart-mind

We can see from the survey that there are several threads to Citta.   According to the  Pali-English Dictionary definition above it
corresponds to Qumos  (or thymos ), an ancient greek word 1 with an astonishingly similar wide range of meanings to Citta .  It means
soul; spirit; the principle of life, feeling and thought, especially of strong feeling and passion.  In a physical sense it means breath, life, but
also desire or inclination, especially desire for food and drink, i.e. appetite.  And also wishing ('he wished with all his heart'); mind, temper
and will ('to be of one mind'); also spirit and courage, and the seat of anger.  As heart, it is the seat of the emotions, which includes joy and
grief, gladness ('glad at heart'), love, and the gaining and loss of favour.  Finally it means mind as the seat of thought ('I bring it not into my
thoughts')

Thymos  and citta  both have  emotional or subjective threads, threads to do with thought or thinking, and  threads in the areas of volition
and action, as well as threads in the area of passion and appetite.   I think it sometimes can be a source of confusion that these very
different aspects are there in analysing citta .  For instance, how  can citta  be the seat of thought and also the seat of the emotions?
There is no doubt a tendency to think that it must be the one or the other: thought, emotion, or even volition.  However, in the buddhist
perspective we need to remember we are not dealing with separate factors that never meet or interact, that are philosophically separate,
like reason and emotion, but instead they nall interact within a person: each is one set of conditions within a matrix of other sets of
conditions.  And if we look this way at the  whether citta  is emotion, thought or volition the problem disappears.  It can be any of those at
different times.

Conditioned Coproduction
Through the lens of Conditioned Coproduction, citta  can be thought, it can be emotion, and it can be volition.   The Buddha expressed
Conditioned Coproduction in terms of relationships, in terms of links:  'conditioned by contact, feeling'; conditioned by feeling, craving'.
Applied to feeling  (vedana ),  it is possible to have different types of feeling arising in dependence on different conditions , for instance on
the condition of having a body, or on the condition of experiencing mental activity.  This results in three different classes of feeling:
cetasika vedana , kayika vedana , and samisa / niramisa vedana, as in:

*  mental activity being, mental feeling becomes (cetasika vedana )    *  physicality being, physical feeling becomes  (kayika vedana )
*  unwholesome states of mind being, worldly feeling becomes            *  wholesome states of mind being, spiritual feeling becomes 

(samisa vedana ) (niramisa vedana )

Just as different kinds of vedana  arise in dependence on different original conditions, it is the same with citta .  It too is not just the one
thing.  It is heart and mind. Under different conditions, citta  takes a different 'shape': the shape of a thought, the shape of emotion, the
shape of a kind of non-discursive awareness . In this way buddhism is conceptually  expressed in a way that reflects praticca samutpada.

1  Liddell, H.G. & Scott, R. (1940)  A Greek-English Lexicon  Oxford: Clarendon Press.



Thought

I think we can sort out the confusion if we think of the content going on in the heart / mind as dhammas and the
shape of the heart / mind that is 'holding' that content as citta.  I think things then become plainer.  Let us
take a thought (Fig.3a).  Mental objects (dhammas ) are something like the contents of the thought - "The cat sat on the
mat" - that represents an assessment or view.  However, to the extent that the thought is a movement within the psyche,
the thought also takes place within citta.

The content conditions a certain psychological movement, which we experience as a thought.  Put in terms of praticca
samutpada,, dhammas and citta  arise together.  Dhammas  conditions citta , and citta  then conditions dhammas. So
thinking is citta  under the inflluence of strong mental content.  The process of assessment
may take place within citta  but the assessment itself is dhamma.  It is interesting that From a buddhist
perspective the mind as an aloof observer is an artificial abstraction, and a delusion.  It is an idea a mind could have
about itself, while being incorrect.  That the mind is only an organ that quantifies, parcels up and packages experience
into categories in order to try to understand them, looking for the revelation of universal themes. 

This relationship is perhaps represented in the Kevaddha Sutta (Digha p175) by the phrase 'evam pi mano ittham pi te
mano iti pi te cittam" which Maurice Walshe translates as -' that is how your mind is, that is how it inclines, that is in your
heart'.   In the PED entry for Citta the same phrase is translated as 'thus is your thought and thus your mind, i.e. habit of
thinking'.  Thought is a translation of mano - which grasps dhammas or mental objects.  Whichever is the best
translation, the phrase illustrates the conditioning of citta by manas  (and by implication dhammas ).    We can see this as
views having a conditioning effect on state of mind, that is on the shape or texture of the mind - a contracted perspective
for instance leading to an (actually) contracted state of mind.

Fig. 3a Thought

FEELING

ENVIRONMENT

HEART / MIND

BODY

MENTAL
OBJECTS

The above is an interactive model based on the four satipatthana.  The arrow

represents a dominant conditioning link.  For instance in Fig.3a the arrow

represents heart / mind being conditioned by mental objects. 



The second reason for confusion is related to the first.  Because of praticca samutpada, when we look at the texts of the
different sections, they will contain factors that condition ("This being") and factors that are subject to that conditioning
("that becomes") and it is important for clarity to distinguish which is which.  The conditioning that is being applied, and
the 'object of application'.  So if the  'object of application' is a state of mind, like in  the fourth satipatthana where the
practitioner "contemplates the dhammas in the dhammas in the case of the five hindrances", that doesn't mean that  a
mental object equates to a state of mind, but that a state of mind (here a hindrance) is  simply the 'object of application'
that the operation 'mental object' is being applied to. If fact  we might say the 'substance' of the hindrance is citta, but the
name applied to it, 'hindrance', is a dhamma, and further, reflecting on the conditioned nature of 'hindrance' is
contemplating the dhamma in the dhamma, and that process gradually moves one to a perception of the nature of reality.
The process of listening, reflecting and meditating takes place within citta  but the wise 'objectification' of phenomena as
anicca, anatta and dukkha  takes place within dhammas.  



Emotion

It is a similar process with emotion (Fig.3b) but instead of dhammas being involved it is now vedana  that is involved..
Feeling (vedana ) is the original stimulus.  However emotion - being the psychological response to feeling - takes place
within citta.  Emotion is the movement within the psyche when it is conditioned by feeling.  In terms of praticca
samutpada, vedana  and citta  arise together.  Vedana  conditions citta , and then citta  conditions vedana .  So
emotion is citta  under the inflluence of strong feeling.  This emotion can be skilful -  metta or unskilful -
craving.  Citta  is more like its ethical and emotional flavour or texture.   The texture of the heart and mind has an effect
on the world, and this is why citta  and  ethics are inter-related.   The mind is an agent as well as a passive observer.  At
any time something particular emerges out of the mind, better still the mind IS a particular emergence.  The heart and
mind ARE a conditioned arising.  

We can see this more clearly in the connection between citta and its enlightened counterpart bodhicitta, which we might
say is the texture of the heart-mind of an enlightened being.  In Tibetan iconography this is represented by a symbolic
jewel, the wish-fulfilling jewel that grants all desires called the cintamani , which Avalokitesvara, the symbolic figure of the
embodiment of compassion, holds at his heart.  This jewel representing an emotional outpouring of generosity towards
all sentient beings. Bodhicitta has been misleadingly translated as the ''thought of enlightenment'  but this is to associate
citta  only with the cognitive workings of the mind, when clearly from this example it is also substantially emotional.  Citta
has alternatively been translated as 'will to enlightenment' 1

1   Sangharakshita

Fig. 3b Emotion
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Non-Discoursive Awareness

And the heart / mind can also be conditioned by bodily awareness to produce an effect that is neither discursive nor
emotional (Fig.3c).  When in meditation we pay attention to the posture or to relaxation in the body, or to the tangible
breath-body in the present moment, that has a certain effect on our awareness.  We create a different type of 'container',
one that is spacious and in which we are more fully present , within which we can work with our thoughts and emotions.
Kaya is the stimulation, and awareness is the movement within the psyche conditioned by that, in a positive sense it may
be a samattha  (calming and concentrating) movement,  but distraction may be conditioned. 
\

Fig. 3c Non-Discursive Awareness
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Back to the Sutta

This explanation of citta  then allows for all the variations of citta  mentioned in the sutta.

* consciousness with or without lust; with or without hate; with or without ignorance; shrunken state; distracted state; developed
state; undeveloped state; state with some other mental state superior to it; state with no other mental state superior to it;
concentrated state; unconcentrated state; freed state; and unfreed state of consciousness.



Citta as Response

Mind as Movement
It is helpful in distinguishing citta  from vedana , as both are concerned with feeling, to think of heart-mind as
movement.  That citta is always in the process of movement. This clarifies it as a response and therefore something
to take responsibility for.  In response to experience the heart-mind is always shaping itself: shrinking, growing, moving
towards, moving away.  It might, in creative movements, 'tremble' in compassion - anukampa  - with the suffering of
living beings.    When a fellow living being experiences feeling and a 'psychic movement happens in them they feel that
movement as well, out of empathy.  They are 'moved.'  And the largest 'psychic movement' for any person is probably
when they die.  Then the people around them are moved the most.  They resonate with them. In this way people learn
indirectly from other peoples experiences. 

But much of the time our minds move in unproductive ways: towards food when we are not hungry, or away from
people when we don't like them.  Or impulsively grasping after objects it desires.  And in moving like this all the time, it
creates a world around which is what buddhism means by karma.  It creates helpful positive effects and it creates
suffering.  This is why because of the mind, the world can go in any direction.  

General



Emotional Momentum

Citta, as heart-mind, is the psychic and emotional response to experience.  Experience as represented in the
satipatthanas by body and feeling.  It is as if experience sets in motion something within the psyche that has
momentum (Fig.1), that eventually ends up in some evaluation of experience, but citta is distinct from that evaluation.
The evaluation belongs to dhammas  (mental objects).

Yet that momentum does not necessarily need to be a reaction to events.  With practice it can be channelled
consciously in a different direction.  If for instance we have come to understand that it is not always helpful to allow
ourselves to be dictated to by our experience, we can choose to try to condition other responses in citta.  We can set
up a new momentum in citta , one originating in understanding  (Fig.2).  

Fig. 1 Citta as Momentum
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Moving Closer to Home with Mindfulness

As we move through the satipatthanas we are dealing with progressively difficult topics.  It is easier to be aware of
neutral objects of experience than it is to be aware of strong sensation, because feeling is closer to what we care
about.  As we then move from feelings to our responses to experience, our heart-mind and so on, that can seem even
closer to what we care about.  After all our responses say a lot about the kind of person we are, and we care about
what other people might make of us.  We don't want them to think badly of us - neither do we want to think badly of
ourselves - so we may resist examining our own heart-mind for what is going on there.  And that gets even worse with
the fourth satipatthana when we come to views.  Nobody wants to have to admit they don't know what they are talking
about, and that is probably why we have so many wars around religions.  Religions explicitly hold differing views, and
nobody wants to admit their view is wrong.  It also explains why the development of citta  ideally precedes that of
mental objects.  Before a person can really reflect on their experience, it is better they prepare their minds first by
getting their reactions out of the way. 

But mindfulness directed to the four foundations unravels all of that.  It looks directly at behaviours, attitudes and views
and challenges them - do they lead to happy outcomes, are they descriptions that are useful to man ?

Mindfulness can be used to help people cope better with their experience, as it is now commonly used to help people
deal with chronic pain conditions and with other difficult experience.  And a person may stop there, and in a way they
are mainly using the first two satipatthanas (using ?? the satipatthanas - creating, manifesting the satipatthanas?).
They may be cultivating mindfulness and directing it towards their feelings and sensations, and as mindfulness is a
manifestation of the cultivation of the third satipatthana, they will be invoking the third satipatthana to some degree.  By
cultivating non-judgemental awareness they will also be cultivating the fourth satipatthana.  But their cultivation of the
3rd and 4th satipatthanas will stop there.  They won't continue and examine the ethics of their mental states or whether
their perspective is really insightful into reality as a buddhist practitioner would by trying to fully manifest all four
satipatthanas.  It is perfectly fine for people to do this but if they want to really understand mindfulness in its fullest
sense, they will need to go beyond this limited approach.

Fig. 1 Moving Closer to Home
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Meditation as Citta Bhavana

Meditation is one of the main ways we can stop and look at what the heart and mind is doing.  At any time citta  will
have a certain momentum and direction.  But because that is conditioned, it can be changed.  Hence the term bhavana,
which means development, can be applied to citta. Citta bhavana is the development of the heart and mind  in one
way or another.  It takes place through ethical practice but the most systematic method of citta bhavana is meditation.
If what is to be developed is more creative emotion then meditation practices like the metta bhavana (the development
of metta or universal loving kindness) are what are required.  If we want more conscious awareness, then the
mindfulness of breathing is the meditation practice to go for.  

The Satipatthana Sutta section relating to citta  is often translated - 'the practitioner dwells contemplating the mind in
the mind'   bhikkhu citta cittånupassi viharati Other interpretations, depending what aspect of heart or mind we are
contemplating, are shown in the table below (Fig.1)

General

'seeing repeatedly the mind with the
mind'. 

MIND

EMOTION seeing the heart from the perspective
of the heart (from the perspective of
ethics) 

MIND seeing after (the manner of) the mind,
the mind

EMOTION seeing in accordance with the heart,
theheart 

What aspect of citta  we are
contemplating

Translation - the practitioner dwells Interpretation

MIND 'seeing the mind again and again with
the mind', 

MIND seeing the mind from the perspective of
mind (from the perspective of
awareness)



The Conditioning of Positive Emotion

This way of looking at citta helps us see how thinking, emotion, and bodily awareness work together in meditation.  It
helps us be clear how say thought works with the metta bhavana (Fig.2) - we might stimulate the production of metta
by first creating a good basis of awareness through attention to posture and bodily awareness, then cultivating ethical
sensitivity (spiritual feeling - samisa vedana ) which will tend to condition the state of metta  in the heart / mind, and
support that further by cultivating mental contents (thoughts) supportive of metta, such as "All beings desire happiness".  

Fig. 2 Metta Bhavana
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The Conditioning of Poetic States of Mind

Mental Objects as Images and Symbols
It is obvious that not all mental objects are conceptual - we use images in the metta bhavana to stimulate metta , and in
sadhana we certainly use them to stimulate faith in our yidam and through that the three jewels, and what about poetic
imagery in general?  Where a purely conceptual mental object - like the notion of "impermanence" - may not stimulate
much feeling, a poetic image like the yidam in the blue sky, or a text like a puja, has the advantage of stimulating our
emotions as well as our thoughts - of 'getting the emotions on board'.  The conceptual content of the puja is as
important as the poetry, and in the greatest poetry our reflective and emotive faculties are strongly stimulated at the
same time.  If we can reflect on such poetry while concentrated in meditation then even better (Fig.3).  Then we are
really maximising the effect of changing the heart / mind through thought, emotion and awareness.

Summary
A state of mind in itself it does not have conceptual content.  It may arise together with conceptual content - for example
when a lustful state of mind and lusty 'mental contents' arise together, each conditioning the other, but like the potter
moulding the pot in the Wheel of Life, citta  is more the shaping of the mind in terms of consciousness (being conscious
or distracted,) or in terms of emotion (being positive, defiled, or expansive).  The scarcity of  commentary on citta
perhaps reflects the fact that cittanupassi is actually hard to talk about because it is largely meditational, is learned
through practice, and is mostly a question of developing sensitivity, which like other activities involving sensitivity - e.
the Arts - it is difficult to talk about and do justice.  

Fig. 3 Poetic Imagery
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Citta is Prabhasvara

Citta and Pure Awareness
Part of the conceptual problem that comes with the pure awareness, or the 'opening to pure awareness' approach is
that citta is what the heart / mind is doing at any time in response to experience, it is therefore an action. It is what is
going on in you. The citta  of an enlightened being is pure in that it is free of defilements.  Because being on the
transcendental path, they no longer need to make and effort to be aware, emotionally positive or clear, and this is
reflected in the phrase citta  is prabhasvara (clear light), where the pure awareness of an arahant has the
characteristics of being naturally open (unfixed, empty-natured), clear (knowing, luminous, radiant) and sensitive
(compassionate, responsive, free, creative). 

We can see in Fig.4 how this might relate to what I have been talking about earlier in this article.  The characteristics
relate to the body, feeling and mental objects satipatthanas in describing the aware, the emotional and the lucid aspects
of enlightened citta.  These characteristics can be conceptualised within the four satipatthanas.  The problem though is
that pure awareness does not exist in isolation apart from the effects of the other satipatthanas on it.  Therefore, at the
level of enlightenment, the other satipatthanas must also be fully developed.  

Fig. 4 Citta  is prabhasvara
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'Pure' citta must be supported by unwavering insight as well as by perfect ethical sensitivity (there are no worldly feelings
due to craving or aversion) and by constant mindfulness in the present moment.  In fact all these elements support and
maintain each other (Fig.5).   It is difficult to see how one can 'open up to pure awareness' except by developing these
other satipatthanas.  A different way of looking at this comes if we approach it from the angle of the five spiritual faculties,
which I think are reasonably correlated with the four satipatthanas (Fig.6)

Mindfulness, as Perfect Mindfulness (samma sati), is one of the eight limbs in the Noble Eightfold Path and one of five
'spiritual faculties' (panca-indriya ), the others being faith (saddha ), wisdom (panna ), energy in pursuit of the good
(viriya ) and concentration (samadhi ).  If these five faculties are completely developed, buddhahood is attained  (Sn V
48 2.2).  When these five spiritual faculties are developed but not as completely developed as in an enlightened person,
problems can arise in dealing with the faculties.  The stream entrant understands some of the problems.  They
'understand as they really are the gratification, the danger and the escape in the case of these five faculties' (Sn V 48
1.2).  They understand the importance of mindfulness as a balancing factor (Fig.7), through which the practitioner aims
for indriya-samatta, the equalization of the faculties (The Survey, 284).  

Fig. 5 Supportive Factors to Enlightenment
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Pure awareness in its full conception, if we accept this
correlation, correlates with absolute faith in the three
jewels (hence an arahant will have a mind of 'clear light'
even in the face of death), but due to the inescapable
completion of indriya-samatta that mind is inevitably
accompanied by absolute wisdom (as well as by perfect
viriya and perfect samadhi, and of course perfect
mindfulness).  Pure awareness as a doctrine then is
perhaps imbalanced, if it doesn't focus on the
development of these other faculties as well as on
awareness and faith.  Absolute faith is impossible
without its correlate of absolute wisdom.

So where might this all fit with formless meditation, just
sitting, Bhante's system, and so on ?  I understand
Bhante's version of just sitting to be a person not
making any effort to focus on an object of meditation
whilest maintaining 'postural integrity'. One does not do
anything against the flow of ones instincts (as one might
do in the mindfulness of breathing against an instinct to
distraction, or in the metta bhavana against an instinct
to ill will or indifference).  And the point of this is to
experience some fruits of our practice.  When we have
been making effort in a meditation in Bhante's system
we produce positive karma.  By doing just sitting after that we experience some of the fruits of that karma in terms of a
sense of togetherness or concentration (kaya ) or a pleasureable uplifting feeling (niramisa vedana ).  We are essentially
'spending some of our merit', but that gives us a bit of encouragement in allowing us to enjoy some fruit of our practice.
Awareness here is pure in the sense of being pure of making effort.

The second kind of pure awareness, being at the culmination of the Dzogchen / Mahamudra system, is obviously
informed by insight.  Perhaps we can relate this kind of pure awareness to Bhante's just sitting in the way that the
transcendental eightfold path relates to the mundana eightfold path.  For a being on the transcendental eightfold path,
ethics, meditation and wisdom naturally unfold without them having to make a conscious effort, on account of their
transcendental insight.  This kind of pure awareness like the first is pure of effort, but this time due to being supported by
insight.  One could call Bhante's version of just sitting, mundane pure awareness - where one experiences a radiant
positive state of mind as a result of temporarily reaping the fruits of ones karma, and the second transcendental pure
awareness, pure because one is reaping the fruits of insight. 

Strictly speaking, awareness is a karma , so it is more accurate to say in the case of mundane pure awareness  that one
experiences the fruits of effort as pleasant niramisa vedana which then supports a citta  informed by mundane pure
awareness .  In the case of transcendental pure awareness , ones citta  is pure because it is free of defilements, and that
is mutually supported by insight (jnana ), by the bliss of release (niramisa niramisatara vedana ), and by direct tangible
experience of enlightenment (bodhi ), all of which perpetually support each other in the action of praticca samutpada.
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Fig. 7  The Five Spiritual Faculties



Citta is Not A 'Substrate'

The comparison of Citta  with the greek  Thymos  and its association with soul  is interesting.  The greeks had a
particular view about soul (psyche ) that was connected to the body.  They believed that when a person died they lost
their psyche  entirely, if they were unconscious or asleep they partly lost it and so on.

But Plato later refined the notion of soul to be immortal and completely disconnected from the body.  

Fig. 2 Metta Bhavana
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Heart Satipatthana Development

We bring our awareness to our state of mind, heart or attitude.  Citta is essentially the 'shape' of our response to the
world, in terms of consciousness and ethics.  We 'contemplate the consciousness in our consciousness'.  How
conscious is our consciousness?  What is coming out of that response in terms of a beneficial or harmful effect?  No
matter how we feel [vedana], are we still being ethical?   By just staying with and reflecting on our state of mind
undistractedly, we have the chance of coming up with a better one. 

General



Citta and Phenomenology

What our philosophical view of mind is will inevitably condition how we see and work with citta..   If we are used to
operating in the world of science for instance we may expect of ourselves,  even when we come to meditation practice,
our habitual need for proof.  In the citta  section of the Satipatthana sutta  the Buddha advises 'contemplating the mind
in the mind',  'knowing a mind with lust as one with lust.'  But how can we prove to ourselves that we have a  mind full of
lust, when we are the only person with immediate access to the contents of our consciousness.  The only measuring
stick we have is our own awareness, but how can we trust or be objective about this?  A question scientists often ask.
It is worth reflecting on this fact and really letting it sink in.  That in terms of knowing our inner states, we may require
some guidance as to how to trust our judgement about those inner states.  Science and analytical philosophy effectively
ignore this problem as being outside of their sphere of influence.  Behaviourist psychology likewise sees such
judgements as unquantifiable.  But here in the Satipatthana sutta the Buddha is explicitly asking us to make such
judgements.  We need therefore to find a western philosophical system that helps us understand how we access and
evaluate our experience in this way.

At the Mind and Life Institute in the USA neuroscientists have been working together with buddhist monks including the
Dalai Lama in exploring meditative states.  A number of these cognitive scientists, most notably Francisco Varela, have
developed a proto-science they call neurophenomenology. The basic ideas behind this project were published in 1991
in a book called The Embodied Mind , which outlines developments in cognitive science over the last fifty years and
makes analogies with teachings from buddhist philosophy, focussing particularly on the embodiment of consciousness.
Varela and his colleagues have come to the conclusion that the best and most appropriate western philosophy for
describing the process of awareness and for evaluating inner states is Phenomenology, and in particular the method of
'Phenomenological Reduction' created by Edmund Husserl.

It may in fact be that  a purer and more appropriate form of phenomenology is that Husserl's student, Heidegger.
Varela and co. are scientists.  Husserl's phenomenology is in some way friendly to science's 'objective analysis'.  Varela
and co.'s neurophenomenology which tries to combine scientific analysis (the neuro- part standing for neuroscience)
with access to inner experience (inner phenomena or appearances) that are accessible only to the individual  (and that
therefore cannot be measured scientifically).  The evidence science accepts they call 'third-person evidence', because
in science experimental evidence must always be verifiable to a 'third person', and the evidence only available to the
individual they call 'first person evidence.'  In buddhist practice our judgements about the inner state of citta are based
on 'first person evidence'.  It seems, in Varela and co's opinion that 'third'' and 'first person evidence' are a binary divide
- they can never come together.   But they emphasize, coming professionally from a scientific perspective, that
scientists could be more aware that they are embodied observers; that while they are examining the universe using
'third person evidence' that they also have and will probably be influenced by, 'first person evidence'.  That their own
consciousness making that analysis is embodied and conditioned by that embodiment.  And the 'reflective scientist' will
know this.  



Mental
Objects

● Dhammas (mental objects) are what the mind-sense
(Mano/ Manas) grasps.  Manas comes from a root meaning
to measure.  The mind-sense measures phenomena.  In the
same way as the eye sees visual objects, the mind-sense
'measures' sensory phenomena producing mental objects
(concepts, ideas, abstractions).   Manas is essentially the
faculty of assessment.  On a mundane level that
assessment manifests as ordinary thinking.  At a deeper
level it constitutes our beliefs about existence, which like
our thoughts, may correspond to reality or not.  

● Dhamma denotes both truth (e.g. "the Buddha-dharma") and
appearances (phenomena).  According to the "Buddha-dharma"
the truth about phenomena (dhammas) is that they are devoid of
substance, true selfhood and permanence, a view that may differ
in other religions and philosophies. 

About Dhammas Dhamma



Mental Objects Satipatthana

Mental objects / Mental concommitants
How the mind sense (Manas ) 'grasps' the world.  Conceptual and symbolic (including images) assessments of
meaning.  

Mrs Rhys Davids (Buddhist Psychology p19) remarks how 'the commentators connect mano  with minati  (ma ), to
measure'.  It seems Manas  measures, assesses.  It takes phenomena  perceived (in the senses) by vinnana  and sees
them as mental objects (dhammas ).  Raw sensory data in vinnana  becomes in Manas  the abstract concept, as in
'chair'.  It also forms ideas about the whole, about reality itself. These may be held in the form of images and symbols.
Manas  basically forms views about phenomena (dhammas ) and these views are more or less correct.  The
practitioner in the Satipatthana Sutta contemplates mental objects (in mental objects).  

'bhikkhu dhammesu dhammanupassin viharati'

- they reflect on the truth (dhamma ) of those views / concepts / images.  Mental objects may be reflected on in a
mundane way - 'Shall I have cornflakes this morning?', or more profoundly - "What is the meaning of life?"  And views
need not necessarily be active conscious choices.  They can be, and most often are, unconscious and so
unconsidered.  We may never think about something which may also be a view about it (that it is not important).   Often
our reflections constellate around ourselves -  'I am a (____) person)', 'the world is (____) '.  This interpretation
resonates with Bhante's Mindfulness of Reality.  We could translate the above as -

'the monk dwells contemplating the truth (dhamma ) in his views concerning mental objects (dhammas )' 

... and it becomes a reflection on the nature of    
reality.

Associated Spiritual Faculty: Wisdom



Mental Objects Satipatthana - Alternate Interpretations
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Mental Objects Satipatthana - Interpretation

In the text of the Satipatthana Sutta, in what some commentators have called 'rehearsing various conceptual
formulations of the dharma (whatever they said)' , what appears to be happening is with each section the practitioner
effectively consciously creates mental objects by naming elements of his experience.  He then investigates them in
terms of Conditioned Coproduction - that thetyn arise and fall in dependence on conditions and also how they are
conditioned.  The section begins by looking at mental states  in this way with the five hindrances to meditation.  It then
does the same with the five skandhas,  the six internal and external sense bases,  the seven factors for awakening, and
finally the Four Noble Truths.  We can see this sequence as creating mental objects of and seeing the conditioned
nature of phenomena at more and more refined levels. (see Analyo p164 for a similar analysis)  With the hindrances we
are just examining how to work with states of mind to get beyond the hindrances, presumably into more meditative
states.  With the Four Noble Truths, the whole of our experience is turned into the mental object 'dukkha' and this is
seen to be conditioned by the mental state of craving, and is iradicated by the condition of following the Noble Eightfiold
Path.  Presumably the other reflecrtions are stages in between - for instance the factors of awakening being (like
Sangharakshita's spiral path) the cultivation of positive qualities on the path, and the Four Noble Truths the cultivation
of Insight.

Citta as a satipatthana was about bringing awareness to our impulses and the world created with those.  Now we deal
with a different aspect of Mind, its more reflective side, Manas.

In the Satipatthana Sutta the Buddha says - 

"And how, O bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu live contemplating mental objects in mental objects? 

"Here, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating the mental objects in the mental objects of the five hindrances. 

"How, O bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu live contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the five hindrances? 

"Here, O bhikkhus, when sensuality is present, a bhikkhu knows with understanding: 'I have sensuality,' or when
sensuality is not present, he knows with understanding: 'I have no sensuality.' 

The monk begins by understanding which mental objects are in his mind, here sensuality.  This is essentially the same
as the previous section - 'a bhikkhu understands the consciousness with lust, as with lust; the consciousness without
lust, as without lust'  The five hindrances constitute the first of five sections of mental objects covered in this part of the
sutta.  The others are the five aggregates of clinging (the skandhas), the six internal and external sense-bases, the
seven factors of enlightenment, and the four noble truths.  So how can we make any sense of this?

The Pali for Mental Objects is Dhammas (Sanskrit - Dharmas).  We could say the word Dharma has meanings on a
range of levels.  At the top, it is truth itself, with a capital T.  The truth that the Buddha discovered of the way things are,
conceptually expressed as praticca samutpada.  On the next level, serving that top level, it is the teachings of the
Buddha.  On the level of description of phenomena, we use the term dharma for what we normally think of as things, as
objects. We cannot describe these as things or objects without distorting the truth in some way because like all
phenomena they are impermanent and insubstantial, so we call them dharmas, as a way of reminding us of their (true)
nature.

The translation here of dharmas as mental objects (also sometimes mental concomitants) reinforces the fact that it is
Mind that perceives phenomena.  Mrs. Rhys-Davids points out that [buddhist] 'commentators connect Mano [Mind] with
minati (ma), to measure.  And it is more usual, when the intellectual functioning of consciousness is refered to, to
employ mano; vinnana representing the field of sense, and sense-reaction, and chitta standing pre-eminently for the
subjective, inward-looking aspect of consciousness [the Heart]...' (Buddhist Psychology p19).  

Advanced



The Pali-English dictionary entry for Mano (p520) comments - 'As "mind" it embodies the rational faculty of man, which,
as the subjective side in our relation to the objective world, may be regarded as a special sense, acting on the world, a
sense adapted to the rationality (reasonableness, dhamma) of the phenomena, as our eye is adapted to the visibility of
the latter.  Thus it ranges as the 6th sense in the classification of the senses and their respective spheres.'  It goes on to
say - 'Thus it is the sensus communis (Buddhist Psychology p140, 163) which recognises the world as a "mundus
sensibilis" (dhamma).  Both sides are an inseparable unity: the mind fits the world as the eye fits the light, or in other
words: mano is the counterpart of dhamma'  And - 'Dhamma as counterpart of mano is rather an abstract (pluralistic)
representation of the world, i.e. the phenomena as such with a certain inherent rationality; manas is the receiver of these
phenomena in their abstract meaning, it is the abstract sense, so to speak.'

Bearing in mind that Mano is the abstract sense that perceives dhammas, lets look at what comes next in the sutta.

He understands how the arising of the non-arisen sensuality comes to be; he understands how the abandoning of
the arisen sensuality comes to be; and he understands how the non-arising in the future of the abandoned
sensuality comes to be. 

This is the mental object (sensuality) in the context of an understanding of the Dharma.  How it came about, when not
there before.  How it disappeared once it was there.  And how it was prevented from arising again once it had been
gotten rid of. The mental object is seen in the broader context of the Dharma.  It is conditioned and impermanent.  I think
this is what is meant by 'the practitioner contemplates the dhamma in the dhammas' - bhikkhu dhammesu
dhammanupassi viharari. He contemplates the Dharma in phenomena, contemplates their true nature.  

In the dictionary definition of Mano above, Mano is refered to as an abstract sense, and that it embodies the rational
faculty of man.  I want to propose that Mano is that which holds a perspective.  A view, on the phenomena it perceives.
Citta perceives something and its response is movement, what am I going to do with it. Mano's response is more like
what is it? Or, it is a (description).

Most of the time our mind in the sense of citta is not moving to help all beings gain buddhahood.  If it were it would be
bodhicitta.  Most of the time too, our mind in the sense of mano does not have an enlightened perspective.  It has some
other perspective.  It sees deludedly.  Contemplating the Dhamma in the dhammas is the process by which  the
practitioner looks at his or her views on the phenomena around them in order to see more clearly where those views
lead.  If their view is the Dharma, being true that view has the best future.  It cannot be undermined.  But perspectives
that are less true will in the future be undermined.  

This is graphically illustrated in an image (where-source) used for the stage of the path Knowledge and Vision of Things
as they Really Are.  A person is dipping their arm into a pool of water.  Each time they pull their arm out, a snake has
coiled itself around it.  The snake has three marks of its forehead and seeing those the person uncoils the snake
throwing it back.  The marks are the three laksanas, the marks of conditioned existence.  They represent the fact that
every conditioned thing is impermanent, insubstantial, and not ultimately satisfying (dukkha). Seeing that clearly we
throw back what attaches itself to us.  Water snakes (nagas) are often linked with views in buddhism.  They are at a deep
level, difficult to get at.  They attach themselves to us.  We talk about grasping a concept as in understanding it, but it is
more like views grasp us, and hold on.  We need to gently untangle ourselves from them.

see p91 Mindfulness with Breathing

The view from Mano
There are three basic views in buddhism.  The hedonist view, the eternalist view: both wrong views, and the enlightened
view, the Middle Way between those two extremes.  Or we can say, there are three ways in which Mano grasps
dharmas, two wrong ways and an enlightened way.  Mano looka out on the other foundations and 'measures'.  It looks
out on the dharmas (mental objects) of the body (Kaya), feelings (Vedana) and heart / mind (Citta). 



Lets look first at what Mano sees from the perspective of  enlightenment. The enlightened mind looking out on
conditioned existence, sees the three marks of conditioned existence (laksanas).  That is how it measures conditioned
existence.   Enlightened Mano looks out on the other three satipatthanas: body, feeling, and heart / mind.  We could say
seeing them, it sees the three laksanas: insubstantiality (anatta), unsartisfactoriness (dukkha), and impermanence
(anicca). Perhaps we can correlate the three satipatthanas with the three laksanas.  The laksana most clearly
associated with feeling is dukkha.  Enlightened Mano, viewing (the foundation of) feeling, sees dukkha, the greater
perspective of feeling is dukkha.  Conditioned existence  from the frame of reference of feeling is in the end dukkha.
Only by transcending conditioned existence are we safe from dukkha.  What about the other laksanas?

The laksana to connect with body is insubstantiality (anatta).  Kaya means group, an aglomeration of elements, a
compound.  When we meditate on the compounded nature of the body, as in the meditation of the progressive stages of
decomposition of a corpse we see that insubstantiality.  But there is an argument too for connecting insubstantiality with
heart / mind (Citta), if we think of Citta as a kind of self.  Anatta means 'no fixed self'.  If we associate self with body it is
appropriate to associate anatta with  body.  But if we associate self with heart (as in soul), after all it is a 'me' who gets
into those various skilful or unskilful mental states, it is appropriate to associate anatta with heart / mind.   Enlightened
Mano sees in this case Citta as insubstantial. It sees the (unenlightened) heart as wavering. Aware of that tendency in
Citta  the enlightened are firm in their resolve and develop bodhichitta.  Likewise there are arguments for associating
impermanence with either body or heart / mind.  Seeing Citta as impermanent frees us up to change it (through
perpetual self transcendence).  Seeing the body as impermanent frees us from clinging to it.  Whichever laksana we do
link with body and heart / mind, the important thing is that the foundationms are covered by the laksdanas.  We don't
see body as permanent for instance. 

Unenlightened Mano sees the three other foundations not as they are, perhaps we could say distortedly.  Hedonism is
the pursuit of pleasure in the here and now, because there is no substantial belief in anything else.  One concentrates
on having experiences, as pleasureable as possible. In this extreme view, Citta (read ethics) is sacrificed to Kaya (read,
the tangible) and Vedana.  One overweighs the importance of the first two foundations (read as ones experiences) in
relation to the others. They are seen as more substantial than they actually are, while intangibles like ethical sensitivity
are seen as less substantial than they actually are (airy-fairy notions).  

Eternalism is the second extreme view that goes with hedonism, and its opposite.  Body and (pleasureable) feeling
are discounted.  They now are seen as insubstantial compared to the (eternal) soul that can be released through ascetic
practice.  The soul is permanent.  

When Mano sees one of the foundations not in terms of a laksana but as a viparyasa (a topsy-turvy view, like
permanence), it distorts its perspective on the other foundations: so seeing Citta as permanent shifts ones reliance to it
and away from Kaya and Vedana.   



Mental Objects - Textual Interpretation

Mahasatipatthana Sutta
Translation by Thanissaro Bhikkhu  (Access to Insight website) 

Advanced

Mental Qualities
"And how does a monk remain focused on mental qualities in &
of themselves?

[1] "There is the case where a monk remains focused on mental
qualities in & of themselves with reference to the five
hindrances. 

And how does a monk remain focused on mental qualities in &
of themselves with reference to the five hindrances? There is
the case where, there being sensual desire present within, a
monk discerns that 'There is sensual desire present within me.'  

Or, there being no sensual desire present within, he discerns
that 'There is no sensual desire present within me.' He discerns
how there is the arising of unarisen sensual desire. And he
discerns how there is the abandoning of sensual desire once it
has arisen. And he discerns how there is no further appearance
in the future of sensual desire that has been abandoned. (The
same formula is repeated for the remaining hindrances: ill will,
sloth & drowsiness, restlessness & anxiety, and uncertainty.)

"In this way he remains focused internally on mental qualities in
& of themselves, or externally on mental qualities in & of
themselves, or both internally & externally on mental qualities in
& of themselves. Or he remains focused on the phenomenon of
origination with regard to mental qualities, 

on the phenomenon of passing away with regard to mental
qualities, or on the phenomenon of origination & passing away
with regard to mental qualities. Or his mindfulness that 'There
are mental qualities' is maintained to the extent of knowledge &
remembrance.

And he remains independent, unsustained by (not clinging to)
anything in the world. This is how a monk remains focused on
mental qualities in & of themselves with reference to the five
hindrances.

He conceptually names it sense desire.  it has become a
mental object in the sense of being consciously
named - the first step! 

He names whatever is happening.

Reflects on the nature of that mental object in terms
of its truth - that it is conditioned, and also what conditions it.

How they come to be 

How they pass away

i.e. not overdone, over grasped at - there are other things to be
aware of too! 

SUMMARY: The practitioner begins by being conscious of mental states , here for example the hindrances, as mental objects - This is
such and such a mental state and this is how it comes into being and passes away.  

The alternatives are:  a) not assessing what ones state of mind is   b) assessing it but being stuck with not knowing what to do with it.  The
confidence that a thorough grounding in conditionality brings is that one knows what to do with unwanted mental states because
one knows what conditions them.



[2] "Furthermore, the monk remains focused on mental qualities
in & of themselves with reference to the five clinging-
aggregates. And how does he remain focused on mental
qualities in & of themselves with reference to the five clinging-
aggregates? There is the case where a monk [discerns]: 'Such
is form the mental object form, names what form it
is - 'chair' , such its origination, such its disappearance this
is its nature conditioned, and these the conditions
that bring it into being . Such is feeling .the mental
object feeling ..names what feeling it is - painful
Such is perception the mental object
perception..names what perception it is - . Such are
fabrications.the mental object fabrications .. names
what fabrication it is - Such is consciousness the
mental object consciousness  names what
consciousness it is - 'chair' , such its origination, such
its disappearance.'

"In this way he remains focused internally on the mental
qualities in & of themselves, or focused externally... unsustained
by anything in the world. This is how a monk remains focused
on mental qualities in & of themselves with reference to the five
clinging-aggregates.
One this is a bringing to mind of phenomena
analysed in terms of the five skandhas but aldo
seeing the truth about each of those skandhas
that each is conditioned , how it is conditioned e.g
how feeling is conditioned



[3] "Furthermore, the monk remains focused on mental qualities
in & of themselves with reference to the sixfold internal &
external sense media. And how does he remain focused on
mental qualities in & of themselves with reference to the sixfold
internal & external sense media? There is the case where he
discerns the eye creates a mental object by naming
the eye, 'eye' , he discerns forms creates a mental
object by naming the form, 'form' , he discerns the
fetter the mental object in the form of a 'mental
state' that arises dependent on both. He discerns how there
is the arising of an unarisen fetter. And he discerns how there is
the abandoning of a fetter once it has arisen. And he discerns
how there is no further appearance in the future of a fetter that
has been abandoned. (The same formula is repeated for the
remaining sense media: ear, nose, tongue, body, & intellect.)

"In this way he remains focused internally on the mental
qualities in & of themselves, or focused externally... unsustained
by anything in the world. This is how a monk remains focused
on mental qualities in & of themselves with reference to the
sixfold internal & external sense media.

[4] "Furthermore, the monk remains focused on mental qualities
in & of themselves with reference to the seven factors for
Awakening. And how does he remain focused on mental
qualities in & of themselves with reference to the seven factors
for Awakening? There is the case where, there being
mindfulness as a factor for Awakening present within, he
discerns that 'Mindfulness as a factor for Awakening is present
within me.' Or, there being no mindfulness as a factor for
Awakening present within, he discerns that 'Mindfulness as a
factor for Awakening is not present within me.' He discerns how
there is the arising of unarisen mindfulness as a factor for
Awakening. And he discerns how there is the culmination of the
development of mindfulness as a factor for Awakening once it
has arisen. (The same formula is repeated for the remaining
factors for Awakening: analysis of qualities, persistence,
rapture, serenity, concentration, & equanimity.)
"In this way he remains focused internally on mental qualities in
& of themselves, or externally... unsustained by (not clinging to)
anything in the world. This is how a monk remains focused on
mental qualities in & of themselves with reference to the seven
factors for Awakening.



[5] "Furthermore, the monk remains focused on mental qualities
in & of themselves with reference to the four noble truths. And
how does he remain focused on mental qualities in & of
themselves with reference to the four noble truths? There is the
case where he discerns, as it is actually present, that 'This is
stress... This is the origination of stress... This is the cessation
of stress... This is the way leading to the cessation of stress.'
[a] "Now what is the noble truth of stress? Birth is stressful,
aging is stressful, death is stressful; sorrow, lamentation, pain,
distress, & despair are stressful; association with the unbeloved
is stressful; separation from the loved is stressful; not getting
what one wants is stressful. In short, the five clinging-
aggregates are stressful.
"And what is birth? Whatever birth, taking birth, descent,
coming-to-be, coming-forth, appearance of aggregates, &
acquisition of [sense] spheres of the various beings in this or
that group of beings, that is called birth.
"And what is aging? Whatever aging, decrepitude, brokenness,
graying, wrinkling, decline of life-force, weakening of the
faculties of the various beings in this or that group of beings,
that is called aging.
"And what is death? Whatever deceasing, passing away,
breaking up, disappearance, dying, death, completion of time,
break up of the aggregates, casting off of the body, interruption
in the life faculty of the various beings in this or that group of
beings, that is called death.
"And what is sorrow? Whatever sorrow, sorrowing, sadness,
inward sorrow, inward sadness of anyone suffering from
misfortune, touched by a painful thing, that is called sorrow.
"And what is lamentation? Whatever crying, grieving, lamenting,
weeping, wailing, lamentation of anyone suffering from
misfortune, touched by a painful thing, that is called
lamentation.
"And what is pain? Whatever is experienced as bodily pain,
bodily discomfort, pain or discomfort born of bodily contact, that
is called pain.
"And what is distress? Whatever is experienced as mental pain,
mental discomfort, pain or discomfort born of mental contact,
that is called distress.
"And what is despair? Whatever despair, despondency,
desperation of anyone suffering from misfortune, touched by a
painful thing, that is called despair.
"And what is the stress of association with the unbeloved?
There is the case where undesirable, unpleasing, unattractive
sights, sounds, aromas, flavors, or tactile sensations occur to
one; or one has connection, contact, relationship, interaction
with those who wish one ill, who wish for one's harm, who wish
for one's discomfort, who wish one no security from the yoke.
This is called the stress of association with the unbeloved.
"And what is the stress of separation from the loved? There is
the case where desirable, pleasing, attractive sights, sounds,
aromas, flavors, or tactile sensations do not occur to one; or
one has no connection, no contact, no relationship, no
interaction with those who wish one well, who wish for one's
benefit, who wish for one's comfort, who wish one security from
the yoke, nor with one's mother, father, brother, sister, friends,
companions, or relatives. This is called the stress of separation
from the loved.
"And what is the stress of not getting what one wants? In beings
subject to birth, the wish arises, 'O, may we not be subject to
birth, and may birth not come to us.' But this is not to be
achieved by wishing. This is the stress of not getting what one
wants. In beings subject to aging... illness... death... sorrow,
lamentation, pain, distress, & despair, the wish arises, 'O, may
we not be subject to aging... illness... death... sorrow,
lamentation, pain, distress, & despair, and may aging... illness...
death... sorrow, lamentation, pain, distress, & despair not come
to us.' But this is not to be achieved by wishing. This is the

stress of not getting what one wants.
"And what are the five clinging-aggregates that, in short, are
stress? Form as a clinging-aggregate, feeling as a clinging-
aggregate, perception as a clinging-aggregate, fabrications as a
clinging-aggregate, consciousness as a clinging-aggregate:
These are called the five clinging-aggregates that, in short, are
stress.
"This is called the noble truth of stress.
[b] "And what is the noble truth of the origination of stress? The
craving that makes for further becoming &mdash accompanied
by passion & delight, relishing now here & now there &mdash
i.e., craving for sensuality, craving for becoming, craving for
non-becoming.
"And where does this craving, when arising, arise? And where,
when dwelling, does it dwell? Whatever is endearing & alluring
in terms of the world: that is where this craving, when arising,
arises. That is where, when dwelling, it dwells.
"And what is endearing & alluring in terms of the world? The
eye is endearing & alluring in terms of the world. That is where
this craving, when arising, arises. That is where, when dwelling,
it dwells.
"The ear... The nose... The tongue... The body... The intellect...
"Forms... Sounds... Smells... Tastes... Tactile sensations...
Ideas...
"Eye-consciousness... Ear-consciousness... Nose-
consciousness... Tongue-consciousness... Body-
consciousness... Intellect-consciousness...
"Eye-contact... Ear-contact... Nose-contact... Tongue-contact...
Body-contact... Intellect-contact...
"Feeling born of eye-contact... Feeling born of ear-contact...
Feeling born of nose-contact... Feeling born of tongue-contact...
Feeling born of body-contact... Feeling born of intellect-
contact...
"Perception of forms... Perception of sounds... Perception of
smells... Perception of tastes... Perception of tactile
sensations... Perception of ideas...
"Intention for forms... Intention for sounds... Intention for
smells... Intention for tastes... Intention for tactile sensations...
Intention for ideas...
"Craving for forms... Craving for sounds... Craving for smells...
Craving for tastes... Craving for tactile sensations... Craving for
ideas...
"Thought directed at forms... Thought directed at sounds...
Thought directed at smells... Thought directed at tastes...
Thought directed at tactile sensations... Thought directed at
ideas...
"Evaluation of forms... Evaluation of sounds... Evaluation of
smells... Evaluation of tastes... Evaluation of tactile sensations...
Evaluation of ideas is endearing & alluring in terms of the world.
That is where this craving, when arising, arises. That is where,
when dwelling, it dwells.
"This is called the noble truth of the origination of stress.
[c] "And what is the noble truth of the cessation of stress? The
remainderless fading & cessation, renunciation, relinquishment,
release, & letting go of that very craving.
"And where, when being abandoned, is this craving
abandoned? And where, when ceasing, does it cease?
Whatever is endearing & alluring in terms of the world: that is
where, when being abandoned, this craving is abandoned. That
is where, when ceasing, it ceases.
"And what is endearing & alluring in terms of the world? The
eye is endearing & alluring in terms of the world. That is where,
when being abandoned, this craving is abandoned. That is
where, when ceasing, it ceases.
"The ear... The nose... The tongue... The body... The intellect...
"Forms... Sounds... Smells... Tastes... Tactile sensations...
Ideas...
"Eye-consciousness... Ear-consciousness... Nose-



consciousness... Tongue-consciousness... Body-
consciousness... Intellect-consciousness...
"Eye-contact... Ear-contact... Nose-contact... Tongue-contact...
Body-contact... Intellect-contact...
"Feeling born of eye-contact... Feeling born of ear-contact...
Feeling born of nose-contact... Feeling born of tongue-contact...
Feeling born of body-contact... Feeling born of intellect-
contact...
"Perception of forms... Perception of sounds... Perception of
smells... Perception of tastes... Perception of tactile
sensations... Perception of ideas...
"Intention for forms... Intention for sounds... Intention for
smells... Intention for tastes... Intention for tactile sensations...
Intention for ideas...
"Craving for forms... Craving for sounds... Craving for smells...
Craving for tastes... Craving for tactile sensations... Craving for
ideas...
"Thought directed at forms... Thought directed at sounds...
Thought directed at smells... Thought directed at tastes...
Thought directed at tactile sensations... Thought directed at
ideas...
"Evaluation of forms... Evaluation of sounds... Evaluation of
smells... Evaluation of tastes... Evaluation of tactile sensations...
Evaluation of ideas is endearing & alluring in terms of the world.
That is where, when being abandoned, this craving is
abandoned. That is where, when ceasing, it ceases.
"This is called the noble truth of the cessation of stress.
[d] "And what is the noble truth of the path of practice leading to
the cessation of stress? Just this very noble eightfold path: right
view, right resolve, right speech, right action, right livelihood,
right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration.
"And what is right view? Knowledge with regard to stress,
knowledge with regard to the origination of stress, knowledge
with regard to the cessation of stress, knowledge with regard to
the way of practice leading to the cessation of stress: This is
called right view.
"And what is right resolve? Aspiring to renunciation, to freedom
from ill will, to harmlessness: This is called right resolve.
"And what is right speech? Abstaining from lying, from divisive
speech, from abusive speech, & from idle chatter: This is called
right speech.
"And what is right action? Abstaining from taking life, from
stealing, & from illicit sex. This is called right action.
"And what is right livelihood? There is the case where a disciple
of the noble ones, having abandoned dishonest livelihood,
keeps his life going with right livelihood: This is called right
livelihood.
"And what is right effort? There is the case where a monk
generates desire, endeavors, arouses persistence, upholds &
exerts his intent for the sake of the non-arising of evil, unskillful
qualities that have not yet arisen... for the sake of the
abandoning of evil, unskillful qualities that have arisen... for the
sake of the arising of skillful qualities that have not yet arisen...
(and) for the maintenance, non-confusion, increase, plenitude,
development, & culmination of skillful qualities that have arisen:
This is called right effort.
"And what is right mindfulness? There is the case where a
monk remains focused on the body in & of itself &mdash
ardent, alert, & mindful &mdash putting aside greed & distress
with reference to the world. He remains focused on feelings in &
of themselves... the mind in & of itself... mental qualities in & of
themselves &mdash ardent, alert, & mindful &mdash putting
aside greed & distress with reference to the world. This is called

right mindfulness.
"And what is right concentration? There is the case where a
monk &mdash quite withdrawn from sensuality, withdrawn from
unskillful (mental) qualities &mdash enters & remains in the first
jhana: rapture & pleasure born from withdrawal, accompanied
by directed thought & evaluation. With the stilling of directed
thought & evaluation, he enters & remains in the second jhana:
rapture & pleasure born of composure, unification of awareness
free from directed thought & evaluation &mdash internal
assurance. With the fading of rapture he remains in equanimity,
mindful & alert, physically sensitive of pleasure. He enters &
remains in the third jhana, of which the Noble Ones declare,
'Equanimous & mindful, he has a pleasurable abiding.' With the
abandoning of pleasure & pain &mdash as with the earlier
disappearance of elation & distress &mdash he enters &
remains in the fourth jhana: purity of equanimity & mindfulness,
neither pleasure nor pain. This is called right concentration.
"This is called the noble truth of the path of practice leading to
the cessation of stress.
"In this way he remains focused internally on mental qualities in
& of themselves, or externally on mental qualities in & of
themselves, or both internally & externally on mental qualities in
& of themselves. Or he remains focused on the phenomenon of
origination with regard to mental qualities, on the phenomenon
of passing away with regard to mental qualities, or on the
phenomenon of origination & passing away with regard to
mental qualities. Or his mindfulness that 'There are mental
qualities' is maintained to the extent of knowledge &
remembrance. And he remains independent, unsustained by
(not clinging to) anything in the world. This is how a monk
remains focused on mental qualities in & of themselves with
reference to the four noble truths...

(E. Conclusion)

"Now, if anyone would develop these four frames of reference in
this way for seven years, one of two fruits can be expected for
him: either gnosis right here & now, or &mdash if there be any
remnant of clinging-sustenance &mdash nonreturn.
"Let alone seven years. If anyone would develop these four
frames of reference in this way for six years... five... four...
three... two years... one year... seven months... six months...
five... four... three... two months... one month... half a month,
one of two fruits can be expected for him: either gnosis right
here & now, or &mdash if there be any remnant of clinging-
sustenance &mdash nonreturn.
"Let alone half a month. If anyone would develop these four
frames of reference in this way for seven days, one of two fruits
can be expected for him: either gnosis right here & now, or
&mdash if there be any remnant of clinging-sustenance
&mdash nonreturn.
"'This is the direct path for the purification of beings, for the
overcoming of sorrow & lamentation, for the disappearance of
pain & distress, for the attainment of the right method, & for the
realization of Unbinding &mdash in other words, the four frames
of reference.' Thus was it said, and in reference to this was it
said."
That is what the Blessed One said. Gratified, the monks
delighted in the Blessed One's words.



Mental Objects Satipatthana 
Development 

tureWe bring our awareness to mental objects.  We might not be that conscious of it, but we are constantly making assessments about
our situtation.  By 'contemplating the dhammas in the dhammas' we reflect on these assessments and their future.  Which means their
truth.    We try to stay with this satipatthana, not being influenced by the others (like how we are feeling [vedana], or by states of mind
that may distract us [citta], or by bodily considerations [kaya]; we just stay with our thoughts and opinions undistractedly, until we see
more the truth.
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The Satipatthana Model Kaya

Dhamma

Vedana

Citta



There are no traditional buddhist sources
that specifically mention the 
satipatthanas as being in a
'conditional relationship' with each other  



However in psychology there is a model
called the cognitive model in which
elements similar to the satipatthanas are
in such a relationship
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A relationship that reflects the buddhist
principle of Conditioned Coproduction
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... to biology 
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... it applies to ethics
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In fact buddhism sees 
Conditioned Coproduction 
as a universal principle
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It is not surprising that we can 
think of the four satipatthanas 

to be interconnected in this way
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And that we can combine them
in a network of mutually 
conditioning relationships
we might call ...
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My History and the 'Cognitive Model'

In my work to further the understanding of buddhism and in
particular the teaching of the foundations of mindfulness, I have
been influenced by a model from Cognitive Therapy, which I
called the "Cognitive Model'.  It originated in 1986, the work of
Drs. Christine Padesky and Kathleen Mooney.  It was published in
1995 in Mind over Mood by Drs. Dennis Greenberger and

Christine Padesky. 1

As the model has contributed substantially to my thinking I will
outline briefly here my understanding of it and its history in the
development of my ideas.

Mahabodhi

The Cognitive Model

Christine Padesky writes about the models development - 

"We developed it from our understanding of cognitive therapy
blended with our view that human experience is always
interactive with the environments in which we live.  Today we
would refer to it as a biopsychosocial model for understanding
human experience.  Its strength for use in therapy is that it is
descriptive, captures interactions between different aspects of
experience, and does not take a stance regarding which must
come first: the thought or the mood or the behaviour or the
environmental event or the biological response.  Sometimes all
happen simultaneously, other times one experience leads to
another."

What I understand primarliy is that each 'aspect of experience'
conditions the others.  Environment conditions mood, thought
condition behaviour, and so on.  Paying attention to this overall
perspective can help us work more effectively with our moods
because if we change any of the others we can change our mood.
They are all important, but the most important link for cognitive
therapy (and that being the reason why it is called cognitive
therapy) is that between thought and mood.  By changing our
thoughts through socratic questioning of them (by asking what is
their truth) we change our mood.  

This 'conditionality', applied in the cognitive model to moods, is
illustrative of the central guiding principle in buddhism,
Conditioned Coproduction. As buddhists, in considering
phenomena, we too "do not take a stance as to which (in the web
of phenomena) should come first".  We just work creatively with
the conditions that are there, knowing that everything is
conditioned by a multiplicity of conditions, including moods and
mental states, but beyond that as well.   

Five aspects of your life experiences 
1986 Center for Cognitive Therapy, Newport Beach, CA.
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For the process of acknowledgement it is helpful to outline the
history of my involvement with cognitive psychology and the
cognitive model.

My History and Cognitive Psychology

I first came across cognitive psychology in the late 90s
because of my friend, Prasadu, who is also a member of the
Western Buddhist Order.  He is head of psychology at
Calderdale Royal Infirmary in the United Kingdom.   We used to
meet regularly as order members in a peer group.  One
evening Prasadu did a presention on cognitive psychology to
the group with the quip - "Does this seem familiar?"  The
notion of core belief underlaying and affecting everything was
very much like the buddhist perspective on views.  That views
are often deeply yet unconsciously held, ubiquitous, and
difficult to change. I had a great deal of respect for Prasadu
and this led to the first seeds of curiosity being sown in me
about cognitive psychology.   

Prasadu used to help me deal with the various anxieties I used
to experience in therapeutic sessions over the phone.  Over
time , I built up a 'toolkit' of 'tricks of the trade'.  Then, in 2002, I
had some formal sessions with him, and was introduced to
Christine Padesky's book Mind Over Mood.  I began using the
'Thought Record'.  On seeing  the 'cognitive model' on page 4
of Mind over Mood a lot of what Prasadu had said fitted for me
into a coherent framework  I began to get cognitive therapy.  I
understood better how what I had been doing had worked.  I
carried on using the 'cognitive model' as a tool, applying it to
my 'life experiences'.  That is how I came across the cognitive
model personally.

Then, in 2003, feeling a sense of frustration as I had always
dreamed one day I would write a book (or come up with an
earth shattering theory), and approaching fifty the dream was
nowhere in sight, I thought I had better begin on my dream
before it was too late, so with money from friends and family, I
began to write a book, which was initially on ritual which was
what I was most known for.  But I was a physics graduate, and
still had a certain mindset towards 'grand unified theory' so
after several months of writing the remit of the book started to
broaden.  At first I added meditation.  I also wanted to include
the "cognitive model" because I had found it so practically
useful (and also because it demonstrated conditionality
practically).  I had other aims too, like to help clarify the
confusion that people in my movement often seemed to have
between feelings and actions. 

All this made me look for a framework I could use to hang all
this on and an obvious one was the teaching of the four
foundations of mindfulness (the four satipatthanas).  In a
buddhist scripture called the Satipatthana Sutta the Buddha
expounds them as the four things we should build a
'foundation of awareness (sati)' on: body, feelings, heart /
attitude, and mental objects; to gain enlightenment.

My understanding of the four satipatthanas was confused by
there being different interpretations of them. Translations and
commentaries were often abstruse (some seemed like
guesswork), and I wasn't quite sure how they fitted in with
practice.   Buddhism is 2500 years old, it had at one time great
scholastic universities serving 10,000 scholar monks, and in
the Abhidharma, highly technical teachings about the mind
and mental states.  Perhaps over-elaborate ones.  It is difficult
to pick through this (academicism) for the essentials.  Modern
Science may have this fate in 2000 years time.  Buddhism is on
one level a very clear and simple teaching: practice ethics,
non-harm and awareness, deepen that through meditation, and
then develop wisdom.  But its literature is also vast, and deep.
Exactly what some of the teachings mean in detail in some
cases needs to be unravelled.  This is what I felt facing the
satipatthanas.

On the other hand the cognitive model was very simple and
clear.    

So I thought - "I wonder what will happen if I use the cognitive
model to try and illustrate the four satipatthanas"



In traditional buddhism, to my knowledge, there is no mention of
the four satipatthanas conditioning each other.  The Satipatthana
Sutta simply enumerates them in a linear order: body, feeling,
heart / state of mind, and mental objects.  First be aware of body,
then be aware of feeling, etc.  Conditionality between things was
well understood though.  It was well understood in meditation
practice that a calm body helps the mind to calm down. So
conditionality between the satipatthanas was implicit, even
though it seems not to have been explored. 

There is very little tradition of diagramatic visual representation
of teachings in buddhism (what you really need to represent
conditionality well).  Mind-maps are a relatively modern
phenomenon.  Lama Govinda (the late twentieth century german
tibetologist and authority on buddhist ritual) in his books used
diagrams, but not many have.  

I was aware looking at the two lists how some of the
satipatthanas clearly resembled the 'elements' of the cognitive
model, although some also looked rather different.  I didn't think
it was a good idea to 'run them together' in a forced way, so I kept
them apart, and over time just sat with the similarities and
differences.  I did not want to force a connection unnaturally.  It is
clear to me now that there needs to be two distinct models and I

have called mine the "Satipatthana Model".

I then clarified over time exactly what each satipatthana was, and
looking at the satipatthanas in this way has been very revealing.
A number of buddhist teachings fit into the model, for instance
the traditional buddhist teachings on feeling: there do seem to be
three 'modes' of feeling conditioned respectively by body, heart /
state of mind, and mental assessments; physical feeling, feeling
conditioned by ones ethics or lack of them, and mood (feeling
based on cognitions).  I am currently working on other
correlations between the satipatthanas and traditional buddhist
teachings.

In comparing the two models, the body satipatthana correlates
with physical reactions (or biology in an earlier model).  The
feeling satipatthana corresponds with moods, except it also
includes physical and ethically conditioned feeling.   The
satipatthana 'mental objects' is like thoughts in that what is
meant by mental objects are assessments / views about ones
perceptions. The final pairing has on the face of it the least
resemblance.  Behaviours and the satipatthana Citta (heart / state
of mind / attitude).  Except, if we see Citta as the response to our
experience (that is other than assessing it, which is covered by
mental objects) it is our behaviour, but that behaviour includes
the behaviour of our mind.  Actions in buddhism are of three
types: bodily, verbal and mental.  All activity starts in our state of
mind and then expresses itself bodily and verbally. So action

Satipatthana Model
2006 Mahabodhi

VedanaKaya

Dhammas

Citta

Dhammas - Mental Objects Kaya - Body
Vedana - Feeling Citta - Heart / State of Mind

(karma) includes mental action (attitude).  Citta is the realm of
ethics.  Actions in buddhism are skilful (leading to a beneficial
result) or unskilful (not leading to a beneficial result).  With
behaviours in the cognitive model there is an implied link with
ethics in that what one is interested in with behaviour is a
beneficial result.  So in some senses behaviour is not that
dissimilar to the heart / state of mind satipatthana. Both are
linked to action and to whether it has a beneficial effect.

A further question then arose - how come the two models are
so similar? A theory I am currently exploring is that the
elements in both models are associated with inate and
universal human faculties.  The word faculty comes from the
root meaning ease (as in facility) so the human faculties are
those 'modes' which human beings most easily operate in.
Humans have a physical aspect, a sensitivity to feeling, a
faculty for action and expression, and one for assessment, all
fashioned through processes of biological, social, and mental
evolution.  I think Aristotle first invented the notion of the
faculty and thus began the process of dividing up the human
being.  Perhaps the work today is to help bring an
understanding of how the faculties work together (through
conditionality and the cognitive model).  These are my very
recent thoughts.  

What is also interesting in terms of faculties that buddhism
has a teaching called the five spiritual faculties.  The central
faculty is mindfulness, the faculty of awareness that observes
all the others (that say looks down upon the satipatthana
model).  The other four spiritual faculties then correlate quite
well with the four satipatthanas, and may be what is
developed when that satipatthana is developed.  Wisdom, for
instance, being an accurate assessment of what is there
correlates with mental objects in the Satipatthana model, but it
also correlates with  applying socratic questioning to
thoughts in the cognitive model.

Please bear in mind these are my own correlations.  They are
not traditional.  They are also work in progress, and copyright.
Work in progress on my book 'On Safe Ground' and various
books of diagrams like the "Satipatthana Model" are regularly
updated at www.mahabodhi.org.uk.

Mahabodhi  3 Dec 2006
Manchester Buddhist Centre, UK.
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We will see in the following pages
what this leads to ...

The Satipatthana Model



Body
Sensation

● Kaya we could say is the tangible. Namely that which
we can touch in our experience.  As body it is not matter,
which is an abstract notion about what appears in
experience, but it is that concrete experience itself.  

● Body can only be experienced in the present moment.  
If we are aware in detail right now of what our tangible
experience is, then Kaya is a Satipatthana.  But when we
drift off into a vague idea of what our tangible experience
is, then Kaya ceases to be a Satipatthana.  Paying attention
to a tangible object (like the breath or sensation in the
body) helps develop this satipatthana.

About Kaya Kaya



The Conditioning of Physical Experience

In the model kaya  is continually conditioned by each of the other satipatthanas.   It is conditioned by feeling - when we
experience pleasure or pain, if the heart-mind allows it, the feeling can manifest in the body as laughing or crying,
shaking and so on.  These external manifestations are a sign a person is in touch with feeling, and they can lead to a
relaxation of tension.   Tension  may have built up when the heart-mind 'held off' from acknowledging or experiencing
feeling.  Physical experience is also conditioned, in this way, by a person's state of mind.  If their mind or emotions are
'tight' that will tend to manifest in the body as tension or holding.  And physical experience is also affected by a person's
views.  If they, rightly of wrongly, think they are under attack, they will tense up.  The conditioning effect of mental
objects, thought and images, on the body is used with effect in the Alexander Technique and in guided meditation and
visualisation practices.  In the Alexander Technique by cultivating thoughts about the correct usage of the body, a better
usage is brought about.
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Thoughts 
Guiding Bodily Use 

cf. Alexander Technique

Physical
Experience

Mental States affect body
e.g. Frustration leading to tension 

Laugh / Cry - due to
● Physical Feeling
● Ethical Feeling
● Mood

The Conditioning of Ph ysical Experience



The Conditioning of Tension

Tension arises in a person often unconsciously as a result of not 'contemplating the body in the body'.  If we consider a
part of being aware of the body is a knowledge of what bodily states have a poor future (for the body itself and for the
rest of the organism) then tension is a bad augur.  It does not 'bode well.'  (body well, embody well?)  We could
consider 'the body in the body' to signify something like 'the embodiment  in the body' or 'the manifestation  in the body';
manifest   meaning 'to show clearly to the eye or mind', coming from the roots manus,  hand and festus,  struck.  So a
manifestation is what appears, what there is evidence of, in the tangible world, should a person be aware enough to
notice it.  First one sees the body, what is actrual;ly there (as in a long breath or a short breath) in the present moment.
Then ione sees 'the embodiment in the body' - the significance of that state.  A bit like sati  and sampajanna - bare
awareness of the thing itself, and mindfulness of purpose - how it relates to other things around it.
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The Conditioning of Relaxation
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The Alexander Technique

The Alexander Technique
The Alexander Technique only began last century with an australian named F.M. Alexander. The story goes that
Alexander, an actor, was having trouble on the stage. He was losing his voice. It happened only when he was in front of
an audience. Not very useful for an actor.  Being a natural investigator, he set about looking at what he was doing with
his body when he lost his voice, using mirrors. He noticed that there was a shortening in the back of his neck and his
chin came up, which probably affected his vocal chords. The shortening probably came out of nervousness as he was
about to deliver his speech.  Anyway, to cut a long story short, he became very interested in how the mind and body
function together. How the body has a natural use, seen in the postures of children and animals, which in adults can be
‘unlearnt’, and replaced by poor use. The Alexander Technique consists in relearning a natural way to use the body.
Interestingly, poor use of the body can come from how we think about the movements we are about to commit, before
we do them. If we want to relax, it is counterproductive for us to think about doing relaxation. Preparing to do
something, we often first tense up in readiness to do it.  Good use of the body involves having a relaxed body which
only tenses where tension is needed. In Karate for instance the body is supposed to be relaxed throughout the
movement of a punch until the very last moment where the power is needed and then the whole body tenses.  Good
body use also involves using its structure in the way evolution designed it to be used. We often unnaturally use the
base of our neck as if it is a joint. It isn’t a joint. The only joints in the spine are where the head meets the spine and the
hipjoints on the pelvis. The joints are designed to move freely, not to be held rigidly. Alexander also noticed the
connection between lengthening in the body and relaxation. It is difficult for a long muscle to be tense.

Inhibiting Poor Use
We normally think of inhibition as a bad thing. ‘He’s so inhibited’ But it can be a good one if it is stopping us doing
something harmful. In the Alexander Technique this is what we do. We inhibit ourselves from a poor use of our body.
The way it works is like this. It is subtle. How our body ideally should be used is represented by certain ‘directions’. Like
Release the Neck. There are certain stock phrases we use. We ‘send directions’. These are subtle suggestions to parts
of our body. At the same time we inhibit ourselves from doing anything at all about that. That is because we usually
then out of habit do poor use.  We want something to happen, but we inhibit any doing of that. Remember the link
between doing and tensing. Doing often leads to tension. The directions are more like a wish than a thought. As they
are lightly suggested, they don’t constitute much of an action.

Normally we would have a lesson with an Alexander Technique teacher, who would help us with directions and
guidance. But there is a way we can work on ourselves alone, lying on the floor. It is called the Semi Supine position.
Try this if you like. I found it a useful start to enrol on a short course with a teacher. That would be the best way to begin
before carrying on using the semi-supine, but we have to work with what’s available to us.



Body Relaxation

The Semi Supine

You will need a blanket to put over you, and three medium width paperback books to rest your head on. Find a space on
a carpeted floor large enough to lie down on your back, but where your knees will be pointing up towards the ceiling,
with your feet flat on the floor. Your hands will be resting on your hips so your elbows splay out sideways. Your head will
be resting on the pile of books. None of your neck should touch the books.

Set yourself this position for yourself, but don’t lie down in it yet. Instead raise yourself up, and rest for a while on your
elbows. This allows your back to stretch out naturally for a while before you lie down properly. After a few minutes,
uncurl your spine along the floor until your head is resting on the books, rest your hands on your hips and place your
feet so your knees rise up toward the ceiling. If necessary to stop your knees splaying out, either point your toes inward
slightly or rest your knees together. Lay here for a while letting your body settle into this position.  Then when you are
ready, begin to send ‘directions’ to parts of your body. The most important joint in the body is where the head meets the
top of the spine, the sub-occipital joint. Start with a suggestion. But make sure we don’t do anything about it. ‘May that
joint be free to move’ ‘So that my neck can release, that my head can move in a direction forward (i.e towards my
forehead) and up (upwards, in line with my spine), and my back lengthen and widen.’

Lie there without doing anything. You don’t have to do anything to support your body, the floor and books will put your
body in a good shape for relaxation and lengthening of your limbs. Just do nothing, concentrate on that, and periodically
send suggestions.

After a while, move your attention to your right knee and your left shoulder. Imagine a line between them. Again, while
inhibiting yourself from doing anything about it, send the suggestion ‘May the line become longer’. Repeat the suggestion
a couple of times, at intervals.

Then do the same with your left knee and right shoulder.

Then, imagine a triangle, from your right shoulder to your right earlobe to the centre of your chest. Send the direction
‘May the sides of the triangle become longer’ while inhibiting yourself from doing anything about it. Repeat using the
same triangle on the other side of your body.



Take your attention to your hip, knee and ankle joints. ‘May those joints be free to move’ ‘So that my knees can rise up
effortlessly towards the ceiling’. Inhibiting yourself again from doing anything. Then, ‘May my shoulder joints be free to
move’ ‘So my arms can move in a direction away from my shoulders, lengthening.’ ‘May my elbow joints be free to move’
‘So my forearms can move in a direction away from my elbows, lengthening.’ ‘May my wrists be free to move’ ‘So my
hands can move in a direction away from my wrists, lengthening.’ ‘May my finger joints be free to move’ ‘So my fingers
can move in a direction away from my hands, lengthening.’

And finally, ‘May my ankles be free to move’ ‘So my feet can move in a direction away from my ankles, lengthening.’ ‘May
my toe joints be free to move’ ‘So my toes can move in a direction away from my feet, lengthening.’

We have been lying on our backs for up to twenty minutes.  We need to get up gradually. First pick a side and roll over
onto it, resting your head on the books. Stay there for a few minutes while the blood that has been settling into your back
recirculates. Then continue to roll over until you are resting on your hands and knees. Stay there for a minute. Then walk
your hands backwards until you are sitting on your heels, and then slowly stand up.



Alexander developed his technique out of his experience of his body and those of his students, and from his
observations of the natural world, not from an idea. Ideas and body and feelings are separate faculties. Just like seeing
and hearing are separate faculties. Each of our faculties; body, feelings and thoughts, is best dealt with on its own terms.
We have to be mindful of each, but in its’ own way. Each has an internal ‘logic’ of its’ own.  In the Alexander Technique,
the directions we send to the body are very subtle. In inhibiting doing, we in a sense leave the body alone. We normally
don’t do that. Instead, our thinking faculty in its’ excitement and planning often drags an unwilling body behind it. Our
thinking has been bossing our body about. Everything has been oriented around ideas. We usually pay for that with
stress in the body. The Alexander directions offer more of an invitation to the body. A gentle suggestion. To be taken or
not. More welcoming because of that, and more likely to be assented to. We are inviting the body to come with us in its’
own way. A way that is natural to it. The body needs to be treated as a body.

We might think of the psychophysical organism, the mind and body, as if it is made up of a group of individuals. Each
responds well to being treated with awareness and appropriateness by others. And doesn’t respond well to not to be
listened to or having its’ own needs met. It is like an internal non-violence. Mindfulness of the Body, of Feelings, and of
Thoughts, is internal non-violence. Each is treated with respect for what it actually is. None of the faculties is
imperative with any of the others.

Meditation Posture - allows a good use of the body, but also to allow the mind and the emotions space to articulate
themselves too.



The Body 'Zone'

Contacting the Tangible - The "Body Zone"
When a Zen monk in black robes walks slowly down a gravel path practicing walking meditation, he is practicing being
in touch with his experience.  Because of his mindfulness he is more in touch with his experience than the Tokyo
businessman rushing to his meeting. He feels the tangible experience of his body: the rocks pressing up through his
sandals, his robes fluttering around him in the breeze.  He is deliberately sensing whatever is tangible to him. He moves
slowly.  Moving slowly helps this sensing of the tangible because it cuts down the ammount of input coming in .  He can
then sink into the experience of his body, and through that come into closer relationship with the world around him.  

If you were to ask anyone who has practiced walking meditation in this way, they will likely say how pleasureable they
found it.  When we feel more solid within ourselves, more present, more tangibly there, it is pleasant.  We are used to
being pulled this way and that by life.  We get so used to it we forget how pleasant is the experience of being centred,
and this centredness often comes from contact with the tangible.  The monk walking along the path is centred in his
physical experience.  But anything that is tangible can centre or ground us.  An elderly person, despite physical frailty,
may experience a groundedness when they are visited by a large family they have created, especially when everyone
is doing well.  When they see tangible evidence of the effect their life has had.  Being ethical can be grounding too,
reassurance can come from seeing the tangible results of our actions.  It somehow makes us feel safer.  The monk, self
possessed, is bringing peace and grace to the world.  In control of himself, he can have confidence.   We feel safe too
when we know the people around us are reliable. 

All these are examples of tangibility.  Tangible means that which can be touched. So the body frame of reference is
about tangible contact with our physical body in the present moment but we might also see it as having a wider range
including anything tangible, anything that can bring a sense of safety because it can be touched.  Anything reliable.

We need this as human beings.  We need samattha.  Calm.  Stability.  Reassurance.  We need foundations to build our
lives on that are strong.  It is interesting in this regard that the words touch and body have a range of meanings that go
beyond the purely physical.  For instance there is a body of knowledge, which is the knowledge accepted as truth at
any particular time.  As knowledge is added, the body of knowledge changes, but at any particular moment it is a
particular concrete thing.  We are touched when we are given a gift, or someone is nice to us.  We could say we are
touched  because someone is being sensitive to the concrete reality of how we are, here and now.   They have taken
the trouble to be in touch with how we are really feeling. We can also be in touch with reality, in the sense of being
sane.  

So there is something in the Buddha's instructions relating to body which is about coming into contact with the actual in
the present moment.  With what we can concretely say is true.  That is, we have a particular experience - our foot is
touching the ground.  If we say - my foot is touching the ground when it is in fact touching the ground, then we are in
touch with the body foundation.  This has nothing to do with any metaphysical examination of the foot, that it is not in
fact a foot but an impermanent entity arising on conditions - that is the fourth satipatthana perspective.  Here we are just
looking at the fact that we have a concrete experience of a foot.  In fact in the way that we look at the foot we need
samattha and vipassana, calm and insight, but here we are solely looking at the side that brings the calm. 



Slowing Down
To come into the present moment we often need to slow down, as with the monk in the walking meditation.  We are then
able to weigh our experience.  For a monk interested in assessing the 'safety' of his mental states, that weighing is aided
by seeing tangible evidence in his body.  In the film 'Stalker', the slow progress through "the Zone" is due to weighing the
safety of each move.  Stalker is making sure he is into contact with the tangible, and not the imagined, and that comes
from awareness in the present moment.  Is this way safe to go, now? "The Zone" being a landscape saturated with
water where our heroes become soaked.  In the same way we cannot get away from oury physical experience, it soaks
into us.  It is unavoidable.  The men can't avoid getting wet in "the Zone", and we can't avoid  the "Body Zone".  

The treatise in the Satipatthana Sutta begins with the Buddha pointing out how the monk has to stay in touch with his
body (and we could say more broadly, the tangible) - bhikku kaye  kayanupassi viharati the monk dwells contemplating
the body in the body. Kaya is  body.  When one practices kayanupassana,  contemplation of the body, one enters the
"Body Zone".  This is first satipatthana or foundation of mindfulness, or frame of reference, looking at the world from the
reference point of tangible experience.  One dwells in the tangible perspective.  The Buddha is saying inhabit your body,
inhabit the tangible, know what is affecting you.  Know the concrete.  Our physical body is concrete experience.  To dwell
in it is to come at the world through the sense of touch.  A perspective (to see through.) helps us see how different things
relate but this isn't so much a seeing perspective as a 'touching' one.  As far as the body is concerned we are primarily
concerned with making our way through the world of touch, with navigating through the world of objects in the present
moment.  Touch can contribute to a changing perspective.  The soft touch of our friends hand  probably gives us a
comforting perspective one minute, but later in life we  may feel things are 'slipping through our fingers'.

An example of mindfulness of kaya is noticing the shape our body is taking from moment to moment, or of being aware
of the sensations of touch inside the body.  These are concrete things we can bring awareness to.  We can have a sense
of our physical presence, and the sensations at the surface of the body.  On a very simple level, through mindfulness of
body we manage the physical aspect of the world.  We don't get run over by a bus. But we also manage our internal
states, like the build up of tension inside our body.  In an ideal world we would only develop muscular tension when we
needed it.  When we didn't need it, our muscles would be relaxed.  In the East, monks practice moving very slowly  while
being aware of their bodies.  They also practice martial arts.  Bringing awareness to each individual movement  (raising
an arm, they know they are raising their arm, and so on) they have a chance to pick up on subtle internal sensations that
indicate the development of tension, and so have a chance to relax that tension.  This bodywork helps prepare them for
meditation.  Martial arts are often practiced alongside spiritual disciplines such as meditation because they help bring
about mind-body coordination, fuller body awareness and relaxation.

This kind of awareness of the body has been neglected in the West, but this is slowly changing.  As a complex
stimulating society, there is an  emphasis on mental form.  Ideas dominate the physical.  Even going to the gym can be



because of one's (mental) image of oneself.  This is perhaps why stress is so endemic in the West.  To develop a non
ego-based healthy relationship with their physical form, can for westerners can have a big effect.  

Our Body forms a Large Part of our Experience
If you have any doubts about how much our body forms a large part of our experience, think how much time you spend
giving it attention or servicing its needs; grooming it, exercising it, eating, sleeping, etc. It is a lot of time.  So we need to
take it seriously.  Our physical experience influences us very much. If we make that conscious, we are more likely to treat
our body with the respect it deserves.  If our body is not comfortable it is difficult to maintain calm mental states, because
our mind will be constantly going there.  So relaxation is an integral part of any effort to change our mental state.  Our
mind needs the support of our body,  which means making sure it is comfortable and relaxed.  We can work on the
comfort and relaxation of the body using a meditation called a body scan.  Here is one example of it.  



Meditation Exercise

A Body Relaxation

Wherever you are sitting or lying down, make sure that you are comfortable.  If you are lying
down or sitting in a chair, make sure you will be warm enough.  Wrap a blanket around you if
you need one.  It’s better though to try to stay awake, so if necessary open a window and let
some cool air into the room. Take your time to  set up comfortable conditions that conduce to
you being able to be aware.  

Rest your eyes on a point on the wall or ceiling.  Let whatever is at that point gently stimulate
your eyes. Take in the details, don’t go ‘to them’, let them ‘come to you’. Passively receive the
stimulation of those details with eyes that are soft and yielding, and let the stimulation keep you
awake.

When you feel you have set that up well, then notice the shape of your body. It has a certain
shape. Reflect that your skeleton is there to support your weight. Position your body so that it
can easily do that. Notice whether parts of your body are tense, relaxed, alive or dull. Have a
general sense of what is going on for you physically. Notice what different things are happening
in different parts of your body. While you do this, keep ‘receiving’ stimulation through softened
eyes, via your focus on the wall or ceiling. Let that softness spread through your being.  Soften
your muscles, body tissue.  Soften your mind.  Soften your heart too.

Notice that your body ‘speaks a language’. Everything that happens to us physically does so
through a medium, the medium of touch.  Not thinking, or seeing, but touching. It only through
touch that we can work with the body, just as it is only through words that we can use speech.
Put to one side everything in your experience that is not to do with touch.  Thoughts, visual
impressions, sounds.  Let them all go somewhere else, just for now.  Let them ‘drift off ’ to the
other side of the room.  Think of a place to put them, and put them there.



Now just concentrate on touch. Experience your body touching the floor, cushions or chair you are
sitting on.  Feel it touching the air and your clothing.  It also touches itself, internally and
externally.  Your arm touches your side. Your legs may be touching. Once you have concentrated
long enough on what your body is touching externally, take your attention inside your body.  

Each part inside your body will be touching all the other parts that surround it.  Pick any point
deep inside your body. And one just next to it.  Be aware that the first point is touching the
second.  Any touch can be hard and aggressive or it can be soft and caring. Now let the quality of
the way the first point touches the second be soft and caring.  Let it be kind.  Let it be soft and
reassuring, as when a friend places their reassuring hand on our shoulder.  When we feel
reassured at that point, take your time and repeat that same exercise at each point throughout
your whole body.   Let that soft, kind, reassuring touch be everywhere where your body touches
itself.

If at any time you experience thoughts coming back in, suggest gently that they wait to one side
until you are finished. You are just concentrating on touch for now.  Enjoy this experience of a soft,
relaxed, and reassured body, for as long as you wish. 



To do a Body Awareness effectively we need to clearly comprehend that it is tangible form we are dealing with, not
another type of form, like thinking.  We may need to try to keep them firmly separated, as in the meditation, in order to
make sure we have chosen the right one.  In the body-scan  we needed to put our thoughts to one side in order to
concentrate on our bodily experience.  At times this may be difficult, if we have a lot going on mentally, but any effort will
be worth it.  If we want to tidy the attic, we can't do it while we are in the kitchen.  We can tidy the attic in our imagination,
but that doesn't get the attic tidied.  We have to actually be there to do that.  So despite our (whirling) mind any time
spent actually in the body will have a beneficial effect on it.  Any time spent will give us a more solid foundation
underneath our actions towards our body.  This again is part of being tangible. To have a concrete effect (on the body)
we have to be in the right place to create that effect, namely within the body frame of reference.  

I developed this way of doing body scans from problems I had in meditation.  In my early days of learning meditation,
when led through a body scan and asked to relax various parts of my body as the meditation leader scanned through the
body (often beginning with the feet and working upwards), I couldn't do it.  Instead I experienced an increase in tension
due to my lack of progress.  Years later I realised what I was doing.  Being more comfortable with my thinking faculty
than my physical  experience, I tried to do the body scan by staying with a mental image of my body, instead of the real
thing.  Not being my actual body, of course it didn't work!  When we are comfortable somewhere it is natural we are
hesitant to leave.  The place I was comfortable was in my thinking faculty, but the trouble is, the world doesn't involve
only the things we are comfortable with.  It is a composite of realities (body, mind, emotions) that we have to deal with
each on their own terms, rather than on our terms. We have to deal with all the forms experience presents us
with, and for me that included body as well as thinking. So I had to learn to experience my body through focussing on the
medium of touch.

Mindfulness overcomes Craving
The monk contemplates the body ardently - passionately, clearly comprehendingly - he sees exactly what he is dealing
with, and mindfully - undistractedly. He really cares about being aware of the bodily forms he is experiencing, like it
makes a difference to him. He clearly comprehends which form is which. He doesn't mix them up. And he does all this
mindfully. And as a result, the text says - he 'removescovetousness and grief in the world'. Covetousness and grief are
translations of craving and hatred. Passionate and mindful contemplation of the body (in the body) removes craving and
hatred from the world. That is quite a statement! How? As I said earlier Rupa was the 'objective constituent of the
perceptual situation' and Kaya its tangible part. Objective as in undistorted by subjectivity. Craving and hatred are
intensely subjective, They are all about getting what we want and not getting what we don't want. They intensely distort
the objective situation of what is there aside from whether we want it or not. If we put our passion undistractedly into
seeing things clearly 'in themselves' there is no room for distortion. Craving and hatred cannot be there at the same time
as mindfulness. Therefore' we remove covetousness and grief from the world'.



Mindfulness and the Body

The Body Moving
When we are trying to watch our body when moving, it is harder than when we are sitting still. With both there will be
constant lapses of attention. However, the more we are able to maintain our bodily awareness, the greater our chance
of avoiding an unnecessary build up of tension in our body. After all, most of the time tension develops when we are not
conscious of the form our body is taking. Otherwise, why would we develop tension at all. If it were a conscious
decision, what would be the point of that? To be mindful continuously of our body takes a lot of attention, and to do so
effectively we usually have to simplify our experience, making there less information to take in. This means moving
slowly in order to establish mindfulness, or sitting still in meditation.

Something on Posture

Articulation of the Body
Let's look at what being articulate with our body means. I think we can see it in the graceful movements of a person
doing Tai Chi. Their body and minds are coordinated. The pace of Tai Chi is slow and measured. Perhaps that gives us
some idea of the bodies' natural pace. We obviously cannot live life at such a pace, but periodically, to restore inner
harmony, we might need to go at that pace to let our body catch up. To go at a speed more true to the body.
In Tai Chi, there is a sense of balance, and of connection, that starts with the ground.

Slowing Down
In the model of having one faculty leaving the others alone, it may seem like we would get nothing done. Surely it would
take forever to carefully pay attention to each part of our experience, and not have one part harassing another.
Everything would be so slow. It might be slow-er , but that's what we might need to do for a while to restore the balance
between our faculties. What I am talking about here is a principle, an ideal of non-violence. The non-violence of one
faculty toward another. Mindfulness is about taking care, and this is the care and respect of one faculty towards the
others. When we take care we act appropriately in the situation. We treat a body as a body, as it is meant to be used. It
is not an idea, a mental image, it is tangible, concrete, real. When we are stuck in one faculty, we can want to interpret
everything in that faculties' terms. Stuck in thinking, everything is ideas. Stuck in the body, everything is sensation.
Stuck in feeling, everything is emotion. I used to have great problems relaxing in meditation. When lead through a body
relaxation, I was so stuck in my head that my body came to me as a mental image. I had an idea of my body. When I
tried to relax that idea, I got nowhere, because it wasn't the right thing, it wasn't actually my body. Later I realised that I
had to put my thoughts and feelings deliberately to one side before I could see what my body was. I discovered it was a
'touching' thing. It operated only through the sense of touch, a completely different faculty from that of thinking or
feeling.  I had to work with it at that level. I was as if the whole of me was a three storey building. The thinking faculty
was the first floor. The feeling on the ground floor and the touching faculty the basement. To relax my body I had to
actually go to the basement. I couldn't do it from a distance, from the first floor. I had to actually be in a particular 'place'.
It's a bit like relaxing the body involves moving the furniture around in the basement.  We have to be actually physically



there to do that. It is the easiest thing to have ideas about things from a distance. We do this with people. We see clearly
what they need to do. We then 'bother' them with advice. But we aren't actually them. We don't live 'on their floor'. We
make assumptions about them based on our experience of us, but then we often aren't that in touch with who we are
either.  We are in touch with who we think we are, but that is a different matter. So in our distance and delusion we give
advice, and it is often wildly inappropriate. In fact the other person probably has more information about their situation
than we do, and left alone will come up with a better solution. But in our imbalance, we can't see that. We don't see
clearly their potential and momentum.

Mindfulness and Movement
The Buddha was asked about how he proceeded with his spiritual life. He said 'I don't push forward and I don't stand
still.' We are not asking our faculties to stand still. Each of our faculties has its own natural energy. Everything in life has
an energy that propels it forward, and we need to be mindful of that. A healthy body doesn't simply 'stand still'. It is a
moving process, with metabolism. So too are the thinking and feeling faculties. When I say 'let the thinking and feeling
faculties leave the body alone, and contemplate the body in and of itself', we are getting in touch with a process, not a
stasis. We are looking our bodily processes, in terms of where they are leading. We want our body to move forward in a
healthy way, not pushing forward but not standing still. Mindfulness naturalises the processes in all three faculties, so that
they all move forward in a healthy way, not pushing forward but not standing still. Then what we have is three faculties,
all moving, not pushing forward and not standing still. Each is moving forward in a way appropriate to its' own nature. As
such, each will be in harmony within itself. And because their relationship to each other is non-violent, each is much
more likely to be in harmony with the others.

The Inter-Relation of the Faculties
The different faculties have different natures. The thinking faculty is quick, mercurial, like the wind. It dashes easily here
or there. The body though is steady, grounded, concrete, tangible. Feelings are somewhere in between the two. When
we are imbalanced. Too oriented, perhaps towards thinking, or body or feeling. Then we tend to be too dominated by the
characteristics of the faculty. Bringing the others into awareness will tend to bring the overall characteristics of our
experience more into balance. If our imbalance is towards thinking, leaving our body alone and contemplating its
processes will tend to slow us down. If our imbalance is towards the body, leaving our thinking alone and contemplating
its' processes will tend to quicken us up. If we are not imbalanced, and are simultaneously leaving each faculty alone,
while at the same time contemplating its' processes, keeping all three faculties within a spacious awareness, we will tend
to proceed at an even pace. Our pace will be vital but not frantic, and relaxed but not dull. Our pace will be a healthy one,
natural to our whole being, that is neither pushing forward nor standing still.

This can be seen in the graceful movement of an accomplished person doing Tai Chi. The external form of their body and
their minds look coordinated, but one also imagines that coordination internally too. That a harmony exists between all



their different internal faculties. The energy is their body, their feelings and their mind. The pace of Tai Chi is slow and
measured. Perhaps it gives us an idea of the bodies' natural pace. We obviously cannot live our lives at such a pace, but
periodically, to restore our inner harmony, perhaps sometimes we need to slow ourselves down to such a measured
pace.

Mindfulness and Craving
I think when we have all three faculties moving together, it has a moderating effect on what each of them is doing.
Suppose for instance we are besotted by fantasies. We cannot help thinking about a particular person and what we
would like to do with them. Thoughts of them 'beseige' us.  So our thinking faculty 'bothers' our feeling faculty. Come on,
you don't want to feel like this. If you go after him/her you'll feel like this. And our body faculty. Come on, move in that
direction. Suppose this is what is happening to us. What is it like as an experience? Well we feel harried. Or two out of
three of our faculties do. So what can we do about this?

Well we can try to 'leave them alone'. We contemplate them in and of themselves. When we do that out thinking faculty is
forced back on itself. It is forced to think about what it is asking. Thinking about what it is asking has the effect of slowing
it down. It may then realise that the benefits of pursuing this person might not be as great as it first realised.  A bit more
reality has come into its thinking, in a way a bit more body. And because of that, craving is reduced.  If you do have
trouble relaxing, it is worth looking into various body based techniques. One that it will be useful to note here is called the
Alexander Technique. I was talking earlier about how part of Mindfulness of the Body was about using the body correctly.
The Alexander Technique helps focus our attention on its’ proper use. There are some good introductory books available
on the Alexander Technique. It is advisable to seek out a qualified teacher if you wish to learn properly, without a teacher
to check us we can get things wrong. But in order to illustrate the principles, I have included a simple lying down exercise
called the Semi-Supine position. You may try it if you like, but bear in mind what I have said about having a teacher.



The Neutral Object

We might try to be (passionately) aware, using our body as meditation object in a body scan, but we can also use a
neutral object like the breath as an object. Suppose somebody says 'Don't think of bananas'. We all know how  difficult
it is to not think of bananas. If we want to not do something (like hate or crave) willing (like with the bananas) doesn't
often work. But what can work is passionately focussing on a neutral object (effectively, somewhere else).

The Mindfulness of Breathing
In the mindfulness of breathing meditation we develop mindfulness by focussing on the details of our breath. We 'lift'
our passion from 'the world', and try to become passionate about an object we might normally be dispassionate about,
that is just neutral to us. The Buddha
tells us of the practicalities -And how, monks, does a monk dwell contemplating the body
in the body?

Here, monks, a monk having gone to the forest, to the foot of a tree, or to a secluded place, sits down cross-legged,
keeps his upper body erect, and directs mindfulness towards the object
of meditation. Ever mindful, he breathes in, ever mindful he breathes out.

The monk sets himself up at the foot of a tree, in a secluded spot (or anywhere he won't be disturbed), in meditation
posture (cross-legged keeping his upper body upright), and directs his attention to his chosen object (the breath). 'Ever
mindful, he breathes in, ever mindful he breathes out.' How he does that is he hones in on the details of the object.

Breathing in a long breath, he knows, 'I breathe in long'; breathing out a long breath, he knows, 'I breathe out long'.

Being aware of the details of the breath anchors his attention in the tangible (the body of the breath). We can focus only
on the details of one thing at a time (try otherwise), so if we are focussed on the details of the breath, the mind cannot
hone in on the details of other
objects (either internal objects, or external objects). With craving and hatred we often focus on detail, the details of what
we want, the details of what he did to me. So if our attention is on the detail of our breath it is hard for us to be so
immersed in craving (or any other negative state of mind).

'Ever mindful' is a condition, resulting from focussing on the detail of the breath, but it doesn't necessarily mean being
'ever mindful of the breath'. Following the breath creates the conditions for awareness to happen, leads to the
consequence of being aware. Detail is at a specific point,
where the word mind-ful indicates spaciousness within which one can be aware (of a number of things). One many
mindfully take many things into account, as when one follows the four foundations of mindfulness. One can have a calm
open perspective on many things. Or put differently, honing in on the details of the breath creates a kind of 'barrier' to
the world. When we cannot focus on the details of more than one thing, our attention is stopped from wandering to the
world (either to external forms or internal preoccupations). Each moment of focus on the details of the breath, our
attention can't be elsewhere. It cannot go to the external or internal details, but being awake and wanting somewhere to
go, it can go to the generalities.



Generalities and Specifics
Edward Conze makes a point in (book?) about specifics versus generalities. <Quote from the book itself> He says the
person 'in the world' is very interested in specifics and less interested in generalities. When a crime has been committed,
they are very interested in all the details: the
criminals upbringing, what precautions weren't taken, what actions the government is doing to stop this kind of crime.  As
if knowing all these details will somehow help. The 'spiritual' person, on the other hand, is more interested in generalities.
In the same scenario, they will be  concerned with issues like the states of mind of the people concernedand the
conditions that might help their state of mind.

Conditions like metta, patience, mindfulness. These are what will help rather than making new laws. They will also be
aware of their own attitudes. They will see an ethical situation of which they are a part, that tinkering with details won't go
anywhere near solving.

So holding our attention on the details of a neutral object like the breath stops us getting caught up in unhelpful specifics.
It also throws our attention back on generalities. We are forced to become aware of our general state of mind, or the
general state of the world (in need of compassion). A space is created that allows a broader picture of ourselves or the
world to arise. If we are comfortable in our meditation posture, and attentive to the details of the breath, we have the
chance to relax everything and just experience ourselves (while being awake). By staying awake we preserve the space
to make some progress in knowing ourselves or reflecting on the world. The awareness will be relaxed and non
judgemental. It will be open to trends and tendencies rather than the narrow specifics of judgement of self or other.  It can
give some relaxed attention to our inner world, some care and attention. Behind focussing on the details of the breath is
not to become an expert in the nuances of the breath, but to create a field of mindfulness which can be directed. The
breath just happens to be a convenient object.  The detail could be watching a candle flame. It could be the details of the
shape or sensation in our body while we are walking (as in walking meditation). Or the details of the body in a body scan.

Setting up Mindfulness in Front of Us
A very common phrase in buddhist scriptures is 'the monk, setting up mindfulness in front of him, proceeds mindfully'
Here we have a kind of 'barrier' again. To set up mindfulness in front of us, when we are mindfully walkingalong a path,
we might choose a point a certain distance ahead and pay attention to the details at that point. This keep our attention
contained and not going out everywhere, allowing us to be more self-contained and for there to be a reflectiveness on
our mental states, or on the world outside, while we are walking along the path, but also when we are moving about
doing a variety of activities.



Percentages
We can think in terms of percentages. We can try to keep the percentage of time where we know the details of what is
happening at our focus as high as possible, and not worry too much about the lapses. When we notice we are being
vague about the length of the breath, our mind will have drifted off. When that happens we just look at how long the next
breath is, and carry on.

As a skillful turner of a lathe or his apprentice, making a long turn, knows, 'I make a long turn,' or making a short turn,
knows, 'I make a short turn,' just so the monk, breathing in a long breath, knows, 'I breathe in long'...and so on... Having
created our 'barrier' through paying the attention of a skilful craftsman, we have created a kind of container that has an
inner and an outer.

Thus he dwells contemplating the body in the body internally, or he dwells contemplating the body in the body externally,
or he dwells contemplating the body in the body both internally and externally.

We can look at what is in the container, what is inside the barrier (contemplating the body in the body internally), or
outside the container (contemplating the body in the body internally), or both (contemplating the body in the body both
internally or externally) without getting caught up in unhelpful details. Inside the container are the general tangibles of our
physical state: how relaxed we are, our energy levels: bright or stoggy. Outside are the general tangibles of the world
(the general shape of what's out there). We can pay attention to (contemplate our future in relation to) our general
internal state (tension, posture and so on), or pay attention to  (contemplate our future in relation to) our general external
state (negotiating a safe passage through the world) or both (staying relaxed while negotiating a safe passage through
the world). Either way we work with the tangibles giving them a better future. We relax, our energy
evens out, we develop more tangible resources at hand.

The Second Stage
The practitioner keeps his attention on how long each breath is, focussing on long breaths for a certain period depending
on his / her experience, constantly asking 'Is the breath I have just breathed longer than the one before it? After a while
he / she shifts to watching the details in terms of short breaths.

Breathing in a short breath, he knows, 'I breathe in short'; breathing out a short breath, he knows, 'I breathe out short'.

There are four stages constituting this meditation (one version of the mindfulness of breathing). This is the second stage
of the four. In a similar way to other versions of the Mindfulness of breathing we might ask ourselves what is the
difference between the first two stages? We are naming each breath in the first stage as longer than or shorter than the
last breath. We are doing the same in this stage -looking at the relative lengths of successive breaths. But there is a



(subtle) difference. That is, we have the notion short in out mind instead of long. We can be slightly more laid back (in
our mind) watching for long breaths. It is slightly harder to watch for shorter breaths than longer onesbecause they
come and go quicker, even though essentially we are doing the same thing. The difference is psychological. And in a
way there is more detail in a shorter breath. As we progress through the meditation, this principle grows. We are
challenged to see more detail and more subtlety in each new stage. What function does this progression serve?

'Standing Back'
Before we created our 'barrier', our mind was free to jump about freely from object to object. Any detail we were
following was detail 'out there'. We might be immersed in the details of our experience without much awareness being
there. Suppose then we create our 'barrier' by focussing on the details of our long breaths. We are now able to stand
back from the details of our experience because our attention is held in the details of our breath. Instead of becoming
less involved with our experience, we can become more interested because the important thing in our experience isn't
the specifics, which can just be distractions, but the generalities. Unable to be restlessly involved in specific objects, we
are left with the more important (and interesting) questions like who are we are, what is the world all about. These
questions will be concerning us, and making us restless, under the level of our distractions. By facing them, we can
become calmer about them. The more we 'stand back' from the details of our experience, the calmer we can be about
them. When we move to the second stage, if we are really doing it, it is harder to be lazy or vague with our attention
than in the first, as we are having to watch out for shorter events. It is harder for us to stray off to distractions in
between breaths. Short breaths constitute a more refined object. We have to 'stand back' from the detail in our
experience even more to stay with a more ,refined object. Consequently we can become even calmer towards the
general shape of our experience. To stay with the details of the object, we have to pacify ourselves in relation to the
detail of everything that is not the object. In a word, we have to become calm. When we move to the third stage, this
process goes further.



The Mindfulness of Breathing

Bhikkhu Khantipalo in Calm and Insight describes quite well the Mindfulness of Breathing meditation practice:  
'This meditation subject was, by tradition, used by Gotama in his efforts to attain Enlightenment.  It is most suitable for
promoting calm and concentrated states and so for quelling the distracted mind.  It is taught in a number of different
ways but in all of them the meditator must first find one point in the concentration process where the breath can be
watched.  Concentration upon the touch of the breath as it enters and leaves the nostrils is the place most often taught.
But this is not suitable for people who have much tension in the head and neck, nor for those whose minds find
mindfulness of the breath's contact too subtle.  In both cases it is better to watch the rising and falling of the diaphragm
which is far from the centre of the tension and a grosser and therefore more easily observed place.

The aim in any case should be a steady watchfulness so that the beginning of the in-breath, its end, the pause if any,
and the out-breath's beginning and end, are all clearly known, one is aware of all stages of the breathing process.
There are a number of supports for intensifying mindfulness of breathing, such as taking note of the length of the in and
out breaths, noting one as 'long' and another as 'short'.  Another method often taught is counting the breaths, saying to
oneself 'one' on the in-breath, 'one' on the outbreath, counting only up to ten.  After ten mindful breaths go back to
'one'.' 1

1 Khantipalo, Bhikkhu.  (1981) Calm and Insight  London: Curzon 92



Refinement of Awareness

The Third and Fourth Stages
'Making clear the entire in-breath body, I shall breathe in,' thus he makes effort [literally, he trains himself]; 'making clear
the entire out-breath body, I shall breathe out,' thus he makes
effort.
.
Here our 'event' gets even shorter. We now are following successive instants of the breath, as continuously, moment to
moment as we can. 'Making clear the entire breath-body is following the detail of the whole form of the breath, as the
breath comes in and goes out. The more fine our sense of detail at the 'barrier', the more sensitive and calm our
awareness will be to direct towards the four satipatthanas, when we wish to direct our attention there, which may come
later. (Of course what happens at any stage depends also on us - we may not be very subtle in our awareness - in that
case it is better to stick with a grosser barrier we are more certain about [even as gross as 'I am breathing in, .....I am
breathing out'], than to get lost with a more refined one we aren't so sure of).

Calming
The fourth stage involves deliberately calming the (gross) in-and- out breath. What begins to operate at this stage is a
conditioning effect of one body (the breath-body) on another body (the physical body). If the purpose of the earlier
stages is not knowledge of the breath but bringing a general awareness to the body, it follows that in this last stage the
the body is the target, not the breath. A calm and subtle breath is a means to a calm body.

NOT SO DEVELOPED AFTER HERE
'Calming the gross in-breath, I shall breathe in,' thus he makes effort; 'calming the gross out-breath, I shall breathe out,'
thus he makes effort.

The other benefit of watching the detail of the breath is that it helps our awareness be here in the present moment, not
off in the past or future. That helps us deal with the reality of our experience, which can only be creatively responded to
in the present moment.

The text continues with a reflection on how the breath-body is conditioned. That whatever is there is not fixed, is 

The Anapanasati Sutta, the Sutta of Mindfulness of In and Out-Breathing takes us through such a process in detail.

Other versions of the Mindfulness of Breathing
In the version taught within the FWBO......., the fourth stage consists of watching the detail of the fine sensation that
happens at the tip of the nose or on the lips as the air passes into the body. Here, we are having to be more keenly
aware of much finer sensation than in the earlier stages and the quality of our awareness has to change accordingly.
This can be the most delightful stage. We are focussing on the most delicate often pleasureable sensation.



Ideally we should be bringing awareness to our body in this way all the time. Practically, it is easier to do within a
meditation, where we have the conditions to be able to concentrate on consciously putting thoughts and feelings to one
side. To give attention to our body and acheive the consequent relaxation, we might consider doing this form of
meditation from time to time. Paying attention to the shape our body makes embeds us in the present moment, because
it isn't an idea, which can fly around anywhere, but an experience that we are having now. An experience that only
happens in the present moment. Mindfulness of the Body brings us down to earth. Let’s experience this for ourselves.
When we pay close attention to what is happening in the body, we can then tell where the tension is. To effectively relax
the tension the more precise we are the better. We can even build up a picture of all the different forms within the body
and where they all are and how precisely they relate to each other: the bones, the tendons, the muscles. Where the form
is hard and where it is softer.  We then have an accurate map of the terrain.



Satipatthana 'Refrain' (Not covered yet)

The Sutta continues...
He dwells contemplating the origination factors in the breath-body, or he dwells contemplating
the dissolution factors in the breath-body, or he dwells contemplating both the origination
and dissolution factors in the breath-body.

Or his mindfulness is established as 'there is breath body only.'  And that mindfulness is
established to the extent necessary to further knowledge and mindfulness.

Not dependent on (or attached to) anything by way of craving
or wrong view, he dwells.
Nor does he cling to anything in the world of the five aggregates of clinging. Thus too monks, a
monk dwells contemplating the body in the body.

Satipatthana Sutta



Feeling

● Vedana is the hedonic tone of our experience, how
pleasureable or painful it is.  It is a resultant, something
that happens to us (a vipaka) rather than is something we
do.

● However, in being aware of feeling, we can be more or
less sensitive to it.  Feeling can arise conditioned by body
(kaya), mind states (citta) or mental objects (dhammas),
and so that sensitivity can manifest in three independent
ways: 

● Physical sensitivity  
● Emotional sensitivity (as in a mood) or 
● Ethical sensitivity (as in ones conscience)

About Vedana Vedana



Three Modes of Feeling
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Heart / Mind
Attitude

● Citta has two senses.  It represents heart (in the sense
of emotional response), and mind (in the sense of
consciousness).  Citta is sometimes translated as attitude.
Heart and mind are not abstract but the actual states we
find ourselves in. They represent the overall 'shape' that
our response to our experience takes and which we cannot
but have: a response that may be conscious or
unconscious, warm or cold, robust or fragile.

● Citta is the seat of our mental states but we would be
better calling them mental responses (for instance apathy
is a response and not an accidental state we might find
ourselves in).  These responses represent the world of
ethics as they manifest in behaviours (mental, verbal and
bodily) that produce karmic consequences. 

About Citta Citta



The Conditioning of Mental States

Mental states will be conditioned by factors such as our physical state, what we are feeling, and thoughts / views.  It
is possible to have unconditioned mental states, if one is enlightened.  The reality is that our mental states will be not
be fully unconditioned but neither will they be fully conditioned.  They will be partially (but mostly) conditioned.  So
when we experience pain (through injury) or frustration (mood based on negative assessments) we will most likely
get annoyed or have aversion to the pain.
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What is Consciousness?
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Conscious and Unconscious Responses

The third satipatthana
Citta is the third satipatthana, the third thing we need to place our attention on to be on safe ground.  We need to pay attention to the
'texture' of the heart and mind, and the particular states that emerge from it.  
To make this clearer, let's look at the text in the Satipatthana Sutta -

'the practitioner dwells contemplating the mind in the mind' (bhikkhu citte cittanupassi viharati).  

Alternative readings might be - 

'the practitioner dwells seeing in accordance with the heart, the heart', 
'the practitioner dwells seeing the heart with the heart',
'the practitioner dwells seeing after (the manner of) the mind, the mind', 
'the practitioner dwells seeing the mind again and again with the mind', 
'the practitioner dwells seeing repeatedly the mind with the mind'. 

Or, the practitioner dwells seeing the heart from the perspective of the heart (from the perspective of ethics).  

Or, the practitioner dwells seeing the mind from the perspective of mind (from the perspective of awareness).  

We could say these two attributes sum up the two basic aspects of Citta: consciousness and attitude.  The degree of awareness,
awakeness, and the degree of empathy and sensitivity towards beings.  The practitioner dwells, often in meditation, seeing the texture
and movement of their hearts and minds across these parameters. The way they do this, according to the text, is -

The monk understands the consciousness with lust, as with lust; the consciousness without lust, as without lust; the
consciousness with hate, as with hate; the consciousness without hate, as without hate.....with delusion.....without delusion.

These are three ways in which the heart / mind can move.  With or without lust.  With or without hate.  With or without delusion.  Each of
these forms a spectrum of movement.  The practitioner has to ask the question to what degree (on the spectrum) is my mind moving with
lust (or greed), hatred or delusion.  These are the three poisons in buddhism: they are that because they do harm to the world (including
ourselves).  Alternatively the practitioner might ask the question -"What shape is my heart making?",  "What shape is my heart / mind in
response to the world,  what am I creating in the world due to that response?"  "Am I responding to the world for its benefit, or to its
poison?" 

General
moderate



Consciousness
It is easy to move from a feeling to a response without necessarily having known we've done it.  One of the main aspects of 'contemplating
the mind in the mind' is consciousness.  To be conscious of unconsciousness in the mind.  A first step may be to make our unconscious
responses more conscious. Let's not forget our unconscious responses still 'make up the world (and our world)'.  So it is helpful to know
when we have made a unconscious choice.  An example is when, experiencing 'depressing' sensations, like gloomy weather, without
being conscious of it, we become depressed.  We don't have to get depressed because of gloomy weather, if we are conscious of other
choices, and that getting depressed is a choice we have unconsciously made.  

Unconscious Responses to Vedana
We can illustrate these unconscious responses to feeling.  Suppose we feel tired, lethargic, a bit overwhelmed.  Those are feeling as
sensation, vedana.  Our Mind might then unconsciously move in the direction of the mental state of depression. This is feeling as emotion,
citta. Unconscious responses often fool us into thinking they are vedana, because they have a similar feeling tone to the original sensory
stimulation.  We unconsciously respond to dull sensation with a dull response.  A reaction rather than a response.  We may not even think
we have responded. We just 'feel depressed', as if it is something happening to us over which we have no control.  A 'heavy' experience
doesn't have to lead to a 'heavy' mood.  Vedana is sensation arising in relation to the form of our experience that we can respond to more
or less consciously and creatively.  We could say vedana is the sum total of all the 'hedonic' impressions that impact on us at any
particular time. These may originate from a mixture of sources: physical, ethical, and cognitive.

Creative responses to Feeling
Creative responses, on the other hand, will tend to be more distinguishable in tone from the original sensation, because they have been
considered and chosen.  A response of care and concern looks very different in feeling tone to depression.  In fact it may seem
counterintuitive because of that.  We might feel the correct response is to go with the flow of the heavy sensation, and match it with a
heavy response.  That seems more like common sense.  

Feeling and Emotion
The fact is we often confuse Citta with Vedana.  This is reflected in the way we use the word feeling both for sensation (Vedana) and
emotion (Citta).  The Buddha gives them different names for a good reason.  Vedana is the sensation presented to us at each moment by
our experience.  As such we have no control over it, but Citta is something we have choice over.  We need to know what we have power
over and what we don't, so keeping feeling as sensation and feeling as emotion separate in our experience is important.  Otherwise we
might not accept responsibility for what we do have power over (our responses), and falsely take responsibility for what we don't have
power over (our feelings in terms of vedana).  The consequences of these views being, in a negative state of mind we might think there is
nothing we can do about it, and feeling bad we might think we deserve it. 
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Unconscious Responses to Experience

In the last section we saw it was easy to move from a feeling to a response without necessarily having known we've
done it.  One of the main aspects of 'contemplating the mind in the mind' is consciousness.  To be conscious of
unconsciousness in the mind.  A first step may be to make our unconscious responses more conscious. Let's not forget
our unconscious responses still 'make up the world (and our world)'.  So it is helpful to know when we have made a
unconscious choice.  An example is when, experiencing 'depressing' sensations, like gloomy weather, without being
conscious of it, we become depressed.  We don't have to get depressed because of gloomy weather, if we are
conscious of other choices, and that getting depressed is a choice we have unconsciously made.  

Unconscious Responses to Vedana
We can illustrate these unconscious responses to feeling.  Suppose we feel tired, lethargic, a bit overwhelmed.  Those
are feeling as sensation, vedana.  Our Mind might then unconsciously move in the direction of the mental state of
depression. This is feeling as emotion, citta. Unconscious responses often fool us into thinking they are vedana,
because they have a similar feeling tone to the original sensory stimulation.  We unconsciously respond to dull
sensation with a dull response.  A reaction rather than a response.  We may not even think we have responded. We just
'feel depressed', as if it is something happening to us over which we have no control.  A 'heavy' experience doesn't
have to lead to a 'heavy' mood.  Vedana is sensation arising in relation to the form of our experience that we can
respond to more or less consciously and creatively.  We could say vedana is the sum total of all the 'hedonic'
impressions that impact on us at any particular time. These may originate from a mixture of sources: physical, ethical,
and cognitive.

Feeling and Emotion
The fact is we often confuse Citta with Vedana.  This is reflected in the way we use the word feeling both for sensation
(Vedana) and emotion (Citta).  The Buddha gives them different names for a good reason.  Vedana is the sensation
presented to us at each moment by our experience.  As such we have no control over it, but Citta is something we have
choice over.  We need to know what we have power over and what we don't, so keeping feeling as sensation and
feeling as emotion separate in our experience is important.  Otherwise we might not accept responsibility for what we
do have power over (our responses), and falsely take responsibility for what we don't have power over (our feelings in
terms of vedana).  The consequences of these views being, in a negative state of mind we might think there is nothing
we can do about it, and feeling bad we might think we deserve it. 
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Conscious Responses to Experience

Creative responses to Feeling
Creative responses, on the other hand, will tend to be more distinguishable in tone from the original sensation, because
they have been considered and chosen.  A response of care and concern looks very different in feeling tone to
depression.  In fact it may seem counterintuitive because of that.  We might feel the correct response is to go with the
flow of the heavy sensation, and match it with a heavy response.  That seems more like common sense.  Perhaps
reactive responses, being so similar to it, obscure the actual experience.(eh?)  Creative responses, perhaps because
they are so obviously different from the experience, tend to reveal it more clearly.  To respond creatively, we need to
hold vedana, as Jon Kabat-Zinn says, in non-judgemental awareness.  It also helps to be aware of the form it arose
along with, its source.  If we say, 'When I get in touch with my body, I feel (describe sensation)', we have a clear idea it
is my body I am responding to.  If the feeling arises from looking at how ones life is going, we have a clear idea it is
Manas we are responding to.  We experience the body only in the present moment, within the physical senses.  That is
useful to know.  It grounds our experience of feeling.  We know if we can locate a feeling in the body that it is a feeling
and not a response.  If a feeling originates in a view that may show up in the body too in some way.  The body may be
conditioned by it, and feeling may come out of that.
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What is Loving Kindness?
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Kindness

A Positive Attitude to People
Kindness is the basis for the metta bhavana meditation (the development of universal loving kindness).  We all know
what it feels like to be treated kindly.  To be held gently in a person's gaze, patiently waited upon, or when someone is
quiet and attentive, ready to listen to whatever we have to say.  Or they put a friendly hand on our shoulder.  We all
know that feeling.  We feel valued, special.  It is as if the other person really wants to shape their world so as to fit us
into it.  They are really interested in whoever we happen to be.  Being kind is really useful to people on the receiving
end of it.  It can help us recontact ourselves, and the things that are important to us.  We often lose touch with our fuller
humanity, in the midst of having to get things done, but a kind action by another person can put that humanity back on
the agenda.  And it is infectious.  Probably we then tend to be more sensitive to others in our turn.  In fact, probably all
beings at heart have the same desire to be treated kindly: to be cherished, valued, respected.  Perhaps all beings have
an instinct for their own value, and know that things of value ought to be cherished.  So kindness looks after beings
because it acknowledges their value, and wants to preserve it.  Of course kindness also has to be informed with
awareness.  It isn't just about being soft.  If someone is damaging themselves  it might even be necessary to be cruel, if
in the end that means being kind. 

Awareness of the Reality of People
Kindness is real then in the sense that it takes on the reality of what people are, or living beings. To get a flavour of this
let's take an example.  Imagine you are a child visiting your grandma.  Old people in the family can have a less
utilitarian approach to children than their parents.  They aren’t so concerned with whether the children are being a
success of not, they don’t have so much invested in them in that sense.  They are just interested in if the child is happy.
Which can be an immense relief to the child. The child feels accepted unconditionally for whoever they are.  Warts and
all.  They don’t have to be doing anything special. With the kindly grandma, they know for certain that whatever they do,
it will be OK by her.  The childs’ experience when they are with the grandma is a feeling of total unconditional
acceptance.  The child knows for certain that they are welcome, there is no doubt about it. 

The interest of the grandma in the child is basic and principial.  It is not about what might lead the child to happiness,
but happiness itself.  The child picks this up and understands it, and probably experiences a sense of freedom.  They
then relax, and probably feel more the space and latitude they need to actually think more clearly what will bring them
happiness, and what they might need to do to achieve it, rather than being concerned about what will make their
parents happy.  The example illustrates that metta (loving kindness) is not about grandma's feelings about herself (a
warm glow that someone might feel about theirself, because they are being kind). Grandma may not even feel a warm
glow, she is simply focussed on the child.  Metta here is more about the child's belief in the intentions of the grandma.  It
is about the 'shape' (of kindness) that the grandma creates in her heart / mind, and the child seeing that, and it being of
actual benefit to the child.  That is what the grandma is concerned about expressing.

General
moderate



Obviously we aren't often like the kindly old grandma with each other, even when we think we are being kind.
Sometimes people can seem to be being quite friendly, but we still have unease in their presence.  Perhaps we feel on
some level they want us to be a certain way, rather than who we are.  Perhaps we would be better without such-and-such
a trait.  This in effect means they don’t want the real us to be there.  And we are often sensitive and pick that up.
Grandma though dearly wants the real you to be there.  She doesn't want you to be different from who you are, unless of
course you want to be.  And the child with the grandma feels affirmed, feels free to be themselves. They are able to say
and do what they like. Their life feels like it is their own. And because of that they feel encouraged to take possession of
their lives, to feel good about themselves.

Imagine other people feeling like the child with the grandma when they were with us.  Or that we felt like that all the time
when alone with ourselves.  This is the flavour of metta.  It is not enough to just be friendly to people.  It is better to try to
come at life from their perspective, at least in our imagination.  To the extent that we don't have metta, we are stuck in
treating people as objects.   Like passing the salt across the table, objects are relatively easy to move, but to move
people (in a way that contributes to their best interests) you need metta.  In fact to move ourselves in a way that
contributes to our best interests we need metta for ourselves.  That is because metta takes in the whole and actual
person and their needs.  Giving metta is like being at the grandma's end of things and making the effort to give to
whoever we are with the experience of the child with the grandma. Of course, the actual person we are with may not
have that experience because there may be all sorts of things going on for them.  Even the Buddha failed to get through
to some people, as communication always takes two, but what is important is the purity of the intention.  We can work on
having the internal attitude of the grandma no matter what is going on in the other person.  That attitude is more about
being ready for the another person.  

When we do the Metta Bhavana meditation, we can try doing it in this way.  With each person we work on trying to have
the same attitude towards them as the old grandma has to the child.   With each person in the meditation we have to
imagine if they were there with us, what we would need to be like (in the 'shape' of our heart / mind) to convince them of
our unconditional kind regard for them.  Doing the Metta Bhavana in this way we may need to work quite hard in the
practice (it feels more like a kamatthana, which is a buddhist term for a meditation practice, that also means a ‘place of
work’), but we can also be more confident that what we are developing is more akin to metta than a self-satisfied warm
glow.    
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Metta as Universal, Unconditional 
and Unlimited Loving Kindness

Awareness of the Reality of People
Because of these reasons we could say kindness is real in the sense that it takes on the reality of what people are,
what living beings are. To get a flavour of this reality, imagine a child visiting her kindly old grandma.  The childs’
experience of the grandma is they have a feeling of total unconditional acceptance.  The child knows for certain they
are welcome, there is no doubt about it.  I am using a grandma as an example because the grandma often has less
vested interest in a child than its parents.  They are happy if the child is happy.  The child picks this up, and is relaxed,
and is more able to think about their own happiness and what they need to achieve it, not about pleasing their parents.
That is all the grandma is interested in, and the child knows it.  This example of the child and the grandma illustrates
that metta is not about grandma's feelings.  It isn't about a warm glow, but about the child's belief about the intentions of
the grandma.  It is about the 'shape' that the grandma presents to the child being of actual benefit to the child. The
'shape' of their mind and the reshaping of their world that comes out of that shape.  They may reshape the childs' world
by giving them objects of benefit but at root of any beneficial action is the 'shape' of their mind.  Seeing people in this
way is an act of the imagination.  Our minds have to reach over to the other person to perceive a higher reality than one
where we treat living beings as objects.  Body and feelings can seem like objects even though they are part of oneself.
But the whole is a different story.  It is a person.  A subject.  A centre of experience.  This is the reality of a person, a
living being. 

Visiting Grandma
Imagine you are a child visiting your grandma.  Old people in the family can have a less utilitarian approach to children
than their parents.  They aren’t so concerned with whether the children are being a success of not, they don’t have so
much invested in them in that sense.  They are just interested in if the child is happy.  Which can be an immense relief
to the child. 

The child feels accepted unconditionally for whoever they are.  Warts and all.  They don’t have to be doing anything
special. With the kindly grandma, they know for certain that whatever they do, it will be OK by her.

When we are doing the Metta Bhavana, we can try doing it in this way.  With each person we have to work on trying to
have to same attitude to them as the old grandma, so that if they met us they would know for certain we were
unconditionally behind them.  When I have done the Metta Bhavana in this way I have found I need to work quite hard
at the practice.  It really feels like a kamatthana, a ‘place of work’.  

The Metta Bhavana
In meditation we consciously work on aspects of ourselves.  We can work on kindness using a meditation called the
metta bhavana. We take on developing kindness and sensitivity towards people, toward other living beings.  Here we
are being mindful not of objects, but beings. We are trying to dwell in what it is to be a living being.  That is our place,
house, abode, in this meditation.  We forget sometimes the fullness of what being a person is about, and need then to
remember.  This often happens whenever someone is kind to us. 

To get a flavour ofthe metta bhavana imagine a child visiting their kindly old grandma.  The childs’ experience of the
grandma is a feeling of totally unconditional acceptance.  The child knows, for certain, they are welcome.  Warts and all.
They have no doubt about it.  I am using a grandma here as an example because a grandma often has less vested
interest in a child than its parents.  They often are just happy if the child is happy.  Thats the main thing they are
interested in.  The child really knows that intuitively. The grandma isn't just saying it. The child picks that up, and feels
relaxed. 



We aren't always like the kindly old grandma with each other.  Sometimes people can be being friendly, but we can still
feel uneasy in their presence.  We still have the feeling they want us to be a certain way.  They like us but perhaps we
would be better without this trait, or we could do better at school. We could be different from who we are.  This effectively
means they don’t want the real us there.  We are normally sensitive and pick that up.  Grandma though dearly want you,
the real you, to be there.  She doesn't want you to be any different from who you are, unless you want to be.  She is
mainly interested in your happiness.  The child with the grandma feels affirmed, feels free to be themselves. They are
able to relax, to say and do what they like. Their life feels their own. And because they are encouraged to take
possession of their lives, they feel good, about themselves.

That is the situation with the grandma and the child.  Imagine other people feeling this way when they were with us.  Or
we did when by ourselves.  This is the flavour of the metta bhavana.  It isn't enough to just be friendly to people, we need
to come from their perspective.  To start to know and understand them, and know and understand ourselves. Without
metta, we are at the object stage.  We treat people as objects.  Objects are predictable, easy to move, like passing the
salt across the table. Moving people is a less simple matter. They are much more complicated.  Many conditions need to
be met before people will move.  They need to feel understood them, that we aren't t imposing our ideas upon them.  If
we try moving them against their will, they will no doubt fight back.  But they may be moved in all sorts of ways when, like
the grandma, we let them be themselves.  Metta is inherently nonviolent.  It helps move beings toward happiness not by
using force, but by using encouragement and consent.  

Giving metta is like being at the grandma's end of things. We make the effort to give whoever we are with (including with
in our imagination) a certain experience. The experience of the child when with the grandma. Of course, if we are with an
actual person they may not have that experience because there may be all sorts of other things going on for them.  Even
the Buddha failed to get through to people at times.  It takes two to make communication.  But the important thing is the
purity of our intention.  We can work on having the internal attitude of the grandma no matter what is going on.  Using this
metaphor in the metta bhavana makes the meditation quite workmanlike.  It becomes less about generating a feeling in
ourselves (which metta isn't.  Metta may condition warm feelings, but it isn't a warm feeling in itself) and more about
being ready for another person.  With each person in the meditation we have to imagine if they were there with us, what
we would need to be like to convince them of our unconditional kind regard for them, just like the kindly old grandma.  

We can’t create happiness for them
It is not that our well wishing makes everything alright.  It can’t.  The conditions that create happiness come from multiple



sources.  Sources like our metta will help.  If like Eric Berne, we present a strong affirming no-nonsense presence for
them, it is possible they will ‘catch’ that and become affirming presences for themselves.  But a proportion of the creative
conditions have to come from them.  

The Metta Bhavana
In meditation (citta bhavana) we look at what is there (in terms of citta) and modify it if necessary.  The Metta Bhavana
meditation modifies that aspect of citta which perceives the reality of living beings.  Like the grandma with the child, we
approach living beings with an un-self-referential interest in their welfare.  We are interested in their experience (of life)
and we wish them well in our heart of hearts. This is all there is to the meditation.  Meditation reflects the fact that if we
don't sit down and consciously develop something, if we leave it to chance it may not happen.  There will always be
something else to do.  We could see the metta bhavana as clearing mental space just to consider living beings.  To dwell
in the realm of what it is to be a living being.  Our abode is just that.  We might think of different meditations as different
houses or rooms that we go and dwell in for a while.  In each house we dwell with our hearts and minds on a different
topic.  In the metta house we just give our heart and mind to living beings.  

It is said that metta has three sublime qualities.  It is universal, unconditional, and unlimited (in intensity).  We have
already explored unconditional in the grandma not wanting anything in return for her kindly interest.  True metta is its own
reward.  The reward is that we are aware of an aspect of reality, we are in line with reality, which can only bring
satisfaction.  Metta is also universal.  Our mind can encompass the universe of living beings in the sense that in theory
we can have the same love toward one being as toward any other being vin the universe.  Fully developed metta has no
preference.  This is reflected in the symbolism of the buddha Amitabha (Infinite Light), the  buddha of love, whose warm
red light (read awareness) reaches all beings in the universe, illuminating them with love.  Thirdly, metta is an illimitable.
It can be developed up to an infinite degree of intensity.  I find this quite encouraging.  Such love must be able to move
mountains, and is a long way from easy sentiment that then never does anything.  To transform the world, to reshape
experience across the planet needs a lot of 'impulse power'.  Like Vajrapani (Reality-in-hand), we would have plenty of
viria (energy in pursuit of the good)at our disposal.  These three aspects point to metta at the far end of the spectrum, the
metta present in an enlightened being.  The principle in the metta bhavana is that we try to move our heart/mind towards
this end of the spectrum.  We try to extend the scope, intensity, and disinterestedness of our kindness towards living
beings beyond its present level.

The best translation of Metta Bhavana is the Cultivation of Universal Loving Kindness.  Bhavana is cultivation or
development, in Sanskrit, and Metta is Universal Loving Kindness.  Buddhists use the term metta rather than kindness or
love because that helps it keep its specific buddhist connotations.  But the overall feeling is that of kindness or empathy
toward all beings throughout the universe.  The Buddha in the scriptures asked his followers ‘imbue all the worldly
directions with loving kindness’. This spirit is expressed in the Karaniya Metta Sutta, which shows the kinds of things we



need to do to reach the freedom of nirvana, via the path of unlimited friendliness.

The best translation of Metta Bhavana is the Cultivation of Universal Loving Kindness.  Bhavana is cultivation or
development, in Sanskrit, and Metta is Universal Loving Kindness.  As buddhists we use the term metta rather than
kindness or love so as not to blur its specific buddhist connotations.  The overall feeling is of kindness, empathy
towards all beings throughout the universe.  The Buddha asked his followers to ‘imbue all the worldly directions with
loving kindness’. The spirit is expressed in the Karaniya Metta Sutta, which shows what we need to do, to reach nirvana
via a path of unlimited friendliness. 

It is interesting to compare what I have been describing above with the Karaniya Metta Sutta, to see how things fit.

The Karaniya Metta Sutta
(The Path of Unlimited Friendliness)
Translated from the Pali by Ratnaprabha

If you know what is truly good for you and understand the possibility of reaching a state of perfect peace, then this is
how you need to live.

Start as a capable person, who is upright (really upright), gently spoken, flexible, and not conceited. Then become
contented and happy, with few worries and an uncomplicated life. Make sure your sense experience is calm and
controlled, be duly respectful, and don’t hanker after families or groups.  And avoid doing anything unworthy, that wiser
people would criticise.

Then meditate like this:  May all be happy and feel secure.  May all beings become happy in their heart of hearts!  And
think of every living thing without exception:  the weak and the strong, from the smallest to the largest, whether you can
see them or not, living nearby or far away, beings living now or yet to arise - may all beings become happy in their heart
of hearts!

May no one deceive or look down on anyone anywhere, for any reason, whether through feeling angry or through
reacting to someone else, may no one want another to suffer. As strongly as a mother, perhaps risking her life,
cherishes her child, her only child, develop an unlimited heart for all beings. Develop an unlimited heart of friendliness
(metta) for the entire universe, sending metta above, below, and all around, beyond all narrowness, beyond all rivalry,
beyond all hatred.

Whether you are staying in one place or travelling, sitting down or in bed, in all your waking hours rest in this
mindfulness, which is known as like living in heaven right here and now! In this way, you will come to let go of views, be
spontaneously ethical, and have perfect Insight.  And leaving behind craving for sense pleasures, from the rounds of
rebirth you will finally be completely free.

Desire Unlimited, Metta Unlimited
The first sentence shows why we don't need anything back from metta, why metta is unconditional.  Metta itself is what
is truly good for us, other desires are not as good as metta.   It implies that a new computer, or whatever, is not as good
for us as developing metta.  Metta that is unlimited in its intensity.  But where do we get the unlimited energy we need to



put into metta.  Metta is essentially desire, so it must be a case of gradually transfering all the energies we put into our
other desires, which aren't truly good for us, into metta.  Instead of wishing we were in a different situation, we can just
wish ourselves well in the situation we are in.  That is more direct, and achievable.  In our pursuits of happiness we often
desire things which are symbols of happiness, like money and status.   Things that aren’t it themselves but we think will
bring it. Metta though is more direct.  It is like contemplating the thing itself.  We orbit the notion of what happiness is, and
in that it becomes more real.  Metta is unlimited, it never comes to an end.  Chasing material possessions is only fulfilled
by getting them, there is a limit to what we can get, material desire is always blocked.  Perhaps rich people see this the
most, and lose hope.  But with metta our desire can never diminish.  It can just get stronger and stronger.  Our life can be
channelled towards more and more meaningfulness.  We can be more and more expansive and outward looking.  That
meaning doesn’t depend on what comes back.  We can always be more interested in, more finely tuned towards, more
sensitive to living beings.  We can just go on and on developing it, leaving more and more of our old dull concerns behind.
Often helping beings to be happier is simply about giving them our friendliness, interest and attention, about showing care
and taking them into account.  So we could say metta is about transfering our desires from the mundane things and to the
desire for the happiness of all beings.   It is difficult to desire two things at the same time.  In the end they will be in
competition.  We need to choose which one to let go of, so we can put our attention on the other.  This is effectively what
the sutta says.  Have a simple life of few desires.  It also says we need to be capable.  

To become rich or powerful in a worldly sense we need to be a capable person.  There is no getting round this.  It is
obvious.  It is less obvious superficially that we need to be capable to develop metta.  But if you think about it, the powerful
worldly person has strong desires that they channel to effect to get what they want.  The 'powerful spiritual person' (read,
with intense metta) has equally strong desires as the powerful worldly person.  To channel those effectively, they need to
be perhaps even more capable than the powerful worldly person.  They need to be capable of delivering not just what
seems to bring happiness (like money) but what actually does bring happiness (what is really needed).

In the first sentence it says if you understand the possibility of reaching a state of perfect peace, this is how you should
behave.  What is implied is faith that perfect peace is attainable.  That insight is possible.  This is the real motivation to
transfer ones desires to metta, it is the good that metta leads to.  And as we practice metta we need to see this working,
see more peace happening.  I imagine this is the grandma's experience.  As trust develops between her and the child,
there is more peace, more unspoke n understanding between them.

Link in with grannie metta qualities !!

The sutta then says to be upright (really upright).  This is paying close attention to the details of our ethics.  It follows
naturally from a mind imbued with kindness.  We will be keenly sensitive to the helpfulness of our actions.  It is not about
being vaguely good, but about being interested in the specifics of what is the right thing is to do at each moment.  Then
gently spoken, flexible, not conceited.  These are qualities of harmony and cooperation. (get inside the experience)
The grandma is flexible in the sense of letting the 'shape' of the child into her world.  She doesn't think 'better than, worse
than' but just 'as is'.

The Rationalle for Metta



We may at times find it hard to connect with why we should develop metta.  I have found a watertight argument for it if
I reflect on the truth of three statements.  Putting them all together leaves me with certain ethical implications.

Statement no. 1   Every living being wants to be happy  
Statement no. 2   Every action effects the universe
Statement no. 3   We are interconnected to all the sentient beings in the universe

Statement no. 1   Every living being wants to be happy  
As we explored in the section on feeling, living beings are sensitive to feeling.   Are there any exceptions?  Are some
beings indifferent to suffering?  Why would they be?  We have to be honest in our assessment, it may be convenient
to think they aren't.  One way or another all beings are oriented primarily towards satisfaction.  We can see this in
terms of needs.  They obviously need food warmth and shelter.  They also have higher needs like health, social
needs, warmth, affection, all of which at any time may be satisfied or not.  Even martyrdom brings a certain payoff, as
a satisfaction about what one thinks one has politically achieved.  [Pirsig on Ethics in here]  A list of needs which the
practicing buddhist might want to help beings with comes in the Bodhicaryavatara, a guide for the bodhisattva, the
being who practices the path of altruism par excellence.

Quote - 'For all beings, may I be a wish fulfilling gem, etc'
(List of needs)

This truth, if we believe it is true, underpins every action of every living being.  No matter what they think, do or say,
their primary motive is to meet a need for satisfaction.  For happiness.  For fulfillment.  They think it will bring them
those things.

Statement no. 2   Every action effects the universe
The law of karma is that actions have consequences.  Ethical consequences.  What that means is each action brings
about satisfaction, or dissatisfaction, for a living being affected by it.  Each action creates a 'shape' in the experience
of a living being that is either pleasant or unpleasant.  Even actions we are unconscious of performing have still been
performed and will still have an effect.  

Actions are threefold - physical, actions of speech, and actions taking place in the mind: thoughts and mental
impulses.  Actions that satisfy are called skilful.  Those that bring unhappiness are called unskilful.  

Ethics is often a matter of sensitivity.  We mostly cause harm, not out of malice, but through unawareness or



insensitivity to the effects we are creating. 

Statement no. 3   We are interconnected to all the sentient beings in the universe
To the extent that a being is sentient, it will be open to influence through its senses including the mind sense.  As
another being we have the capacity to be an influence on its experience.  In theory this influence exists for any being
anywhere.  
We no doubt have largest effect on those we are in closest proximity to.  But in principle we are connected with every
being everywhere.  To the extent that they have sentience, we can affect them.  

Our actions then, have a ripple effect outwards.

If we think these statements are all true, we end up with the fact that we are connected to all the living beings in the
universe, each of whom wants happiness, satisfaction, and that what we do has an effect on them.  We would want
the effect we are having on them to be as positive as possible, or we would at least have that desire.  That desire is
called metta, or universal loving kindness.  It flows naturally when we really see these three truths.

We want the best for all life everywhere, so we shape our responses to provide that.  We know that whatever we do,
whichever way we move, we affect the world.  So we create something, we mould a shape in the world that is an
ethical shape.  It is a kind shape, an aware shape, a generous shape.  We do this in the shape of our actions, the
shape of our speech, and the shape of our Mind
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Moving Towards Experience

It is easy when one doesn't like something to be pushed into a reaction by it. But we can regain composure by
acknowledging the feeling - that we don't like what is happening to us.  'I don't like that', and carrying on.  We don't even
have to 'move away' from the unpleasant experience, just acknowledge the truth of how we feel about it.  Something of
this is encapsulated in the work of Jon Kabat-Zinn.  He uses buddhist mindfulness practice to help people suffering
from chronic physical or emotional pain.  Rather than trying to avoid it, he encourages the patient experiencing pain to
'move towards' it. This might seem counterintuitive, but it seems to work.  

If we move away from the pain, we are shielding ourself from it.  This happens when we tense ourselves physically
against it.  Or, we recoil mentally from it.  We do not want to admit it as part of our reality.  That moving away is a
withdrawal of awareness, of mindfulness, from a potential satipatthana.  Vidyamala in an article in Dharma Life
magazine talks about a very difficult night she experienced, where because of a medical test she had to remain sitting
upright with acute spinal injuries all night.  After going crazy at the thought it wasn't possible, she reached a point in the
night where in desperation a realisation came to her; that she could always cope with life one moment at a time.  
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What is Meditation?

We could say that the practice of the four satipatthanas is a meditation practice.  The sutra starts with a monk siitting
under a tree in meditation posture.  We have been looking at how conditionality works between four different aspects of
experience and this can help us answer the question of what meditation is.  Meditation has been given various
definitions by buddhist practitioners: 'the mind working on the mind', 'the cultivation of a continuous stream of positive
mental states'.  It is clear that meditation belongs in the domain of citta. It is sometimes called citta  bhavana - heart-
mind developnment or cultivation.  

This cultivation can happen in three basic ways and a fourth which overarches them.  The three basicways come about
by working creatively with body, feeling and mental objects in turn.  The fourth by a combination of all three.  These give
us four basic types of meditation, respectively 'concentration meditation', 'attitudinal meditation', 'awareness meditation'
and insight meditation, each of which has its own meditation practices.  But in any meditation, no matter which category
of practice we are doing, we generally employ a combination of the methods; so that if our prime focus is on developing
awareness we try to do so with a kindly attitude.  

A philosophical meditation may just involve thinking about a topic. 1 But it is worth noting that its meaning changes with
its context;  as a religious contemplation, meditation would inevitably also involve ethics, and in buddhism it involves all
of that and  the body as its effects on the mind as well, as takes place in 'concentration meditation.'

1 Concise Oxford Dictionary  Meditate  'Plan mentally, design; exercise the mind in (esp. religious) contemplation (on, upon, subject).  (from Latin meditari, 
from root med-, cf. Greek medomai think about)   (1951)  London: OUP

Concise Oxford English Dictionary   (online 2009)  'a discourse expressing considered thought on a subject'
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Metta Bhavana - A Structured Practice

The Metta Bhavana - A Structured Meditation
In the earliest mentionings of the development of metta the Buddha just said to flood all the directions of space with
loving kindness.  Later the metta bhavana became a structured meditation with five stages.  In the first stage, we
develop this loving kindness and sensitivity towards ourselves.  There may be several ways of doing this  We might
take on the role of kindly grandmother towards ourselves.  Are we unconditionally welcoming towards ourselves?  We
probably aren't.  We could then try to develop more of an unlimited heart towards ourselves in the way the grandmother
has one towards the child. The test is not in feeling we are welcome to ourselves, but knowing  we are.  The language
of doing something toward ourselves can seem a bit strange.  But we are as deserving of our attention as any being is.
Metta is about generating the certainty and confidence that we are really are behind ourselves. If we have this certainty,
it makes ourselves more robust. We can always come back to this source of confidence backing, that that at least one
person in the universe is behind us.

One of the benefits of directing metta towards ourselves is we don't have to stay with our first response.  Through
metta, whenever we wake up in the morning feeling lacklustre with no interest in getting up, we can work on a different
response. And carry on working on different responses all day if we wish.  When we accept our initial response as the
end of story, that is like the child facing indifference from the grandmother, nothing more can happening.  But we can
ask more of ourselves than that.  We can change our emotions. If we don't like response to events, we can go about
changing it by seeing it as a response. (over which we have power to control).  We eventually find more creative
responses by not just accepting the given.

We can do this with any person we are directing metta towards.  We can go to work on our responses towards them,
until we feel they would then be more certain about us in our responses.  Until they felt unconditionally welcome. 

Experiencing metta is knowing for certain someone is behind us. This usually happens through experience, seeing their
consistent behaviour over a long time, we develop trust and faith that they won't harm us. But the onus is on the giver to
convince!  Metta has a receptive and an active aspect. We develop receptivity to the sensitivities of living beings. But
then we then act on that receptivity, with a feelingful response. If we
manage to reorient ourselves emotionally, our desire for other things will likely diminish. Material and other ego-centric
attachments like fame and pleasures of the senses, will cease to seem as important as being kind and helpful.  In this
way we are drawn towards the Buddha and other buddhists.

The Metta Bhavana - a led practice
Give attention to how the conditions around you support meditation, paying particular attention to body and feelings.
Set up your posture so it is comfortable, and then be in touch with feeling. Know the form your body is taking and bring
awareness to its future: is your bodily position sustainable. Is how your body is in line with how it has been designed to
be used? Once you have established a good structural position you can maintain, is there muscular tension you can



relax? Scan through the body using a practice like the body relaxation on p-- until you feel you have given your body
sufficient time to settle and relax. You can come back periodically through the meditation to re-check and make
adjustments when necessary. Be aware then of feeling (that is, of each separate type). Be aware of sensation whose
origin is in the body, kayika vedana: physical pleasures and pains. Then be aware of your general mood, cetasika
vedana: the pleasures and pains arising when you consider life and the outcomes that have come to you from it. Your
hopes and disappointments and the feelings they cause. Finally be aware of any feeling that has a source based in
sensitivity that is ethical in origin. When you remember things you have done, or how you have been in your actions in
life, do feelings arise in relation recalling your actions? Try to be clear with each feeling which type it is, and then accept
each as if it is a message arriving for you, in the present moment. When a message arrives it is no good pretending it
hasn't arrived, or doesn't exist, or says something different to what it actually says. We need to be clear we have a
message, what it says, and who sent it, in order to have a coherent reply. If the message is from our body, our reply
needs to be addressed to body. If it comes from a mental source, from ideas about how things are, or
we think should be, our reply needs to be directed to there.  If our pleasure, or pain, is ethical, it is our ethics we need to
address.

Bearing all this in mind, and coming regularly back to these feelings as the meditation continues, we can now begin to
formulate our response. Our response is already going on, without our being conscious of it. At each moment we
respond to our experience. We respond to all the different types of feeling. But with each type of feeling we can frame a
response that is more positive than the one we have now, a response of loving kindness, of metta. Namely that whatever
is happening, may I be well, may I be happy, may I not suffer, may my life be filled with meaning, with care and
understanding.  The mettaful response to physical experience, is 'May I not suffer physically. May my body be well. May it
be healthy and free from painful physical sensations'. From this response comes the impetus to look after ourselves, our
bodies, more carefully. The mettaful response to mental experience (Ideas, conceptions, views) is something like "May I
make progress'. We want to not suffer pain on account of how we see life. We suffer this sort of pain when our
perspective is shattered by reality because it is not real. That cannot happen if we have generated insight, wisdom, and
so thereby stay happy. The third type of mettaful response is towards our feelings about our actions.  It summed up by
the response 'May I be free from hatred'. It is no use whenever we fail to act with skilfulness, to pour scorn on ourselves.
It doesn't help and is just more unskilfulness. It is more appropriate to love ourselves even when we feel pain about our
actions. In fact it is important to do both. Self-metta protects and encourages our self, and feeling pain about our actions
protects those who we may harm in the future by encouraging us to act more skilfully.
So we begin the metta bhavana with our response to our self. We spend enough time on that response to enable us to
feel we have made some progress in it. Then we move onto our responses to other people. In fact to all sentient beings.
We try to do the same thing we did with ourselves with others. We reflect they too have feelings, of the three kinds; that



they experience physical sensation, mood (mental feeling), and ethical sensitivities. Just as we want the best for
ourselves, we want the best for them too. Just because they are sentient. Because they have these different sensitivities.

We might think metta is about not causing beings pain, but it is more principial than that. When the health of ones body
benefits from going through a pain barrier on a run ('no pain, no gain"), or when one positively benefits from
disillusionment, are instances of how feelings might be subordinate to metta. The primary consideration is metta.  We
wanting what is best in each of the three areas, for beings in general. So after we have developed care and sensitivity
towards our own experience, which constitutes the first stage of the
meditation, we usually then add four more stages. In the second stage we choose a good friend. In the third a person we
feel neutral towards. These stages represent us moving first beyond ourselves and then beyond liking. The truths of
metta do not depend on either of these. The truth is other beings, depending on their sensitivities, feel the same pains as
we do. We don't have to like them for that to be true.  They don't have to be us for that to be true either. We carry on in
the fourth and fifth stages to develop metta toward a difficult person (an enemy) and then we expand the metta out to
include representatives of all sentient beings everywhere. At each stage the process is the same. We imagine sentience
in each being in turn and try to get 'behind them' with metta.

The way we do that in practice can vary depending on what works for us and may vary at different times. Simple
repetition of phrases like 'May (the person) be happy. Free from suffering. May they make progress' can work simply by
reminding us of the implications of them being alive.  Buddhism isn't about the avoidance of suffering.



Metta Bhavana - Keeping It Simple

Keeping It Simple - A Gentle Process
When we do the metta bhavana meditation it can be enough that we simply inhibit ourselves from dwelling on things
other than people for the period of the meditation. We can even do this outside of meditation. Just reflecting on people,
on living beings and their situation.  We can do this by clearing space in our minds, trying to keep it clear, and quite
gently and gradually, almost by osmosis, letting people inhabit it. We need to do this gently and gradually because that
is how when we meet someone we like to be greeted. It is easier to relax and feel at ease in somebody else’s company
when we feel they have created a space for us to enter their world, and to do that at a pace we are happy with, that is if
we want to. A space imbued with qualities like patience, kindness, sensitivity. That then feels like a real invitation to be
there.

Some people quite naturally have this gentle sensitivity and openness to people they might meet, as if they are already
oriented that way. But if we practice the metta bhavana in the right way, anyone can gradually develop that. Once we
have opened that space in our minds, which is like our offering an invitation, we might need to wait for the invitation to
be taken up. That might depend on the quality of our minds at the time. We may need to be patient. However, there are
things we can do while we wait. We can, for one, think of someone we would like to be there for a while. We could
begin by thinking about ourselves, about who we are.  We could think about different aspects of ourselves. About all the
different desires we might have. That might help us ‘turn up’. The main thing is that we end up with both the space and
sensitivity to let a person be there, whether it be ourselves or another, and that we feel that person also consents to be
there. At that point we can feel we are in a relationship with a real person.

Once that relationship has become established, that might then be the stage where we decide to take that person ‘on
board’ more as a person. We might consider them in terms of the happiness and sadness and the general range of
emotions that they experience. If we have a genuine kindly relationship set up with them in our minds, it is natural that
we will then experience a heartfelt concern for them that things go well for them and not badly. This concern we feel is
metta. It can be felt toward any living being that has the capacity to feel happiness or sadness, fulfilment or frustration.
It can be felt to greater and greater degrees, theoretically without limit.

In the meditation, we might just stay with that person in a kindly way, or we might decide to strengthen our wish, to
really get behind them in an encouraging way. We might try to turn our desire, which we often easily find is strong for
other things, for loved ones, for material possessions, or even for ideas, into an urge of a similar strength in wanting
people to be fulfilled. If we do this, we might notice quite a difference between our normal attitude towards ourselves or
others, and this more metta-ful response.

Metta and Motivation
We may have thought we were really behind our lives and what we were doing, but then discover, once we really do it,
that we weren’t so much behind it after all. Metta, or Universal Loving Kindness, in a phrase, is like a fuel that enables



good things to happen. Without that fuel, there will be no real desire to create happiness. Without metta, we will just tread
water, we don’t really make a concerted effort to create anything. We might appear to do so, but in reality it is usually
weak and halfhearted. We lazily grasp at the nearest and most obvious thing that might give us some pleasure. Money,
status, sensual gratification. Yet deep down we know these things are ephemoral. If we really have metta, we look
carefully for something of more substance to build our lives upon, and once we have seen what that is, we systematically
and robustly go about putting that in place. Depending on how much metta we have, that thing will be really satisfying.
The more metta, the more we will apply energy and close attention to our task, and the more satisfying is the likely
outcome. In order to get Enlightened, the Buddha must have had a lot of metta!  Metta, or simply kindness, is really
important. It is the real motivator. On my four month ordination retreat I kept a picture of Dilgo Khyentse Rimpoche in
front of me when I was meditating. Underneath his kindly face I wrote the word Kindness. I found having that in front of
me gave me the motivation to get through the retreat.
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Faith

What is faith on a basic level in buddhism?

Faith is the 'overall shape to heart and consciousness (citta)' remaining expansive and positive despite unfortunate
experience (injury, difficult feeling, doubtful thought).  It arises not due to kaya, vedana or dhammas but as a product
of citta reflecting on itself, encapsulated inthe phrase 'the monk contemplates the consciousness in the
consciousness'.  Contemplation being about seeing where things lead, this contemplation is seeing where the 'shape
of ones heart / consciousness' leads.  It is seeing the future of ones state of consciousness, seeing the consequences
of ones state of mind.  Without this reflection we revolve endlessly on the Wheel of Life.  Contact leads to feeling,
which leads to craving (or aversion) which leads to grasping in the reactive cycle as described by Sangharakshita is
his essay Mind Reactive and Creative.  Craving is automatic, because (in the mind) there is nothing except sensory
experience.  As it says in xxxxxx sutta (Dart ??) the unenlightened person only sees escape in sensory experience.
But faith is about seeing another way.  It arises on the basis of three things: experience, intuition and reason.
Experience of the efficacy of another way.  Intuition about it (that only chasing sensory experience feels wrong).  And
seeing rational argument why it is wrong (seeing how it doesn't make sense).

But faith is always faith in something.  What are we showing faith in here?   To the extent that we are maintaining a
certain mental state that is not just a knee jerk response to stimulation, we are showing faith in that mental state.  That
might be patience.  We are showing faith that our patience will have a positive outcome for us.  So faith is essentially
faith in a positive mental event.  In the Abhidharma classification of mental states, all positive (skilful) states have faith
present in them, which is just another way of saying that to have a positive mental state you have to have faith (in it).
Traditionally in buddhism faith is in the Three Jewels - the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, but they are just what lead
us to adopt a particular mental state in the first place - because of the example, the teaching and the supportive
community to the practice of holding that mental state.  So faith is the first step on the spiral path after dukkha; that
leads up to nirvana, embodied Buddhahood: a path consisting of ethics, meditation and wisdom.  By practicing ethics
we show faith (in those ethics).  

This applies to whatever our behaviour (mental verbal and physical) is.  To the extent that we hold ethics at all (and 6
billion people on the planet cooperating to the extent we do must mean something) means we do have faith (in our
particular brand of ethics, whether it is humanism or whatever).  It is likely that that faith is to some extent based on
intuition, reason or experience.  Cooperation has advantages even in the animal world where species benefit from
symbiotic relationships with other species.  Such animals behave as if they had faith.(a small fish cleaning a
poisonous anenome) but there are obvious advantages (the food) and this behaviour would have been backed up by
experience (and by evolution).  But if the fish had acted in (primitive) faith but had been eaten that faith would not be
backed up by experience.  The capacity to learn from experience and adjust behaviour accordingly is wisdom.  We
learn wisdom when we commit our faith (confidence / trust) to something that turns out not to be justified.  Gullibility
(based on inexperienced young bird [fledgling]) is based on lack of experience, or inability to learn from experience.
Wisdom (or ignorance) is the basis on which we choose correctly (or fail to) what the basis of our ethics will be.  What
really can be relied upon.  The experiienced may have faith but lack wisdom.

In the diagram we see the three grounds for faith and how they correlate with the satipatthanas.  When we have faith
in a positive mental state we maintain that state and act upon it, creating consequences for ourselves and others.  It is
not possible to assess the precise effects of an action or mental state, conditionality dictates there being too many
factors involved, but it is possible to see general effects of ones general mental states over a period of time.  This
gives us the information for assessing the effects of faith (in that mental state) in our experience.  Seeing good effects
will bolster faith (in that mental state) in our experience.  We may have maintained it initially against our inclinations
(counterintuitive to our vedana) but experiencing good effects may change those inclinations.
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Three Types of Faith
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A Scenario for Faith
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What are Actions of Body, Speech and Mind?
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What is Bodily Action?
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Karma and Rebirth
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What are Actions of Speech?
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Conditioning of Actions of Speech
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Non-Violent Communication

If we can’t stay with where our emotion is, the colour and brightness of our feeling will not be available to us when we
want to turn our emotion to a positive direction, as in the metta bhavana, the meditation on loving kindness. We may
even begin to see emotion itself as an enemy to be tamed, when it is just an aspect of being human. Our emotionality is
a truth we need to be comfortable with. When we don’t acknowledge what we want to do, it usually comes out anyway,
in a contorted form that impacts hurtfully on others.  If we ‘sit on it’, we may eventually explode violently. Being
conscious of our response to feeling can make that response more ethical. A technique called Non-Violent
Communication, elucidated by Marshall Rosenberg, makes the process  conscious. The theory is that feelings arise on
the basis of needs.

Unmet needs lead to feelings such as frustration. Met needs to ones such as satisfaction. In our terms read needs as
Rupa and Vedana, feelings as Citta.  We might be angry with someone because they are making
a lot of noise. Our unmet need is for peace and quiet. So we can say to them 'You know when you are banging that
drum, I feel angry because I need peace and quiet to concentrate on what I am doing, so could you stop banging the
drum.' NVC has a four stage process of Observation-Feeling- Need-Request. It expresses our point of view, gives
information about our situation, including our feelings, in a way that invites the other person to help us, usually to
improve our vedana. Being non-violent, it ends in a request and is totally optional whether they will help us or not. The
alternative, in this case, maybe shouting at them, or being sarcastic, may get them to stop, but it leaves the relationship
in a worse state than before.  The interesting thing here, in terms of what we have been talking about, is that we have to
be in touch with our needs, for that read vedana and rupa. Our needs might be for practical forms, such as for food,
water, or shelter, or for social forms, like stability, respect, and consideration, or they might be forms to do with
autonomy, like choice, or to do with meaning, like creativity or understanding. We have to be in touch with what
supports us. These forms also mainly give us pleasure. They encapsulate how we want our life to be. Of course, what
is really important is that they are just that. We can ask for them, but it is not helpful to expect them as a right. We
negotiate with others for them, but they can always decide to say no. Yet even if they say no, we will still have made
conscious our ideals, which is useful for us.
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What is Ethical Practice?
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Mental
Objects

● Dhammas are what the mind-sense (Manas) grasps.
Manas comes from a root meaning to measure.  

● Manas is essentially the faculty of assessment. The
mind grasps what it sees, measures, to be important, and
those things stay in the mind as mental objects in the form
of concepts, ideas, and abstractions but also as images
and symbols.   

● When these mental objects are put together they build
up a persons perspective or view on life, give them their
identity, and define the context within which they operate.  
At the deepest level they constitute their beliefs about
existence, which condition their actions in one way or
another.  That is why buddhists call them 'dhammas.'

About Dhammas Dhamma
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Views, Contexts and Ideologies

The final satipatthana is Mental Objects.  Rather than the issue being about the general shape of the mind as in the
third satipatthana, here the issue is about bringing awareness to what is present within the mind, the totality of which
makes up a persons view or ideology about the world.  And that view being important because of its effects, and
because of what it leads them to do.  Because of Conditioned Coproduction, there are two issues for a satipatthana:
how it is supported or conditioned by the other satipatthanas, and how it supports or conditions them, as shown in the
following charts.  The first chart shows how awareness or unawareness of body, feelings and mental states has a
consequence for views.  The second shows how views inevitably have a consequence for ourselves and others in
how we think and act, and the feelings and tangible effects that come about in the world.  The mental objects
satipatthana is best seen as the development of wisdom.  The heart-mind satipatthana is best seen as the
development of positive mental and emotional states including conscious awareness.  The four satipatthanas
represent body, feeling, mind states and views being consistently present to awareness, and they are interconnected.
Therefore a lack of development of one satipatthana will 'skew' the others. Because of this they need to be clearly
discriminated, not mixed up or treated as 'one'.  They function as conditions for each other and unless we keep them
discriminated we cannotfully know the conditions we need to develop, such discrimination being a function of wisdom.
Not clearly discriminating between the satipatthanas is therefore unwise, and ammounts to a wrong view.



How the Dhamma Satipatthana is Conditioned 

Seeing with wisdom means the objects present in the mind  accurately reflect the way things are.  These objects may
be views, concepts and assessments, or representative images.  Whether awareness is present with any of the
satipatthanas will condition the kind of views we hold.

Motivated to understand life in order to improve ones own lot and that of others.AwareHEART-MIND

BODY Aware Views influenced by experience.

FEELING Aware Views incorporate feeling dimension and so are more human.

BODY Unaware View not grounded in actual experience therefore speculative rather than based in

knowledge

Satipatthana Aware or Unaware Consequence for Views

HEART-MIND Unaware Impulse is not there to examine views (e.g. laziness) or mind not clear enough to think

straight (distracted) or not interested in self sufficiently to think it is worth examining your

own views for your own benefit (lack of metta) or preoccupied with pursuit of sensation

(sensual desire).

FEELING Unaware Views rather abstract.  Disassociated from the reality of a human being having feelings

and all that that means.
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How the Dhamma Satipatthana Conditions

The wisdom present in our views will condition the development of the other satipatthanas.

right view, therefore awareness goes where it should go - to the four foundations of

mindfulness..  correctly assess psyche as conditioned and creatrive of consequence, so

moderate its effects

AwareEffect on HEART-MIND

Effect on BODY Aware include the part the body plays in lifes schema (e.g relaxation, meditation posture.  Aware

of supportive tangible conditions (how you are going to bring something about)

Effect on FEELING Aware more balanced thinking leads to more moderate feeling (mood)  see truth of how humans /

other living beings need to be treated (kindly, ethically)  insight leads to acceptance of

inevitable with regard to feeling

Effect on BODY Unaware Misuse of body through not realising its truth.   Don't see importance of how views tangibly

affect the world / others experience (e.g consumerism)

Satipatthana Dhamma Satipatthana Consequence for Other Satipatthana

Effect on HEART-MIND Unaware wrong view leads one to direct ones awareness to  the 'wrong places'  and not where it

should go.  one assesses ones psyche as an expression of a fixed personality rather than

a fluid (conditioned) changeable mind.  One then wrongly acts on that basis. e.g. one

doesn't work on changing self.

Effect on FEELING Unaware ideas that make you feel bad may be wrong (and you need not have had to feel bad)

pursuit of unexamined wrong view leads to suffering (in the end it doesn't work) e.g have

faith in materialism then lose everything.
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What are Mental Objects?

The term dhammas  is most often translated as 'mental objects', though sometimes as 'mental concommitants'.  The
term Mental Objects is simply what it seems, it represents any object in the Mind - remembering that in buddhism the
Mind includes the emotions.  Perhaps 'object' is not the best translation; 'object' is rather gross if it is representing
something quite subtle.  It is more that certain things are present  in the mind, we might be better calling them 'mental
presences'.  So what is present in our minds?   When we present something we 'make it available to the senses'
(pre--, before + sense).  Therefore, our sensory experience presents itself to us and if we are aware we experience
the presence of the world or whatever we are attending to.  That is our direct experience.  But then the mind
represents all that mentally.  It is presented again (re-, again + present) to the mind sense Manas.  And what the
mind experiences in that re-presentation are 'mental objects' or dhammas.  These representations are of different
kinds.  Through the process of identification sense data are given names.  That is one kind of representation.  he
etymological origin of 'Identity' probably comes from the Latin identidem - repeatedly, and is a contraction of idem et
idem - literally, same and same 1.  By repeatedly coming across certain perceptions we decide to assign that set of
perceptions an identity, and so assign to those perceptions a mental object. For example in a process of comparison,
we identify a group of perceptions relating to our body and feelings as the mental object 'me'.  This process of
identification leads to the notion of a personal identity and the sense of a 'self' (atta ).  A second kind of
representation is  where we 'draw out' from experience a quality and represent it in our mind as an abstract  mental
object.  This process is different from identification in that with that we are dealing with concrete experience.  We see
our friend Jim and identify him as 'a friend', but the notion 'friendship' is abstract.  In this way we construct concepts
and ideas.  But also present in the mind are mental images, in dreams and in the imagination, which can be prosaic,
like imagining ourselves in a particular situation in the future, or are more symbolic and representative of 'patterns' in
the universe.  We experience visual symbols and we also experience other kinds of symbols, liike sound symbols
when we chant a mantra. These too are 'mental presences' because they are not just the sound of the mantra but
also have some mental content.



The Name

The simplest representation is when something is given a name.  The name identifies a set of sense data with a
word in the mind.
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The Concept

A concept is an idea created through a process of abstraction.1

(it is contrasted with "perception," and implies the mental reconstruction and combination of sensegiven data.)

The word conceit in its various senses (idea," plan," fancy," imagination,"and, by modern extension, an overweening
sense of one's own value) is likewise derived ultimately from the Latin concipere. It appears to have been formed
directly from the English derivative" conceive "on the analogy of" deceit from "deceive." 

1 Definition of Concept from 1911 Encycloedia Britannica:  'CONCEPT 1 (Lat. conceptus, a thought, from concipere, to take together,
combine in thought; Ger. Begriff), in philosophy, a term applied to a general idea derived from and considered apart from the particulars
observed by the senses. The mental process by which this idea is obtained is called abstraction. By the comparison, for instance, of a
number of boats, the mind abstracts a certain common quality or qualities in virtue of which the mind affirms the general idea of "boat." Thus
the connotation of the term "boat," being the sum of those qualities in respect of which all boats are regarded as alike, whatever their
individual peculiarities may be, is described as a "concept." The psychic process by which a concept is affirmed is called "Conception," a
term which is often loosely used in a concrete sense for "Concept" itself. It is also used even more loosely as synonymous in the widest
sense with "idea," "notion." Strictly, however, it is contrasted with "perception," and implies the mental reconstruction and combination of
sensegiven data. Thus when one carries one's thoughts back to a series of events, one constructs a psychic whole made up of parts which
take definite shape and character by their mutual interrelations. This process is called conceptual synthesis, the possibility of which is a sine
qua non for the exchange of information by speech and writing. It should be noticed that this (very common) psychological interpretation of
"conception" differs from the metaphysical or general philosophical definition given above, in so far as it includes mental presentations in
which the universal is not specifically distinguished from the particulars. Some psychologists prefer to restrict the term to the narrower use
which excludes all mental states in which particulars are cognized, even though the universal be present also.'

<< (" "1 e word conceit in its various senses (idea," plan," fancy," imagination,"and, by modern extension, an overweening sense of one's
own value) is likewise derived ultimately from the Latin concipere. It appears to have been formed directly from the English derivative"
conceive "on the analogy of" deceit from "deceive." According to the New English Dictionary there is no intermediate form in Old French. 

http://www.1911encyclopedia.org/Concept
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Concept Formation

Entry from Encyclopedia Britannica 2004. CONCEPT FORMATION - process by which a person learns to sort
specific experiences into general rules or classes. People are observed to lift a particular stone and to drive a
specific car. When they seem to think about things, however, they often appear to deal with classes; apparently they
know that stones (in general) sink and that automobiles (as a class) are powered by engines. They behave as if they
think of these things in a general sense beyond any particular stone or automobile. Awareness of such classes can
help guide behaviour in new situations. Thus two people in a bakery may never have met before; yet, if one can be
classified as customer and the other as clerk, they tend to behave appropriately. Similarly, many people seem able to
drive almost any automobile by knowing about automobiles in general.

Concept formation is a term used to describe how a person learns to form classes; conceptual thinking refers to a
person's subjective manipulations of those abstract classes. A concept is a rule that may be applied to decide if a
particular object falls into a certain class. The concept “citizen of the United States” refers to such a decision rule,
meaning any person who was born in U.S. territory or who is a child of a U.S. citizen or who has been legally
naturalized. The rule suggests questions to ask in checking the citizenship of any particular individual. As most
concepts do, it rests on other concepts; “U.S. citizen” is defined in terms of the concepts “child” and “territory.” Many
scientific or mathematical concepts cannot be understood until the terms in which they are defined have been
grasped. Concept formation builds on itself.

Conceptual classification may be contrasted with another type of classification behaviour called discrimination
learning. In discrimination learning, objects are classified on the basis of directly perceived properties such as
physical size or shape. The usual explanation for discrimination learning is that the sensory features of any stimulus
are matched to what is already remembered of these features, and that the learner's response becomes associated
with them. The response thus classifies the stimulus. In discrimination learning subjective representations of
immediate and past stimuli seem directly to indicate concrete, physical features (in contrast to the more abstract
nature of concept formation). When a stimulus is perceived to match several different past experiences, the response
may be a compromise; an object need not bear an all-or-none relation to a set of others in discrimination
learning—for example, there is no absolute distinction between tall and short people.

While human beings popularly are called abstract thinkers, many of the classifications people make clearly seem to
be concrete discriminations. Indeed, people may use the same term either in a discriminative or conceptual way. A
child uses the term policeman in discriminating a man in distinctive uniform, while a lawyer may have a concept of a
civil servant charged with enforcing criminal codes.

In practice, people seem to think in many ways that combine abstractness and concreteness. They also may blend
class membership with assignment along a scale; e.g., such concepts as leadership, an abstract quality that people
are said to exhibit in varying degrees. The same applies to vivacity, avarice, and other personality classifications.

People seem to develop more complex sets of classes than do other animals, but this need not mean that human
modes of learning are qualitatively unique. It may be that all animals have the same basic biochemical machinery for
learning, but that human animals exhibit it in greater variety. Yet, it seems no more appropriate to account for human
concept formation in terms of discrimination learning alone than it does to reduce the functions of a piston engine to
chemical reactions.



Language

Language is a way of organising Mental Objects - 'The words, their pronunciation, and the methods of combining
them used and understood by a community'  (Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary).  

1 Encyclopedia Britannica 2004  Concept formation  LANGUAGE  Language, as a system of symbols
abstracted from experience, provides an important vehicle for thinking. Some theorists treat linguistic concept
formation as being a complex type of discrimination learning. The U.S. psychologist B.F. Skinner, for example,
held that linguistic concept formation is based on the same principles that describe how a rat learns to push a
bar in response to a specific signal. This seems to account for name learning (e.g., that some objects are called
horse and others dog). Other aspects of language learning, however, do not seem to fit Skinner's discrimination-
learning model; its adequacy in explaining how one learns the concept of grammatically equivalent sentences
has been challenged. Considering concepts as specifications of feasible transformations, sentences are
equivalent if one can be derived from another by allowable change (e.g., from active to passive tense). It is hard
to see how learning to handle transformations could be based on the learning of primitive discriminations.

Another explanation of language acquisition favoured by some linguists and biologists lays less stress on
learning. It could be that humans are genetically prepared to acquire some language at an early age, much as
some birds show readiness to learn any song pattern to which they are exposed when they reach a certain age.
In humans, this period seems to stretch from about age one to six. If this explanation holds, all human
languages should obey constraints established by the linguistic limits of genetic endowment. Should language
prove to be a relatively independent biological function, the high linguistic competence of many young children
with poor ability for abstract reasoning would appear less paradoxical.

Perhaps some rudimentary bases for language among other animals can be learned by methods appropriate for
discrimination learning; even very young children are among the best discrimination learners in the animal
kingdom. Once basic linguistic discriminations have been grasped, they can be used as tools with which the
remainder of any language is learned. This suggests a theoretical position that falls between strictly cognitive
accounts of language learning and Skinner's ideas. Nevertheless, biological bases for language learning remain
to be identified and incorporated in such theories.

At any rate, such an array of theories is a sign of how little is known of the way people learn the concepts of a
language.



The Image

As well as names and concepts, images can be present in the mind.  These might be straightforward visual
representations of concrete phenomena.  
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Images

The Buddha used images in his teaching a very great deal. Often they related very much to  everyday experience. It
is interesting to see why that might have been, in the words of the 20th century buddhist monk Lama Govinda, who is
talking about an aversion some people can feel towards what he calls visions, and I take to mean archetypal
buddhist images used in devotion, such as Avalokitesvara, the archetypal embodiment of compassion.

He says 'One may object, that such visions are purely subjective and therefore nothing ultimate <not
ultimately reliable>.  However, words and ideas are nothing ultimate either; and the danger of getting attached
to them is all the greater, as words have a limiting narrowing tendency, while experiences and symbols of true
visions <of meaning to us> are something that is alive, that is growing and ripening within us.  They point and
grow beyond themselves. They are too immaterial, too 'transparent', too elusive, to become solid or 'thingish',
and to arouse attachment.  They can neither be 'grasped' nor defined, nor circumscribed exactly. They have a
tendency to grow from the formed to the formless - while that which is merely thought-out has the opposite
tendency, namely to harden into lifeless concepts and dogmas.' Lama Govinda   xxxxxx

What I take from what he said is that, if you have an image, or a story or a myth, the way in which it articulates itself
within your mind over a period of time, assuming you accept it, is it gains in meaningful association as time goes on.
It grows beyond us. You see more and more relevant connections between it, on the 'mythic plane', and your
ordinary life, on the more mundane plane. If it is a myth or story you relate to, over time it becomes more vital,
pertinent and central to the meaning of that life. That is because you add meaning to it as time goes on, through
association.  On the other hand, when something is expressed more conceptually,    



The Symbol

m

The Symbolon
Any symbol represents an aspect of reality.  In a way it is a smaller 'portable' version of that reality.   Tthe patterns in nature cannot be grasped, they are
ineffable.  A symbol gives us something that can be grasped, but it has therefore to be easier to grasp than what it represents.  We cannot grasp the
patterns in nature because we exist inside them, they are bigger than us.  But we can create a substitute that isn't bigger than us, a symbol.  A symbol has
to be abstract.  If it represents reality it cannot be real itself.  Two real things would have to be the same thing, the only option is that it is abstract.
Appropriately the word symbol originates in a story. In ancient greece two friends possessed a inscribed clay tablet.  On going theirr separate ways they
broke the scroll and each took a half with them.  When they later reunited, they were able to rejoin the tablet and read the text. The halves were called
symbolon.  The completed tablet represents the pattern of existence that the symbol is pointing to.  The fact that it is broken in two represents the ineffability
of that reality.  It cannot be expressed in words. It's story cannot be told.  The whole tablet cannot be carried around, cannot be held in the mind.  Iit is too
'big', it isn't portable. Yet a reminder of it, the symbolon, can be carried around with it.  The symbolon is a partial version of it that is portable.  Reality can be
a strong reflection.  It helps if we can translate it into something more portable, and palatable. Something to carry around with us.  Symbols and stories
makes the experience of reality less intense because they are to a degree abstract.  Stalker isn't an actual person, for instance. On a symbolon we can still
read bits of the text, get hints about the meaning of the whole, something of the reality filters through.  We also need to remember that the text on the
symbolon is not the whole text.  It is only pointing to it.  The aim is to read the whole text, to get the meaning behind the symbol.  Which is symbolised by the
reuniting of the friends.  Something comes together in our mind and we see the meaning behind the symbol.  When we dwell on the symbol in its
incompleteness, we get some sense of the ‘shape’ of the reality it represents, something filters through.  

The Greek ‘symballein’ literally means ‘the same place’ so the symbolon stands in our minds for the completed tablet.  It occupies the same place for us
even though it is still partial.  So when we respond to a symbol, say a statue of the buddha, we let it be in the same place for us as the real buddha.  We
treat it as if it is the real buddha.  That way we come into relationship with the real buddha through it.  It is a means to an end.  We wouldn't be able to hold
the real buddha in our mind, unless we were one ourselves.  A real buddha would be able to carry around the completed tablet being big enough to hold
that reality.  But for us, we need to play with symbols like archetypal buddhas and bodhisattvas.  We need to 'carry them around' with us, not literally of
course, if we want to engage with the real thing.  We aren't yet ready to carry the whole tablet, which we need to take seriously.  The whole tablet will just
weigh us down, make us heavy and ponderous, when we need to be natural and playful.  We are better trying to read our symbolon for clues as to what is
on the full tablet.  That way gradually we can learn to carry the full one.  We can read our symbolon by meditating on these buddhas and bodhisattvas, and
by engaging with them in ritual and devotion, which will help us approach the qualities of the true enlightened experience.  

1  From Encyclopedia Britannica 2004 - SYMBOL (Gr. o - i ij 30Xov, a sign), the term given to a visible object representing to
the mind the semblance of something which is not shown but realized by association with it. This is conveyed by the ideas
usually associated with the symbol; thus the palm branch is the symbol of victory and the anchor of hope. 



The First Symbol

The First Symbol
But what about symbolism?  Man not only created tools but he created symbols too.  The qualities ‘heat’ ,  ‘weapon’,
and ‘tool’ are tangibles in the sense that with them we can make tangible things: central heating systems, nuclear
weapons, a spanner.  But what about the intangibles of life, like truthfulness, goodness, etc.  We can't make objects
with them, but to express them we need something else: the symbol.  If you like symbols are the objects that contain
the intangibles of existence. And conversely they are abstract, like the monolith. The first moment for symbolism was
when man created the first 'monolith', or other symbol, in his mind.  Perhaps it went something like this. He made an
associative connection between the sun radiating light and heat that helps things to grow, and say, a person who was
radiating a beneficial influence (the wise elder of the tribe) to others, or perhaps the fruition of the harvest.  The thing
they had in common was something like bountifulness.  To represent that quality, bacause he would want to
remember things that were intangibly useful to him as well as the tangibly useful, he needed to put it in something.  A
symbol is essentially such an abstract container.  A stone circle would be such an early symbol.

Symbols mimick the reality they express. The monolith is a good example of a symbol.  Representing in one
appearance the birth of the process of abstraction, it has a blackness that is so black, it is almost an abstract
blackness.  It mirrors and points to abstraction.  Symbols usually also have something mysterious, ungraspable,
about them, that cannot be summed up in words, cannot be interpreted literally.  That is because the reality they
represent is also ungraspable (by words). It is ineffable, something about which one cannot tell a story (in-e- fable).
It wouldn't be consistent to represent the ineffable by summing it up in words, unless the words were used poetically
or metaphorically, and so became symbolic.  Ordinary words are suited to describing objects (like chair or table).
They are too object-like to do justice to the ineffable.

Symbolism as Adult Play
A child playing ‘hide and seek’ becomes accommodated  to losing people, searching for them, hunting, surviving
pursuit.  These are all things it is useful to have experience of in adult life.  It is approaches through play, realities it
does not fully understand.  But as adults they carry on have realities they do not fully understand, and so it is natural
their play continues. They don’t know about their 'place in the universe’, or how the universe is ordered.  Just as a
child takes a piece of plasticene and moulds it into shapes in its hand, so man takes the intangibles of nature,
abstracts shapes from them and moulds them into symbols.  Each symbol is a container for what cannot be
contained in another way.  It is a kind of pretend object.  The abstraction ‘tool’ is placed in a real object, a piece of
flint, to make an axe.  The abstraction ‘order’ cannot be placed in a real object, it has to go into an abstract object like
a circle, a symbol (a pretend object) that we can try to approach.  Once we have the ‘pretend object’ we can come
into relationship with it.  The stone circle was perhaps one of the earliest examples of a ‘pretend object’ used in this
way.  It brought  the sun (‘abundance’ ) down to earth, which would be of great significance to a hunter-gatherer
society.  Then doing actions (rituals) in the circle: dancing, ceremonies, the tribe would be putting 'abundance' on the
agenda.  Perhaps dwelling on abundance later led to agriculture, as they saw that abundance wasn’t just random,
but could be planned.  

The Abstraction of ‘Views’
As man saw patterns around him in the universe, beyond the abstract ones that could be practically used, he began
to form ‘views’.  What came first were simple perceptions of the ‘rough shape’ to things in the world.  The land he
roamed around on, on which he spent most of his time gathering food and doing mundane tasks was familiar.  But
then there was the dark and mysterious ‘down’ dimension he would glimpse at in the mouths of caves, and would
know little about.  Places of great fear.  There was also the ‘up’.  The sky, sun, stars.  These were also unknowns, but
from them came warmth, wonder, changes and occasionally magic.  Most of his time he would be too busy surviving
in the present moment, not thinking at all about the future, to look 'up' or 'down', but occasionally he might get some
inkling of the ‘shape’ to the unknown, he might form a view about the universe.  Perhaps the ‘shape’ was, in the



future you could go ‘up’, towards light and magic, or ‘down’ towards darkness and fear.  Perhaps mans’ first
imaginative stirrings were like this.  In Greek myth, before the Gods came the Titans, cyclops-like figures with one
eye representing crude primeval energy like the horned primeval Balroc from ‘Lord of the Rings’ coming up from the
depths in a halo of fire.  Perhaps the way man found to ‘play’ with these forces was to personify them.   The reality of
the infinite space above and of the depths underneath the land is hard to interact with.  But a personality is easier to
interact with.  ‘Above’ becomes ‘Sky God’.  ‘Below’, the Devil.  It might seem strange to think of a God as a symbol
for something larger.  A difference though, between the undifferentiated ‘Above’ and the personification of a Sky God,
is that the God can  take things personally, like we do.  Taking things personally represents a shift in man’s attitude
from that of the animals.  I assume when an animal feels pain, it doesn’t take it personally.   To take it personally it
has to abstract an 'I' first.  Man though, often thinks, ‘Why me?’  This is because man has developed ideas like
destiny, fairness, providence and the concept of a self.  He has ‘personified’ the future.  Future is an abstraction too.
He has become conscious of himself as an entity with a future, as opposed to an animal more wholly occupied with
its sensory experience. 

In his ‘play’ with the notion of ‘God’, man is approaching the reality of his place and future in the universe.  He is
trying to come into relationship with the forces in the universe that affect him through that play.  Sometime a culture
has a multiple Gods, sometimes just one.  It is harder to ‘play’ with  one God because they represent everything.
One benefit of personification is we can identify with the personification.  If we identify the ‘shape’ of bountifulness in
nature, and then personify it as a God, if we identify with the qualities of that God, we can be in contact with being
more bountiful ourselves. This concept is behind the principle of divine kingship.
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Representation

The first (and perhaps the primary) mental process is representation.  The mind takes in experience and presents  it
to itself as a range of mental objects.  When we present something we 'make it available to the senses' (pre--, before
+ sense).  Therefore, our sensory experience presents itself to us and if we are aware we experience the presence of
the world or whatever we are attending to.  That is our direct experience.  But then the mind represents all that
mentally.  It is presented again (re-, again + present) to the mind sense Manas.  And what the mind experiences in
that presentation are 'mental objects' or dhammas.  

1  Encyclopedia Britannica 1911  (http://www.1911encyclopedia.org)  REPRESENTATION, a term used in various senses in different connexions, but
particularly in a political meaning, which has developed out of the others.

The word " represent " comes from Lat. re-praesentare, to ' make present again," or " bring back into presence," and its The worth history in English may be
traced fairly well by the c i tat i ons given in the New English Dictionary of its ,earliest uses in literature in senses which are still common. Thus we find the
verb meaning (1380) simply to " bring into presence," and Barbour uses it (1375) in the sense of bringing clearly before the mind, whence the common
sense of " explain," " exhibit," " portray." In 1513 it is used as synonymous with " describe," or " allege to be." In 1460 we find it employed for the
performance of a play or a part in a play, whence comes the sense of symbolizing, standing in the place of some one, or corresponding to something; and in
1655 for acting as authorized agent or deputy of some one. This is a notable point in the development of the word. In Cromwell's speech to the parliament,
January 22, 1655, he says: " I have been careful of your safety, and the safety of those you represented." This strictly political use of the verb developed, it
will be seen, comparatively late.

The noun " representation " passed through similar stages. In 1425 we find it equivalent to " image," " likeness," " reproduction," " picture," from which is
derived a meaning hardly distinguishable from " pretence." In 1553 it means a " statement " or " account," a sense which leads later (1679) to that of a
formal and serious plea or remonstrance. In 1589 it occurs for a performance of a play. In 1647 it is used in psychology for the action of mental reproduction,
a technical sense which applies especially to the " immediate object of imagination " (Sir W. Hamilton), and in Kantian language becomes the generic term
for percepts, concepts and ideas. In 1624 it comes to mean " substitution of one thing or person for another," " substituted presence " as opposed to " actual
presence," or " the fact of standing for, or in place of, some other thing or person," especially with a right or authority to act on their account. Its application to
a political assembly then becomes natural, but for some time it is not so found in literature, the sense remaining rather formal. Good instances of this use
are: Gataker, Transubst. 4: " The Rocke was Christ onely symbolically and sacramentally, by representation or resemblance "; and R. Coke, Power and
Subj. iii.: " So cannot these members be formed into one body but by the king, either by his Royal Presence or representation." Thus " presence " and "
representation " are used in distinctive meanings. In Scots law (1693) it obtains the technical meaning of the assumption by an heir of his predecessor's
rights and obligations.

The term " representative," now specially applied to an elected member of a national or other assembly, deriving his authority from the constituency which
returns him, appears to have been first used to denote not the member but the assembly itself. In the act abolishing the office of king, after Charles I.'s
execution, 1649, section iv. runs: " And whereas by the abolition of the kingly office provided for in this Act, a most happy way is made for this nation (if God
see it good) to return to its just and ancient right of being governed by its own Representatives or .....etc
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Identification

A second mental process growing out of representation is identification - when we give something a name.  We do
this to concrete objects of sense.  The etymological origin of 'Identity' probably comes from the Latin identidem -
repeatedly, and is a contraction of i dem et idem - literally, same and same 1.  By repeatedly coming across certain
perceptions we decide to assign that set of perceptions an identity, and so assign to those perceptions a mental
object. For example in a process of comparison, we identify a group of perceptions relating to our body and feelings
as the mental object 'me'.  This process of identification leads to the notion of a personal identity and a 'self' (atta ).
Alternatively, if we look closer into our experience and can't see anything permanent to identify as 'self', it leads us to
identify our experience as anatta  ('non-self'). 

1  Encyclopedia Britannica 1911  (http://www.1911encyclopedia.org)
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Abstraction

A third mental process, a different kind of representation, is abstraction.  Here we 'draw out' from our experience
some quality and represent it in our mind as a mental object.  The process is different from identification in that there
we are dealing with concrete experiences.  For example 'friend' is concrete, 'friendship' is abstract.

The Origin of Fire as an early abstraction
At a certain point in man's evolution there must have been a first abstraction.  The creation of fire would require such
a shift.  Early man would have identified concrete elements in his experience:  the sun, lightning, molten lava.  But
these would be the only mental objects in his mind.  They would be identified so he would know whether to move
towards or away from them. Whether they represented a benefit or a threat.  But then, at a certain turning point, he
must have learned to 'draw out' - abstract - qualities in common that these concrete objects had.  From the sun,
lightning and molten lava, he would represent the quality 'heat' as an abstraction in his mind.  Once he had that as a
mental object it is then a relatively small step to create fire, he just had to work out practically how to do it.  Perhaps
seeing  lightning set light to the forest and comparing it to the accidental spark made when two flints collided.  He
could see how fire arose in nature, and could imitate the conditions.  In Greek mythology it is Prometheus who gave
man fire.  He so enraged the Gods that they punished him by tying him to a rock, where each night a vulture pecked
out his live.  Each new day his liver grew back.  Prometheus  was immortal, which meant his suffering went on
forever.   Perhaps what Prometheus really gave to man and was punished for was abstract thinking.  If so, his  myth
suggests that the process of abstraction is a gift but also that it  brings with it a particular kind of suffering.  With
abstraction comes technology and with that a greater capacity for both material progress and destruction.  The
author of the science fiction classic 2001 - A Space Odyssey portrays these evolutionary shifts in consciousness  by
the appearance of a the black monolith.   In the opening sequence of the film , two tribes of apes fight over the
carcass of a mammoth.  The monolith appears and gives out a piercing  noise, one ape picks up a bone and starts
hitting the ground with it, but  then discovers he can hit the apes from the rival tribe with it., having abstracted the
mental object called ‘weapon’. This is the downside to abstraction.

1  Encyclopedia Britannica 1911  (http://www.1911encyclopedia.org)  ABSTRACTION (Lat. abs and trahere), the process or result of drawing away; that
which is drawn away, separated or derived. Thus the noun is used for a summary, compendium or epitome of a larger work, the gist of which is given in a
concentrated form. Similarly an absent-minded man is said to be "abstracted," as paying no attention to the matter in hand. In philosophy the word has
several closely related technical senses. (I) In formal logic it is applied to those terms which denote qualities, attributes, circumstances, as opposed to
concrete terms, the names of things; thus "friend" is concrete, "friendship" abstract. The term which expresses the connotation of a word is therefore an
abstract term, though it is probably not itself connotative; adjectives are concrete, not abstract, e.g. " equal" is concrete, "equality" abstract (cf. Aristotle's
aphaeresis and prosthesis). (2) The process of abstraction takes an important place both in psychological and metaphysical speculation. The psychologist
finds among the earliest of his problems the question as to the process from the perception of things seen and heard to mental conceptions, which are
ultimately distinct from immediate perception (see Psychology). When the mind, beginning with isolated individuals, groups them together in virtue of
perceived resemblances and arrives at a unity in plurality, the process by which attention is diverted from individuals and concentrated on a single inclusive
concept (i.e. classification) is one of abstraction. All orderly thought and all increase of knowledge depend partly on establishing a clear and accurate
connexion between particular things and general ideas, rules and principles. The nature of the resultant concepts belongs to the great controversy between
Nominalism, Realism and Conceptualism. Metaphysics, again, is concerned with the ultimate problems of matter and spirit; it endeavours to go behind the
phenomena of sense and focus its attention on the fundamental truths which are the only logical bases of natural sciene. This, again, is a process of
abstraction, the attainment of abstract ideas which, apart from the concrete individuals, are conceived as having a substantive existence. The final step in
the process is the conception of the Absolute, which is abstract in the most complete sense.   Abstraction differs from Analysis, inasmuch as its object is to
select a particular quality for consideration in itself as it is found in all the objects to which it belongs, whereas analysis considers all the qualities which
belong to a single object. 
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Thought

From Dictionary of History of Ideas

IDEA
Etymologically the Greek word “Idea” is related to the verbs “to see” and “to know,” and it is not fanciful to conclude
that its primitive denotation was “that which is seen” or “that which is known.” So in modern English one says, “I see
what you mean,” when “I see” is equivalent to “I understand.” Thus Pindar (Olympians 10, 123) could write of a
beautiful idea and mean by it a beautiful sight or form without any implication that knowledge in the derivative sense
of the word is involved.The notion that ideas can be apprehended by a kind of vision or intuition, by looking and
seeing them, hasnever been lost in Occidental philosophy, for knowing as a kind of insight, illumination, revelation,
has almost always been retained. The clearest example of this is the belief that knowledge is of two sorts: one
immedi-ate, sensory, direct grasping of that which is known,and the other mediated, “intellectual,” inferential.

These two sorts have sometimes been correlated respectively with the Latin cognoscere and scire, the French
connaître and savoir, and the German kennen and wissen. In English both members of the pairs have to be
translated by the one verb, “to know.” One knows one's friends and one knows geometry, though the two
experiences are very dissimilar.
1. Plato. Ideas enter philosophy in the dialogues of Plato. They are an answer to the question, “What do common
nouns signify?” though that is not Plato's way of putting it. ...etc
------------------------------------------------------------------------
In this task, mathematics became the organon of all his undertakings. It was by holding to a mathematical intuition of
reality (which he recovered from classical sources), by working it out in a variety of technical problems...etc



Intellect

From Encyclopedia Britannica 1911

INTELLECT (Lat. intellectus, from intelligere, to understand), the general term for the mind in reference to its
capacity for knowing or understanding. It is very vaguely used in common language. A man is described as
"intellectual" generally because he is occupied with theory and principles rather than with practice, often with the
further implication that his theories are concerned mainly with abstract matters: he is aloof from the world, and
especially is a man of training and culture who cares little for the ordinary pleasures of sense. 

"Intellect" is thus distinguished from "intelligence" by the field of its operations, "intelligence" being used in the
practical sphere for readiness to grasp a situation. (The employment of the word as a synonym for "news" is mere
journalese; such phrases as "Intelligence Department" in connexion with newspapers and public offices are more
justifiable.) In philosophy the "intellect" is contrasted with the senses and the will; it sifts and combines sense-given
data, which otherwise would be only momentary, lasting practically only as long as the stimuli continued to operate. 

It thus includes the cognitive processes, and is the source of all real knowledge. Various attempts have been made to
narrow the use of the term, e.g. to the higher regions of knowledge entirely above the region of sense (so Kant), or to
conceptual processes; but no agreement has been reached. "Intellection" (i.e. the process as opposed to the
capacity) has similarly been narrowed (e.g. by Professor James Ward) to the sphere of concepts; other writers,
however, give it a much wider meaning. "Intellectualism" is a term given to any system which emphasizes the
cognitive function; thus aesthetic intellectualism is that view of aesthetics which subordinates the sensual gratification
or the delight in purely formal beauty to what may be called the ideal content. 

Retrieved from "http://www.1911encyclopedia.org/Intellect"Categories: I-IOL | Education
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Cleverness

It seems that the original meaning of the word 'clever' was some kind of physical dextrerity and the meaning was
later extended to imply mental dexterity.   We talk about being able to grasp  what somebody is talking about.  Of
whether or not they are making sense.  These are both very physical metaphors.  When someone is clever with
materials, they are able to work closely with their shapes, forms and properties.  Their awareness is able to 'stick to'
the physical realities of the materials and so make something from them.  It is the same with mental dexterity, except
that involves closely grasping and manipulating concepts.  The implication when someone is clever is that they have
created something.  They've created a clever design or had a clever idea.  But with intelligence we may have
adapted to something, or avoided something bad happening.  Intelligence involves picking out from among a range
of factors the  salient ones (inter- ,among, between + legere, gather, pick out, read.)  We are bringing awareness to
the broader world, and not necessarily constructing anything, except perhaps preparing a good outcome, through
working with a knowledge of conditions.

1   From 2004 Encyclopedia Britannica.  CLEVER, an adjective implying dexterous activity of mind or body, and ability to meet emergencies
with readiness and adroitness. The etymology and the early history of the word are obscure. The earliest instance quoted by the New
English Dictionary is in the Bestiary of c. 1200 (An Old English Miscellany, ed. R. Morris, 1872, E.E.T.S. 49) - "On the clothed the neddre
(adder) is cof (quick) and the devel diver on sinnes," i.e. quick to seize hold of; this would connect the word with a M. Eng. "sliver" or "clivre,"
a talon or claw (so H. Wedgwood, Diet. of Eng. Etym.). The ultimate original would be the root appearing in "claw," "cleave," "cling," "clip,"
&c., meaning to "stick to." This original sense probably survives in the frequent use of the word for nimble, dexterous, quick and skilful in the
use of the hands, and so it is often applied to a horse, "clever at his fences." The word has also been connected with Q. Eng. gleaw, wise,
which became in M. Eng. gleu, and is cognate with Scottish gleg, quick of eye. As to the use of the word, Sir Thomas Browne mentions it
among "words of no general reception in English but of common use in Norfolk or peculiar to the East Angle countries" (Tract. viii. in
Wilkins's ed. of Works, iv. 205). The earlier uses of the word seem to be confined to that of bodily dexterity. In this sense it took the place of
a use of "deliver" as an adjective, meaning nimble, literally "free in action," a use taken from Fr. delivre (Late Lat. deliberare, to set free), cf.
Chaucer, Prologue to Cant. Tales, 84, "wonderly deliver and grete of strength," and Romaunt of the Rose, 831, "Deliver, smert and of gret
might." It has been suggested that "clever" is a corruption of "deliver" in this sense, but this is not now accepted. The earliest use of the word
for mental quickness and ability in the New English Dictionary is from Addison in No. 22 of The Freeholder (1716).  



Intelligence

Someone said "Intelligence is the creative use of concepts."  It seems to have a broader range than simple
cleverness and imply a certain capacity for adaptation.  A person may be clever but not always necessarily
intelligent.  And they may be intelligent yet not that clever.  

But with intelligence we may have adapted to something, or avoided something bad happening.  Intelligence involves
picking out from among a range of factors the  salient ones (inter- ,among, between + legere, gather, pick out, read.)
We are still relating to the world, but not necessarily constructing anything, except perhaps a good outcome, by
working with a knowledge of conditions and how things work.  

1 Article from 2004 Encyclopedia Britannica. INTELLIGENCE - the ability to adapt effectively to the
environment, either by making a change in oneself or by changing the environment or finding a new one.

Much of the excitement among investigators in the field of intelligence derives from their trying to determine
exactly what intelligence is. Different investigators have emphasized different aspects of intelligence in their
definitions. For example, in a 1921 symposium on the definition of intelligence, the American psychologist Lewis
M. Terman emphasized the ability to think abstractly, while another American psychologist, Edward L.
Thorndike, emphasized learning and the ability to give good responses to questions. In a similar 1986
symposium, however, psychologists generally agreed on the importance of adaptation to the environment as the
key to understanding both what intelligence is and what it does. Such adaptation may occur in avariety of
environmental situations. For example, a student in school learns the material that is required to pass or do well
in a course; a physician treating a patient with an unfamiliar disease adapts by learning about the disease; an
artist reworks a painting in order to make it convey a more harmonious impression. For the most part, adapting
involves making a change in oneself in order to cope more effectively, but sometimes effective adaptation
involves either changing the environment or finding a new environment altogether.

Effective adaptation draws upon a number of cognitive processes, such as perception, learning, memory,
reasoning, and problem solving. The main trend in defining intelligence, then, is that it is not itself a cognitive or
mental process, but rather a selective combination of these processes purposivelydirected toward effective
adaptation to the environment. For example, the physician noted above learning about a new disease adapts by
perceiving material on the disease in medical literature, learning what the material contains, remembering
crucial aspects of it that are needed to treat the patient,and then reasoning to solve the problem of how to apply
the information to the needs of the patient. Intelligence, in sum, has come to be regarded as not a single ability
but an effective drawing together of many abilities. This has not always been obvious to investigators of the
subject, however, and, indeed, much of the historyof the field revolves around arguments regarding the nature
and abilities that constitute intelligence.
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Emotion

In covering emotion under the heading of mental processes one might object it is not a mental  process.  It is not a
cognitive  process but because buddhism conceives of mind as 'heart-mind', in this broader sense of mind it can be
classified as a mental process.  Emotion is the movement of the psyche when under the influence of feeling.  Or it is
that when it constitutes a reaction  to feeling.  It is also possible that emotion can take place despite  feeling: as when
we act kindly when we don't feel like it.  This is emotion as a creative  response to feeling, creative because it brings
something new to the situation.

Whether a reaction or creative response, emotion represents the psyche engaged in movement - we associate
emotion with outward expression, outward movement.  Emotion is important because it is largely what drives us -
what drives us both in unskilful directions as happens with craving but also what drives us in skilful directions when
we really feel motivated to help people.  Emotion puts a certain weight behind our actions.
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Mental Proliferation

When a thought proliferates it is as though the number of mental objects around that increase, and so it takes up
more opf our perspective and then we tend to act from that perspective, so if we have proliferated around an object
of craving we will tend to act on it and grasp. 

The Connection between Mental Objects and Mindfulness
A Mental Object (Dhamma), as we have indicated, represents a view or assessment.  Mental Objects arise in the
mind, or more specifically, in the heart-mind (Citta).  More specifically still, they co-arise with the heart-mind.  They
also co-arise with the other elements of experience: the body, and feelings.  They represent some kind of truth, as
indicated by the use of the term dhamma, which means truth in buddhism.  Yet we all know, just because we hold a
view, it isn’t necessarily true; we can hold a view that is deluded. 

In the Satipatthana Sutta, where the text deals with mental objects, the practitioner (bhikkhu) is advised to
contemplate the ‘dhammas in the dhammas’.  I suggest this repetition indicates they should not just take the mental
objects they are experiencing (ideas, thoughts, conceptualisations, even images experienced) at face value, but to
assess them critically.  It suggests that with every mental object is associated another mental object; there is the
object itself - the thought, and there is the object in terms of how true it is - the reflection on the meaningfulness of
the first object - see Fig.1.

In the publication 'Concept and Reality in Early Buddhist Thought', the author (Bhikkhu Nanananda) explores the
buddhist doctrinal term papanca: mental proliferation, and this term in some ways represents the opposite of the
process of truthful reflection above. With papanca , the heart-mind, when it contains a mental object, instead of
reflecting on its true nature, unreflectively proliferates more mental objects around it- see Fig.2.

dhammas

mental object 2
- the object in the 
heart-mind itself  
(idea, thought, concept, image) 

mental object 1
- our assessment of the
truth about Mental Object 2    

citta when reflecting wisely as
suggested in Satipatthana Sutta

Fig.1  Reflection 

dhammas

mental object 2
- the object in the 
heart-mind itself  
(idea, thought, concept, image) 

no reflective mental object 1,
only proliferation of  
unreflected upon mental objects

citta when reflecting unwisely 
(perhaps in a state of excitement)

Fig.2  Mental Proliferation
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Acceptance

When a situation cannot be changed we can only accept it, or more precisely, accept our experience of it.  And it
provides a useful function.  It doesn't directly help change our experience and make it better.  What it does do is
change our view of our situation (and that changed view may then positively recondition our experience). Acceptance
modifies our view (Manas) by working at the feeling end of things.

We start with a view - say, "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  We have that view.  Then along comes
experience that contradicts that view - we have a sustained period of physical pain or emotional difficulty.  Our
thoughts kick in with "This shouldn't be happening.  It's not supposed to be like this".  Our Manas is defending its
view, that "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  Suppose though we ignore that and work at accepting our
experience, accepting the feeling that is there. Pain conditioned by the body (kayika vedana).  Pain conditioned by
the Mind (cetasika vedana).  We fully own our experience as ours, and as painful.  

The test of whether we have really accepted our difficult experience is whether we find ourselves abandonning or
modifying our original view, that "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  If we are using acceptance simply as a
strategy to improve our experience we are still invested in that view and are not really accepting what xcontradicts it.
But if we can really accept our new experience, our view will change to something like "I might want life to be
pleasant most of the time, but in reality anything can happen".

So acceptance has made our view of life more realistic, more in line with the truth.  Which is an improvement in our
situation, a safer place to be.  When we have a more realistic view, precisely because it is realistic there is less
chance reality will contradict it, which puts us in a more stable place.  This more stable view may in turn condition our
body to be more calm and relaxed which in turn may condition the physical side of feeling to be more pleasant
(improving our experience).  In addition, our view being more in line with reality will condition the mood (cetasika
vedana) conditioned by that view to be lighter (again, improving our experience).  So indirectly, acceptance is likely to
improve our experience.  But only if it is actually acceptance and not a strategy to maintain a fixed view.
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Association

The fourth mental process is association.  Here mental objects come into  relationship with each other (A-, emphatic
prefix + social).  Association has connotations of sharing, of allegiance, of having things in common.  It is linked with
the idea of  fellow(ship), which has a link with 'follow.'  This process is associated with lateral thinking, with poetry and
with imagination and the unconscious.   

A symbol links a concrete mental object (the symbol of a jewel) with an abstract one (it symbolises preciousness) 
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Imagination and Fantasy

I have given a separate chapter to the topic of imagination  even though it fits within the framework of the four
satipatthanas in the fourth, because it is such a big topic.  IImafgination is the way we grasp reality (mental objects)in
order to make sense of the wider picture.  It can be that but can be done with more or less insightfully.  And because
imagination is a guess that is only confirmed by future events, it is not easy to say in the moment what is real
(imagination) and what is fantasy.  The fantastic may actually connect us with something of importance that we need
to include (be mindful of).  The 'ground' of staying aware of mental objects includes imagination. How safe that
ground turns out to be (in that "Zone") depends on the truth of that imagination.

In considering imagination, everything we have mentioned, about mindfulness in the various "Zones is relevant.  The
main point with mindfulness being to be 'safe' in each "Zone".  That is why we imagine anything in buddhism in the
first place.  The orange clad monk walking mindfully on a jungle path is in the same 'place' as the maroon robed
Tibetan chanting amid tha cacophany of a colourful puja  in a Himalayan monastery.  They are just taking up different
emphases within the satipatthanas.  The one's buddhist practice is more based in mindfulness of the body, the
others' more 'grounded' in imagination. 

It is a question of what each is already bringing to their buddhist practice.  If the idea is to be grounded across all the
four satipatthanas one needs to work on those one is less grounded in, hence the different emphasis between
Tibetan and Thai practice. The Tibetan and theThai have different collective predispositions, probably conditioned by
their very different environments.  One lives in a tropical zone with its lush and abundant jungle, the other on a harsh
unforgiving mountain plateau.  These will have conditioned them to have very different collective temperaments,
although with each collectivity there will be variation between individuals.  As a result the Tibetans are very earthy
people.  One cannot imagine many Tibetans not know what they are feeling or where their body is.  They come to the
practice of buddhism already being quite grounded in themselves.  It is quite good then that they balance out this
pragmatism with  imagination, which is why their buddhist culture is so rich.  The Thai on the other hand lives in a
very rich environment.  For them the practice of being aware of the body and its movements, of naming the events in
their experience is a counterbalance to this richness.  They need to be grounded in the tangible here and now of
physical experience in their buddhist practice.  The point being that whatever disposition is already there, the flavour
of ones buddhist practice balances that out with what needs to be there.

This raises a question for practitioners in the West.  We live in a culture different from both the Tibetan and the Thai.
What flavour should our practice have to balance what is there with what needs to be there.  We need first to look at
our culture and then our individual tendencies within that culture.  I suppose our culture is characterised by choice,
individualism, and now, technological sophistication.  If our mind is used to jumping from one object to the next, we
do a lot of imagining basically - what experience can we have next, what can we buy?, faced with a form of buddhism
with a strong imaginative flavour and a plethora of forms (Tibetan deities) we carry on developing our already well
developed imaginative faculty but we don't balance that out with what needs to be there.  Somebody like this is likely
to benefit from practicing a form of buddhism where they don't have a choice about what experience they are going
to have.  They just have to deal with the concrete reality of what's there. The tangible: body and feelings. It is a
question ultimately of self knowledge.  We need to know what our particular tendencies are, and that within the wider
tendencies of our culture.  Some westerners will be fine with the esoteric wackiness of tibetan buddhist forms, but
they will be those who are already well grounded in themselves. People who are at home with the pragmatic.  But if
we are not like that perhaps we need to consider focussing on a more grounded form of practice.  

The other western predispositions: individualism and technical sophistication, have their counterbalances in the
metta bhavana (citta bhavana) and the practice of Sangha, and something to balance out all that thinking.  We get
excited about technology, the internet and so on.  That is a view perceived by Manas.  There is evidence that
excessive use of the internet can increase the incidence of mental illness among teenagers. (develop argument)



So with all this in mind let's move onto looking at the imagination and how it works.

Channelling the Imagination 
In a previous chapter we looked at metta,universal loving kindness.  Metta brings awareness to beings.  Beings are
one thing we can bring our imagination to.  Whatever we imagine about them will impact on living beings.  To engage
with living beings positively we need to use our imagination towards them positively.  In this chapter we will look at
facets of the imagination in general, and buddhist uses in particular.   When we contemplate, we engage with the
future, which requires imagination.  Imagination is essentially about going beyond the end of our noses.  It is taking it
on that there might be a bigger picture, a bigger shape beyond what appears to us.  The buddhist bigger picture is
represented by the Buddha, who had the imagination to see there was a problem inherent in existence, that all
beings, universally, face death. But he also had the imagination to see beyond this fact too.  He realised it was
possible to deal with this truth, the truth of how things are.  In becoming a Buddha, an 'awakened one', his imagination
turned into reality.  But first, let’s take a look at what we might mean by imagination in esxperience.

The Experience of Imagination - The Image
Suppose we experience a difficult situation.  We can't see a way out of it.  Our mind is blurry, we mentally writhe
around,  turning this way and that.  We don't have any confidence of  the best way forward.  We are stuck in the mud,
which is an uncomfortable place to be.  Suddenly we find ourselves in a new situation.  It feels like a place of greater
freedom and openness.  Suddenly we see a few options, the future has opened up.  Because we now have a path
forward, we feel better.  Our imagination has created a new situation. This is one way we can look at imagination.
Essentially what has happened is we now have an image to move towards.  One aspect of ourselves is showing the
way.  Imagination always involves some kind of image but not necessarily a visual one.  It is some sort of prefiguration
of the future.  But that can be a feeling, even a physical sensation, an intuition, a hunch, depending on the person.
But whatever it is, it is something we can move towards, a beacon that can guide us.  It tends to happen in a language
we are articulate in. For some that might be sound: music soothes the savage beast.  For others,  movement.  For a
dancer, the shape their body makes.  For an artist, a certain combination of shape and colour.  For a poet, a
metaphor.  It isn't an end in itself, but it gives us a beginning, a map, a place to begin our exploration, a place we will
eventually have to take the whole of ourselves if our imagination is  real.  The image takes the lead and we have to
follow.

Poetry and Metaphor
An example of how the image draws a path for our imagination to work with comes in a poetic metaphor.  In  Alphabet
, the Czech poet Miroslav Holub gives us a few such images.

Ten million years
from the Miocene
to the primary school in Jecna Street.

We know everything
from a to z.

But sometimes the finger stops
in that empty space between a  and b,
empty as the prairie at night,

between g  and h,
deep as the eyes of the sea,

between m  and n, 
long as man’s birth,

sometimes it stops
in the galactic cold
after the letter z,
at the beginning and the end,

trembling a little
like some strange bird.

Not from despair.

Just like that.



Beyond knowing the a to z  of everything since the Miocene, there is the ‘galactic cold after the letter z ’.  Between
the a and b , 'the empty prairie at night'.  The finger of our measuring Manas stops and trembles, quivering at the
unknown.  We think the world of facts is safe.  In fact it isn't safe at all.  It only seems safe because it has the illusion
of certainty about it.  When our finger sometimes stops between facts and pauses to consider the potentially more
rewarding but seemingly unsafe world of the imagination, it trembles a little.  It trembles with life.  In the long run it is
safer be alive with the keener realities of life, the ‘galactic cold after the letter z ’ to learn to live with the emotions
that come up in relation to them, than to hide from those realities behind facts.  In 'the galactic cold after the letter z'
is some of the empty dispassionate coldness of the universe, and pausing with that metaphor we feel an emotional
response to that that is milder than  being out in space.  Being an image not the full reality, it is manageable. But at
the same time we rehearse the emotion of the full reality.      

Realisation
Metaphors are like careful stepping stones into the unknown. Like Stalker throwing the nut, tentative progress is
made into the unknown, in this case through poetry.  ‘Empty as the prairie at night’. ‘Deep as the eyes of the sea’.
Each is throwing the nut and  stepping into the reality. At each step there is an experience of something beyond
what we already know.  The poet or artist, at home in the language of the image, chart the way.  They provide the
stepping stones.  Like Stalker in the film, they may not go into 'the Room' themselves, but they are interested in the
journey.  They are interested in being guides. This brings us to the question realisation, of embodiment.  In terms of
the metaphor of 'the Zone' the Buddha went into 'the Room'.  He realised his vision.  He became enlightenment
embodied. What does this mean?  He was able to make what was in his imagination (going beyond suffering)
tangible within himself.  He went beyond suffering.  This is the difference between reality (in terms of the
imagination) and fantasy.  Our imaginings will turn out to be fantasy unless we can realise them.  As the Buddha so
candidly said 'all puthujunas are mad'.  All unenlightened beings are mad in that their imaginings don't match the
reality.  If one part of us takes the lead manifesting an image, the process is only complete when the rest of us
'catches up'.  The process for a visual person leading with a visual image will be complete when their body and
feelings and heart 'catch up'.  Someone into science fantasy who identifies with a character will be living in fantasy
until they become like that character.  We need to be realistic who we imagine ourselves to be, and, we also need
to imagine ourselves beyond who we are now.  Imagination and realism working together.

The catching up may have to happen for other people in a different way.  The image of the way forward for the army
general is all about bodies.  He sees a strategy in terms of troop movements.  He is the expert in logistics.  He
knows how to marshall troops and all the tangible aspects of waging war. Like all good managers his imagination is
led by tangible concerns, by the embodied.  To fully realise his vision (which may in his imagination be about
defending the values of his nation) he will have to bring his other faculties (his sensibility, ethical outlook and
wisdom) up to the level of his proficiency with tangible things.  As the competent thief who asked a Zen
master,whose mindfulness he admired, how do I improve my practice of mindfulness, and who was told to be aware
of people, the general may have to become a 'warrior of peace' to realise his own imagination. Abraham Lincoln
was supposed to have been both a good general, and a humanitarian.  
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Play

Using the Imagination
Unless we know something absolutely for certain we are always going to have to use our imagination.  In fact that
the only way we can approach it. The Buddha knows reality, but we  have to imagine it.  We imagine partly as a kind
of guess thrown into the future.  Over time we find out how accurate the guess has been. Some of what we imagine
may turn out to be a fantasy, but some will turn out to be real.  Whatever we learn informs our imagination, which
grows closer to reality.  Imagination is a process, something that is done.  We use  our imaginations. The process of
putting our imaginations into practice is not too different from the process known as play.  All applications of
imagination; from child’s play to symbolism, art, poetry, music, all of our cultural, religious, and devotional forms, are
essentially a sort of play.  Play is how children learn, not learning facts, more learning emotionally how to be in the
world and the situations we are faced with.  Through play, children learn about emotions in a range of situations and
how to work with them.  They develop emotional literacy. Later that carries on into adulthood via explorations of
culture, poetry and religion.  The process is exactly the same.  What play and culture both do is let us keep
experiencing our emotions while at the same time having a focus on an aspect of reality. We learn to be with those
emotions in that reality.  

Different Types of Play
Children play in two ways: a ‘silly’ and a ‘serious’ way.  We know when a child is being ‘silly‘. They are a bit over-
excited, giddy, and need ‘reining in’.  They are usually in the 'silly' state involved in some sort of fantasy.  In that
state they are often a bit out of touch with people around them.  But their play can also be a bit more ‘purposeful.’  I
think that when this is the case they are more using their imagination in the positive sense.  The child playing
purposefully concentrates on what they are doing, whether they are making a plasticene boat, in a game of hide-
and-seek, they have awareness of what they are doing, of the people around them, and generally exhibit
cooperation in the rules of the game or the pretend scenario.  There is a third category of play: ‘no play’. Some
children find it hard to play, and so don’t learn to use their imaginations. They then get stuck in a narrow band of
experience.  The Buddha’s disciple Sona was a bit like this type of child. Very earnest.  The story goes he was so
keen  to gain enlightenment he walked up and down doing walking meditation til his feet bled.  Finally, despairing
about gaining enlightenment and on the point of giving up, he met the Buddha who gave him some advice.  The
Buddha used the example of playing a lute.  He asked him if a lute with the strings too tight would give a pleasant
sound.  No, Sona said.  Or too loose?  No, not that either.  Only if the strings were tightened just right would the lut
give off a pleasant sound.  So you should approach your 'striving', said the Buddha to Sona.  Sona had been
performing his walking meditation in a way that was too 'wound up.'  He was all tension, all striving, no relaxation.
If he were a lute he needed more play  in his strings.  He needed to be more playful.  In his case, that probably
meant allowing more room for his feelings, being  a bit kinder with himself.  That he wasn’t doing any of that was
probably why he had wanted to give up.  If we are like Sona we might need to learn tobe a bit more playful in our
practice.  But if all we do is play, if our strings are a bit slack, we might need to learn how to get serious
occasionally. We need the right balance of tension and play in our strings. 

Play within Buddhism
Apart from this example, the concept of play is quite strongly there in buddhism.  It talks about ‘the play of
conditions’.  Also the bodhisattva, the advanced buddhist intent on helping others, is said to treat their unstinting
activity as play: ‘as an elephant splashes from pool to pool playfully so the Bodhisattvas immerse themselves in the
activities of helping beings’.  The word ‘lalita’, Sanskrit for playful, appears in the Lalitavistara Sutra, ‘the extended
account of the sports of the Buddha’.  Zen masters are often playful with their disciples, which is no doubt teaching
them which is more important.   ‘Wisdom is like a butterfly, not a gloomy bird of prey’ (Sangharakshita.)  And we are
encouraged by the Diamond sutra to see reality as an illusion, as a dream , a bubble, a dew drop soon to
evaporate.  Perhaps there is a good reason why buddhism emphasises playfulness.  It implies relaxation: a



happiness to be where we are and to take whatever comes.  Children have a lack of tension in their minds because
they haven't any responsibilities to meet.  But buddhist zen masters are similar, but on a different level,  because they
don't have tension around any aspect of reality.  They might have responsibilities, but they don’t feel tense about
them. I am guessing!   

Learning
An obvious connection betweeen children, playing, and zen masters, is that of learning.  Children need to learn, but
zen masters have learned (in the fullest sense).  They have learned about life . In particular they have learned about
reality and are comfortable with it.  And because they have learned, they have played. Play does two things: it
fosters learning, and it puts the person in the right frame of mind for learning.  These two elements are present in
buddhist meditation.  There is the side of meditation that is about gaining insight into reality - vipassana  or insight
meditation.   And there is the side that helps us be in the right frame of mind - samattha  or calming meditation.
These two sides are present in play in that play has a learning focus and that certain aspects of play are psychically
and psychologically affirmative.

Focus on Reality
In terms of the learning focus, we play at something.  We play to understand, or perhaps to test our skill against
others  We get better at them as we play.  We always have things that are unmastered, things we don’t know.  Play is
healthy in that it contains a tacit admission ignorance. If we stay aloof from play, if we try to kid ourselves we don’t
need to play anymore, like perhaps Sona did , we cut off the route to learning.  We do this no doubt out of fear, of our
ignorance being exposed, or perhaps to shore up our ignorant self.  We need to stay playful and like a child stay
aware of how much we have to learn.  The buddhist enlightened master, like Socrates,  is wise because of a
perpetual learning attitude.   He sees clearly that reality will always be ineffable: ungraspable by conceptual
definitions.  And therefore can never be known in that way.  Play is receptive, in play one 'takes the shape of reality
into oneself: a baby puts objects into its mouth.  Children play at something  like Doctors and Nurses,   They pretend
to take on a role in order to experience a situation.  A benefit of play is that it helps us rehearse situations.  It can be
difficult to approach aspects of life directly unless we have rehearsed them.  Unless we have got some practice with
them in advance we often aren't ready when they come.  The situation of illness that we will inevitably meet in later
life is tangentially approached by playing Doctors and Nurses.

Space and Emotional Support
As well as the focus element of play there are the aspects that are psychically and psychologically affirmative.
There is space, and time, and affirmation.  There is the physical space to play in, the playground.  There is also
‘psychic space’ or latitude.  Play has a sense of freedom of movement about it, as in the play of a rope.  It also
implies giving something a certain latitude: when we play with something we approach it from different angles. We
put it in our mouth, we bounce it, we generally test out what it does.  Perspective literally means to look through.  So
in this way play develop our perspective.   The lightness we get from play sustains us.  The zen master who ran into
the tiger’s cage when dared wasn't afraid.  He did it with playfulness, with lightness.  When we are tense, it is hard to
keep things going for very long.  Play is also affirmative in that it has a social element.  It helps us make friends.  It
helps if children get a positive message about playing, not a message that they are wasting their time.  It helps if they
feel  their play is acceptable. Adults too benefit from having encouragement in learning.  In fact meditation operates a
bit like this.  We might think of it as creating the space, latitude, and freedom to 'play at' being a different person.  Or
to go beyond the normal bounds of who we think we are  and engage with unknown facets of ourselves.  To explore
the 'shape' of what it is to be kinder, wiser, calmer and more aware.  There is also something about play often being
about pretence.  That too creates a bit of space - it's not all heavy and serious.. And it allows in lighter emotions.
Pretence, when subordinated to wisdom rather than to ignorance, may be just what people at times really need to
help them develop emotional literacy and a flexible 'working perspective'.  It may help stop them calcifying
emotionally.  

Symbolism
So if as children we have these playful strategies we use to learn, as adults that learning becomes more
sophisticated.  Instead of playing at Doctors and Nurses, we may rehearse a text and go up onto the stage to enact a



role like Hamlet Prince of Denmark, but really the basic idea is the sameas 'Doctors and Nurses' - we are coming
into relationship with certain 'truths' about experience.  Both are testing something out, trying to see what it is.
Each is trying to receive information about, be open to reality.  The difference is in the degree of reality.  But the
action is the same.  It is possible that all culture and religion is an extension of play into adult life, in the sense of
that being an affirmative yet purposeful approach to the realities of existence.  They are anyway so long as we still
treat them playfully, as means, which regretably is not always the case. Without being accompanied by openness
and warmth religious teachings can calcify into dogma.  But we might helpfully look at them as if there is no
fundamental difference between a baby putting something in its mouth and a buddhist meditating on
impermanence.

Summary
So with play there are these two elements: a focus on reality, and  an element akin to space and emotional
dupport.  Play sometimes being a pretend situation about a certain aspect of reality helps us to approach it
gradually, indirectly, we might even say a bit tangentially. In doing that we are able to stay more calm and
comfortable in ourselves while we take in some of the reality.  We have seen that meditation also has these
elements too, in the calming aspect called samattha  and the reality aspect called vipassana. These different
aspects to play, learning and meditation can be illustrated by a series of simple diagrams.  In the diagram are three
basic elements: an eye, an object the eye is looking at, and where the eye is focussed.   If we imagine the object,
we are looking at is a wall  (Fig.1).

Imagine the wall represents a certain aspect of reality we want to approach.  It could be the truth of human
suffering, and how we deal with that.  A truth that a child might approach through playing Doctors and Nurses.  Or
it could be a difficult ethical dilemma we are facing, that we explore by immersing ourselves in reading Hamlet.
Anyway imagine we are focussed just on the wall.  This represents our looking directly at reality as it is, without
anything mediating like culture or play.  Just looking at the wall though on its own can be a bit much and so it is
difficult to maintain our focus.  We might be able to look at it for a while, but then find our mind wandering off to
something else, defocussing  (Fig.2).  But we cannot learn about reality unless we are focussed on it.  Ideally we
would just look consistently and unflinchinglky at the wall, and this is what he Buddha or enlightened master is able
to do.  The Buddha is 'awake'  to reality.  He is able to just look directly at the wall, no matter what is going on
there.  ‘In the seen only the seen, in the heard only the heard, in the cognised only the cognised’, was how he
pithily put his teaching.  But we aren’t up toliving  this teaching yet.  Instead what we normally do is ‘fight’  (Fig.3),
or ‘flight’  (Fig.2).   We stay looking at the wall, but the eye (our consciousness) starts to disappear.  This is  flight.
We 'get out of there’.  Our other option, 'fight', is when we distort or destroy the object, often by misrepresenting it.
IWe stay looking at the wall, but the object starts to disappear.

Fig.1

eye

eye

Fig.2 Flight

eye

Fig.3 Fight



An example is when we are faced with the suffering of another person.  The most helpful response is compassion,
which involves care manifesting in supportive friendliness yet which also resonates with their suffering.  But until we
are used to dealing with difficult feelings in ourselves and other people, we can find it difficult to stay with our
feelings and the reality of the other person’s suffering.  Their suffering can  trigger anxiety about our lives and our
own future suffering and lose composure.  We start to disappear into ‘flight’ and we can’t then help them because
we aren’t at ease.  We aren't reassuring as we are not calm iourselves.  In buddhism, This state is a 'near enemy'
of compassion and is called ‘horrified anxiety’.  The other 'near enemy' of compassion is when we are calm in
ourselves, but falsify the extent of the other person’s suffering by sentimentalising it.  This state is called is
‘sentimental pity’.  This is like ‘fighting’ the reality.  We are in touch with calmness and stability in ourselves, but not
in touch with the others’ suffering, which becomes a kind of abstraction.  We may even get to feel good about what
we think is our sense of compassion, but we are really engaged with an idea, not the real person.  We are therefore
unlikely to be able to give them real help. Real compassion is calmness and warmth in the face of the full
knowledge of another's suffering.  Witnessing their suffering with kindness is probably what helps a person most.
Another person witnessing our suffering with kindness can help us to witness it  with kindness too.  They
demonstrate how we can be calm and positive too. 

Play as a Mediator for Reality
We need then to do three things.  We need to stay focussed on the wall.  We need to keep the wall there, as it is,
and not distort it.  We also need to keep ourselves ‘there’ and not run away (Fig.4), which potentially is a situation
with a lot of tension. So how can we create a more sustainable situation with less tension in it.  One way is to
consciously ‘soften’ the whole picture, as in Fig.5.  We can do this by introducing into the picture a third element, in
the middle.  Something that ‘mediates’ between us and reality.  Something through which we can see reality but
which softens it for us and makes it more approachable.  This mediator is play, or for adults, symbol (and
meditation, religion, culture, and so on) See Fig.6.

Through the mediation of play we soften the harshness of the picture of reality while maintaining its content.  When
we pretend, unless we are 'mad' we always know that we are pretending.  We know it is different from being in the
real situation.  We can always ‘duck out’ from it, because it's 'only a game’.  We might say playing is like seeing
reality in ‘soft focus’.  The more pretence, the softer the focus, like a safety mechanism. When we feel
uncomfortable we can ‘tune out’ by increasing the softness of the focus.  Then we still see the same picture of
reality at a lower resolution.

Fig.6
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The Origin of the Symbol
Symbols too are mediators for reality (Fig.7), giving a ‘soft focus’ version of reality, that is as it were pretending to be
that reality.  The origin of the word symbol involves a story in which two parts of a broken scroll or text are brought
together.  Two Greek friends who possessed a clay tablet inscribed with a text separated and they broke the scroll in
two. On reuniting they rejoined the parts of the tablet together.  Each half tablet was known as a ‘symbolon’ (Fig.8). 

The origin of the word 'symbol' in Greek is ‘symballein’ which literally means ‘the same place’ (sym- + ballein)
What this obviously means of some level is that the meaning could be assembled once the pieces were together
again.  Yet while the friends were apart there would still be a 'memory' of the meaning of the completed tablet, a
reminder in the form of the broken pieces.   The completed tablet is the equivalent of the ‘wall’ is the diagram and the
pieces are the mediator in the centre.  Where the reality is ineffable the symbolon is more portable.  We can carry it
around, so we 'take some of that reality with us'.  Perhaps when we dwell on a symbol, even in its’ incompleteness,
we get a sense of the ‘shape’ of the reality it represents.  The Buddha would not need mediators.  He would do the
equivalent of remember the text on the completed tablet all the time.  

Literalism
Play and symbolism gives us a partial picture of reality, but one it is easier to stay with, and, as it were, carry around
with us.  We might say this is also the poetic approach to reality (Fig.9).  When we are poetically focussed on reality
through play, our gaze on the place where we are playing or at the symbol will be 'out of focus'.  What is important is
seeing the general shape of the symbol not the details.    If we get caught up in the details of them, especially a
criticism of the meaning of those details, we fall into literalism.  For instance, that would be like criticising the use of
tomato ketchup in ‘Doctors and Nurses’ for not being real blood.  By picking the process apart for not using real
blood, we undermine any process of learning that has been going on.  The point is it's not supposed to be real.
Symbols are never meant to be real  They are out-of-focus approximations to the real thing. They give us a general
reminder of things otherwise not easy to convey.  They are tools to be used with imagination.  With literalism, we
focus on the symbol not on the reality behind it (Fig.10.), which therfore is missed (out-of-focus).  We criticise what is
only supposed to be a partial picture for it not being the whole. 
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The Play of Conditions  
The phrase ‘the play of conditions’ points out a central truth about reality that is seen in buddhism.  That is that all
events, all realities, are never the product of one or two simple causes, but of an unfathomably complex web of
conditioning factors, all of which are conditioned themselves.  Each plays on the reality just as the flickering light
from a candle flame plays on a wall.   They flicker, they come and go, themselves conditioned by their own
conditioning factors, which also come and go, and so on ad infinitum.  Thus, in the end, it is very difficult to say
much about reality. Reality is ineffable, it cannot be described.  In particular, its origins cannot be described. A full
description of the origins would involve infinite ammounts of detail about the conditioning factors, the origins of
which are themselves too complex to describe.  As a fable means a story, something that’s in-ef-fable is something
that cannot have a story told about it, not because it doesn’t have one, but because the story is too complicated.

And interestingly enough, it is play that helps us learn.  Certainly as children.  But also I think as adults.  In fact the
nature of reality is play, so play is an appropriate way to learn from it.  Light plays on a wall.  It is rarely an even
beam.  There is usually some dappling effect.  The closer we go into nature there is more playing, dappling, going
on.  One thing plays on another.  In fact buddhists talk about the play of conditions, meaning all the factors, the
conditions, helping something to happen.  These play, they 'dapple' too, because of the play of the conditions
supporting them, and so on.  Reality isn't earnest, it dapples.  To tune into it we need to dapple too.

This comes from a central truth in buddhism.  That is that all events, all realities, are never the product of one or two
simple causes, but of an unfathomably complex web of conditioning factors, all of which are conditioned
themselves.  Each plays on the reality just as the flickering light from a candle flame plays on a wall.   They flicker,
they come and go, themselves conditioned by their own conditioning factors, which also come and go, and so on ad
infinitum.  Thus, in the end, it is very difficult to say much about reality. Reality is ineffable, it cannot be described.  In
particular, its origins cannot be described. A full description of the origins would involve infinite ammounts of detail
about the conditioning factors, the origins of which are themselves too complex to describe.  A fable is a story,
therefore something in-ef-fable is something that one cannot tell a story about, not because it doesn’t have a story,
but because its (hi)story is too complex.

Looking for Themes
We won’t get very far if we try to understand reality by tracing the details of the origins of all the individual strands
that contribute towards making it up, and get beguiled by the detail.  What is important are not the details but the
general patterns.  We can only hope to see structure, recognisable themes, within the detail.  And how do we do
that?  By not focusing on the details!  

If the reason why we are interested in knowing about reality in the first place is not academic but practical, we will be
interested only in what has practical benefit.  It doesn’t matter that we can’t grasp the precise mechanics of how
something has come about. The Buddha taught that when someone is shot with a poison arrow the important thing
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is to get rid of the arrow and poison, not worry where it came from.  The details don't help us stay alive. We need to
be thinking ‘What is the important theme to think about here?  The Buddha would no doubt say kindness was one.
If two people are locked in an argument and both are angling to find the weak spot in the others argument, there is
an unhealthy obsession with specifics, as if one fact being wrong would demolish their case. But we saw earlier that
reality doesn’t work like that.  All things arise through a multiplicity of conditions, not just the one.

General Truths
It is much better to think in terms of generalities.  Am I generally making an effort to be kind.  No matter if I slip up
specifically now and then, is that generally the case.  If it is, I don’t need to worry too much when I do slip up,  I can
apologise in that instance,  yet not allow myself to feel too guilt-ridden in the knowledge that generally I am making
the effort with people to be kind most of the time.  Similarly with other ‘general’ trends, paying attention, being wise,
trying to not cause harm, and so on.  We can apply the same thing to the other person.  ‘In spite of what they might
have said then , do I feel they generally have my best interests at heart?’  We can also apply this to the way we
look at reality.  Some things may last a long time, but generally speaking, in our experience, they are impermanent.
Generally, attachment to things leads to suffering for us when we eventually have to part from them.  Generally, it is
a good idea to try to be truthful.  

There is a good example of this in the play the Merchant of Venice.  A young merchant Antonio borrows three
thousand ducats from Shylock the moneylender, for a shipping venture.  He has nothing to offer as collateral and as
he has been insulting to Shylock in the past, Shylock makes him enter into a bond, that if he cannot pay the money
back by a certain date, he forfeits ‘a pound of flesh’, taken from anywhere on his body.  Antonio's venture fails, and
Shylock is unwavering about his bond, no doubt encouraged by the Venetians’ continuing disrespect for him.
Antonio’s friend, Portia pleads for Shylock's mercy.  She famously says:-

The quality of mercy is not strain’d
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven

Shylock is focusing on the details of his bond.  Portia implies that wanting his pound of flesh is strained.   In
focussing on the detail he is being forcible, legalistic, unnatural, and ignoring the broader need for compassion, for
mercy.  Mercy isn't strained. It drops like gentle rain from heaven, everywhere, on all equally.  Portia is asking
Shylock to consider just being kind, never mind the details of the bond.  She is asking him a spiritual question,
‘What pattern of behaviour is he using? She is inviting him to be less strained.  In a way, to be more playful.
Shylock finds it hard to spot the ‘pattern’ of kindness after his cruel ostracism from Venetian society for being
jewish.   Not being allowed to ‘play a part' in the society later meant he found it hard to be kind, flexible, playful with
Antonio, when it came to his bond.

The Patterns in Existence
The buddha-to sat down and resolved to gain enlightenment.   Perhaps when he did that two things were going on.
Remembering the Rose Apple tree experience perhaps he remembered the positive effect of being in touch with more
playfulness.  The effect of being more relaxed and natural.   Being sensitive to the play of conditions, rather than trying to
impose order on them.  The second thing that was going on was his continued search for the 'meaning of life', for the solution
to the problems of suffering, old age and death.  It is interesting that at the stage just after remembering the Rose Apple tree
he should make a vow.  It is rather foolish to make a vow unless we feel confident we can keep it. It is undermining if we make
a vow and then break it.  He must have felt confident that his direction was set and it was only now a matter of time before the
patterns within existence would unravel for him. And in a short time they did. The dharma appeared to him.  The patterns in
existence came. He saw that actions have consequences - the law of karma.  He saw that it was an ethical universe where it
mattered what you did.  He saw how things came about through conditions - Praticca Samutpada - and ceased when those
conditions ceased.  The dharma dawned on him, and completely and permanently changed him.  He became imprinted with it,
he became enlightened.  He could now never go wrong in the "Dharma Zone", being permanently on a sure foundation in it.



It is interesting to see how the .............. show up in the aesthetics of a tradition. The elements of naturalness and structure show up in the Japanese Zen
garden, which is a mixture of the natural and the manmade.   The "Dharma Zone" and the "Mind Zone".  The Zen garden is carefully ordered but in a way
that is meant to look natural.  The trees are carefully pruned so that they look more natural than if you left them to themselves.  As Alan Watts points out
in his book Uncarved Block Unbleached Silk, the idea is 'to work upon nature with skill and craft, but to move in the direction in which nature is already
going'.   

In a Zen garden we come into relationship with the natural world, but in a way that is structured, designed. The gravel is raked into swirls.  These patterns
can stand for the ethical patterns of nature, for the fact that actions have consequences and so on.  They can stand for the fact that we need awareness,
we need to develop Mind.



Metaphor

Metaphor is one doorway that the imagination can take in approaching the unknown.  Other doorways that do a
similar thing are symbol,  archetype, myth and legend. They are all devices that create 'space' for contemplation.
Let's consider how they might work.

Space for the Imagination - The Metaphor
Les Murray, the Australian poet, says: ‘Poetry is a zoo in which you keep demons and angels’.  As a metaphor, it is
not meant to be taken literally. Taking it literally you don’t get anything useful out of it.  But taking it metaphorically..
Poetry isn’t literally a zoo.  It isn’t a place where we keep animals. That is certainly true. But in some ways, it is like a
zoo.  It has a similar ‘shape’ to a zoo. It is a collection, of images. Within poetry one finds interesting unusual things
to look at.  One finds emotional responses, for instance.  Like in the zoo, where the animals are often rare and exotic,
some are frightening; fearful, so in the poem the emotions evoked can be rare and exotic, frightening and fearful, like
angels and demons.  So there is some truth in that too.  So in Murrays metaphor there are two truths going on
simultaneously.  Poetry isn't like a zoo.  Poetry is like a zoo. Like a koan the mind doesn't know which to rest with, the
literal truth or the truth that is true by association.  It ends up hovering, trembling like Holub's finger, in the space in
between the two truths.  And that is the metaphor. (See fig.1). We have two statements, both of which are true, so we
can’t dismiss either one of them.  We are forced to keep in a relationship with them both.  But to do that, we have to
move ourselves into the space between them (the galactic cold)  When we dismiss either truth, the space
disappears. If we take only the literal truth, the space disappears.  If we take only the truth by association, the space
disappears.  It may be uncomfortable to stay in the space, so we may want to tip one way or the other and so make
the space (the creative tension) disappear.  If we keep in contact with both truths, the space is kept alive and we
have to inhabit it.  It is a space of uncertainty, unknowing, so we cannot put it into a box and label it.  It is a bigger
reality than we are.  Nature is a diverse and complex place that we cannot easily sum up and 'put in a box’, so nature
is a good comparison. We have to take on board all its’ complexities and contradictions and live in it.  Of course we
can and do try to put nature 'in a box' through science.  That removes any contradiction or paradox from our view of
nature but it also takes away our potential to inhabit and learn from it, we see it as only to be managed. 
But back to the metaphor.  If we can stay 'in the space', we will wonder what is ‘beyond’.  We will be open to the new,
the unexpected, life itself. Not just to trying to fit everything into our a to z of received experience, but being open to
the experience of being ‘in the galactic cold after the letter z’.

Being 'Carried Over'
Staying in the space provided by the metaphor we are ‘carried over’.  That is the Greek root of the word metaphor
(meta-, over,  pherein - to carry)  You could say by staying 'in the space' we let ourselves be carried over into a new
experience.  This implies a certain trust. It implies letting go of any need to be in control.  We aren't in control of
reality anyway, so the metaphor helps us get used to this. Poetry is by its’ very nature a gradual introduction to
reality, a controlled introduction, rather than a sudden one as into chaos. We can always tune out from a metaphor.
A good example of what many people think of as fantasy in the sense of a delusive use of the imagination is
fairyland.  'He's off with the fairies' meaning deluded.  In the Middle Ages though people really used to believe in
them.  But keeping in sight the two truths we can see Fairyland as a metaphor for something else. The
Encyclopaedia of Fantasy tells us about how we enter into fairyland-

Faerie, is the land of the fairies, or fairyland.  It is therefore an ‘otherworld’ perhaps linked to ours, though
access is seldom physical in the normal sense.  The most common methods of access are by going ‘into the
woods’, by river, by being transported by the winds (usually the North Wind) or by dreams (though Faerie is
seldom portrayed as a dreamland; rather, memory of being there is as of a dream)   

Entering into Dream
We seem to have to enter in Fairyland by letting go, into nature.  Either external nature; the woods, the river, and the
wind, or internal nature; by letting go into our subconscious, by dreaming.  We could say this is just letting go into our



experience, which is also part of nature.  Letting go into how we are at any time, not resisting our experience.  Letting
go into how we feel about things.  By letting the forces of nature, including our internal nature, take us where they will,
we are trusting we will be alright if we do that.  Entering a river, riding the wind, dropping into a dream, all of these
involve trust. 

To be 'taken by the wind', we have to be light and impressionable, not heavy and resistant to change. Entering the
woods implies our being natural, able to be at home among the mosses and ferns, the dampness and the eerie half
light.  We trust ourselves when we let sleep 'take us', when we give up control to our subconscious.
In the woods, and in our dreams, we are in a place where we are faced with the unpredictable.  We don't know what is
going to come at us.  We are concerned more with our survival than with ideas.  Ideas often don't have much
relevance when we feel threatened or afraid.   What comes up here is our animal past.   Will we get out of there or
not?  

So we have to let go into this, into our fears, into our knowledge of what might happen to us.  Letting ourselves
experience our more basic, and deep seated, emotions, and trusting we will be alright when we do that.

Trust leads to Transformation
So we do this.  But where does the fairy come in? Well, perhaps the fairy represents something else that we do as we
do that.  We don't only   let go into chaos, into dissolution, into reality.  We also look after ourselves as we do that.
The fairy is our taking care of ourselves.

So there is a difference here to be noted.  There is a difference between control, and letting go with care.  When we
attempt to control or manipulate reality, we start off with ideas rather than feelings.  We don't let go into our feelings, in
fact the opposite.  We hold them at bay while we develop a theory that will 'hold' reality. But the trouble with this
method is that while we may develop the most sophisticated and beguiling theory ever, it is still only a theory.  It is
only ideas.  Ideas do not control reality, as we soon too easily find when we step out from the world of thinking. 

If we follow this path we just develop a split between our thinking and other faculties.  So what happens if we let go
but take care of ourselves as we do that.  Well, for one thing, we learn about the reality of our feelings.  But in a
relaxed way.  We accommodate ourselves to them.  But what is the fairy metaphor also telling us.  What are fairies
like?

Well fairies are magical.  And what is magic?  Magic is like a rabbit appearing out of a hat.  Something coming from
nowhere.  Or seeming to do.  It may not have come from nowhere, but we can't understand where it came from.   
Something wonderful ??? out from a metaphor.  We can put a book down.  

Letting Go - The World of the Fairies
Take an example of a metaphor associated with imagination and fantasy.  The fairy, or nature spirit, is one.  We might
choose to think of fairies as real, but we might also consider they might be a metaphor for something.  Suppose we
did that, and then started to look for a possible explanation.  Suppose they represented a particular mental state.
What might that be?  

The Encyclopaedia of Fantasy tells us about how we need certain conditions for creativity to happen.  We are relaxed,
open.  Open to ourselves and caring for ourselves.  Open to what is outside of ourselves.  Letting that imprint on us
too.
If we can let go, and allow ourselves to be ‘taken’ by the forces in nature, something else then can happen.  We can
then experience the ‘spirits’ of those places.  But only if we are receptive enough.

We may at first feel fear, but if we can continue letting go, that fear may transform into magic.  Especially if our fear
gives way to wonder.  The wonder that going along with being in nature.

Perhaps the figure of the fairy represents a changed perspective in us.  When we can fully accept nature as



unpredictable, that anything could happen to us, we may lighten our expectations of it.  Living more in the moment,
everything, like magic, seems to come out of nowhere.  Everything appears as a bonus. 

In the buddhist scriptures there are various examples of magical occurrences.  The Buddha rises up into the air and
emits jets of water from his body.  Perhaps this is meant to illustrate an internal state of mind, a magical one that
goes along with internally letting go into the realities of nature.



Magic

Magic
Magic, we usually think, is when something appears even though the origins of it seem inexplicable by the laws of
nature.  A stage magician tricks us that they have defied the laws of nature, when they haven’t really.  Or it may be
that somebody is very skilful at something, and it seems like magic because we can’t imagine how they did it.
The magician was originally a Magi, or wise man from the East.  Here we have a link between magic and wisdom.
The wise man knows about reality.  He / She knows enough about the forces of nature to be confidently able to
advise about them.  This can only have come about through sustained getting to know those forces by  letting
themselves be ‘taken’ by them, basically through letting go.

In the ‘Lord of the Rings’, Gandalf the wizard begins the story as Gandalf the Grey.  Near the end of the first book he
is involved in a battle with a giant horned demon, the Balroc, from the Underworld.  The demon is very primordial,
wreathed in a halo of fire.  It maybe predates man it is so old.  It certainly doesn’t look at all sensitive to any kind of
communication.  Gandalf’s fellow travellers feel despair as he falls into the pit after the demon, fearing him dead, but
unknown to them, he carries on the fight under the Earth, emerging after a long time a changed being.  Now more
powerful, he has become Gandalf the White.

Having fought this primordial demon, Gandalf’s knowledge and power have increased.  It is as if he has taken on
some of the power of the demon, but that power has been purified, turned to the good.  It’s incandescence now
makes him glow white.

We can see the demon as an aspect of Gandalf, an aspect of the nature of himself that was unacknowledged.  In the
story he went with it, into the bowels of the Earth, into the depths.  He let himself go there, really meet it, even though
he was also fighting it.  He experienced it and got to know it.  Perhaps he even did the Metta Bhavana for it.

Self Possession
One important point is that he stayed separate from it.  He went with it but he also fought it too.  He didn’t let it
possess him.  Through the power of his magic, in a way his trust, he keeps it at bay, while at the same time learning
its’ strengths and weaknesses.  Finally, in one way or another, there ceases to be a problem.  Whether internally, or
externally, it is tamed.  

It is no different when we wrestle our ‘demons’.  When Gandalf was with Balroc, it was the equivalent of accepting his
actual feelings, rather than how he would like to feel.  We all have that demon of feeling to face.  Gandalf didn’t get
swamped by the feeling. or in mythical terms, possessed by the demon.  He kept his integrity in that way.  But neither
did he want to hurt it. 

There is more to us than just that feeling.  We need to stay with it, but keep it at bay, using our own magic, whatever
that might be, until there is a transformation.

Magic and Transformation
As we get better at staying with emotion, perhaps we can begin to work magic ourselves.  Perhaps we can pull
rabbits out of hats, metaphorically speaking.  Accessing the less conscious parts of ourselves, and letting go of
control, might allow other energies to come through.  If we put ourselves into the hands of the magical forces of
nature, then, as if from nowhere, magical transformation can happen. 



Enchantment

A Midsummer Nights’ Dream
We can see examples of magical transformation in Shakespeare’s play ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’.  In the play a
group of lovers and ordinary country folk enter a wood at night.  They appear also to enter a fairy kingdom.  It is a
realm of enchantment, where all sorts of magical events happen.  

In the story two lovers, Hermia and Lysander, elope into the woods to escape the jurisdiction of Athens, its' ruler
Theseus having forbid their association on the plea of Hermia's father, Egeus.  Egeus wants her to marry another,
Demetrius.  Hermia has a friend Helena, who loves Demetrius, but it is unrequited.  Demetrius is also in love with
Hermia.

Demetrius follows them into the woods and Helena follows him. All four are now in the woods.  

In terms of what I was talking abouit earlier in the chapter, entering the woods can symbolise letting go into nature, in
particular our nature.  Letting ourselves experience what we are experiencing, particularly our feelings.  In terms of
the four, maybe that is what they are now doing.  

Hermia and Lysander are in love, but their passion is not acceptable to Hermia's family and to society.  Helena is in
love but her love is unrequited.  Demetrius has the love of Egeus but not Hermia.  They all have something to grieve
about.  

So they enter into the woods, but it is also a fairy kingdom.  This means that they have let go into nature, but are also
looking after themselves.  They are taking care as they do that.  They have metta, kindness, towards themselves and
each other.  And because of that the fairies appear.

They appear in the form of Oberon, king of the fairies, and his servant Robin Goodfellow, Puck.  Oberon intervenes.
He wants to redress the imbalance between Helena and Demetrius.  He sends Puck off around the globe to find a
flower, love-in-idleness.  It's juice has the property, squeezed into someone's eye, of making them fall in love with the
next person they see.  Puck is sent off to pour the juice into the eye of Demetrius, when Helena is near.

But he gets the wrong person, Lysander, who then falls in love with Helena, and forgets his love for Hermia.  Chaos
then ensues among the four.  When we dream, we often behave uncharacteristically like this.   We often aren't
logical, and our behaviour can be socially unacceptable.  In fact anything can happen.  There is something about
dreaming where our imagination has the space and latitude to range freely anywhere.  We have a raw, rich,
unhindered imagination.  

In the end Puck's mistake is rectified and balance is restored.  Under the spell Demetrius falls for Helena, to her
disbelief. 

Although at the level of the rational, chaos ensues, we can also see this as an opening up of possibilities.  Chaos
allows change.  It represents new possibilities.  Demetrius now loves Helena.    Having let go into his feelings, with
care, a change of mind has occured.  He now  is seeing Helena differently.  He is now being kind to her.  Changing
his view has changed his preference.

At the end of the play there is a reconcilliation. There is a restoration of order represented by marriage.   Both
couples, through their ordeal are wiser.  Theseus too has softened.  He is due to be married to Hyppolita, and the
play concludes with a triple wedding.  

At the start of the play, the social order, represented by Theseus, was rigid and inflexible.  Now it is more humane.



Through letting go into nature, and caring, the dimension of feeling has now become more acknowledged.
So what is the value of that?  In terms of metaphor, we are being presented with many metaphors as we dream, as are
the protagonists in ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’.  When we dream we can see each ‘wacky’ juxtaposition as a
metaphor.

In the Dream, Bottom is a man, but he also is a man with the head of an ass.  That is the metaphor here, that he is
both!  He, and we, have to try and live in the space.  The space where it is both true that we are logical, reasonable,
responsible people, and are animals of unfettered appetite!  How do we feel about being in that space?  Maybe a bit
uncomfortable.

When we are dreaming and are being presented with many metaphors, it is as if we are being read a poem.  As with a
poem, we may not understand our dream, but occasionally a phrase in the poem or an occurrence in the dream will
strike us. It will ‘strike a chord’.  We will feel there is perhaps something of significance there for us.  A seed out of
which some understanding might grow. 
Every night, and in any dream-like process, seeds are planted which later have a possibility to grow and enrich our
lives, if we can give them the right conditions.   Seeds of possibility.  

If they seem fantasy-like, we don’t need to ‘strangle them at birth’.  The process of them coming into contact with the
rational will sift out the useful.  Yet without the seed producing process of dreaming, we would not have anything to sift.  

In ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ it is due to the actions of the fairies that these more primitive urges are revealed in
people.  In the lovers.  Even in Titania, there is even a hierarchy of revelation among the fairies.. By spells and
enchantment, and by using aids, a flower, from the natural world, Oberon causes his servant Puck to help reveal to
those people, their baser natures.  Oberon, king of the realm of Fairie, would have a role in ordering his realm. I don’t
think his aim in using enchantment was humiliation, maybe to some degree, in his jealous retaliation at Titania. The
enchantment he used brought up to the surface the truth about the baser instincts of the lovers and Titania, in a way
revealing their fuller selves. These selves being now more conscious, even though it might look more chaotic, is
actually a step towards order.  Things now are more transparent and so able to be seen more clearly and if necessary
changed.  

This principle operates with buddhist practice all the time.  In spiritual practice, it is better to consciously include all the
different sides of ourselves, who we fully are, when we come to try to transform ourselves, not just the ‘nice parts’.  If
we don’t acknowledge them and bring them into consciousness they will no doubt surface in other, probably more
destructive, ways. So what might enchantment be about in this context?  

The Rite of Fascination
Tantric Buddhism has what are called the four Tantric Rites.  A Tibetan teacher may use one or more of these rites on
a disciple.  One is the rite of Fascination. The teacher enchants the disciple.  What this does is to make the disciple
want to spend more time with the teacher.  They also become very drawn to whatever has made the teacher so
fascinating, and become very receptive to being taught, which is of course good for them.
So attraction can be used as a skilful means towards what might need to happen for a disciple, 
enchantment as love
amitabha

When we enter into dream, or into Fairie, we can be aware that in a way we are being shown something.  Something
about our more primitive nature, that is there under our rational facade. And who shows us it, well the fairies do.
Perhaps they are our guide in that world. 

What should we to make of Fairie?  We have three choices. We can take it literally as a place, or as a metaphor, or we
can dismiss it altogether.  Each choice has various consequences.

Taking Fairie literally, we enter a fantasy world and move away from reality. If we dismiss it altogether, we block out a



lot of colour and magic from our lives and live just with facts that we can be certain about.  We only accept what we
feel can be proved to us.  This is also not a very real stance.

Thirdly, if we take Faerie as a metaphor, playfully, we get the colour and magic, the experience that comes with it, but
are left with also with a responsibility to take on board what having the experience of being with fairies might mean,
as a teaching about life.

Fairies are light, quick., they know the secret properties of the flowers and herbs.  They represent the enchanted side
of being in the woods, in nature.  The magical positive side of it.  It is interesting that enchantment is one way we can
transform our primitive urges.  In traditional societies there was  the witch doctor, or shaman.  Today we have
hypnotists,  casting a ‘magic spell’ on our psyche.  They certainly don’t work by appealing to reason.  Instead
hypnotism uses rhythmic oscillation, and a low modulated voice to induce relaxation, lightness and make the mind
highly suggestible.  Just like with the entrance to ‘Fairie’ on the wind, the mind is induced to be light and trusting.  The
waving of a magic wand has that similar movement to and fro.  Repetition is part of the process of enchantment.   

Rhythm
A strong element in ritual in rhythm, or repetition.  There is a thread that connects rocking a baby to sleep, the
process of hypnotism, tribal drumming, hypnotic dance music, and the repetition involved in religious rituals, including
mantra chanting.  All of these involve physical or verbal repetition.  When an experience keeps returning, it is as if we
learn to trust it, and we can relax, like the constantly returning heartbeat that keeps us alive. Through repetition the
mind is led into a trusting and relaxed state, which then favours it being open to suggestion.  
Of course what is suggested needs to be what helps us towards the truth, rather than a delusional fantasy, as
brainwashing involves a similar technique.
Once we are in a receptive trusting state perhaps there is no further need for hypnotic rhythm to attract our attention.
Once  we have receptive awareness, it is less necessary.  
The tribal drum call would draw the tribe together from across the plain,  it would remind them of their social context,
reassure them in that.   The Shaman...

Enchantment
The aim of enchantment is to draw our interest from our basic urges in the present moment and onto something
enchanting outside of ourselves that calms our spirit.  In terms of our normal hungers and fears when we are ‘in the
woods’, the fairy represents this process of enchantment and pacification. It is similar to the way that ‘music calms the
savage beast’.  In hypnotism,  our basic desire might be to smoke, but the hypnotist gives us an enchanting
experience outside of that, that somehow helps us forget that desire.  It can draw us into a more positive outlook

In  ‘A Midsummer Night’ Dream’,  Fairie has its’ own order.  Oberon is the king and he has a servant Puck., and his
queen also has her attendants.  In his magical way he tries to bring fairness to his kingdom.   His  power comes from
his assured knowledge of the nature around him, in particular the ‘laws’ of Fairie, as in, what plants brings about what
effects.  He asks Puck to find a flower, called ‘Love-in-idleness’ which contains a juice , which if squeezed into the
eye of a person, makes them fall in love with the next thing they see.  

What is implied here is that he knows, in this world of animal desires and fears, how to manipulate the chaos of those
desires, how to give them order. He does this through metta.Through his servant Puck he tries to make Demetrius,
who is rejecting the desperate love of Helena, fall in love with her when he sees her . Of course Puck gets it wrong
and causes chaos.
The fairies are the spirits that represent being able to ‘charm’ ones chaotic emotions or lower nature, that otherwise
would not be interested.  They are a kind of skilful means.  ‘Fairy’ is perhaps an imaginative way out of being ‘lost in
the forest’, whether taken literally, or metaphorically, as in the forest of our primeval emotions.  A kind of light
perspective that can move easily, magically among them, transforming them with spells.  In Cinderella the Fairy
Godmother appears to lighten her spirits by turning her rags into a gown and a pumpkin into a coach.



Arnold Mindell

Imagination and Feeling - Arnold Mindell
My friend Ratnajyoti is an intuitive type, with a lot of experience dealing with his own and other peoples' feelings. It
helps that he is naturally non-conceptual.  One year I remember him saying he had had quite a difficult time over
quite a long period.  But he also said that he had been very pleased to have stayed with his feelings through most of
that.  He said 'I feel no matter how bad it gets, if I stay with my feelings I won't go wrong".  I am not all that good at
staying with feelings myself, but I have some intuition he is right.

Ratnajyoti is a fan of Process Work, or Process Oriented Psychology, as developed by the psychologist Arnold
Mindell, who has a keen interest in shamanism.  Ratnajyoti has led me through some Process Work on a couple of
occasions to help me get in touch with my feelings.  The process involved an intuitive sensing and reflecting back in
a range of ways of what I was doing.  Sometimes he asked for images, sometimes he got me to move, sometimes he
imitated my mannerisms.  The end product was on both occasions I finished with a non-conceptually expressed
sense of what I was feeling.  One time it was an image of a wasps nest in my chest.  In another I was a sheep
clattering my hoof on a rock.  

Channels and Familiar Media
I said earlier that it was useful if one wanted to be aware of feeling to try to be aware of the form that it arose with.
Looking in Arnold Mindells' book, ‘Working on Yourself Alone’, I found an exposition on what he called ‘channels’.
These are the ways Mindell identifies human beings use to 'dream' or store messages for themselves. His list
consists of Bodily Sensation (which he calls  Proprioception), Visualisation, Hearing, Movement (or Kinaesthesis),
Relationships and World Phenomena.  I'm not quite sure what some of these mean, but I think I get the general drift.
I think the principle is that these are all ways we can 'image' a feeling.  We can represent it visually, by sound, as a
physical feeling, as a movement, and so on.  Different people though may be most comfortable in different channels.
Some people are visual types, some physical, some auditory. 

In terms of Form, some people find it easier to stay aware of their visual sense, some their sense of touch, some
their sense of hearing.  It will be easier for a visual person, an artist, to contact how they are feeling if they link it to a
visual form, and so on.

We can translate what might be a difficult experience in an unfamiliar medium, by switching channels.  We then
'envision' the feeling in a more familiar medium.  The one we are more comfortable in.  

For example I am a visual type, comfortable in the visual channel.  I explored an difficult physical feeling I had in my
chest, in a session with Ratnajyoti.  It was frightening. Ratnajyoti asked me what it would it be if it was visual.  The
answer was a wasps nest.  Instead of the physical sensation there was now a wasps nest in my chest, which felt
more comfortable.  I was then able to explore what that might mean, in terms of my feeling. Imaginative methods like
this may be useful if we cannot tune into how we are feeling.   
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Enlightenment

Enlightenment

Just as if there were a pool of water in a mountain glen--clear, limpid, and unsullied--where a man with good
eyesight standing on the bank could see shells, gravel, and pebbles, and also shoals of fish swimming about
and resting, and it would occur to him,'This pool of water is clear, limpid, and unsullied.  Here are these shells,
gravel, and pebbles, and also these shoals of fish swimming about and resting.' In the same way--with mind
thus concentrated, purified, and bright, unblemished, free from defects, pliant, malleable, steady, and attained
to imperturbability--the monk directs and inclines it to the knowledge of the ending of the (mental
fermentations). He discerns, as it is actually present, that 'This is suffering...This is the origination of
suffering...This is the cessation of suffering...This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering...These are
(mental fermentations)...This is the origination of (fermentations)...This is the cessation of
(fermentations)...This is the way leading to the cessation of (fermentations).'His heart, thus knowing, thus
seeing is released from the fermentation of sensuality, the fermentation of becoming, the fermentation of
ignorance.  With release, there is the knowledge,'Released.' He discerns that 'Birth is ended, the holy life
fulfilled, the task done.  There is nothing further for this world.' Fruits of Contemplative Life Sutra

This is the Buddha's description of the experience of nirvana as told it to King Ajatasatu.  The King had asked him
about the 'visible fruits of the contemplative life', namely what tangible benefits could he look forward to should he
take up the contemplative life, becoming a spiritual practitioner and follower of the Buddha.  The Buddha puts those
benefits in a clear image. Imagine a mountain glen, he says, or more precisely imagine being up a mountain and
looking down into the water of a mountain glen. What would that be like. The air would be fresh, clear, probably cool
and invigorating. It would support a feeling of wakefulness, alertness, vitality, mental vigour.  At the same time, there
would be a feeling of spaciousness, as one felt the cares of the world recede, and as the expansive perspective of
the cloud topped landscape took its place. 

The Buddha is pointing us in a simile toward actual physical experience. Can you remember the experience of being
up a mountain. It's exhilarating, but not just mentally or emotionally.  Physically it is a strong experience as well, in
fact that is often the strongest experience - that of charged and bursting physical vitality - because of the ascent to
get there. 

Although the Buddha is speaking figuratively he will have chosen this image for what it evokes. Perhaps he wants us
to think of enlightenment as being supported by a charged up body. In any case he has chosen an image rather than
a word. 

Once there we look down into the pool. Such a beautiful image.  Shoals of fish swimming about and resting. Clear
transluscent water. Pebbles, shells, and gravel.  The image alludes to the mind at enlightenment.  It is as if the
everyday mind, symbolised by the water, has been purified etc to the point where it offers no resistance, is totally
transparent to, to the direct perception of the nature of reality, as symbolised by the objects in the water. 

The Buddha continually sees the nature of reality as simply and continuously as one might observe objects still and
moving in a clear pool.  Beyond those images, the rocks and fish, reality is ineffable, beyond description.  Ultimately
no-one can tell a story about it that will be a complete and comprehensive description. 

It is as if Reality responds with a clue, mountain pool, rocks and fish.  Out of suffering, and the tension of not
knowing, comes a symbol.  It points in the general direction with a image. 

Without that ‘need to know’, and a sense of urgency about it, we wouldn’t have symbols, or poetry. William Carlos
Williams says ‘Man dies through lack of what we call poetry”
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The Creation of a Context

A context is created when a particular selection of ideas, practices, concrete institutions and associations of people
are put together in  a particular way.  A context is often mutually agreed.  It is collectively defined.  But it still takes
place within a persons psyche.  It therefore consists of mental objects.  

The etymology of context  derives from 'weaving together'  (L. contextus, connection of words, coherence, from
contexere, to weave together.)  Merriam Webster defines it as 1.  the parts of a discourse that surround a word or
passage and can throw light on it meaning  2.  the interelated conditions in which something exists or occurs:
environment, setting <the historical context of the war>.  So it has these two senses: the context of a word within
language, and context as the broader setting of something.  So in terms of the topic of mindfulness,  the meaning of
the term 'mindfulness' depends on the context it is being uttered in.   Mindfulness in buddhism and mindfulness in the
context of modern medecine are not necessarily the same thing, because those are different contexts.

But to reinforce this idea, even what is understood by the word  ' context' depends on the context is is being uttered
in. In the first definition above -' the parts of a discourse that surround a word or passage and can throw light on it
meaning ' what is emphasised is a context that is literary and discursive.  The context may even be narrowly
academic.  In fact if the context that the word 'context' is urttered in is primarily interested in ideas, then 'context' will
predominantly have this meaning.  But in a different context, for instance buddhism, the notion of 'context' contains
much more.  For instance understanding in buddhism is not academic.  It has to take place in the context of its actual
practice. It also takes place in the context of institutions designed to foster that practice, what constitute its tradition.
These understandings, practices and institutions have all built up over time in interaction with each other and
together make up the buddhist context.   

Sum of meaning of all mental objects gives context.  Context is the way particular mental objects are woven together.
A context implies a certain view behind  whatever words are being used and it is from that context that those words
need to be seen.  Different situations may have an effect on how something is applied or how it is understood.  A
person who believes in buddhism will interpret concepts (and images) as they are supposed to be meant in that
context (unless they know they are supposed to be read in another context).

Conditioned Coproduction = universal law.   Any view that arises is based on certain conditions.
Views - e.g. 6 distinctive emphases of the FWBO - these emphases make more sense if you realise the FWBO is aimed at  westerners
practicing buddhism.  That is the context of that teaching.    

A person's views are 'framed' within the particular context they are in.  In 'Contextualism' there is a strong emphasis that a persons views will
be shaped by their experience (*e.g. that the middle classes, because they have not have experience of oppression, that that invalidates
their views on black people.  Taken to extreme this effectively invalidates all views.  Communism as an ideology, intent on improving the
experience of the masses, tried to enact change through imposition of experience  (in China in Cultural Revolution) and through imposing a
party line.  Communists lived in the context of dogma and experience being seen as important.  Buddhists live in a different context, where
feeling, awareness, ethics and seldf examination are important.



Perspective

If a context  is how a particular selection of ideas, practices, institutions and associations of people are put together,
a perspective  is the relationships between  those things (as mental objects) as they appear in that context. The
etymology of context  derives from 'weaving together'  and of perspective  from 'seeing through'.  (L. per,, + spect.)
In one context certain things may be consciously excluded.  In the scientific context for instance personal ethics are
excluded.  That is, science may have a theory about how ethics comes about - as behaviourism does - but it doesn't
propose and ethical precepts as buddhism might.  It doesn't see ethics as part of what it is doing.  It only really claims
to address how the universe works.  We can see this illustrated in the diagram below (Fig.1) which illustrates these
two different contexts.  In a visual perspective, the objects in the foreground are bigger than those in the background.
Within the contexts of science and buddhism some things look bigger, that is are more important, more prominent,
than others.  In the foreground for science is  adequate theory and experimental results to prove the theory.
Personal experience is less important.  But in buddhism, personal experience is in the foreground.  Theory is also
important, but it is 'held in balance' with practice.  This is because buddhism is a context of practice. Science doesn't
say that much about practice.  It givesus  tools but doesn't dictate how to use them.  In fact understanding in
buddhism grows up within a context of practice.  This is because buddhism is aiming at the embodiment of
understanding within a person. and not simply abstract knowledge, practice being what a person does to get that
knowledge.  The word 'practice' originates in the latin prasso,  to do.  The suffix -ic  is associated either with
becoming concrete, or with a concrete thing from which things emerge; an example being music  as the concrete
manifestation, or source for, the muse.  Practice, for example meditation practice, is that which a person actually
does in terms of sitting on their meditation cushion and bringing their attention to the meditation object, and from that
comes meditation.  Scientists have studied accomplished buddhist meditators.  They have measured their
brainwaves, and have found them to strongly correlate with happy mental states.   This 'proof' of the effectiveness of
meditation is all well and good but it still does not say anything useful about how to motivate oneself to practice
meditation, it gives the 'what' (the technical side of meditation - what technique to use) but not necessarily the 'how'
(how to keep practicing it).  Science therefore does not have as full a perspective on meditation as buddhism has.

Fig.1 Perspectives
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'Dhammas' and Mental Objects

Why do we translate dhammas  as mental objects, and why are mental objects called dhammas?

Mind is filled with mental objects.  There is never just one mental object in the Mind.  Manas  holds many mental
objects in relation to each other.  This is I think what we mean by a perspective - a perspective is always a
perspective between  the mental objects within it.  For instance in different perspectives, different ideas become
more or less prominent.  In a scientific perspective much importance is given to proven theories, where in the
buddhist perspective prominence is given to experience gained through practice (of meditaton or ethics).

Buddhism and science are separate contexts, which is the same as saying they are different perspectives.  Any
term, let's take the concept of 'development', seen in one context usually has a different meaning when seen  in
another context.  'Development' in science means the production of better theories concerning the material world
and of better technologies growing out of those theories that can better solve material problems.  'Development'
in buddhism usually means a person becoming more developed in terms of who they are, usually in terms of their
ethical practice and in particular their insights into reality: their wisdom and compassion.  It is the same word,
'development', but the word (or mental object) is given its true meaning by the context within which it is uttered.
So 'mental objects' and 'contexts' are inseparable.  Why is this?

Many terms dealing with teachings and perspectives, both inside and outside of buddhism, such as 'text',
'context', 'sutra' (a buddhist scripture), or 'tantra' (a system of Vajrayana buddhist practice as practiced in Tibetan
buddhism) have etymologies related to weaving or textiles.  'Text' and 'textile' are closely related.  'Tantra' means
'weave' and 'sutra' means 'thread'.  A text is a weaving together of ideas, or mental objects, in a particular way.
Language strings together mental objects into some sort of meaning.  A context is the background of ideas,
practices, people, that a concept, idea or mental object exists in.  

In the 'tantra', which represents an advanced stage of Tibetan buddhism, one practices in a particular way that
acknowledges a particular context of symbolic relationships and practices including initiation, close relationship
with a guru, and a necessary background of long experience of buddhist practice (without which one is not really
practicing the tantra). 

This illustrates a point about views and contexts.  A view isn't just an abstract set of ideas.  It is always
embedded in a context, out of which that view emerges.  So for instance buddhist insights always have to
emerge from the context of buddhist practice.  Or, this is what buddhism says they should emerge from.  

So mental objects are always mental objects within a particular context, and this is why in buddhism mental
objects are given the name 'dhammas '.  It emphasises that they are mental objects as seen from a buddhist
perspective.  In a different system they would need to have a different name:  e.g. 'atmans ' in hinduism, or
'concepts, ideas, images' in secular western philosophy.  

Mental objects is quite a good choice of term because dhammas  can be any kind of object in the mind -
concepts or images.  But whatever the object is, it still exists in a context.  As is the case for a concept, an
image's meaning also depends also on its context.  This is particularly true of symbols which become
meaningless out of context (or if two systems share a common symbol - as Buddhism and National Socialism do
with the swastika - the meanings must be totally different).
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Contexts and Ideologies

We can see how the Satipatthana Model works to explain a range of contexts and ideologies

But first, what is meant by a context?  A context implies a background situation that whatever is being expressed must
take place in or its meaning is distorted - taken out of context.  Ritual, for instance, is only meaningful within the
context it was designed for.
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Philosophical Views

According to Pierre Hadot 1, in its early days philosophy was about much more than a theoretical discussion about life.
Hadot advances the idea that it was more about the creation of a dialogue intended to transform the individuals
involved in it.  This was its practice.  If this was the case in antiquity, for a long time it has been more a largely mental
activity with no obvious practices to speak of.  

Philosophy as we now know it is incomplete, if we take the perspective of the satipatthanas, without this dimension of
personal transformation.  It is as if in modern philosophy there is a general view that thinking is all one does to solve
the problems of living.  Yet the effect of this on the psyche is often a certain flatness or deadness no matter what the
philosophy is or says.  Worse, in its content it the philosophy may elevate reason over emotion, and that has a further
dampening effect on the colour and inspiration of life.

1 Hadot, P. (1995) Philosophy as a Way of Life. Oxford: Blackwell   
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Modern Analytical Philosophy

Modern Analytical Philosophy exercises the thinking side of citta  to the exclusion of its emotional and experiential
development.  Citta  is developed one-sidedly in the direction of thinking.  Hence there is a great proficiency in
thinking but the product of that thinking has little understandable practical relevance.  The name logical positivism
itself indicates the one-sided belief that with just logic on its own it is possible to make positive progress. 
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Science as a world-view and the problem of the 'burden of proof'

The scientific world-view has grown predominant over the last century, a view graphically illustrated by the (date)
cover of National Geographic magazine, which shows an image of the Dalai Lama with electrodes attached to his
head. Inside the magazine is a feature article examining the evidence that practicing buddhism makes people
happier.  It seems that advanced buddhist practitioners do seem happier than ordinary people, according to
science, because they have a preponderance of the brain waves that are most associated with happiness.  

I want to compare here the differing views of buddhism and science, in the way they approach faith (what
buddhism calls sraddha), or confidence and trust.  Confidence / trust is a state of mind.  As such it is in the realm
of Citta (Heart / attitude).  It arises on various grounds (conditions).  The Buddha extolled three grounds for
having confidence (in his teaching - the practice of buddhism): reason, experience, and intuition (see following
pages). 

Science differs in it puts its confidence in just two of these: reason and experience.  Its focus is on hypothesis
and empirical evidence working in tandem. According to science, if something has a sound theoretical basis, and
it also can be proved in experience (in the sense of being measureable experimentally),  we are justified in
having faith in it.  Science begins with a set of assumptions (a view) that appears to be true.  Based on that view,
a hypothesis is put forward to be tested.  An experiment is then designed to test the hypothesis.  Empirical
evidence is then sought [L. empiricus, from Gk. empeirikos, experienced - en, in, and peira, a trial - Webster.] to
support the hypothesis, which falls or in maintained on the evidence.  Science this way is based on rationality
and empiricism.   We can say, in the satipatthana model, that kaya represents what is measureable (the tangible)
and dhamma the view (the truthfulness of the hypothesis).

In our culture we largely live unconsciously with this rational / scientific view of the world.  To the extent we do,
we are placed under a 'burden of proof'.  Exploring buddhism with this view, we cannot accept it until it has been
shown scientifically to work, hence the National Geographic article.  Buddhism values reason and measureable
experience but also values intuition, feeling (feeling in science is seen as likely to cloud ones 'objective'
judgement, and so get in the way of progress).  Measuring buddhism by its own criteria for confidence (reason,
experience and intuition), proof becomes not so much of a burden.  In the absence of proof, it is still OK to go by
how we feel about it, whether it feels right or not.

In the satipatthana model, which is a buddhist framework, science effectively ignores feeling (vedana).  In the
physical sciences feeling is irrelevant.  It is possible, within the scientific framework, to be a scientist and faithfully
follow the scientific method and not take into account ones feelings about the effects of whatever one is
researching and developing.  Ethical sensitivity (niramisam vedana) is outside of the domain of science.  Such
feelings are still within the domain of a scientists ethical concern, but whether they chose to be sensitive to them
is a matter for them, not science.  It is perfectly reasonable then for a scientist working on an atom bomb, or other
weapons development, to not be in any way sensitive to how their work affects peoples lives, and still legitimately
remain a scientist.  

However a scientist who happens to also be a buddhist is obliged to consider the ethical consequences of what
they are producing.  In addition to their burden of proof they are also under an ethical burden, which they cannot
legitimately pass on to others, and still remain buddhist (or, they become less buddhist as a result).  Science on
the other hand allows scientists to effectively pass on any ethical burden to others.  

Buddhism we could say is more  objective than science in its treatment of the individual and their life, because in
it one has to bring mindfulness to all four satipatthanas, not just to three, as in science:namely, confidence / trust
(citta), rationality / assessment (dhamma), and tangible evidence (kaya).  Which makes it a more challenging
discipline to practice.

But surely scientists are creative, I hear you say, they do use their intuition.  Yes that is true.  There has to be a
creative leap to each new hypothesis and that will probably depend on intution, but it is not used in itself as a
ground for confidence in what  has been discovered.  That has to be tested in reason and experience. 

But what about the humanities, the more human sciences like psychology?  Surely they deal with feeling!  Well,
yes they do, in their subject matter.  But they are still sciences in the sense mentioned above. Feeling is not part
of their remit in terms of their methodology.  One psychological theory would never be chosen instead of another
because one felt better about it, it would have to meet the criteria of rationality and empiricism.



When I look at the picture of the Dalai Lama wearing electrodes, an empirical question arises - Does seeing this
picture and reading the article on it actually encourage anyone to take up buddhism, and so become happier?  If
it did, it would confirm the scientific basis for faith, that all you need is reason and proof.  Having those, people
would flock to buddhist centres left, right, and centre.   But they don't seem to be doing, not in sufficient numbers
anyway.  What the picture misses conveying is the felt experience of practicing buddhism.  Its feeling tone.  One
of the key things that people visiting the Manchester Buddhist Centre comment on is the calm feeling of the
place.  It feels special, calm and human.  And this gives people faith.  People respond to that.  Similarly people
respond to the warmth and dignity of the Dalai Lama.  To his unique and intangible presence.  But they probably
respond less to his specialness when they see electrodes strapped to his head (not that he would mind if he sees
it as serving humanity), which then effectively reduces him to an object to be studied.  We do need to study
things (to satisfy our reason) but we need to maintain that sense of wonder and mystique as well (to satisfy our
feeling and intuition).

Science originally was very simple and mechanistic.  Since Einstein.and relativistic physics there is uncertainty
about what effectively can be measured by science (not everything as previously thought). This fact does
undermines sciences sense of certainty, which I think has appealed to people who have intuited that science may
not cover everything, but at the same time, it still doesn't explicitly lead science into the realm of ethics.  

A slightly different question arises in terms of the difference between the grounds of faith in buddhism and those
in science, relating to anyone working within a complex set of conditions (say as a homeopath).  They know from
their well-developed intuition and long experience that the treatment will likely be beneficial to the client, but the
treatment is holistic, dealing with 'the whole', a complex web of conditions, which means it is very much harder to
prove that it works, or even say why it works.  According to buddhism that homeopath should carry on treating
the patient.  They do not have to give up giving that treatment because they cannot say exactly why it works.  If it
is bringing benefit, that is good enough.  According to buddhism it is (desireable but) not absolutely necessary to
know how and why something works.  Such not knowing will probably be frustrating to someone with a scientific
outlook, living under a burden of proof. The burden of proof becomes especially problematic in cases of complex
conditionality, as is the case with global climate change.  It is problematic if in waiting for a scientific proof, we
ignore our intuition to act to save the planet.  In truth though, all situations are cases of complex conditionality,
they are all praticca samutpada, ruled by a complex web of conditioning factors; science, in what it deals with,
simply focuses on some of those factors and ignores the others.

Conclusion
Therefore from a buddhist point of view, the scientific world-view has certain consequences.  Its imposition of a
burden of proof can inhibit involvement in what may actually be ethically beneficial (like meditation), and its lack
of imposition of an ethical burden can lead to harm through lack of ethical involvement in the consequences of its
productions.  On the other hand, to the extent that it develops and enhances rationality and empiricism, as
buddhism also depends on those, it can function as an aid to buddhism.
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Technique and Practice

The Mental Objects in ones Mind have a bearing on whether one sees what one is doing, say practicing
mindfulness, as a technique or a practice.  If ones view is that by practicing mindfulness as a technique that that
will bring you the desired results, then you are likely to see and practice mindfulness as a technique.  When one
does that that will bring certain results.  But if instead one sees mindfulness as a practice, then that will lead to a
different approach and different results.  

Traditionally in buddhism mindfulness is seen as a practice.  At the Manchester Buddhist Centre I am involved
with we teach two main meditation practices, the mindfulness of breathing and the metta bhavana.  People are
generally more familiar in the West with techniques rather than practices, so we tend to teach the technical side
of meditation - how practically to do it - mostly at first to new people. then gradually introduce the notion to them
of setting up a meditation practice. So what is the difference between meditation as a technique and as a
practice?

The word technique derives from the Greek Technikos, of art, skillful, and that derives from techne,  art, craft,
skill, which is akin to tekton,  builder, carpenter (and is also related to the Latin texere,  to weave).  Among the
definitions of technique (noun) are 'the manner in which technical details are treated (as by a writer) or basic
physical movements are used (as by a dancer)' and 'a method of accomplishing a desired aim'  (ref: Merriam
Webster 11th Collegiate Dictionary).  Meditation taught as a technique gives basic instructions as to how to sit,
what to do (follow the breath and so on).

The word practice comes from the Greek Prasso,  do and the suffix -ic.   This suffix indicates something like
concrete manifestation - for example music is the concrete manifestation or the 'art of the muses', a critic is one
who is able to discern or judge (Gk. Kritikos), magic is what the magus or sorcerer manifests in the world  (and
similarly, poetic, logic, rhetoric).  This noun suffix -ic can also mean 'one that produces' (a critic produces
judgement).  Following these lines of reasoning 'practice' is something like the 'doing that manifests in the world',
or it is what produces 'doing'.  Seen in terms of a person's meditation practice that practice is what actually
happens, what they actually do, in terms of meditation.  That is, what manifests on the meditation cushion.  Or we
could see it as that which produces 'meditation'.  What gets themonto the cushion.

Among the definitions of practice (verb) are 'to do or perform often, customarily, or habitually' (ref: Merriam
Webster 11th Collegiate Dictionary) and a practice (noun) is 'a repeated or customary action' and 'actual
performance or application'.  In meditation teaching it is seen to be important to instill a spirit of practice - of
getting down to do the actual practice, at times no matter what the practitioner might feel like.  It is this that bears
results.  

The problem with seeing meditation as a technique.....

Fig. 1 

*  also to be read as the concrete in the world
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The Interaction between Mind and Mental Objects

How views are held is as important as what those views are, according to Buddhism.  And how they are held is a
property of Mind (Citta).  In fact there is a constant interplay of conditionality between Mind and Mental Objects.
What is happening in one sphere cannot but affect the other. For example, suppose we think, to take a current
example, that house prices in the UK, although they are currently going down, will eventually stop declining and
start coming back up again.  A common view in the UK in early 2009.  In this situation what might be happening
here in terms of Mind and Mental Objects?

Firstly the Mind (heart-mind which includes emotions) is in a state of confidence (sraddha ) when it considers that
view (mental object), and that confidence reinforces the view which stays held in the Mind (Fig.1)

But now, that view being held in the Mind has an effect of its own, because it they conditions what the Mind pays
attention to i.e. where awareness is directed.  The Mind doesn't then reflect on what might happen if house prices
don't rebound.  It doesn't make contingency plans for that (Fig.2)
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Awareness is therefore limited by the prediction or scope of the view, so the actions that flow from that
awareness are delimited by the view.  Those actions - to hold on to your house - will inevitably have
consequences later on when the reality confirms or disconfirms the view (Figs.3 and 4)  This illustrates how
views and karma are interelated.  That we always act out of certain convictions (i.e. we have confidence/trust in
particular mental objects - in particular thoughts, ideas, or assessments), and those actions inevitably have
consequences.

Fig. 3  Reality confirms View
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Fig. 4  Reality disconfirms View
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The Inevitability of Having Views

The interplay between Mind and Mental Objects points to the fact that it is inevitable that we have views.  Only an
enlightened being - a Buddha - is said to have no views.  The buddhist term is drsti  or ditthi.  In the description
of the final stage of the path to enlightenment (Knowledge of the Destruction of the Asravas - asravaksayajnana
Skt. , asavakkhayanana Pali) the asravas or taints have been destroyed.  A nd this is seen with complete
knowledge and confidence (jnana).  There are different lists of asravas but in one list, one of them is translated
as opinions.  The Buddha knows that their opinions have been destroyed - they have no views about anything
anymore.  Or, their view is never independent of the reality of their experience, so it can never be disconfirmed by
reality.  Perhaps this is the meaning of the Buddha having 'no view'.  But what this certainly leads to is that there
are no limits as to where the Buddha's awareness will go.  Any view implicitly contains preferences - in that view
some things are more important than others.  Which means some things are more important to give attention to.
But this is not the case with the Buddha. 

In our model this can be represented by a combination of enlightened Mind and enlightened Mental Objects.
Traditionally the path to enlightenment takes us from wriong view to right view to no view.  Wrong views are those
that eventually are disconfirmed by reality.  Right views are confirmed by reality.  According to Sangharakshita,
holding a right view wrongly, e.g. dogmatically, turns it into a wrong view.  

This can be explained if we take right view to be the mental object in the enlightened Mind - held either
conceptually ( as in the notion of the three laksanas) or imaginatively (as in a visual representation of an
archetypal buddha figure) - and how we hold it to be a property of the state of the enlightened Mind and together
this constitutes 'no view'.  Returning to the idea of confidence, in an enlightened Mind there would be total
confidence whenever the M ind considering the mental object right view (Fig.1a) But right view, for it to be right
view, must in turn condition a certain type of Mind.  One that encompasses reality completely, that is totally open
and receptive, that does not flinch from going anywhere, and which is completely emotionally positive (Fig.1b).
Which predetermines that it cannot cling emotionally to one view or another,  including right view, and this I
imagine is what is meant byholding to 'no view'.  It follows that for the unenlightened there are two issues around
views.  Thr first is making sure we have confidence in right view rather than wrong view, and the second, making
sure we attend to how  we hold our views.

Fig. 1a Confidence in Right View
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Emotion and Cognition

The interplay between Mind and Mental Objects can be an interplay between emotion and cognition, because
Mind also includes emotion.  It is often said in buddhism that views often have a certain emotional weight behind
them.  Views can just be rationalisations of desires.  Emotion and cognition are often seen as alternatives or
opposites - a person can be cool, measuredl and rational, or fiery, emotional and unpredictable.

*  also to be read as the concrete in the world

Fig. 1  
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The Brahmajala Sutta

The Buddha's emphasizes then importance of views in the Brahmajala Sutta.  He begins with advice on how to
deal with criticism (and praise) of buddhism, or the community of buddhiusts - you should not get angry (or
elated) but just deal in the facts.  And to do similar when looking into the value of the discourse of others.  He
goes on to comment that often ordinary people praise the Buddha for his kindness and restraint (i.e.his morality),
but that: 

'There are other more profound and difficult to realise things, which are hard to understand, tranquillising,
sweet, not to be grasped by mere logic, subtle, comprehensible only to the wise, that the Buddha has
realised for himself at first hand, and it is these he should really be praised for.'

That is, his understanding into the nature of reality, his right view.  The Buddha then goes on to recount a list of
views that do not lead anywhere useful - a list of wrong views that through his awareness he has 'seen through'.

Fig. 1a Confidence in Right View
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Dogma

We can now look at a few common ways that views are held.  The first is anathema to a buddhist but is quite
common elsewhere, that is, holding a view dogmatically.  In its dictionary definition dogma is: 

From the Greek dogma, meaning that which seems true, an opinion, from dokeo, to seem.  A settled opinion
or belief; a tenet; an opinion or doctrine received on authority, as opposed to one obtained from experience or
demonstration.  Dogmatic  - Having the character of a dogma; disposed to assert opinions with overbearing or
arrogance; dictatorial; arrogant; authoritative.

Buddhism is non dogmatic because the Buddha explicitly says in the Kalama Sutta we should check out
everything  in our experience rather than relying on authorities.  We should also go with what is reasonable, and
also be gyided by what intuitively feels right.  But a dogma often has just come from an authority, and may even
require we overlook our own experience or intuition.  
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Examples of Other Dogmas

I



Political Correctness

There are also other dogmas which people follow even though that might be against their intuition or better
judgement.  One modern example is political correctness.  Although its intentions may be laudable and it seems
superficially to be in line with liberal, humanist and even buddhist ideals - those of reducing suffering, there is I think a
problem in the fact that  it is a dogma. It comes with a pressure from society to be 'correct'.  No-one wants to risl being
seen as 'incorrect' and so I imagine many individuals don't really feel they have a choice except to go along with it.
For a buddhist this raises serious problems.  Such coersion (even if it is to act skilfully) is a form of violence against
the individual being coerced, and because of that it will likely backfire with negative consequences against society at
some point.  If people are to really change their behaviour, that is only really likely if they are inspired to do so out of
free choice, as exemplified in the buddhist approach of "Come and see".  The use of force in anything  is almost
always counterproductive.
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Buddhism - The Three Wisdoms

Buddhism talks about three types of wisdom: prajna, vidya and jnana.  If we think of wisdom as a seeing or knowing
of  things as they really are, then I think the three types of wisdom represent the seeing or knowing happening in
three distinct ways:  analytically, intuitively and directly: unmediated by feeling or analysis.  

Herbert Guentther discriminates between prajna  as 'analytical appreciative understanding' 1 and vidya  as 'pure
awareness' or 'appreciative discrimination', the first being more analytical and the second more intuitive.
Sangharakshita similarly suggests vidya  has a feeling-ful quality in translating  it ' aesthetic appreciative
understanding'.  And jnana 

1 Sangharakshita - Know your Mind 172-175
2 Sangharakshita - Know your Mind 
3 Sangharakshita - Know your Mind 
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Prajna

Prajna 
(it's all there to reflect on - at WbW p11-13)
The word prajna  [panna in Pali] comes from -jna  to know and the emphatic prefix pra-  1   Prajna is associated
with Perfection of Wisdom (Prajnaparamita) which suggests it is something to be cultivated, and this is reinforced in
that there are  three levels of prajna, each of which involves an activity: wisdom through listening - suta maya prajna,
wisdom through reflecting - citta maya prajna, wisdom through  meditating - bhavana maya prajna.  It makes sense
to align prajna  with citta.  That prajna  is a possible 'shape' that citta  can get into.  Namely heart-mind flavoured by
insight.

The fact that citta expresses itself as emotion as well as thought is interesting in that at its highest level, prajna
consists of meditation, which by definition includes the whole of a persons being and that includes the emotions as
participants.  At the beginning of the cultivation of prajna  a person may just think about how true or untrue the
mental objects (dhammas) are in their minds.  That is suta maya prajna. But over time they also shift their emotions
in that direction.  That is, they get more emotionally  behind whatever they have decided is the case intellectually.
We can see this as the introduction of faith (saddha ), or better translated, confidence -trust.  The involvement of
emotion with a particular view holds it in the mind, and this is what is meant by having faith in something - we are
emotionally committed to it.  And what we are emotionally committed to we dwell on, because that is what we really
have faith in.  The bodhisattva who 'courses in the perfection of wisdom' , Prajnaparamita, is completely emotionally
committed to the views expressed in the Heart Sutra, that all mental objects are empty (sunya ), that is why they are
able to 'course in' that view permanently - the view never goes out of their mind because their emotions are
completely involved in it and in nothing else.  Hence the b odhisattva 'takes their stand in emptiness' or the zen
master runs into the tiger's cage with alacrity 2

The kind of faith expressed in the opening lines of the Perfection of Wisdom text the Ratnagunasamchayagata: "Call
forth as much as you can of love, faith and respect...' is prasad.  -sad is from the same root as saddha (sraddha)
and we could think of prasad  as lucid  faith, the kind of faith emanating from a clarity of  'analytical appreciative
understanding', prajna. Everything is clearly illuminated and is seen clearly in relation to everything else.  Everything
is seen clearly in its place.  And therefore it is clear what is important, and what therefore to invest ones emotional
energy in.  

You just know something is right, or wrong.  (because of the light coming from it)  Light as in sensory information (of
any sense - inc. mind sense (imagination) ?)  Lucid faith is being able to see the light coming from it.  Hence the
sense of being in a Pure Land  anywhere

Pra-jna, Pra-sad - What is Pra- ?
'When one applies ones jnana, ones awareness, to something so as to know it as it actually is, that application of
awareness could be called prajna'. 3

conditioned by enl manas    , saddhaloka
Prabhasvara - Prakasha - Prabhakara (radiance or light)    Prajna - light knowing  Vidya - feeling knowing 
Jnana - conscious knowing

Prajna is supreme knowledge (of reality)  Seeing dharmas clearly for what they are
Guenther - Prajna is analytical appreciative understanding WbW p186
(prajna is gramatically feminine - goddesss Prajnaparamita)

1    Wisdom Beyond Words p11
2    Vessantara  Tales of Freedom  
3    Know your Mind p174
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Vidya

Vidya is the second type of wisdom.  It is etymologically linked with vedana - feeling.  Both originate in the root vid -
to know and to experience.  To know through sensation or sensibility.  (videre to see (L)  view  from Fr. voir to see,
from videre) Prajna  and analysis are actions, but vidya  is based on feeling and experience.  It could perhaps be
represented by the title of Antonio Damasio's book 'The feeling of how things are' if that could be taken to its highest
level.  

Vidya has an intuitive aesthetic sense, perhaps we could see it as the spiritual sensibility of a Buddha.  

Avidya  is the opposite of vidya,  and is usually translated as ignorance, or spiritual ignorance.  Guenther  translates
vidya  as 'intrinsic awareness' and avidya  as 'lack of intrinsic awareness'.  Sangharakshita 1 comments that  avidya
is certainly not an absence of knowledge in the usual sense of the word, is more like an emotional  darkness   ...the
state of drunkenness and the samskaras the actions associated with being drunk'.  We could see it as a lack of
spiritual sensibility that leads to actions that are not that spiritually sensitive.  That are sensitive to worldly feeling
(samisa vedana ) rather than spiritual feeling (niramisa vedana ).

In relation to vidya Sangharakshita talks about the artist having a sense of his creation before he starts it (Mozart
picturing symphony in mind)  One can just appreciate things. One can become absorbed in them in a non- utilitarian
way.  

Vidya's link with feeling suggests an enlightened person is completely at home with their feelings.  Sangharakshita
suggests if vidya  is 'a sort of relishing of things, a harmony with the world', ' its opposite avidya conveys a sense of
alienation and conflict': that perhaps the unenlightened are not at home with their feelings.  

The link with aesthetics suggests being happy whatevber is there, truly happy to experience anything.   

Guenther - Vidya is aesthetic appreciation  WbW p187  (like prajna but without the element of analysis) 

In thesaurus, intuition is set against reasoning.   intuition   to look   tuition to show   [intuition - to show oneself]

Know your Mind p60 to at least p66 - mind and mental events in relation includes vidya (Guenther 'pure awareness'
or 'appreciative discrimination'.  Vidya, or wisdom, perceives mind as pure fact (mind-as-such) as opposed to avidya
which perceives mind as described fact.

Know your Mind p172-175 - Bhante on Guenther's interpretive translations of prajna, vidya.  .   Prajna discriminates
(sword of wisdom) whereas vidya is more of a knowing through sensing / feeling.  It is a non-utilitarian knowing. 
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Jnana

Jnana
Skt root jna - to know  WbWords p11  
Touching the earth - evidence in here and now.  Meditation mudra - seeing patterns of where things lead / what
needs to be done. 

WbW p229   Vijnana, which of course is one of the five shandhas, is not so much consciousness as this whole
rational, conceptual level of knowledge, in contrast with the altogether higher faculty of intellect represented by
prajna.

Whatis Dharma? p202 
The difference between vijnana and jnana   fourth reliance - one should rely on jnana not vijnana
they are opposites    jnana sees things as they really are    vijnana sees them as they appear to be
jnana is free from greed hat del   vijnana is completely ensnared in them
jnana is transcendental  vijnana is mundane    vijnana is empirical and rational
but jnana is transcendental knowledge we can rely on
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Wisdom - Summary

Summing up the three types of wisdom (Know your Mind p174) Sangharakshita says  'vidya is intrinsic awareness
that can be lost, jnana is awareness being gained and prajna is jnana in action  Sangharakshita mentions vidya -
'appreciative understanding' again at p186 Wisdom Beyond Wordsin intro to Ratnagunasamcayagatha.  He also
mentions alienated awareness in relation to more analytical approaches

wbw p203  jnana represents a state that has been achieved, while prajna represents a function or faculty.  Jnana, in
a word, is static; prajna is dynamic.  in  the Platform Sutra Hui Neng says Samadhi is the quintessence of prajna,
while prajna is the activity of samadhi"  here in this context samadhi corresponds not to concentration but to jnana.
as Hui Neng goes on - they are like the lamp and the light (with the lamp, there is light)

Prajna, Vidya and Jnana
Jnana as the lamp would seem to be the aspect of enlighened Manas conditioned by body as it is the tangible base
from which the other types of wisdom flow.  It is the enlightened knowing in the sense of being embodied. You don't
speculate, as in vijnana, you just know (tangibly). Vidya is enlighened Manas conditioned by feeling.  By hedonic
tone.  Prajna is enlighened Manas conditioned by mind as citta, partly as the light of awareness
As such Prasad and Prajna are complementariesin that Prasad as lucid faith is a supreme mind (or heart) state [citta]
conditioned by enl Manas and Prajna is a supreme wisdom state [manas] conditioned by enl citta (higher states of
consciousness, via sila-samadhi-prajna)

Perhaps, sure in your knowledge of how things are [jnana-the lamp] your wisdom shines out [prajna-the light] and
what you see you appreciate the beauty of [vidya]. Enlightenment

WisDharma p123  in spiral path at level of vimukti (freedom) the earliest teachings have that freedom as twofold -
cheto-vimukti - freedom of mind, freedom from all subjective emotional and subjective bias, from prejudice, from all
psychological conditioning...and prajna-vimukti - freedom of wisdom,  freedom from all wrong views, all ignorance, all
false philosophy, all opinions.  These together make up a complete freedom of heart and mind.

stage after this is knowing one is free - knowledge of destruction of asravas 
<which must be citta - effluents - movements>
kamasrava - poison of desire or craving for experience through the five senses <citta affected by body ?>
bhavasrava -  poison of desire or craving for any form of existence <citta affected by feeling ?>
kamasrava could be feeling and bhavasrava body [tangible form]
avidasrava - poison of spiritual ignorance  <citta affected by view (manas) ?>

When these poisons are extinct, then craving (trishna), the emotional counterpart of spirituial ignorance, has been
destroyed



The Three Faiths

The buddhist tradition talks about three different kinds of faith, or confidence 1 .   These are trusting confidence
(abhisampratyaya ), longing confidence (abhilasa ) and lucid confidence (cetasah prasada ).  We can see them as
the confidences that arise out of the development of different satipatthanas.

Trusting confidence is defined in terms of confidence in the Three Jewels, no matter what else might be happening 2 .
As such it is the confidence that comes from 'taking a stand in emptiness.'  We normally trust what will support us
and look for the substantial to give us that support and this is alright to the extent it is a support, but if the support is a
part of conditioned existence, like the physical body is, when those conditions cease, it ceases.  So at those times
we need to trust what is not conditioned, as in the tThree Jewels or the teaching of the Dharma.  We rely on things
being impermanent, hence ''take our stand in emptiness.'

Longing confidence is defined as 'the birth of the desire to be freed from the reported misery of evil existences in
Samsara...' 3 It is a longing for enlightenment, based in feeling, but not in worldly feeling based in craving or aversion,
but in spiritual feeling, the kind of feeling that inspires spiritual actions and states of mind.  

Lucid confidence is defined as '

1 S.Gam.Po.Pa (trans. Guenther, H.) (1959) The Jewel Ornament of Liberation. Rider: London  28.
2 'ibid.  'Trusting confidence is to feel assurance
3 'ibid.  ''the birth of the desire to be freed from the reported misery of evil existences in Samsara   
4 'ibid.  ''
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The Three Laksanas

The three laksanas  are the three marks of conditioned existence that the enlightened beinmg sees all phenomena to
be marked with, and because of that ceases to engage with as a refuge.  The laksanas  are unsatisfactoriness -
dukkha,  impermanence - anicca,  and insubstantiality - anatta.  We can relate these in our diagram as the
mental objects that are seen from a wise perspective when we look respectively at feeling, at mind and mental states
and at tangible experience (kaya / rupa ).  Seeing the marks is likened to putting ones arm into water and when one
withdraws it a snake with three marks on its forehead is coiled around it.  One naturally uncoils the snake and throws
it back.  This represents not getting attached to experience because we see it as inevitably insubstantial and as
source of suffering, and neither attached to our creations because they never last. 
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The Three Samadhis

Samadhi is a state of concentration of the mind and at the highest level it is informed by insight.  We can think of this
as a stability of the mind that is stable in three ways, known as the three samadhis .  It is stable in the sense of b eing
directionless or unbiased - apranihita - there is no prefered direction to the mind.  This particularly applies to its
attitude towards pleasure and pain.  No feeling is prefered to any other.  In this way it is linked with seeing feeling
marked by the laksana of dukkha.

The second kind of stability is that the mind is stable is terms of its perception of signs.  This is the samadhi of
signlessness - animitta. All experience is signless, imageless.  Signs are just signs, conventions, they don't actually
participate in reality except as that  Signs are only representations, not the thing itself.  It is linked with seeing mental
objects to be marked by the laksana of anicca, impermanence.

The third kind of stability is that the mind is stable in terms of its perception of form (rupa .)  This is the samadhi of
voidness - shunyata. This samadhi is expressed in Perfection of Wisdom sutras like the Heart Sutra which states:
'Form is Only Emptiness, Emptiness is Only Form" (Rupam Shunyata, Shunyata Rupam.)   In this way it is linked
with seeing body to be marked by the laksana of anatta, insubstantiality.
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Testing the Satipatthana Model 

On the Buddhist Tradition and Therapy
A way of establishing the validity of the Satipatthana Model is to look at the teachings of various buddhist schools or at the internal
mechanisms within various psychotherapies - such as traditional cognitive or mindfulness-based psychotherapy - and to see if they
can be explained by the model.  As the buddhist tradition is the inspiration behind some mindfulness-based therapies, it is interesting
to look at how the various schools of buddhism fit within the model.



Mindfulness and Therapy

Mindfulness is becoming established in the world of psychology.  In a recent book  Mindfulness and Psychotherapy  (Germer et al.,
2005) the authors lay out progress in the field:

AN EMERGING, NEW MODEL OF PSYCHOTHERAPY?
We may be on the threshold of a new, mindfulness-oriented model of psychotherapy. There is a clear philosophical paradigm that
supports such a model (discussed later in this chapter). Treatment strategies can be derived from the basic elements of
mindfulness—awareness, of present experience, with acceptance. The strategies are distinguishable from those of other models
and are beginning to be tested for effectiveness. A review of the empirical literature by Baer (2003) suggests that mindful-ness-
based treatments are “probably efficacious” and en route to becoming “well established.”  We will have a developed new model of
psychotherapy, if the out-come literature further confirms its usefulness, when we elaborate and refine relevant aspects of
mindfulness for different settings and diagnostic categories, when we specify the limitations of the approach, and when the
different areas of scholarly investigation are brought under a consistent theoretical umbrella.

The emerging mindfulness model offers intriguing possibilities to diverse areas of psychology and psychotherapy. Its scope is
wide, because mindfulness is a very simple and universal human capacity, and because it can find its way into psychology both as
a theoretical construct and as a practice. Mindfulness is already making strange bedfellows of far-ranging fields such as
behaviorism, psychoanalysis, humanistic psychotherapy, brain science, ethics, spirituality, health psychology, and positive
psychology.

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy
There has been a surge of literature on mindfulness and acceptance-based cognitive-behavioral treatment (Baer, 2003; Campos,
2002; Hayes et al., 2004; Roemer & Orsillo, 2002). Unlike change-based therapies, mindfulness- and acceptance-based
treatments cultivate a relaxed, non-adversarial relationship to symptoms, in which disturbing sensations, feelings, or thoughts are
allowed to come and go. Acceptance-based therapies address the familiar paradox of symptoms intensifying when we try to
remove them, such as when trying to go to sleep or struggling to relax.

The four leading approaches are (1) dialectical behavior therapy (DBT; Linehan, 1993a, 1993b), which has become the preferred
treat-ment for borderline personality disorder and is being used for affect regulation in general; (2) mindfulness-based stress
reduction (MBSR; Kabat-Zinn, 1990), an 8- to 10-week mindfulness training course with multiple applications to physical and
mental health; (3) mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT; Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2002), an application of MBSR to
cognitive therapy and depression, which teaches patients to observe their thoughts; and (4) acceptance and commitment therapy
(ACT; Hayes, Strosahl, et al., 1999; Hayes, Strosahl, & Houts, 2005), which encourages patients to accept, rather than control,
unpleasant sensations. For a review of the promising outcome literature, see Baer (2003), Hayes, Masuda, et al. (2004), and
Chapter 11 of this book.

Germer, C.K., (2005). 19-21.

These mindfulness and acceptance-based therapies have overlaping but differing definitions of mindfulness (Hayes & Fletcher, in
press).  As Christopher Germer says, 'a new mindfulness-oriented model of psychotherapy will be developed when - among other
things -  these different areas of investigation are brought under a consistent theoretical umbrella [my italics].'  

What probably makes an attempt at a consistent theoretical umbrella with regards to mindfulness complex is that, a) buddhism is
acknowledged by some founders of mindfulness-based therapy as influential, b) there is not only one school of buddhism: different
schools of buddhism despite overlaping teachings will have subtle differences in emphasis, and probably subtly different things to say
about mindfulness.  Jon Kabat-Zinn (1990, xxi) acknowledges among his buddhist influences: Philip Kapleau (Three Pillars of Zen ),
Ram Dass (Be Here Now ), Shunryo Suzuki (Beginners Mind ), Zen Master Seung Sahn, Quan Ja Nim, Thich Nhat Hahn (Miracle of
Mindfulness ), Jack Cornfield, Joseph Goldstein, Sharon Salzberg, Christopher Titmuss, Christina Feldman and various teachers at the
Insight Meditation Society, Larry Rosenberg (Breath by Breath), and a few non-buddhist influences.  This group is collectively
influenced by the buddhist schools of zen, theravada and vipassana meditation.   Kabat-Zinn is influenced by the theravada-mahayana
vietnamese buddhism of Thich Nhat Hahn.  Marsha Linehan, founder of DBT, is more pre-dominantly 'zen.' - she says:  The DBT
tenets of observing, mindfulness, and avoidance of judgement are all derived from the study and practice of Zen meditation' (Linehan
1993a, 20-21).



In considering the issue of what mindfulness in therapy really is, it may be useful to try and fit the teachings of the various buddhist
schools into a 'consistent mindfulness-based theoretical framework.'   I have tried to do this in the following pages, and in the ones
following to look at the different mindfulness-based therapies in that light: exploring the schools of buddhism they relate to, and how
they might fit into a 'satipatthana framework'. 
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Buddhism and its Three Main Phases

Buddhism over the centuries went through three distinct phases called yanas or ways.  The oldest, dating from the time of the Buddha
and lasting approximately 500 years, was called by the phase that succeeded it, the Hinayana.  Its survivors constitute Theravada
buddhism: as in the saffron-robed monks of Burma or Thailand.  Theravada means the 'Way of the Elders.'   This school concentrates
particularly on following a comprehensive monastic code of ethics (the Vinaya ), mindfulness meditation, and on the cultivation of
insight (vipassana  meditation).  It values highly the four satipatthanas as one of its central teachings, and its main texts are in the Pali
Canon. 

The second great phase, lasting roughly another 500 years after the Hinayana, called itself the Mahayana.  Mahayana means the
"Great" Way, as opposed to "Lesser" Way of the Hinayana, a perjorative term used by the Mahayana.  The Mahayana emphasised
altruism and compassion, adding that to the wisdom emphasised in the Hinayana, now Theravada.  Its texts include Perfection of
Wisdom Sutras, and its schools the zen school: black robed monks in Japan for instance are Mahayana.  Within the Mahayana a
practitioner practices for their own liberation but it the context of the welfare of 'the many', and in this are guided by the symbolic figure
of the bodhisattva.

The third phase, following for around 500 years after the Mahayana, is the Vajrayana or 'Diamond' Way, as represented by Tibetan
monks in maroon robes.  The Vajrayana is built on the platform of the previous two yanas (the Dalai Lama for instance is motivated by
compassion) but it adds to them a strongly symbolic dimension: the vajra  or diamond thunderbolt being a symbol for relationship with
reality.  Tibetan buddhism is highly devotional and  practical, and a person may spend years reciting large numbers of mantras to
prepare their mind for wisdom and compassion.

In the buddhist world of today, which of course is global, we see the mixing of these phases of buddhism, and it is now theoretically
possible to take an overview of them - to see how the respective emphases of Theravada, Mahayana and Vajrayana migfht fit with
each other in an overall system.  These emphases we might characterise as insightfulness, inclusivity, and immediacy.  In the
development of the succession of yanas,  it is likely that each yana  evolved to meet a need beginning to be unmet in a previous yana .
As such we could see each yana  as a corrective rather than a replacement for the previous yana.  In terms of mindfulness we could
see an unmet need in a previous yana  as a failure in mindfulness.  For instance the Hinayana possibly drifted away from altruism into
a kind of self-oriented pre-occupation with insight; the Mahayana drifted away from a sense of immediacy and urgency into a kind of
vague universalism; and the Vajrayana may itself be drifting towards being too esoteric, which of course is attractive to many
westerners, but in itself may be a distraction.  It is in the nature of unmindfulness for such drifting to happen, and when it takes place
within a culture sometimes the culture supports the drifting.   But just as when an individual meditating drifts off, they can always then
wake up and become aware again.  In the same way, buddhism itself - being a living tradition - has repeatedly woken up and
addressed needs not met by its schools.

Each modern buddhist school - and by implication, teachers of mindfulness in the west who associate themselves with it - will have its
particular strengths but also its possible blind spots, and I include the Western Buddhist Order - the tradition I am personally
associated with - in that.  I have used the 'Satipatthana Model' to look at the various buddhist schools to explore not only their
strengths but also possible imbalances of mindfulness implicit in their teachings.   
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Lineages of Mindfulness Teachers in the West

Modern western mindfulness teachers will generally acknowledge a debt to certain buddhist teachers or schools over others, which is
effectively tantamount to declaring themselves part of a lineage.  It means their 'teaching' takes on the emphasis of those schools, but
that emphasis may lack the 'complete picture' in terms of mindfulness, in the way the the Hinayana lacked the 'complete picture', which
was compensated for by the Mahayana.   In the light of the Satipatthana Model let's see in what way the 'lineages' of modern western
mindfulness teachers might be missing in terms of  the 'complete picture' of mindfulness.
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Vipassana Meditation
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Mahayana Buddhism
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Zen Buddhism
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Vipassana Meditation
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Tibetan Buddhism
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A 'Western' Form of Buddhism (FWBO)
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Mindfulness and Behaviourist Therapy

I have tried to demonstrate how CBT and the four main mindfulness-based therapies fit within the Satipatthana Model
on the following pages.  A factor to consider is that each of these therapies, in only partly expressing the full buddhist
range of mindfulness, expresses something of buddhism and effectively leaves something out.  Otherwise it would
constitute the complete buddha-dharma.  For example, with CBT one brings mindfulness to the accuracy of ones
thoughts, and one considers the conditions under which ones mood changes.  This kind of mindfulness and
appreciation of conditionality is in line with buddhism.  Yet, due to the limitations of being a secular behaviourist
therapy, CBT is limited in it cannot explicitly express ethical guidelines like buddhism can.  In claiming to be science-
based it must also verify its methods scientifically.  Which means it cannot value the kinds of personal experience
buddhism values (as in the Kalama Sutta's injunction to "Come and see for yourself') because individual experience
like that cannot be proven to a third party - one criterion of scientific proof.  When the founder of CBT, Aaron Beck,
had his 'Meeting of the Minds' dialogue with the Dalai Lama in 2005, they were often within the one topic effectively
talking about different things.  Beck would be talking about the contents of thought, while under the same subject
matter the Dalai Lama would be covering individual motivation and a secular version of ethics - which would be
outside of the remit of science, and therefore CBT.

Science is the respectable paradigm in western society and  buddhist-oriented activities like mindfulness-based
therapies will have to come into relationship with it.  Despite a few advantages there are also dangers in that
interaction for buddhism.  To the extent that buddhists are more rigorous and objective (scientific virtues)  in their
practice, that benefits buddhism. But where buddhists are operating in a 'scientific environment', there may be aspects
of buddhism that do not fit easily within a scientific framework - such as the buddhist trusting their own judgement and
experience.  Then they may start subtly doubting the validity of that because it cannot be validated scientifically.  In
fact mindfulness-based therapies today are under this kind of scientific scrutiny and a pressure for scientific validation
is there which may distort how they would preferably operate.  Kabat-Zinn (2003)1 appeals against such a
reductionist approach, citing that a previously promising therapy had been stripped in a similar process of its non-
scientific context and had subsequently died out.  He did not want such a thing to happen to mindfulness.  

For more see -
www.mahabodhi.org.uk/mindpsych.html
www.mahabodhi.org.uk/therapy.html
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Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT)

CBT is akin to buddhism in some ways in that it focusses a client's attention on conditionality.  It asks them to look at
what conditions bring about an unhelpful mood such as anxiety or depression.  What effect do a number of factors
over which they have control - exercise, thinking, behaviour, environment - affect that mood, and how can they
change any of those to create a better mood.  It encourages them to be 'scientific' about the way they approach
dealing with their moods.  If they can do that rigorously then they can go on to 'help themselves' after only a brief
training in CBT methods.

A central principle of cognitive behaviour therapy is that thoughts, emotions, behaviours and
physiology are part of a unified system.  Achange to any one part will be accompanied by changes to
the other parts.For example, if a person's television exploded as she watched it, she may experience
immediate physiological changes (a surge of adrenalin); a rapid shift of behaviour (from calmly
watching the screen to rushing for a fire blanket ...): a feeling of anxiety and thoughts or cognitions
such as '!*!* the house is burning - I'm going to die'.  CBT recognises the unified nature of this
process.  The scenario presented here does not represent a psychological problem, but where
psychological problems exist, change is sought through focus on unhelpful thoughts.  It is important to
stress that components such as emotions and behaviours are not ignored or considered unimportant
...   ... In reading about the exploding television, you may have thought that you would not have
experienced a rush of adrenalin or felt or acted in the same way.  CBT accounts for this by suggesting
that each person brings to a situation a different range of feelings, physiological responses and
behaviours and that thoughts guide these.  Feelings and responses are not caused intrinsically by the
situation itself, but largely by the way in which each of us views it.  This was realised at least as long
ago as the first century AD when the stoic philosopher Epictetus noted that people 'are disturbed not
by things but by the views which they take of them'. 1   
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History of the Cognitive Model

Aaron T. Beck first developed cognitive therapy in the '60s, when working on depression.  In 1986 two CBT therapists Christine
Padesky and Kathleen Mooney produced a 'clinical tip' 1  - a suggested way of presenting to clients how the different factors in CBT
interacted.  This came to be called called the 'cognitive model.'  The model later appeared in the most popular cognitive therapy
workbook Mind Over Mood 2

Christine Padesky:

"We developed it from our understanding of cognitive therapy blended with our view that human experience is
always interactive with the environments in which we live.  Today we would refer to it as a biopsychosocial model for
understanding human experience.  Its strength for use in therapy is that it is descriptive, captures interactions
between different aspects of experience, and does not take a stance regarding which must come first: the thought or
the mood or the behaviour or the environmental event or the biological response.  Sometimes all happen
simultaneously, other times one experience leads to another." 3

References:
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CBT - 'Thinking Errors'

The cognitive model shows how different
aspects of our experience condition each
other, in this case how thinking "They all
hate me" affects our mood (Fig.1a).  Our
thinking can be extreme (catastrophic) and
unbalanced  like this.  But by remembering
the cognitive model, we can remember the
link between thought and mood and asess
whether our thoughts are balanced or not.
We do this by using the Thought Record, 
a form we can  fill in when we are
experiencing a difficult mood (Fig.1b).
Having brought in more balanced thinking
with the Thought Record, our mood
improves (Fig.1c)

Thought Record
We write down, in this order -
❐ Our situation
❐ What mood(s) we are experiencing

e.g worry, anger, sad, lonely, whatever
❐ We give each a score from 1 - 100.
❐ We write down a list of 'automatic 

thoughts' - thoughts that have arisen 
alongside those mood(s),
Examples of the kind of 'catastrophic' 
thinking that can come up 
- "i'm useless", Nobody loves me" ,  

"If I go out I'll get mugged"
❐ One will be more burning than the others

- the 'hot' thought
❐ We take that and list everything that we

can think of as 'evidence for' the thought
(called 'socratic questioning').

❐ Then we list 'evidence against'
❐ Then in another column we try to come 

up with a new thought that includes the 
evidence for and against the old thought 
- a 'balanced thought'.
(which may, instead of "Nobody loves 
me" now be "There are people who do 
not seem to like me but X, Y,and Z have

always been interested in seeing me and
they do seem to enjoy  our meetings")

❐ Considering this new thought on lists 
ones moods again and gives them new  
scores from 1 - 100

❐ Ones scores for negative moods will
often have gone down, and for positive 
moods have gone up, with the newly 
created 'balanced' thought
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Cognitive Behaviour Therapy

The main process involved in CBT can be seen in the following diagram.  Seen in terms of mindfulness, bringing
mindfulness to the content of thoughts - contemplating the dhammas in the dhammas - is firstly about seeing what
our thoughts are (step 1 - isolating the automatic thoughts) and secondly about testing them for accuracy by putting
them on trial - just how true are they: what is the evidence for them being true.  This reflection often leads, when there
are catastrophic thoughts like 'Nobody Loves Me', to their replacement by more balanced ones, and as the thoughts
we have do always condition our moods (mental feelings - cetasika vedana ) the changed thoughts often lead to a
change in mood (to be less 'catastrophic' itself.)
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Mindfulness-Based Therapies

Mindfulness- and acceptance-based therapies make up what in psychology literature is called the 'third wave.'  The
two previous 'waves' were the original behaviourism of Skinner and others, and cognitive therapy.  All the three
'waves' come under the flag of behaviourist psychotherapy, although I think how strictly behaviourist the third wave is
is open to debate.  There are four basic mindfulness- and acceptance-based therapies and many minor offshoots.
The main therapies and their originators are:

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) - Jon Kabat-Zinn
Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) - Mark Williams, John Teasdale and Zindel Segal
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT, pronounced as one word) - Stephen Hayes
Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) - Marsha Linehan

In terms of connections with buddhism they vary widely in acknowledging a link.  Kabat-Zinn openly acknowledges
buddhism and other eastern traditions to be the inspiration behind MBSR, but is careful to spell out and maintain the
secular bature of MBSR.  MBCT derived from MBSR and cognitive therapy and takes a similar stance in relation to
buddhism.  Stephen Hayes talks about the similarities between ACT and buddhism being coincidental.  And Marsha
Linehan acknowledges her debt to zen buddhism and is a practitioner herself.  

Mindfulness-based therapies differ clearly from buddhism in certain ways.  By virtue of being a religion, buddhism is
confessional, that is it has explicit ethical guidelines that its adherents 'confess' to practicing.  No therapy can be said
to be confessional (as in: 'I confess to being a therapist')  People profess to being therapists instead.  And their
professional qualifications back up their claim.  Therapy is not a belief system as such.  If it were it would have explicit
ethical precepts that it would be claiming efficacy for.  So for example ACT is a therapy that involves act-ing (i.e.
making commitments to things you value) but it makes no mention of what it considers is of value (it has no value-
judgements).  Value judgements are outside of its brief.  So this is a way mindfulness-based therapies differ from
buddhism. 
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Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction

Jon Kabat-Zinn's Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction has three basic elements which can be seen on the following
pages.  It focusses on mindfulness in the present moment, which in the satipatthana schema means the body
satipatthana.  In that moment one experiences feeling which one is encouraged to accept.  And one does that
without making judgements about whether ones experience is good or bad, it is just experience.



Fully Contacting the Present Moment

Being in the present moment is being fully in contact with the tangible, which supports acceptance because if one looks at its opposite
- not being present - one is likely to be lost in all sorts of vague imaginings (about ones situation) that put that situation just out of ones
grasp.  By being aware in the present moment that situation is irrevocably brought home to one and will be pleading to be dealt with.
Although perhaps painful at first, but maybe because it is painful, this situation is supportive of acceptance.
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Acceptance

When a situation cannot be changed we can only accept it, or more precisely, accept our experience of it.  And it
provides a useful function.  It doesn't directly help change our experience and make it better.  What it does do is
change our view of our situation (and that changed view may then positively recondition our experience). Acceptance
modifies our view (Manas) by working at the feeling end of things.

We start with a view - say, "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  We have that view.  Then along comes
experience that contradicts that view - we have a sustained period of physical pain or emotional difficulty.  Our
thoughts kick in with "This shouldn't be happening.  It's not supposed to be like this".  Our Manas is defending its
view, that "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  Suppose though we ignore that and work at accepting our
experience, accepting the feeling that is there. Pain conditioned by the body (kayika vedana).  Pain conditioned by
the Mind (cetasika vedana).  We fully own our experience as ours, and as painful.  

The test of whether we have really accepted our difficult experience is whether we find ourselves abandonning or
modifying our original view, that "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  If we are using acceptance simply as a
strategy to improve our experience we are still invested in that view and are not really accepting what xcontradicts it.
But if we can really accept our new experience, our view will change to something like "I might want life to be
pleasant most of the time, but in reality anything can happen".

So acceptance has made our view of life more realistic, more in line with the truth.  Which is an improvement in our
situation, a safer place to be.  When we have a more realistic view, precisely because it is realistic there is less
chance reality will contradict it, which puts us in a more stable place.  This more stable view may in turn condition our
body to be more calm and relaxed which in turn may condition the physical side of feeling to be more pleasant
(improving our experience).  In addition, our view being more in line with reality will condition the mood (cetasika
vedana) conditioned by that view to be lighter (again, improving our experience).  So indirectly, acceptance is likely to
improve our experience.  But only if it is actually acceptance and not a strategy to maintain a fixed view.
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Non Judgemental Awareness

Jon Kabat Zinn in his work in pain management emphasises bringing a non-judgemental awareness to whatever one
is feeling, whether the feeling is a physical pain (or pleasure), a mood (as in a feeling of mental origin like dejection) or
another type of feeling.  

In any judgement about the feeling - "This shouldn't be happening to me!"- "This feeling is bad" - we are using our
assessment faculty (Manas).  The judgements it makes are an interference with the process of simply being aware of
the feeling whatever it is.  Being aware of the feeling is being sensitive to the feeling which has nothing to do with
extraneous elements like our opinions about whether we think it should be there or not.  In fact we can starve our
feeling faculty of the attention it really needs, all the time we are we are obsessing about our opinions about it.  We
need to give our opinions their space, but we also need at the right time to give our feelings their space, and to know
the difference between the two.  

"This shouldn't be happening to me!" - is an interference with the awareness that "This is happening to me".

The Buddha in the Satipatthana Sutta says we need to contemplate the feelings in the feelings, or to see clearly
where each feeling leads from within its own frame of reference.  "This shouldn't be happening to me!" - is an example
of contemplating our thoughts about our feelings. On the other hand - "This is happening to me, and how do I feel
about it?"  - is an example of contemplating our feelings about our feelings.  Non-judgemental awareness then helps
us do the second rather than the first.  It helps us to more purely experience our feelings (as feelings).

Every time we come up with a should or an ought about how we are feeling - "I should feel better than this (when we
are ill)", or about our states of mind - " I ought to be able to cope better than this (when we are suffering from a loss)"
it is a form of internal violence.  We are letting our thoughts do violence to the reality of our feelings and ourselves.
We are over-riding the reality of our situation with views about it.  The reality is represented more by our feelings, and
by our states of mind.  Our opinions just stand in the way of being able to accept our situation, which is often  the thing
we most need to do.
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Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy

Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) is the product of Zindel Segal, Mark Williams and John Teasdale.  It is
inspired by a combination of MBSR and traditional CBT.  Their research started with Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
(CBT) as a tool for treating depression, to which they then added MBSR methods.  On the following pages are some
of their findings expressed in their book Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy for Depression covering the various
treatments for depression and preventing future relapses.  
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MBCT - experimental findings

Once one has had depression, the chances of it coming back (called a relapse) are higher than if one has never had
it.  People prone to depression (with previous episodes of it) when triggered into a sad mood are more likely to
develop the dysfunctional thinking that leads to future bouts of depression. 
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Rumination

Depressed people will tend to ruminate about their situation believing it will give them a better understanding of their
emotions and that will help them solve their problems.  Actually it does the opposite.  Experience shows that
rumination decreases ones ability to solve ones problems.
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View on Rumination from Satipatthana Perspective

In the Satipatthana Sutta one contemplates each satipatthana in and of itself.   That is, one contemplates cognitive
processes as cognitive processes, affective processes (feelings) as affective processes.  One doesn't mix them up.
Rumination is a kind of mixing up of the cognitive and affective.  One ruminates (chews) over how one is feeling, 
but in doing that one is in the 'wrong place' to do anything about ones feelings, because rumination is thought.  To
change ones feelings one has to experience them and having felt them through that move on.
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Distancing / Decentering

A key concept in MBCT is distancing or decentering.  As opposed to CBT where one examines and changes ones
though content, with decentering on has the same thoughts but one has a different way in which one holds them in
the mind - one distances oneself from them, often with the notion "I am not my thought" / "My thougfht is not a fact."
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Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy gives us tools to see clearly the things we may be doing that are not helpful, and what actions to take.
But what happens when we have done all we can.  Then only option may be to accept whatever we cannot change.  Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy, created by Steven Hayes and featured in his book 'Get Out of Your Mind and into Your Life' 1, can help us do
this.  It conceives of mindfulness in terms of six processes:

'The goal of ACT is an increase in psychological flexibility, that is, the ability to fully contact the present moment and
the psychological reactions it produces as a conscious person and to persist or change in behaviour in the situation
in the service of chosen values...Psychological flexibility is fostered by six highly interrelated processes: defusion,
acceptance, contact with the present moment, self-as-context, values, and committed action.'  2

'From an RFT 3  perspective, mindfulness can thus be defined as the defused, accepting, open contact with the
present moment and the private events it contains as a conscious human being experientially distinct from the
content being noticed.  The psychological importance of mindfulness is that it empowers valuing and committed
action, and thus is a key aspect of psychological flexibility.'  4

Hayes admits to a large overlap between ACT and buddhism but its development 'was not based on a conscious link to Buddhism' 5
Neither does he tie the ACT definition of mindfulness to specific practices like meditation:

'there is no explicit or even implicit linkage to particular methods or techniques in the ACT definition [of mindfulness]
even though many are available - any method that moves the specified process is considered relevant.  In contrast,
other definitions [of mindfulness] tend to be somewhat narrower, written in more general or even common-sense
language, and often seem implicitly linked to meditation per se.'.............'ACT recognises the benefits of formal
practice but emphasises informal practices...in the hope...to reach as many people as possible'  6

If an increase in psychological flexibility is the goal of ACT, a similar call to psychological flexibility is made by Ellen Langer, Professor
of Psychology at Harvard University.  She takes the angle of mindfulness being the opposite of mindlessness 7, so that either when
dealing with difficult feelings (ACT) or with a dull routine (Langer) there is always a chance of keeping ones heart and mind fresh and
open.  

References:

1   Hayes, S.C., & Smith, S. (2005).  Get out of your mind and into your life: the new acceptance and commitment therapy.  
Oakland CA: New Harbinger.

2   Hayes, S.C., & Fletcher, L. (in press).  Relational Frame Theory, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, and a Functional Analytic 
Definition of Mindfulness.  Journal of Rational Emotive and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy.

3    Relational Frame Theory: the theoretical underpinning of ACT.  
4   Hayes, S.C., & Fletcher, L. (in press).  Relational Frame Theory, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, and a Functional Analytic 

Definition of Mindfulness.  Journal of Rational Emotive and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy.
5   ibid.
6   ibid.
7 Langer, E.J. (1989)  Mindfulness. Cambridge, MA: Da Capo Press.



Acceptance

When a situation cannot be changed we can only accept it, or more precisely, accept our experience of it.  And it
provides a useful function.  It doesn't directly help change our experience and make it better.  What it does do is
change our view of our situation (and that changed view may then positively recondition our experience). Acceptance
modifies our view (Manas) by working at the feeling end of things.

We start with a view - say, "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  We have that view.  Then along comes
experience that contradicts that view - we have a sustained period of physical pain or emotional difficulty.  Our
thoughts kick in with "This shouldn't be happening.  It's not supposed to be like this".  Our Manas is defending its
view, that "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  Suppose though we ignore that and work at accepting our
experience, accepting the feeling that is there. Pain conditioned by the body (kayika vedana).  Pain conditioned by
the Mind (cetasika vedana).  We fully own our experience as ours, and as painful.  

The test of whether we have really accepted our difficult experience is whether we find ourselves abandonning or
modifying our original view, that "Life should be pleasant most of the time".  If we are using acceptance simply as a
strategy to improve our experience we are still invested in that view and are not really accepting what xcontradicts it.
But if we can really accept our new experience, our view will change to something like "I might want life to be
pleasant most of the time, but in reality anything can happen".

So acceptance has made our view of life more realistic, more in line with the truth.  Which is an improvement in our
situation, a safer place to be.  When we have a more realistic view, precisely because it is realistic there is less
chance reality will contradict it, which puts us in a more stable place.  This more stable view may in turn condition our
body to be more calm and relaxed which in turn may condition the physical side of feeling to be more pleasant
(improving our experience).  In addition, our view being more in line with reality will condition the mood (cetasika
vedana) conditioned by that view to be lighter (again, improving our experience).  So indirectly, acceptance is likely to
improve our experience.  But only if it is actually acceptance and not a strategy to maintain a fixed view.
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Acceptance supported by Values and Committed Action

We may be working hard to develop our Feeling Satipatthana, by accepting our feelings, and our Mental Objects Satipatthana, by
letting our views be more in line with reality, but all of that will be hindered or supported by what is going on with the other
satipatthanas: by whether we are also working on Kaya and Citta.

Contemplating the Heart / Consciousness in the Heart / Consciousness (citta ) - or seeing the future of ones states of mind - has two
primary aspects - mindfulness and metta, or awareness and care.  If we develop the Heart Satipatthana we will tend to select those
states of mind that are more likely to provide a better future.  Hayes' notion of values and committed action include identifiable valued
experiences in the future (for ourselves or others) and committed action being what we need to do in the present to achieve those.
Aside from these 'future' considerations, there is, in the present, a positive spin-off to this activity.  To apprehend values and
committed action we need to have a certain kind of awareness up and running and that, positively oriented as it is, does not easily sit
with the kind of fear or despondency that may come along with non-acceptance of difficult feelings.  CBT has a similar mechanism in
constructive yet counterintuitive behaviour working against a mood of depression. 

Also, the fact of having values is an expression of faith in something (that those values are achievable), which cannot but add
buoyancy to ones psyche.  For a buddhist those values and commitments will be buddhist values, but in other models of the 'healthy
psyche' for instance in Maslow's self actualiser, a similar value-orientation predominates.
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Fully Contacting the Present Moment

Being in the present moment is being fully in contact with the tangible, which supports acceptance because if one looks at its opposite
- not being present - one is likely to be lost in all sorts of vague imaginings (about ones situation) that put that situation just out of ones
grasp.  By being aware in the present moment that situation is irrevocably brought home to one and will be pleading to be dealt with.
Although perhaps painful at first, but maybe because it is painful, this situation is supportive of acceptance.
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Self-as-Context

Closely allied to 'fully contacting the present moment' is Hayes' notion of self-as-context.  Not only is one more aware of ones actual
experience, one is aware that it is your  experience, which gives it more weight in your mind.  This kind of awareness of self-as-context
can arise whenever we put ourselves deliberately in 'limiting' situation - for instance on an intensive meditation retreat - we limit our
options to sitting in the same position for hours on end.  Paradoxically, in limiting our freedom, we become more aware of ourself as
the centre of our experiernce, and hence of the choices we always have.  Choosing to not avoid our experience is such a self-imposed
limitation and with it comes a greater sense of our self - as-context - and the realisation of our potential freedom.
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Cognitive Defusion

ACT uses techniques to change ones relationship to ones thoughts, rather than challenging the content of them as in traditional CBT.
An example would be repeating a chosen word over and over again where after a while it becomes just a sound.  This technique is
called cognitive defusion.  One could say it is a remedy to over-valuing thought itself (at the expense of the other satipatthanas).  When
only the thought of a threatening event is able to trigger a debilitating anxiety, then we are obviously giving that thought an unhelpful
ammount of weight and it would benefit from having its intensity defused using such a cognitive defusion technique.
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The CBT -  ACT 'Interface'

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy  focusses on the cognitive - what one thinks - and the behavioural - what one then can do.  In terms of
thinking it does two things: it helps one focus on the immediate  - ones current thinking - to change that if one needs to, and it helps
one focus on the 'overview' - a general perspective on how things work, symbolised in the cognitive model.  In doing these two things,
in terms of the satipatthanas, it focusses on the mental objects satipatthana. 

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy has a different focus.  It focuses more on mindfulness in the present moment, on acceptance of
feeling, values and committed action.  Its focus is much more on accepting ones existential situation.  Accepting ones experience.
Experience is represented by the body  and feeling satipatthanas. Accepting ones experience is aided by having values and
commitment to actions which are held and developed in the heart satipatthana. Values are what are closest to ones heart and
commitment  flows from that, so with ACT we have three satipatthanas involved, although I would say its focus mainly falls on the
feeling  (acceptance) and the heart  (commitment) satipatthanas. 

You could say that one takes over where the other leaves off.  A passage in Roadblocks to Cognitive Therapy 2 addresses the
therapeutic question as to when a therapist should usefully apply traditional CBT and when they should apply ACT.  The difference
seems to hinge on how true ones thinking happens to be.  One should switch to ACT when ones thinking reflects reality.  CBT works
on faulty thinking, including extreme core beliefs, but when one is thinking 'One day I will die' and one feels distress, one can no longer
apply CBT.  That is because ones thinking is already true.  There is no more one can do about it.  One can only accept ones difficult
feelings in relation to the thought, using ACT.

References:

1    Relational Frame Theory.  The theoretical underpinning of ACT.  
2   Roadblocks to Cognitive Therapy
4   ibid.
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Essay on Feeling from Buddhist viewpoint

Feeling is the second of the satipatthanas.  What the buddha says about it in the Satipatthana Sutta is the practitioner
should be aware, when they are experiencing a feeling, the type of feeling it is (namely its tone - pleasureable, painful
or neutral).  He also adds, whatever the tone is, to also know a worldly feeling (samisam vedana)as a worldly feeling
and a spiritual feeling (niramisam vedana)as a spiritual feeling.  That is all he says about it.

The vedana entry in the PTS Pali-English dictionary classes three modes of feeling: pleasureable, painful or neutral.  It
also mentions it as kusala, akusala, avyakata (skilful, unskilful, neither skilful or unskilful).  It mentions the five vedanas
- sukham, dukkham, somanassam, domanassam and upekkha.  The 108 modes of vedana.  It mentions that it is one of
the five skandhas. It also mentions bodily (kayika) feeling and mental (cetasika) feeling.  Surprisingly the dictionary
entry doesn't mention anything about spiritual (niramisa) or worldly (samisa) feeling, despite those being clerarly
mentioned in one of the most important suttas, the Satipatthana Sutta.  So what are we to make of all these lists?  One
tendency we might have is to think its all too complicated, and go back to what is most obvious in our experience, that
feeling is simply just pleasureable, painful or neutral!

One thing I learned in physics though was that if something is there in an equation it is there for a reason, it needs to be
included in ones calculations, and I think that the buddha pointed to these categories of vedana for a reason, and in
considering what vedana really is, we need to include them in our calculations.  So let's look at these lists, put them in
the context of what we know of the dharma, and what we know in our experience, and see what we come up with.

Feeling as a resultant
The first thing about feeling is that it is vipaka - a resultant.  Sangharakshita (Mind in Buddhist Psychology seminar
p193) compares it with Schoppenhauer's Vorstellung - the classification of things in life that just happen to us, rather
than Wille, things we do. As the Mind in Buddhist Psychology text says "The absolute specific characteristic of feeling is
to experience".  I think this point is absolutely axiomatic to everything else we might consider.  Feeling cannot for
instance be 'good' in itself, because it would have to be something we were doing.  Karma rather than vipaka.  It can
though be the result of goodness.  Spiritual feeling (niramisam vedana) is not 'feeling spiritual' - as in, "I feel so spiritual
today, that's good isn't it?".  That kind of 'spiritual feeling' may just be the ego having a view of itself (as spiritual), and
then that view conditioning a pleasant feeling.  Real spiritual feeling is feeling resulting from (actual) ethical behaviour or
an ethical state of mind, for example, as in when we have a good conscience, or when an experience of pleasure arises
in the dhyanas.  

If we take this point about feeling as always being a vipaka and apply that to our list, every reference then has to apply
either to a) the tone of the experience (pleasant, painful or neutral) or b) the source.  Sukha is tone (pleasant);
somanassam is both tone (pleasant) and source (manas - mind sense).  Kayika is source (kaya - body);  cetasika is
source (mental);  kusala is source (ethical behaviour).  Samisam and niramisam are sources (worldly source and
spiritual or ethically positive source - the sources including both  behaviours and mental activities [actions of body
speech and mind]).

Body
Body is something like the tangible aspect to rupa, rupa being the objective constituent of the perceptual situation.  It is
our experience of the tangible (perhaps, to be more specific, like rupa when objectively experienced).  

Citta
Citta is translated by Guenther as attitude, which points to activity and ethics.  I think I prefer to see it as attitude and
awareness (level of ethical awareness plus expansiveness/concentratedness of mind)  The PTS Pali-English dictionary
entry for citta gives its meaning as the heart (psychologically) and states - 

Difficult



"The meaning of citta is best understood when explaining it with expressions familiar to us, as: with all my heart; heart
and soul; I have no heart to do it..   all of which emphasize the emotional and conative side of "thought" more than its
mental and rational side (for which see manas and vinnana). It may therefore be rendered by intention, impulse, mood,
disposition, state of mind, reaction to impressions" 

I think the use of the word citta in the plural (the 89 cittas, the 52 cittas - the 52 mental events) by the Abhidharma
confuses the issue of the meaning of the word citta.  A mental state is not like a separate element within ones heart and
mind.  One's citta (heart) as a whole is coloured by a mental state like distraction.  Mrs Rhys Davids in this regard
remarks (Buddhist Psychology p18) that the two alternative terms for mind or consciousness, mano and vinnana, are
sometimes classified under the category dhatu (element), but citta never is, implying its singular nature.  She compares
citta as heart as a 'psychically innervating force' (Buddhist Psychology p17) which I take to be that which motivates the
whole person rather than being associated with individual conscious elements within that person.  

This ethical dimension is apparent from the Buddha's words in the Satipatthana Sutta in the section on Citta .  He
advises the practitioner to know when their mind contains lust, hate or ignorance.  Further, to know when their
consciousness is in a shrunken, or expanded state, a distracted state, a state 'become great', unsurpassed, a
concentrated state, a liberated state, etc. That is to know the degree, and in what way their heart/mind is perfumed by
awareness, expansiveness, calm, love and insight. 

Manas and Dhammas
The fourth satipatthana, dhammas (mental objects) is connected with mind in the sense of Manas (or Mano).  Manas is
the mind-sense and as such it is what grasps mental objects, just as the eye grasps visual objects.  The PTS dictionary
entry for Mano /Mana(s) states -

"Meaning: mind, thought...    1. Mano represents the intellectual functioning of consciousness, while vinnana represents
the field of sense and sense reaction ("perception") and citta the subjective aspect of consciousness....   As "mind" it
embodies the rational faculty of man, which, as the subjective side in our relation to the objective world, may be
regarded as a special sense, acting on the world, a sense adapted to the rationality (reasonableness, dhamma) of the
phenomena, as our eye is adapted to the visibility of the latter.  Thus it ranges as the 6th sense in the classification of
the senses and their respective spheres....     the mind fits the world as the eye fits the light, or in other words mano is
the counterpart of dhamma...   Dhamma as counterpart of mano is rather an abstract (pluralistic) representation of the
world, i.e. the phenomena as such with a certain inherent rationality;  manas is the receiver of these phenomena in their
abstract meaning, it is the abstract sense, so to speak...   As regards the relation of manas to citta, it may be stated ,
that citta is more substantial (as indicated by translation "heart"), more elemental as the seat of emotion, whereas
manas is the finer element, a subtler feeling or thinking as such"

Mrs Rhys Davids remarks (Buddhist Psychology p19) -

'The Commentators connect mano with minati (ma), to measure.  

It seems then that Manas measures, assesses.  It takes whatever phenomena appear to it as mental objects. and
makes an abstract assessment of them.  It basically forms a view about them.  The more accurate the view, the wiser
the assessment.  (Manas has the potential for wisdom as citta has the potential for compassion(bodhicitta)).

In the final section of the Satipatthana Sutta the monk contemplates mental objects (in the mental objects).  

'bhikkhu dhammesu dhammanupassin viharati'

Dhammas in the dhammas.  I think Manas is essentially about views.  Just as the eye grasps the visual object, the mind
as mano grasps the mental object.  That is any object in the mind.  And what kind of objects appear in the mind.
Thoughts, ideas, mental images, opinions, views and so on.  Mental objects that are mundane 'Shall I have cornflakes
or museli this morning?' and ones that are of deeper importance.  It is interesting to think what constitutes a view.  A



view doesn't necessarily have to be active.  Never thinking about something is a view about that thing (It means you think
it has no importance).  And a view doesn't have to be conceptual, it can be  to be thinking either.  It can be any type of
mental object - images can be views (symbolic of a view).  Ordinary thinking can be just a 'low-level assessment'  We
label mental objects 'Chair', 'Table',  'Self', and then have thoughts about them.  'I am a (particular type of person)', 'The
world is a (particular type of place)'.

If we are reading dhamma in this way (as view) the Satipatthana phrase becomes closer to Bhante's interpretation of the
fourth satipatthana (Mindfulness of Reality as the fourth dimension of awareness) , namely -

the monk dwells contemplating the truth [the dhamma] in his view about mental objects [dhammas] 

The fourth satipatthana becomes a reflection on the nature of reality (as the mind is experiencing it through its mental
objects)

Dependently arisen
Feeling is Praticca Samutpada, dependently arisen ("This being that becomes").  If the source of kayika vedana is kaya,
applying the Praticca Samutpada formula to that we get "Kaya being, kayika vedana becomes" - with the arising of a
particular state of kaya (like injury), kayika vedana becomes (pain arises).   The Praticca Samutpada formula works in a
similar way with the other sources.  Citta (heart) being, ethical/unethical feeling becomes.  Dhammas (mental objects)
being, mental feeling (cetasika vedana) becomes.

Feeling conditioned by Body - Bodily Feeling
Bodily feeling happens to everybody with a body.  As Nagasena replies to King Milinda when asked if the arahant feels
any painful feeling (Questions of King Milinda 44) - "He feels bodily (kayika) feelings, sire, he does not feel mental
(cetasika) feelings".  We all know that the Buddha suffered physically when poisoned with his last meal.

In a later question (253) called "Is an arahant lacking in the exercise of mastery", the king asks "Is it that an arahant's
mind proceeds in dependence on the body, but that the arahant is without authority, powerless and not able to exercise
mastery as to that body?" to which Nagasena replies "Yes".  (As an analogy he points to how being dependent on the
earth have no command over it).  What is this saying?  I think it is saying Body, like feeling is a resultant (it is experience).
We cannot will a change in our experience, we can only will a change in our response to our experience.  Ultimately our
(physical) experience is out of our control.  

Feeling conditioned by Heart - Ethical Feeling
In the Satipatthana Sutta the buddha makes the distinction between two kinds of feeling - worldly (carnal) feeling
(samisam vedana) and spiritual (non-carnal) feeling (niramisam vedana).  In a different sutta, the Niramisa Sutta
(Samyutta Nikaya XXXVI 31), he adds a third kind, which Bhikkhu Bodhi translates as 'more spiritual than the spiritual'
(niramisa niramisatara).  Another translation of this (and refering to niramisa as non-carnal) is 'still less carnal than the
other'.

Samisam is thoroughly (sam-) of the flesh (amisa).  It comes from the word ama, originally meaning raw meat, hence the
connotation raw, carnal, uncultivated.  Carnal rapture (in the Niramisa Sutta) is rapture arising in dependence on the five
'cords' of sensual pleasure - it is linked to sense desire.  Niramisam is spiritual because it is without (ni-) amisa.  It is 'not
of the flesh', not carnal, feeling  resulting from freedom from sensual desires.  Non-carnal rapture (in the Niramisa Sutta)
is the experience of rapture in the second dhyana.  Buddhaghosa, in his commentary on the Satipatthana Sutta (Way of
Mindfulness), comments -

'Pleasant worldly feeling refers to the six joyful feelings connected with the six sense-doors, and dependent on that which
is tainted by defilements.  Pleasant spiritual feeling refers to the six joyful feelings connected with the six sense-doors,
and not dependent on sense-desire.'

Niramisa niramisatara crosses (tara) over, transcends, the ordinarily spiritual (niramisa), in the same way that insight
transcends our 'ordinary' practice of ethics and meditation.  Rapture 'more spiritual than the spiritual' (in the Niramisa



Sutta) is the rapture felt by 'a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed when he reviews how his mind is liberated from greed
hatred and delusion'. 

These three types of feeling are conditioned by heart (citta).  They represent levels of ethics (but including insight),
carnal feeling being the lowest and niramisa niramisatara the highest.  As I said Guenther translates citta as attitude.  An
attitude of friendliness towards living beings will condition certain feelings  We will experience pain when we see them
suffering.  Consciousness of the effects our actions are having on the world will cause us pain (regret) when we cause
harm, and delight (pramodya) when we cause benefit, examples of niramisam vedana.

Subhuti in his series of talks on the 51 Mental Events at the Convention in 2001 mentioned two other dimensions to
vedana- contaminated / uncontaminated and subjectivistic/transpersonal. That is, vedana contaminated by clinging or
hatred, or uncontaminated by them.  Uncontaminated being related to dhyanic (or aesthetic) experience.  Contaminated /
uncontaminated look similar to samisam and niramisam vedana, in any case they are ethical feeling.  The other pairing -
subjectivistic (self cherishing / atman influenced) and transpersonal (non-self cherishing / uninfluenced by self view, as in
the arising of the bodhicitta in the bodhisattva)  The difference here seems to be whether insight is present or not.
Subjectivistic at best would be niramisam because even if we develop the dhyanas they take us beyond clinging (in the
sense of the hindrances) but not beyond fixed self view.  Transpersonal is similar to niramisa niramisatara in that it arises
when insight is present.  (Geshe Rabten has contaminated feeling linked with consciousness affected by the afflictions,
and uncontaminated linked with that in the minds of Aryas no longer affected by the afflictions.)

Feeling conditioned by Manas - Mental Feeling
Manas grasps phenomena (dhammas) in a particular way (which is to form a view about them).  That view then
conditions a feeling that Guenther in Philosophy and Psychology in the Abhidharma calls abstract feeling or mood
(cetasika vedana), as opposed to kayika vedana 'concrete feeling'.  He says -

'(Feeling) imparts to every conscious content a definite value in the sense of acceptance ("like") or rejection ("dislike") or
indifference.  Mood, too, signifies a valuation, though not of a definite content but of the whole conscious situation at the
moment.  The fact that feeling in the form of 'mood' may appear quite independently of the momentary sensations,
although by some exiguous [slender] reasoning it may be causally related to some previous conscious content, is
brought about in the buddhist texts by terming this kind of feeling cetasika vedana, which may be translated as 'abstract
feeling', inasmuch as it is raised above the different individual feeling values of concrete feeling.  It is clearly
distinguished from kayika vedana or 'concrete feeling' which denotes that kind of feeling which is mixed up with and joins
in with sensation.'

Cetasika vedana then comes on the back of a valuation (an assessment) of the whole conscious situation at the
moment. rather than kayika vedana which 'joins in with sensation (the concrete).   Perhaps we arrive in a mood having
'taken stock of' (measured) our whole conscious situation. Our evaluation is not necessarily true, but a mood is what
arises on the back of it, and this is what we have to deal with in terms of abstract feeling.  It is interesting that we talk of
being in a mood, as if it is a place/ state we have arrived in - again a resultant rather than an action.  Cetasika vedana is
conditioned by thoughts, opinions and views.  Thinking 'I am the greatest' or 'I am useless' are cognitions upon which
arise pleasant and unpleasant vedana.  When the eye sees a visual form, pleasant or painful vedana arises; when the
mind 'sees' a mental object, an idea or an opinion, pleasant or painful cetasika vedana arises. 

Mood
That moods are conditioned by thoughts is recognised in Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, which uses the fact to help
people cope with difficult moods.  What can happen is a person feels something, say they feel depressed.  Feeling
depressed doesn't arise directly as a result of sensations in the body, or as a result of ethics, it arises on the basis of a
judgement such as  'I am a failure' or 'Nobody loves me'.  If we were a total failure in everything and nobody in the whole
world did love us, we would probably be justified in feeling depressed, but thoughts like those are mostly just not true, or
they aren't very balanced.  By working at the thinking end of things (by looking for the evidence for and against that
thought, that 'Nobody loves me') we can come up with a better thought (a more accurate assessment of the whole
situation, a more accurate view).  On contemplating our new balanced thought, we then assess our mood which mostly



will have improved with the change of thinking.  

I am not an expert on this, but if we are prone to depression it may be that we have picked up a habit through our lives
of having certain thoughts (in CBT called core beliefs - things we absolutely believe about ourselves, like 'I am
unlovable') which then appear as 'Nobody loves me' when things don't go our way and then trigger our depression.  

The good news though is because mood is a vipaka we don't have to act on it.  CBT is Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
and not just Cognitive Therapy (our mood is not only affected by our thinking but also by our behaviour).  Our heart
conditions feeling as does our physical activity (kaya).  Not totally going along with our mood may feel counterintuitive
(after all, it's true that thought isn't it!..  and it is important to honour the truth!) but if we treat our intuition as sole arbiter
consider the consequences - we become depressed.  We act out our mood, and so our mood turns into our (moody)
karma.  It is good to be sensitive to how life is going, or to what people think about us, and sometimes we might find
ourselves a bit depressed (that is arriving in an unpleasant heavy state of mind), but at the same time (as Sona often
says) it is good to be robust.   We need also to get on with life and what needs doing (i.e. helping beings).  That is the
aspect of citta, of ethics.  

In terms of the different types of feeling - we can counterbalance unpleasant cetasika vedana (bad mood) with pleasant
niramisa vedana (good conscience)or pleasant kayika vedana (developing a pleasant glow of the 'wholesome' type -
through massage / going for run).  We can't in the long term counterbalance it with pleasant samisam vedana (sensory
overload), that is just distraction and doesn't last long. Pride too is connected to cetasika vedana, or more specifically
arrogance (mana) is.  Seeing ourself as better than, equal to, or worse than others undermines the reality that we are
not fixed and can change at any time.  Pride comes before a fall (or a rise!)  When we have done an action we are
pleased with and appropriate that to our ego, we may experience the pleasant cetasika vedana (of inflation) but we can
counterbalance this with unpleasant niramisa vedana (conditioned by self respect/fear of blame from the wise).

The ultimate counterbalance to unpleasant cetasika vedana is when we get rid of it altogether.  The arahant who
experiences pleasant niramisa niramisatara vedana has no view upon which cetasika vedana can arise.  They have
gone beyond mood altogether.  There is no more agonising over anything.  The question of the arahant not experiencing
cetasika vedana is repeated in the sutta of the Dart.  When the ordinary unenlightened person experiences physical
suffering (the first dart - kayika vedana) what immediately follows is agonising about that (the second dart - cetasika
vedana).  Therefore they experience two darts.  But the enlightened person experiences only the first dart.
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Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT)

Marsha Linehan developed DBT in the early '90s 1 as a last resort remedy for people with a condition called 'borderline personality
disorder.'  These people were often suicidal and prone to self-harm.  Previous traditional interventions had failed to help them, mainly
because these people were so chaotic in their behaviour.  It was difficult for the therapist to set up a treatment plan with them because
they would keep changing their minds about the problem they had or feel criticised for not trying hard enough.  Although clients with
BPD needed to gain new coping skills they were highly sensitive to self-criticism when they inevitably fell short.   Marsha turned to
something she had experience of - zen buddhism including zazen , formal zen sitting practice.  This was a way of invoking stillness in
herself as a therapist amid the turmoil.  But she also brought insights from her practice of zen into the therapy.

In zen buddhism there is a dialectic between acceptance and change.  One has to sit not moving in zazen  for hours on end.  In trying
to change oneself, as one obviously is, this requires a great deal of acceptance.  There will be many times in the day that one really
does not want to be there.   At those times it is more helpful to accept ones feelings about that - that that is the case, that is the truth
about how you feel, and it is OK to feel that - than to ignore or over-ride them.  At the same time you will not make progress just by
accepting yourself and your feelings and not trying to change by attempting the practice. 

The DBT therapist brings a knowledge of this dialectic to their interaction with the client.  By monitoring the tangible effect when they
encourage change or show acceptance they mindfully sense which is needed in each moment.  By carefully attending to the dialectic,
self-acceptance and change are brought about in tandem in the client.  It is possible that the problem for BPD clients in terms of the
Satipatthana Model is that the 'heart-mind' and 'feeling' satipatthanas are both quite under-developed at the same time, hence an
inability to manifest both acceptance and personal change without help.  

References:

1   Linehan, M. (1993). Cognitive-behavioural treatment of borderline personality disorder. New York: Guilford Press.
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Meditation compared with Therapy

Some cognitive and mindfulness-based therapies use meditation techniques (MBSR and MBCT); some don't (CBT
and ACT.)  For therapies that don't use meditation a missing element is siitting in a meditation posture and not
physically moving.  This generally has a stabilizing effect on the psyche and it turns a person more consistently
towards their experience, while giving them a calm base from which to approach that.  The effect of not moving is also
aided by the calming effect of contemplarting a neutral object such as the breath, which gives more space to that
experience by effectively reducing input to simple sensation.  Without this element a therapy such as ACT is likely to
be less effective in bringing long term calm to a client.

It is interesting though to consider this in the context of a well known teaching in buddhism on balancing calm and
energy.  In the five spiritual faculties samadhi  - concentration is held in balance with viriya  - energy (in pursuit of the
good.)  Too much of either gives an imbalance: one ends up in a dreary slothful state without enough viriya , or an
anxious restless state without enough samadhi  - calm and concentration.  It is possible that a primary purpose of
ACT is taking people who tend to avoid their feelings and to help them experience themselves more and in that come
better into balance.  As such, ACT procedures would be in line with meditation theory.
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Meditation as Internal Non-Violence between the Faculties

We can see an aspect of meditation as the harmonious interplay between different aspects of ourselves.  Without this
harmony these different aspects or faculties, namely body, feelings, thoughts, imagination and so on, can get out of
balance and one or more can dominate the others: when we are obsessed with thinking, our feelings and physical
body can be overlooked.  They are starved of attention and 'wither.'  This is a form of violence of one faculty over the
others.  It is interesting that the root of obsession  comes from the latin 'to beseige.'  But in meditation we bring
awareness to all of our faculties in turn so that none are overlooked, none are 'beseiged' by the others.  And we do
that on the' terms' of each faculty:  for instance we feel our feelings - we have our experience - we don't just think
about it.   This is represented in the model by the satipatthanas all as it were being 'brought up together' in a balanced
development.
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The Satipatthana Sutta

Thus have I heard. At one time the Blessed One was living among the Kurus, at Kammasadamma, a market town of
the Kuru people. There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhu thus: "Monks," and they replied to him, "Venerable Sir."
The Blessed One spoke as follows: 

This is the only way, monks, for the purification of beings, for the overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, for the
destruction of suffering and grief, for reaching the right path, for the attainment of Nibbana, namely, the four foundations
of mindfulness. What are the four? 

Herein (in this teaching) a monk lives contemplating the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending and mindful,
having overcome, in this world, covetousness and grief; he lives contemplating feelings in feelings, ardent, clearly
comprehending and mindful, having overcome, in this world, covetousness and grief; he lives contemplating
consciousness in consciousness, ardent, clearly comprehending and mindful, having overcome, in this world,
covetousness and grief; he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects, ardent, clearly comprehending and
mindful, having overcome, in this world, covetousness and grief. 

I. The Contemplation of the Body

1. Mindfulness of Breathing

And how does a monk live contemplating the body in the body? 
Herein, monks, a monk, having gone to the forest, to the foot of a tree or to an empty place, sits down with his legs
crossed, keeps his body erect and his mindfulness alert. 

Ever mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes out. Breathing in a long breath, he knows, "I am breathing in a long
breath"; breathing out a long breath, he knows, "I am breathing out a long breath"; breathing in a short breath, he
knows, "I am breathing in a short breath"; breathing out a short breath, he knows, "I am breathing out a short breath." 
"Experiencing the whole (breath-) body, I shall breathe in," thus he trains himself. "Experiencing the whole (breath-)
body, I shall breathe out," thus he trains himself. "Calming the activity of the (breath-) body, I shall breathe in," thus he
trains himself. "Calming the activity of the (breath-) body, I shall breathe out," thus he trains himself. 

Just as a skillful turner or turner's apprentice, making a long turn, knows, "I am making a long turn," or making a short
turn, knows, "I am making a short turn," just so the monk, breathing in a long breath, knows, "I am breathing in a long
breath"; breathing out a long breath, he knows, "I am breathing out a long breath"; breathing in a short breath, he
knows, "I am breathing in a short breath"; breathing out a short breath, he knows, "I am breathing out a short breath."
"Experiencing the whole (breath-) body, I shall breathe in," thus he trains himself. "Experiencing the whole (breath-)
body, I shall breathe out," thus he trains himself. "Calming the activity of the (breath-) body, I shall breathe in," thus he
trains himself. "Calming the activity of the (breath-) body, I shall breathe out," thus he trains himself. 

Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body internally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body externally, or
he lives contemplating the body in the body internally and externally. He lives contemplating origination factors in the
body, or he lives contemplating dissolution factors in the body, or he lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution
factors in the body. Or his mindfulness is established with the thought: "The body exists," to the extent necessary just
for knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and clings to nothing in the world. Thus also, monks, a monk
lives contemplating the body in the body. 

Reference



2. The Postures of the Body

And further, monks, a monk knows, when he is going, "I am going"; he knows, when he is standing, "I am standing"; he
knows, when he is sitting, "I am sitting"; he knows, when he is lying down, "I am lying down"; or just as his body is
disposed so he knows it. 

Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body internally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body externally, or
he lives contemplating the body in the body internally and externally. He lives contemplating origination factors in the
body, or he lives contemplating dissolution factors in the body, or he lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution
factors in the body. Or his mindfulness is established with the thought: "The body exists," to the extent necessary just for
knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and clings to nothing in the world. Thus also, monks, a monk lives
contemplating the body in the body. 

3. Mindfulness with Clear Comprehension

And further, monks, a monk, in going forward and back, applies clear comprehension; in looking straight on and looking
away, he applies clear comprehension; in bending and in stretching, he applies clear comprehension; in wearing robes
and carrying the bowl, he applies clear comprehension; in eating, drinking, chewing and savoring, he applies clear
comprehension; in walking, in standing, in sitting, in falling asleep, in waking, in speaking and in keeping silence, he
applies clear comprehension. 

Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body... 

4. The Reflection on the Repulsiveness of the Body

And further, monks, a monk reflects on this very body enveloped by the skin and full of manifold impurity, from the soles
up, and from the top of the head-hairs down, thinking thus: "There are in this body hair of the head, hair of the body,
nails, teeth, skin, flesh, sinews, bones, marrow, kidney, heart, liver, midriff, spleen, lungs, intestines, mesentery, gorge,
feces, bile, phlegm, pus, blood, sweat, fat, tears, grease, saliva, nasal mucus, synovial fluid, urine." 

Just as if there were a double-mouthed provision bag full of various kinds of grain such as hill paddy, paddy, green gram,
cow-peas, sesamum, and husked rice, and a man with sound eyes, having opened that bag, were to take stock of the
contents thus: "This is hill paddy, this is paddy, this is green gram, this is cow-pea, this is sesamum, this is husked rice."
Just so, monks, a monk reflects on this very body enveloped by the skin and full of manifold impurity, from the soles up,
and from the top of the head-hairs down, thinking thus: "There are in this body hair of the head, hair of the body, nails,
teeth, skin, flesh, sinews, bones, marrow, kidney, heart, liver, midriff, spleen, lungs, intestines, mesentery, gorge, feces,
bile, phlegm, pus, blood, sweat, fat, tears, grease, saliva, nasal mucus, synovial fluid, urine." 
Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body... 

5. The Reflection on the Material Elements

And further, monks, a monk reflects on this very body, however it be placed or disposed, by way of the material
elements: "There are in this body the element of earth, the element of water, the element of fire, the element of wind." 
Just as if, monks, a clever cow-butcher or his apprentice, having slaughtered a cow and divided it into portions, should
be sitting at the junction of four high roads, in the same way, a monk reflects on this very body, as it is placed or
disposed, by way of the material elements: "There are in this body the elements of earth, water, fire, and wind." 
Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body... 

6. The Nine Cemetery Contemplations

(1) And further, monks, as if a monk sees a body dead one, two, or three days; swollen, blue and festering, thrown in the
charnel ground, he then applies this perception to his own body thus: "Verily, also my own body is of the same nature;



such it will become and will not escape it." 

Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body internally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body externally, or
he lives contemplating the body in the body internally and externally. He lives contemplating origination-factors in the
body, or he lives contemplating dissolution factors in the body, or he lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution-
factors in the body. Or his mindfulness is established with the thought: "The body exists," to the extent necessary just for
knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and clings to nothing in the world. Thus also, monks, a monk lives
contemplating the body in the body. 

(2) And further, monks, as if a monk sees a body thrown in the charnel ground, being eaten by crows, hawks, vultures,
dogs, jackals or by different kinds of worms, he then applies this perception to his own body thus: "Verily, also my own
body is of the same nature; such it will become and will not escape it." 
Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body... 

(3) And further, monks, as if a monk sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to a skeleton with some flesh
and blood attached to it, held together by the tendons... 

(4) And further, monks, as if a monk sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to a skeleton blood-
besmeared and without flesh, held together by the tendons... 

(5) And further, monks, as if a monk sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to a skeleton without flesh
and blood, held together by the tendons... 

(6) And further, monks, as if a monk sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to disconnected bones,
scattered in all directions_here a bone of the hand, there a bone of the foot, a shin bone, a thigh bone, the pelvis, spine
and skull... 

(7) And further, monks, as if a monk sees a body thrown in the charnel ground, reduced to bleached bones of conchlike
color... 

(8) And further, monks, as if a monk sees a body thrown in the charnel ground reduced to bones, more than a year-old,
lying in a heap... 

(9) And further, monks, as if a monk sees a body thrown in the charnel ground, reduced to bones gone rotten and become
dust, he then applies this perception to his own body thus: "Verily, also my own body is of the same nature; such it will
become and will not escape it." 

Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body internally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body externally, or
he lives contemplating the body in the body internally and externally. He lives contemplating origination factors in the
body, or he lives contemplating dissolution factors in the body, or he lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution
factors in the body. Or his mindfulness is established with the thought: "The body exists," to the extent necessary just for
knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and clings to nothing in the world. Thus also, monks, a monk lives
contemplating the body in the body. 

II. The Contemplation of Feeling

And how, monks, does a monk live contemplating feelings in feelings? 

Herein, monks, a monk when experiencing a pleasant feeling knows, "I experience a pleasant feeling"; when experiencing
a painful feeling, he knows, "I experience a painful feeling"; when experiencing a neither-pleasant-nor-painful feeling," he
knows, "I experience a neither-pleasant-nor-painful feeling." When experiencing a pleasant worldly feeling, he knows, "I
experience a pleasant worldly feeling"; when experiencing a pleasant spiritual feeling, he knows, "I experience a pleasant



spiritual feeling"; when experiencing a painful worldly feeling, he knows, "I experience a painful worldly feeling"; when
experiencing a painful spiritual feeling, he knows, "I experience a painful spiritual feeling"; when experiencing a neither-
pleasant-nor-painful worldly feeling, he knows, "I experience a neither-pleasant-nor-painful worldly feeling"; when
experiencing a neither-pleasant-nor-painful spiritual feeling, he knows, "I experience a neither-pleasant-nor-painful
spiritual feeling." 

Thus he lives contemplating feelings in feelings internally, or he lives contemplating feelings in feelings externally, or he
lives contemplating feelings in feelings internally and externally. He lives contemplating origination factors in feelings, or
he lives contemplating dissolution factors in feelings, or he lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution factors in
feelings. Or his mindfulness is established with the thought, "Feeling exists," to the extent necessary just for knowledge
and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and clings to nothing in the world. Thus, monks, a monk lives contemplating
feelings in feelings. 

III. The Contemplation of Consciousness

And how, monks, does a monk live contemplating consciousness in consciousness? 
Herein, monks, a monk knows the consciousness with lust, as with lust; the consciousness without lust, as without lust;
the consciousness with hate, as with hate; the consciousness without hate, as without hate; the consciousness with
ignorance, as with ignorance; the consciousness without ignorance, as without ignorance; the shrunken state of
consciousness, as the shrunken state; the distracted state of consciousness, as the distracted state; the developed state
of consciousness as the developed state; the undeveloped state of consciousness as the undeveloped state; the state of
consciousness with some other mental state superior to it, as the state with something mentally higher; the state of
consciousness with no other mental state superior to it, as the state with nothing mentally higher; the concentrated state
of consciousness, as the concentrated state; the unconcentrated state of consciousness, as the unconcentrated state;
the freed state of consciousness, as the freed state; and the unfreed state of consciousness as the unfreed state. 

Thus he lives contemplating consciousness in consciousness internally, or he lives contemplating consciousness in
consciousness externally, or he lives contemplating consciousness in consciousness internally and externally. He lives
contemplating origination factors in consciousness, or he lives contemplating dissolution-factors in consciousness, or he
lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution factors in consciousness. Or his mindfulness is established with the
thought, "Consciousness exists," to the extent necessary just for knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached,
and clings to nothing in the world. Thus, monks, a monk lives contemplating consciousness in consciousness. 

IV. The Contemplation of Mental Objects

1. The Five Hindrances

And how, monks, does a monk live contemplating mental objects in mental objects? 
Herein, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the five hindrances. 
How, monks, does a monk live contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the five hindrances? 

Herein, monks, when sense-desire is present, a monk knows, "There is sense-desire in me," or when sense-desire is not
present, he knows, "There is no sense-desire in me." He knows how the arising of the non-arisen sense-desire comes to
be; he knows how the abandoning of the arisen sense-desire comes to be; and he knows how the non-arising in the
future of the abandoned sense-desire comes to be. 

When anger is present, he knows, "There is anger in me," or when anger is not present, he knows, "There is no anger in
me." He knows how the arising of the non-arisen anger comes to be; he knows how the abandoning of the arisen anger
comes to be; and he knows how the non-arising in the future of the abandoned anger comes to be. 



When sloth and torpor are present, he knows, "There are sloth and torpor in me," or when sloth and torpor are not
present, he knows, "There are no sloth and torpor in me." He knows how the arising of the non-arisen sloth and torpor
comes to be; he knows how the abandoning of the arisen sloth and torpor comes to be; and he knows how the non-
arising in the future of the abandoned sloth and torpor comes to be. 

When agitation and remorse are present, he knows, "There are agitation and remorse in me," or when agitation and
remorse are not present, he knows, "There are no agitation and remorse in me." He knows how the arising of the non-
arisen agitation and remorse comes to be; he knows how the abandoning of the arisen agitation and remorse comes to
be; and he knows how the non-arising in the future of the abandoned agitation and remorse comes to be. 

When doubt is present, he knows, "There is doubt in me," or when doubt is not present, he knows, "There is no doubt in
me." He knows how the arising of the non-arisen doubt comes to be; he knows how the abandoning of the arisen doubt
comes to be; and he knows how the non-arising in the future of the abandoned doubt comes to be. 

Thus he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in
mental objects externally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally and externally. He lives
contemplating origination factors in mental objects, or he lives contemplating dissolution factors in mental objects, or he
lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution factors in mental objects. Or his mindfulness is established with the
thought, "Mental objects exist," to the extent necessary just for knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and
clings to nothing in the world. Thus also, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the
five hindrances. 

2. The Five Aggregates of Clinging

And further, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the five aggregates of clinging. 
How, monks, does a monk live contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the five aggregates of clinging? 
Herein, monks, a monk thinks, "Thus is material form; thus is the arising of material form; and thus is the disappearance
of material form. Thus is feeling; thus is the arising of feeling; and thus is the disappearance of feeling. Thus is
perception; thus is the arising of perception; and thus is the disappearance of perception. Thus are formations; thus is
the arising of formations; and thus is the disappearance of formations. Thus is consciousness; thus is the arising of
consciousness; and thus is the disappearance of consciousness." 

Thus he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in
mental objects externally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally and externally. He lives
contemplating origination factors in mental objects, or he lives contemplating dissolution factors in mental objects, or he
lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution factors in mental objects. Or his mindfulness is established with the
thought, "Mental objects exist," to the extent necessary just for knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and
clings to nothing in the world. Thus also, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the
five aggregates of clinging. 

3. The Six Internal and External Sense Bases

And further, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the six internal and the six
external sense-bases. 

How, monks, does a monk live contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the six internal and the six external 
sense-bases? 

Herein, monks, a monk knows the eye and visual forms and the fetter that arises dependent on both (the eye and
forms); he knows how the arising of the non-arisen fetter comes to be; he knows how the abandoning of the arisen fetter 
comes to be; and he knows how the non-arising in the future of the abandoned fetter comes to be. 

He knows the ear and sounds... the nose and smells... the tongue and flavors... the body and tactual objects... the mind



and mental objects, and the fetter that arises dependent on both; he knows how the arising of the non-arisen fetter
comes to be; he knows how the abandoning of the arisen fetter comes to be; and he knows how the non-arising in the
future of the abandoned fetter comes to be. 

Thus he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in
mental objects externally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally and externally. He lives
contemplating origination factors in mental objects, or he lives contemplating dissolution factors in mental objects, or he
lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution factors in mental objects. Or his mindfulness is established with the
thought, "Mental objects exist," to the extent necessary just for knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and
clings to nothing in the world. Thus, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the six
internal and the six external sense-bases. 

4. The Seven Factors of Enlightenment

And further, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the seven factors of 
enlightenment. 

How, monks, does a monk live contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the seven factors of
enlightenment? 

Herein, monks, when the enlightenment-factor of mindfulness is present, the monk knows, "The enlightenment-factor of
mindfulness is in me," or when the enlightenment-factor of mindfulness is absent, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor
of mindfulness is not in me"; and he knows how the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment-factor of mindfulness
comes to be; and how perfection in the development of the arisen enlightenment-factor of mindfulness comes to be. 
When the enlightenment-factor of the investigation of mental objects is present, the monk knows, "The enlightenment-
factor of the investigation of mental objects is in me"; when the enlightenment-factor of the investigation of mental
objects is absent, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of the investigation of mental objects is not in me"; and he
knows how the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment-factor of the investigation of mental objects comes to be, and
how perfection in the development of the arisen enlightenment-factor of the investigation of mental objects comes to be. 
When the enlightenment-factor of energy is present, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of energy is in me"; when the
enlightenment-factor of energy is absent, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of energy is not in me"; and he knows
how the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment-factor of energy comes to be, and how perfection in the development of
the arisen enlightenment-factor of energy comes to be. 

When the enlightenment-factor of joy is present, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of joy is in me"; when the
enlightenment-factor of joy is absent, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of joy is not in me"; and he knows how the
arising of the non-arisen enlightenment-factor of joy comes to be, and how perfection in the development of the arisen 
enlightenment-factor of joy comes to be. 

When the enlightenment-factor of tranquillity is present, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of tranquillity is in me";
when the enlightenment-factor of tranquillity is absent, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of tranquillity is not in me";
and he knows how the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment-factor of tranquillity comes to be, and how perfection in
the development of the arisen enlightenment-factor of tranquillity comes to be. 

When the enlightenment-factor of concentration is present, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of concentration is in
me"; when the enlightenment-factor of concentration is absent, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of concentration is
not in me"; and he knows how the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment-factor of concentration comes to be, and how
perfection in the development of the arisen enlightenment-factor of concentration comes to be. 

When the enlightenment-factor of equanimity is present, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of equanimity is in me";
when the enlightenment-factor of equanimity is absent, he knows, "The enlightenment-factor of equanimity is not in
me"; and he knows how the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment-factor of equanimity comes to be, and how



perfection in the development of the arisen enlightenment-factor of equanimity comes to be. 

Thus he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in
mental objects externally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally and externally. He lives
contemplating origination-factors in mental objects, or he lives contemplating dissolution-factors in mental objects, or he
lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution-factors in mental objects. Or his mindfulness is established with the
thought, "Mental objects exist," to the extent necessary just for knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and
clings to nothing in the world. Thus, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the seven
factors of enlightenment. 

5. The Four Noble Truths

And further, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the four noble truths. 
How, monks, does a monk live contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the four noble truths? 
Herein, monks, a monk knows, "This is suffering," according to reality; he knows, "This is the origin of suffering,"
according to reality; he knows, "This is the cessation of suffering," according to reality; he knows "This is the road leading
to the cessation of suffering," according to reality. 

Thus he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in
mental objects externally, or he lives contemplating mental objects in mental objects internally and externally. He lives
contemplating origination-factors in mental objects, or he lives contemplating dissolution-factors in mental objects, or he
lives contemplating origination-and- dissolution-factors in mental objects. Or his mindfulness is established with the
thought, "Mental objects exist," to the extent necessary just for knowledge and mindfulness, and he lives detached, and
clings to nothing in the world. Thus, monks, a monk lives contemplating mental objects in the mental objects of the four
noble truths. 

Verily, monks, whosoever practices these four foundations of mindfulness in this manner for seven years, then one of
these two fruits may be expected by him: highest knowledge (arahantship) here and now, or if some remainder of clinging
is yet present, the state of nonreturning. 

O monks, let alone seven years. Should any person practice these four foundations of mindfulness in this manner for six
years... five years... four years... three years... two years... one year, then one of these two fruits may be expected by
him: highest knowledge here and now, or if some remainder of clinging is yet present, the state of nonreturning. 

O monks, let alone a year. Should any person practice these four foundations of mindfulness in this manner for seven
months... six months... five months... four months... three months... two months... a month... half a month, then one of
these two fruits may be expected by him: highest knowledge here and now, or if some remainder of clinging is yet
present, the state of nonreturning. 

O monks, let alone half a month. Should any person practice these four foundations of mindfulness in this manner for a
week, then one of these two fruits may be expected by him: highest knowledge here and now, or if some remainder of
clinging is yet present, the state of nonreturning. 

Because of this it was said: "This is the only way, monks, for the purification of beings, for the overcoming of sorrow and
lamentation, for the destruction of suffering and grief, for reaching the right path, for the attainment of Nibbana, namely
the four foundations of mindfulness." 

Thus spoke the Blessed One. Satisfied, the monks approved of his words. 

Majjhima Nikaya 10   (Translated from the Pali by Nyanasatta Thera)
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